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licence

BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.

Pursuant io Section 23 of lis Cmnpuniss Act, 1867.

WHEREAS it has been proved to the Board of Trade

that The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904) which

is about to be registered under the Cusnnanies Acts, 1862 to

1900, as an Association limited by guarantee, is formed for the

pioniiitui!^ objects of Ihc nature contemplated by

the 23rd Section of the Companies Act, 1867, and that it is

lit?- intention of rhe said Association fhat tbe income ami

piopoily of the Association v/hence soever derived shall he

applied solely towards the promotion of the objects of the

Association as set forth in the Memorandum of Association of

(he said Association and that no portion thereof shall be paid

or transferred directly or indirectly by way of dividend or

bonus or otherwise howsoever by way of profit to the members
of the said Association.

NOW THEREFORE the Board of Trade in pursuance

of the powers in them vested and in consideration of the

provisions and subject to the conditions contained in the

Memorandum of Association of the said Association as

subscribed by seven members thereof on the :4th day of June,

igo4,do by this their Licence direct The Musical Association

(Incorporated 1904) to be registered with limited liability

without the addition of the word " Limited " to its name.

Signed by Order of the Board of Trade this 17th day of

June, 1904.

T. W. P. BLOMEFIELD

An Assistant Secretary to the Board of Trade.
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No. 81327.
|

Certificate of incorporation.

3 hereby Certify that the musical

Association (Incorporated 1904) the word Limited

being omitted by Licence of the Board of Trade is

this d.iy Luorpur-.ited under the Companies Acts, 1862

to 190D, and that the Company is Limited.

Given under my hand at London this Twenty-

second day of June, One Thousand Nine Hundred

and Four.

H. F. BARTLETT,
Regiuri-.r of j !«'. .11,.'. ( C,.i,:f .ijiiYi.



The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

tflemoranbum of Association

THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
(Incorporated ,90+).

1. The name of the Company is " The Musical Associa-
tion (Incorporated 1904)."

2. The registered office of the Company shall be situated in

England.

3. The objects for which The Musical Association (Incor-

porated 1904)13 established are to do all or any of Ihe following

things for the purpose of attaining the objects so far as
allowed by law, and observing and performing whatever may
be required by law in order legally to carry out such objects

—

(a) The reading of papers on subjects connected with the

(b) To compile, publish and distribute a report of the

papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of

the discussions in the form of a volume of
" Proceedings," together with a list of the Council,

officers and members, and a report of the progress of

the Association for the year.

(c) To establish, subsidise, promote, co-opeiate with,

receive into union, become a member of, act or

appoint trustees, agents or delegates for, control,

manage, superintend, provide monetary assistance to

or otherwise assist a::y us sod ail 0:1s. snuclics arid

institutions, incorporated or not incorporated, with
objects altogether or in part similar to these rf The
Musical Association.

(d) To give monetary assistance to any person or persons

for the purpose of carrying out investigations of such
subjects as are specified in paragraph (a) anil are

cognate thereto.

(e) To acquire offices, halls and other places of meeting,

and to form libraries of books and music for the use
of the members.



(f) To invest all moneys of the Association not imme-
diately required in such legal securities, or otherwise

determined.

(g) To do ail other cognate and lawful things as are

incidental to the attainment of the above objects.

Provided that in case the Association shall take or

hold any property subject to the jurisdiction of the

Charity Commissioners for England and Wales, the

Association shall not sell, mortgage, cimi's;o or lease

such property without such consent as may be

required by law ; and as regards any such property,

the managers or trustees of the Association shall be
ehai^cal-le for such property as may come into their

hands, and shall lie answera'::!:.: ;nul acenumable for

their own acts, receipts, neglects, and defaults, and
for the due iiL:minist>a;in:i of such property in the

same manner and to the same extent as they would,

as such managers or trustees, have been if no
incorporation had been effected ; «:-.d the incorpora-

tion of the Association shall not diminish or impair

any control or authority exerciseable by the Chancery
Division or the Charity Commissionets over such
managers or trustees, but they shall, as regards any
such proptity, be subject jointly and separately to

such control and authority as if the Association were
not incorporated. If the Association take any
property on special trusts the Association shall only

deal with such property in accordance with such

4. The income and property of the Association, whence-
soever derived, shall be applied soieiy towards Ike attainment of

the objects of the Association as set forth in this Memorandum
of Association; and no portion thereof shall be paid or

transferred, directly or indirectly, by way of dividend, bonus or

otherwise howsoever by way of profit to the members of the

Association. Provided that subject to the provisions con-

tained in clause 6 hereof nothing herein shall prevent the

payment in good faith, or remuneration lo any officer or

servants of the Association , or subject to tile provisions

hereinafter contained to any member of the Association, or

other person in return for any services actually rendered to the

Association.

5. The 4th paragraph of this Memorandum is a condition on

which a licence is granted by the Board of Trade to the

Association in pursuance of section 23 of the Companies
Act, 1867.
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MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION.

6. If any member of the Association pays O
dividend, bonus or other profit in contravention of the terms of

the 4th paragraph of this Memorandum, his liability shall he
unlimited.

7. Provided further, that no member of the Council or
governing body of the Association shall be appointed to any
salaried office or any office paid by fees, and that r.o

remuneration shall he Riven to any member of such Council or

H*>vi_-r:: in.LT body except ropa> incut of uu)-c. f-p o^l-zut expenses,

and interest on money lent Or rent for property demised to the

Association. If any payment shall be made to any member,
or any act done in contravention of the provisions of this

clause, the liability shall be unlimited of any member who
shall icreive or make such payment or do such act after he
has been advised in writing that it is contrary to the provisions

of this clause. Provided further, that this provision shall not
apply to any payment to any railway, omnibus, tramway, gas,

electric lighting, waier, cable or telephone company of which
a member of the Council or governing body may he a member,
and such member shall not be bound to account for any share
of profits he may receive in respect of such payment.

IcMs ami luLbiluies oftl

he a member, imi of the costs, charges and expenses of

winding-up the Association, and for the adjustment of the

rights of the contributories among themselves, such amount
as may be required not exceeding £1 sterling, or in case of his

liability becoming unlimited, Such other amount as may be

required in pursuance of the last preceding paragraph of this

Memorand am,

9. If upon the winding-up or dissolution of the Association
there remain after the satisfaction of all its debts and
liabilities any property whatsoever, the same shall not be
paid to or distributed among the members of the Association,

but if and so far as effect can be given to the next provision,

shall be given or transferred to some institution established

with similar objects, as may be determined by the members of
the Association at or before the time of dissolution, or in

default thereof by BUch Judge of the High Court of Justice as

may have or acquire jurisdiction in the matter, and if and so
far as effect cannot be given lo such provision then to some
charitable object.

10. True accounts shall be kept of the sums of money
received and expended by the Association and the matter in



ITEVOKAM'VU OF ASSOCIATION.

respect of which such receipt and expenditure takes place, and
of the property, credits and hnbilitiiis ot Association.

These accounts shall be open to the inspection of the members,
subject to any run so:-, able restriction as to the tinii: and manner
of inspecting the same that may be imposed in accord.mo.:

with the regulations of the Association for the time being.

Once at least in every year the accounts of the Association
shall be examined anil the correctness ol the balance sheet

a^ccifained by one or rnoie properly appointed Auditor or

Auditors.

Names, Addhesses and Dlscription op Subscribers.

William Havman Cummings,
Sydcote, Rosendale Road, West Dulwich, S.E.,

Mus. Doc, Principal of the Guildhall School of Music.

Joseph Percy Baker,

289, High Road, Lee, S.E.,

Mus. Bac. Durham.

Thomas Henry Yorke Trotter,

103, Holland Road, Kensington, W.,
M.A., Mus. Doc. Oxon.

Arthur Makinson Fox,

Brandon, Teddington, Middlesex,

Mus. Bac. London.

Charles Maclean,

62, Drayton Gardens, London,

M.A. & Mus. Doc Oxon.

Thomas Lea Southgate,

19, Manor Park, Lee, Kent,

Gentleman.

Walter Willson Cobbett,

40, Sydenham Hill, S.E.,

Director of Public Companies.

Dated this 14th day of June, 1904.

Witness to the above Signatures

—

Arthur T. Cummings,
Abchurch House,

Sherborne Lane,

London, E.C.,

Solicitor, .



The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

Articles of Association

THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED 1904).

1. For the purpose of registration the number of members
of The Musical Association {Incorporated 1904) is declared

2. These Articles shall be construed with reference to

"The Companies Act, 1862," and "The Companies Act,
1867," and the terms used in these Articies shall be taken as
having the same respective meanings as they have when
used in those Acts.

3. The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904.) is estab-
lished for the purposes expressed in the Memorandum of

Association.

4. The Musical Association (Incorporated 1904) shall

consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, Ordinary Members
of the Council, Honorary Treasurer, Trustees, Auditors,

Secretary, Members, and Honorary Foreign Members.

5. All personi; shall he eligible for Membership. Admission
of members shall lie by ballot of the members. Every can-

didate for admission as a member shall be proposed by one
member, seconded by another, and his iiamir with tiiat of his

proposer and seconder shall be placed by the Secretary on
a notice paper which shall be sent to every member of the

Association seven clear days at least before the next Ordinary
Meeting. The members assembled at the next Ordinary
Me^lini; shall ballot for or against :;.e election of the candidate
and one black ball in five shall exclude.

(a) Members shall pay on election either a compounded
life subscription of ten guineas or a subscription not

exceeding one guinea, and thereafter an annual
subscription not exceeding one guinea to be paid on
the 1st of November in each year. Life subscrip-

tions shall be invested in legal security in the names
of trustees to be appointed by the Council. The
same trustees shall have power to hold other sums
accumulated hy or accruing to the Association. The
amount of the annual subscriptions and life sub-
scriptions may be altered by special resolution only.



X ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

(n) Honorary membership may he conferred on foreign

musicians residing abroad and distinguished in the
art, science or literature of music, on the nomination
ofthe Council, subsequently approved by the members
present at any Ordinary General Meeting of the

Association. Honorary members shall not be
entitled to vote at any meeting.

(c) Any member intending to resign his membership
shall signify his wish by notice in writing to the

Secretary on or before the 31st of October in each
year, otherwise he shall be liable for his subscription

for the ensuing year. If such subscription be not
paid on or before the ist day of April following the
defaulter shall cease to be a member of the Associa-

tion, and his name shall be erased from the list of

members.

6. The government and arrangement of the affairs of the
Association shall be vested in a Council consisting of a
President, Vice-Presidents, ten ordinary members of the

Association, with the following honorary officers, viz.:—

a

Treasurer, Trustees, and Auditors.

(a) The President, Vice-Presidents and five ordinary
members of the Council shall retire at the end of each
year. The ordinary members of the Council to retire

at the end of the first and second year shall be deter-

mined by ballot, after that the ordinary members
who have been longest in office shall retire, All who
have served shall be eligible for re-election. No
member whose subscription is in arrear shall be
elected on the Council.

(b) At Council Meetings four shall form a quorum, and
the Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting
vote in addition to his vote as a member of the

Council, in the event of the number of votes on a
division being equal.

(c) The Council may appoint sub-committees to consider

and carry out any business committed to them. And
the Council may appoint such assistants as may be

required for the business work of the Association,

and at such remuneration as they shall from time to

time determine.

(d) The official seal of the Association shall only be
affixed to documents ordered to be sealed by a
resolution of the Council and shall be so affixed in

the presence of one member of the Council and
countersigned by the Secretary.
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7. The first President of the Association shall be Sir Hubert
Parry, Bart., M.A., D.C.L.. Mus. Doc. Oxon., F.R.C.O., Hon.
R.A.M., L.T.C.L., J.P., Fellow of the University of London,
Hon. Fell. Exeter College, Oxford, Professor of Music in the

Uiiivei-ftiiy of Oxford
,
anil Director of the Royal College of

Music, if he will consent to act.

8. The first Council shall consist of the following membeis
oft tit Association or such of then! as shall consent to act.

The Council and officers of The Musical Association for the

year 1904 :
~~

President.

Sir C. Hubert Parry, Bart, M.A., D.C.L., Mus. Doc. Oxon.,

Cantab, et Dublin, Prof. Mus. Univ. OsL, Director of the

Royal College of Music.

Vice-Presidents.

Adams, William Grvlls, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Professor

King's College.

Barry, C. A., Esq., M.A.
Bosanquet, R. H. M., Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.C.S.
Bkidge, Sir Frederick, M.V.O., Mus. Doc. O.-ion.. Or^:i-lst

of Westminster Abbey, Gresham Prof, of Music, Prof.

Mus. Univ. Lond.
Cummings, W. H., Esq., Mus. D. Dub., F.S.A., Hon. R.A.M.,

Principal Guildhall School of Music.
Garcia, Manuel, Esq., M.D. (Hon.).

Goldschmidt, Ottd, Esq.
Macfarren, Walter, Esq.
Maci.f.a\, Ci!ARLiis, Esq., M.A., Mus. Doc. Oxon.
Prendergast, A, H. D„ Esq., M.A.
Prout, E., Esq., B.A. Lond., Mus. Doc. Dub. et Edin., Prof.

Mus. Univ. Dub.
Rayleigh, Rt. Hon. Lord, M.A., F.R.S.
Stanford, Sir Chari.es Villiers, Mus. Doc. Cantab, et

Oxon., M.A., D.C.L., Prof. Mus. Univ. Camb,

Elected Members.
Cobbett, W. W., Esq.
Edgar, Cliffohd B., Esq., ii.Sc, Mus. Bac. Lond.
Edwards, 1-'. G., Esq., F.R.A.M.
Maitland, J. A. Fuller, Esq., M.A.
McNauoht, W. G., Esq., F.R.A.M., Mus. Doc. Cantuar,
Shinn, F. G., Esq., Mus. Doc. Dunelm.
South gate, Thomas Lea, Esq.
SyuiRK, William ISakclav. Esq., M.A., P.S.A., F.R.G.S.
Stainer,

J.
F. R., Esq., M.A., B.C.L.

Webb, F. Gilbert, Esq.

Hon. Treasurer.

Cliffohd B. Edgar, Esq., Mus. Bac, Wedderlie, Queen's
Road, Richmond, Surrey.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

Ti ustees.

Sir FrkoilRIlk IIkihgf, M.V.O.
Otto Goldschmidt, Esq.

j. F. R, Stainek, Esq., M.A., B.C.I..

Hon, Auditors.
David James Blaiklev, Esq.
Dr. C. Bowdler, C.B., &c.

Solicitor.

Arthur T. Cummings, Esq., Abchurch House,
Sherborne Lane, E.C.

J. Percy Baker, Esq., a8g,"High Road, Lee, S.E.

Offices of the Musical Association.

Messrs. Broadwood 3c Sons, Ltd., Conduit Street, W.

9. The election of members of the Council fin accordance
with Article 6) and of the Honorary Treasurer and Honorary
Auditors, shall take place annually at the General Meeting of

members of the Association. In the event of the death or
resignation of any member of the Council or any officer, the
vacancy shall be forthwith filled up by the Council

;
subject to

confirmation, where necessary, at the next General Meeting,
the persons elected to fill a vacancy shall retire at the date
when the person in whose place he shall be elected would
have retired.

The President and Vice-Presidents shall be elected from
the members and shall be elected annually at the General
Mijtti:;^, by tint Members of llic Association for the time being
present at such meeting. Members desiring to nominate
fresh members to serve on the Council shall send the names
of their nominees with seconders to the Secretary at least

seven days before the date appointed for the meeting.

10. The first General Meeting shall be held not less than

one month nor more than three months after the registration

of the Memorandum of Association. A General Meeting of

the members, of which seven clear days' notice shall be given,

shall be held annually, when a report of the progress of the

Association shall be read, the duly audited accounts shall be
presented, and the election of such officers as are appointed
annually shall take place. The Ordinary Meetings of the

iiii-mbtTrs fur th-.j lending ur,d liiscussiiin of papin s, the eitrctinii

of members and transaction of other business shall be held as
often and at such times and places as the Council shall direct.

Provided that as regards any such meeting at which it is

proposed to ballut for members or transact business other than

the reading and discussion of papers the Secretary shall send

to the members seven clear days' notice stating thereon the
precise nature of the business to be transacted.



1 1. An K dram-dinar'.- Gt tilth I Mt::jtin.Lf of the members may
be called by direction of the Council, or shall be called upon
requisition signed by not less than 20 members of the

Association, such direction or requisition stating the object

for which such meeting is desired
;
the Secretary shall forth-

with issue a notice (together with a copy of the direction or

rnijiLLtiLti u[i) convmiiiij; an Kxuaord mary Genial Meeting of

members to be held not less than seven or more than 21 days
after that date. At an Extraordinary General Meeting

15 members shall form a quorum, and no other business

than tha: specified ir. the direction or reijuiaitiyn siia.ll lc

considered.

12. No member whose subscription is in arrear shall be
entitled to vote at any meeting of the Association. Subject

to this and the provision that no honorary member shall have
a vote each member shall have out vote,

13. Should a question arise as to the conduct of any
member of the Association, after an opportunity Ur: explana-

tion has been given to the member, the Council shall inquire

into the matter, and if deemed desirable by a majority present

they may expel the member. Any member BO expelled shall

have the right forthwith to appeal to an Extraordinary

General Meeting, when a majority of two-thirds of those

present shall be required to confirm the expulsion.

14.. Bye laws, rules and regulations may from time to time
be made by the Council for their own government and that of

the affairs of the Association. The Council may from time to

time rescind, alter or vary the same. Such bye-laws, rules

and regulations so made from time to time shall remain in

force until rescinded or varied : Provided that, except by a
special resolution, no bye-law, rule or regulation shall be made
which would amount to such an alteration or addition to the

Articles as could only legally be made by a special resolutioo.

15. The provisions of the Companies Act, igoo, as to audit

and Auditors shall be observed.

16. A notice may be served by the Association upon any
member, either personally or by sending it through the post in

a prepaid letter addressed to such member at his registered
plate of address.

17. As regards those members who have 110 registered
address in the United Kingdom, a notice posted up in the

offices of the Association shall be deemed to be well served on
them at the expiration of twenty-four hours after it is posted up.

18. Any notice required to be given by the Association
to the members, or any of them, and not expressly provided
for by these presents, shall be sufficiently given if given by
advertisement.



ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

19. Any notice required to be or which may be given by
advertisement shall be advertised once in two London
newspapers.

20. Any notice sent by post shall be deemed to have been
served on the day following that on which the envelope or

wrapper containing the same is posted, and in proving such
service it shall be sufficient to prove that the envelope or

wrapper containing the notice was properly addressed and put
into the post office.

William Havman Cummings,
Sydcote, Kosendale Road, West Dulwich, S.E.,

Mus. Doc, Principal of the Guildhall School of Music.

Joseph Percy Baker,

289, High Road, Lee, S.E.,

Mus. Bac. Durham.
Thomas Henrv Yorke Trotter,

103, Holland Road, Kensington, W.,
M.A., Mus. Doc. Oxon.

Arthur Makinson Fox,

Brendon, Teddington, Middlesex,

Mus. liac. London.

Charles Maclean,

62, Drayton Gardens, London,

M.A. & Mus. Doc. Oxon.

Thomas Lea Southgate,
ig, Manor Park, Lee, Kent,

Gentleman.

Walter Willson Cobbett,

40, Sydenham Hill, S.E.,

Director of Public Companies.

Dated this 14th day of June, 1904.

Witness to the above Signatures

—

Arthur T. Cummings,
Abchurch House,

Sherborne Lane,

London, E.C.,

Solicitor,



THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
FOUNDED MAY 29, 1874

(INCORPORATED 1904).

(7JV CONNECTION WITH THE ISTERSATiaHAL MUSICAL S0CIU1Y.)

FOR THE INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION OF SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

PRESIDENT.
Jan., C.V.O., M.A., D.C.L., Mils. Doc, O.on.
5, Prof. Mns. Univ. Oxf„ Director of ihe Royal

I. ill rt^uiil (if Music.
Ei, Sir AiKXANiitx C. Mos.D., St. Andrews. Canta

. I). C.I... ic::., I'rinirl;.;,] ui thu Knv.ll Aci'l^T ct .MMr-k

Prout, E., Esq.. li.A.. L011J .
Mill. I)0C, iJtlC.C! Eli"'-., I'COS. Mus. Univ. Dub,

RavLkiqH, Rt. Hon Lohd, M.A., F.R.S.
Southgate. Thomas Lea, Esq., D.C.L.
Stanfoiid, Sir Cium.ES Villiehs, Mus. Doc, Cantab,, Oxon. et Leeds, M.A.,

D.C.L., Prof. Mns. Univ. Camb.

ORDINARY MEMBERS OF COUNCIL.
COHKETT, W. W„ Esq.
Edgar, Cuvruaij B., Ksq., Ei.Sc . Mus. Bac.Lond.
Littleton, Alfred, Esq.

C. H.vk.mh,. |.. (... M.A.. M11-.D.. Oxon

McNauoht^ W. r..VE«[
E

.'r.K.A!li^\liis. Doc, Camuar.
Sinks-, F. (.;.. K ::].. Mli.. I Joe

. Dmnin-.
Squire. W. Bahclav. lisq.. M.A., K.S.A., F.K.G.S.
Stainbr. J F. R„ Esq., M, A.. B.C.L.
Webb, F. Gilbert, Esq.

TRUSTEES.
Sir Hi ih.^.n ISkil.c.i-.. M.Y.O.

1 J. A. Fi i.i.h Maui.ami, Esq., M.A.
J. F. R, Staikee, Esq., M.A., B.C.L.

HON. TREASURER.
Cm, urn: II. KiKiAii. V.~f[.. Mill, n.it-

,
v.' ,: ( [,l-.-ri:e, Qusi-nV Hoail, N;cani!.:id,

Dr. C. BOWDLEE.
Jaheb E. Matthew, Esq.

HON. SOLICITOR.
Arthur T. Cummings. Esq.

SECRETARY.
J. Pebcy Baker, Esq., Wilton House, Longley Road, Tooting Gravcney, S
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HONORARY FOREIGN MEMBERS.
Adler, Prof. Dr. Guido [Vienna).

Gevaert, Monsieur F. A. (Brussels).
Kitmann, Dr. Hugo. Mus. Doc., Edin., I'hil L> . Goltingen (Leipsic}.

Strsdiot, Monsieur Eugene (Madras).

LIFE MEMBERS.
Alexander Lesley, Esq.

1 " ncy, Esq., Mas. Bac, Dunelm., A.R.A.M. [Stcrttary).
Bjiiicr. Iciin. li-ij.

i:-;i:;:.:.|it. L' .Vi'.i. Si'in]:.

'Blaikley, David James, Esq. (Won. J«rfirur).
Bos:ini|iii;:, B H.

'

M.A.. F.R.A.S., F.C.S., Fellow of St. John's

icy, F. Si. Jolin, Er,.

atham. Morum, Esq.

larp. H. Granville. 1

in, Frederi .. ::sq .

LL.U., M.A., Mus. Bac, Cantab.. J. P.

o.. M.A..Oxon.
,
Dunelm., A.R.C.M., F.R.C.O.

STinttisiVHcrie. W. (high,

Stainer, Edward, Esq.. M.jj.
sl;,:.-,,.,. i. f. ii.. !;-<,..?.! a., n.r.i..

•Slrangways, A. H. Foi, Esq.
•Welch, C, Esq., M.A.
Woods, F. Cunningham, Esq., M.A., Mus. Bac, Oion.

MEMBERS.
,

Esq., Mi
ik>.-

,
Doi

. Grylls,

Al-df. |olin, Esq.
•Ariiwrifrhl.G. H. I

s
., [

( Newluiry).
Alle::!)or..)U[ih, Hiiss Fiortnte G.

n. ((Jin

,
Esq., M.A.,

:

I). i:.,l)i: :,1.,F. M.C.O.iT,:, I:, .!)).

Browne, Rev. Marmaduke E.
Browulow, Mrs. J. M. E.
Iliui.1, Csotge F., Fsq , F.R.C 0

•Buck, Percy C, Esq., M.A., Mus.
Doc, Onon. (Harrow).

«L-.ri;.:<s, I-"iii'i-.i.. ]>q., F.S.A. Scot.

Bmler, Waller, Esq.
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THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

FOUNDED 1 874. INCORPORATED 1B04.

REPORT.

The Annual General Meeting of Members was held

on Tuesday, November 20, 1906, at the King's

Room, Messrs. Broadwood's, Conduit Street, W.

Sir C. Hubert H. Parry, Bart., in the Chair.

Thi follauiag Report of tkt Council was nad by tke Sitrctary :
—

The Council have pleasure in submitting their Report and

Accounts for the 32nd Session.

Papers have been read by Mr. Thomas Casson,

Dr. Edward W. Naylor, Mr. Clifford B. Edgar {with

illustrations by a small choir), Mr. Edward J. Dent

(illustrations by Mr. F. C. S. Carey), Rev. G. R. Woodward

(illustrations by the choir of Gray's Inn, under Mr. J. C.

Long), Mr. H. H, Statham, Dr. Shinn and Dr. Percy Buck.

The Council desire to record their thanks to all of the above

readers and performers. The volume of Proceedings

containing these Papers and their respective Discussions is

now ready.
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Tlie membership 1ms been well maintained, but the

Coiiiic.il would most eamestl) press upon ilie general body of

members the necessity for strengthening the Association by

inducing those to join it who do not at present belong to it,

for it is only in this way that the influence and standing of

the Musical Association can be increased.

The meetings have been well attended, and the discussions

have shown the interest taken in the papers read.

The Council have to record, with much regret, the deaths

of Sefior Garcia, Mr. John Tunstall, and the Rev. Percy D.

Hawker.

The Annual Dinner, held at the Trocadero Restaurant on

November 21, 1905, was very successful
; 136 membere were

present, being the highest on record. Sir C. Hubert H.

Parry, Hart., occupied the chair. The musical programme

was undertaken by the Society of British Composers, with

excellent results.

The President, Vice-President, Hon, Officers, and five

Ordinary Members of Council,— Mr. W. W. Cobbett,

Dr. C. Harford Lloyd, Dr. W. G. McNaught, Mr. W.
Barclay Squire, and Mr. F. G. Webb retire from office.

They offer themselves for re-election.

Sir C. Hubert H. Parry moved, and Dr. Yorke Trotter

seconded, the miopnoi] of the liujiort, whi;.h w:is carried.

The Hon. Treasurer presented the Balance Sheet duly

audited and attested, and moved that it be passed. This

was seconded by Dr. Maclean and carried.

The Rev. F. W. Galpin moved, and the Rev. S. E. L.

Spooner - Lillingston seconded "That the retiring officers

whose names had been submitted to the members be

re-elected." This was carried unanimously.



Dr. Maclean moved, and Mr. Fuller Maitland seconded

"That under Article g, Clause z, Mr. T. L. Southgate be

transferred from the list of Ordinary Councillors to the list of

Vice-Presidents, and that the Council be left to fill up the

vacancy under Article 9, Clause I." This was carried

The Hon. Treasurer said that it would be well to have a

third auditor lo act in case of emergency. Mr. Oliver

Belsham proposed, and Mr. Gilbert Webb seconded " That

Mr. James E. Matthew be elected Hon. Auditor." This was

carried.

A vote of thanks was then passed to the President, Council

and Officers for their services during the past year.



THE MUSICAL
FOUHDBD 1S74.

Income and Expenditure from

To Balance in Hand

1904-1905 (1) ...

1903-1906 (178)

~ Sale of Proceedings

- Receipts fot Dinner, Nov., igo5 (123 ® 5/-)

~ Internationale Musikgesellscliaft account:—

Sudbc riptions 1 g 0 1 -
1902 ( 1

)

1902-1903 (1)

1903-1004 (1)

1904- 1905 (*)

1905- 19.it. i<)S)

ASSETS.

£500 ob. 6d. aj% Annuities

Stock of Volumes of Proceedings ...

Stationery and Plates

Nest ofDrawets

Reading Desk

Blackboard and Easel

Ballot Bo<
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ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated, 1904.

November 1, 1905, to October 31, 1906.

By Printing and Stationery :—

Novello & Co., Ltd. (Proceedings!

« (Circulars ami Postages)

W. Fraser (Miscellaneous Priming)

' Expenses of Session rgoj-i'

Rent of Hall, Ac.

Refreshments

Reporter's Fee

Lecture Expenses

- Postages and Petty Expense

(Secretary, £j i6s. iod.;

- Salary of Secretary

" Legal Expenses

- Expenses of Dinner, 1005:-

Massrs. J. Lyons & Co.

Artists' Expenses

Programmes

In accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1900, we certify that

all uur iiMjuirtments as Auditors have been complied with.

We btg 10 report that wo have Audited the above Accounts, mid in our opinion

such Accounts are properly drawn :o to rj^hibi; trn<: nn'.i ^"rrtct view oi

lilt- mill- of tht Assuciati'jn's ali'airt, as shown by the 13r;yss 'if ihe Association.

(Signed)
D. J. BLAIKLEY.

J. PERCY BAKER.
LuiHtvn, November 6, 1906.



NOTICE.

Papers or short communications for the Monthly Meetings
lire received from or through Members ; these and sue:eestion s

as to suitable subjects and capable writers '.'.'ill be gladly

considered by the Conned. If desired, such papers can he

read on behalf of the authors.

Members are desired to make the Association and its oojects

as widely known as possible. The Secretary will forward

Prospectuses and Nomination Forms on application.

Members preferring to do so can pay their subscriptions

through their Bankers. A form for this purpose may be

obtained of the Hon. Treasurer.
Any change of address should be promptly notified to the

Sccieiary, as occasional complaints <,r' the mm- receipt at iiooks

and notices arc usually traceable to either old or insufficient

addresses.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

At a Special General Meeting held on February 13, igoo,

the following Resolution was passed :
" That the Council bl-

and is hereby authorised to add to the title of the Musical

Association on its publications and prospectuses till further

Musical Sooietv.'
"

The English Committee of the latter Society (International

Musical Society'; consists of : Sir Alexander Mackenzie
(President), Sir Hubert Parrv, Bart., Sir Frederick Bn;!ffc,

Sir Charles Stanford, Dr. James Culwick, Dr. VV. H.
Cummings, Mr. E. J. Dent, Mr. Clifford B. Edgar,
Mr. W. H. Hadow, Dr. Charles Maclean, Mr. J.

A. Fuller

Maitland, Dr. W. G. McXaiujht, Professor Niecks, Professor

Prout, Mr. W. Barclay Squire. The Society publishes a
monthly Journal and quarterly Magazine, employing four

languages, with the object of promoting interchange between
different countries of information and opinions concerning the

history, art, and science of music.
Papers read before Tke Musical Association will, in addition

to ordinary publication in The Musical Association's own
Proceeding volume, be published also in the p.t:;cs o: the

International Musical Society, if accepted for that purpose.

Owing to the long-standing position of the Musical
Association, members thereof are admitted as members of

the International Musical Society on very special terms,
which can be ascertained from the Secretary of the Musical
Association.



NOVRMBBR 20, 1906.

CHARLES MACLEAN, Esq., M.A., Mus.D.,

Vice-President,

In the Chair.

THE SACKBUT, ITS EVOLUTION AND HISTORY.

Illustrated by

an Instrument of the Sixteenth Century.

Bv The Rev. F. W. Galpin, M.A.

That tlie Sackbut was the predecessor anil counterpart of

thi- Slide Trombone of the present da v is a matter of common
knowledge, but, when we come to unravel tlx; origin of the

name, we are landed at once into the region of wild
conjecture. Some writers have wisely passed the subject

over in silence; others have propounded solutions more
plausible thai! probable, Nares. for instance, in his Glossary
(1S22). writes: — "The modern Sackbut is a complicated
mslnuueut with sliding tubes answer!:);! the purpose 0!" Hops.
Sackbu; is corrupted from Sambuca, used in Latin foi tire

;.n:iie instrument fat < Coles' Die I i unary ')." Of thi-i mistaken
identification we shall speak presently. Kasluer 1 sui^esls a

French etymology for the word, viz. :
" saccades boutcr," to

give little jerks, alluding to the movement of the slide. One
of our lates-. dictionaries'- has a;;ain returned to a French
derivation, giving the O.K. " paqiiior," ;:i pull, and "hoier,"

to push, as the source of " Saqueboute," the French form of

Les Da rises des Marts, 1852. p. 216.

- The Standard Dictionary. 1900.
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The Sackbiit, its Evolution and History.

the word. But those writers seem to be nearer the truth

who look for its origin in Spain, where the name, under
lliti I':>r;u Sacabuche, lii't-l appears. The Encvilnpadia
Metropolitans (rR48) so traces it, but gives a ludicrous, yet
very generae.y accepted, e^plana; ion of its meaning. Sarkbut
is from '' Sacai del l:u;.bo," 'hciause they who use this

instrument draw up their breath with great force, and blow
with ft 1 1 their might." Skcar ; Etymological Dictionary, r.v;c.i

adopts the same derivation, explaining it literally as "that
which exhausts the chest." We pass by the suggested
derivations from the Latin "Sacca-buccis '' (chubby-cheeked),

or that sac is " a bag " and bouche is " the mouth," as due
to tin: contortions of inexperienced players; but the

following :i lay peihaps lecoinmend itself as a legiti male
ui ti-rj ]-!! /ttion of the word. As several recent writers have
reminded ' is ,

thi: woid Saoabnche is also the. name of a form

of pump, 1 the first half of the word being evidently derived
from Sarin-, "rodi'Biv onl "; hut while of;;c:s have derived

ti:c resl of ihc word eitiier from " buchc," ths chest or maw,
or from Boccine, a corrupted form of the Latin Buccina
[neither of which meanings arc appl icahlc to :ht pump, which
is apparently the older ' appellation), I would suggest thai
" ha,- he " is identical with " nucha," the Spanish form of the

Latin " buxus," used in the sense of a tube or pipe
origiaady of boxwood, lv.it even in classical days employed
without refcrenco to hs r.'.;;tciiah This view is eon linucii by
the fact that in Portuguese- the word is " Sacabuxa," and the

English equivalent would be "draw-tube" or "draw-pipe,"
a meaning which also will apply to a pump, the body of

which was often made of boxwood. The application of the

word to the musical in si ru merit fust appears in Spain in I lie

fourteenth century™ possibly as a nickname. At the end of

that century wc find it in France,1 but under the form
Saqiiobulc." a chance due either to hnguistic action or by

confusion with a very similar word— ' Saqcchome "- already

in use as the name of '.' a lance armed with an iron crook,

ar.d employed for polling a hcighi off ins horse in an

encounter."" The word appears in England towards the

end of the fifteenth century," when It is written " Shakbussbe,"
more in accordance with the Spanish pryuiincialioii, there-

fore, than the French
; early in the following century it

lakes tile form Savkeh.id, Sacluil, or Sagbuth In Belgium

is (edited by the Rev. H. Carl).
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The Sackbut, its Evolution and History. 3

:h form is used; in Germany and Italy the word

As before noted, Nares in his Glossary states thai the

Sacklm; is identical with the Samlalke or Sambiica. This
error is commonly found in many old writers, and is stiil the

caase of much confusion.

It is well known that the ancient Sambuke, or Sambuca,
was a four-stringed instrument of the harp or lyre

class, and by many mediaeval writers it is explained by the

word "cithara." 1 The word is apparently of barbaric

01 ijjii:, and is identical with the Syriac " Sabka," or, as we
find it rendered in the Hebrew of Daniel III., 5, "Sabeka,"
which Wycliffc's translators rendered ' Sauibukc," but those
of our Authorized Version translated "Sackbut.""-

Side by side with this foreign word thus admitted to the
classical language of Europe:, there is the Latin SambucMS,
i:iean::i^' an eldei tree : and v.dieii the Sambuke ivt'e no longer

existed in actual use (and even in classical times it was
apparently of little account], the two words Satubi:ca and
Samhucus became hopelessly confused, and all the more
readily because out of the pithy stems of the elder tree

musical pipes were often constructed. As early as 600 a. d.>

Isidore, Bishop of Seville, states in his " Etymologiae," s

thai "Samieica anion^s: musicians is a kind ol symphony:
for it is a sort of fragile wood, whence .ilso pipes an;

constructed.'' The English "Titer Bartiuilomaeiis,1 in the

middle of the fourte:.n;k century, l:i the -.vnrds of his tra:^ si ,i:or

Tievisa. tells us Saiubuca is " the cllerne tree," and in the

Promptuariuiii Parvulomm 0:' t.j.jo. Sambuca is given as
>_i]i.:vale:it to word " Schalmuse " (Shawm), while Cambucus
is a synonym for ilute. So thi: S.mili;!f:i became a hybrid

affair/sometimes a sln.i-ed uisl rmiiciL, sometimes a 'wind

ins.tr.uuem, sometimes, if possible, boti,. This is just what
has happened to the spurious "Sackbut of the ninth

1 Liddell and Scott, Greek Lexicon, s.v. jaii£«ri[. Du Cange, Gloss.

In&ra. Latin.
'c Longfellow (T.ilcii ni a \V;iv:;ii!e Inn, I'reludc), has unfortunaid)-

added popularity to this idea^of the antiquity of the instrument by the

He heard th™solem "sackbut play,

And saw the Jewish maidens dance."

« Originum (Etymologiarum), Liber III. sr.

' De Proprietatibus Renim, quoted in the English version of 1398 by
Hawkins, E 1 isu.Ty ;;f McsLc, liu;>k VI! r;b. G.;
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4 The Sackbut, ils Evolution and History.

famous ! io;;l i'salter. 1 Coussernakcr'- was lb c originator

of this fanciful idea and he lias been followed Uy Lacroix,"

Engel, and others. A copy of the illustration will be found
in Engcl's " Essay on the History of Musical Instruments,"'

and its peculiarities consist first of all in its early date,

and secondly in the fact that this wonderful Sackbut is

represented without its bell, being, unfortunately, only half

an instrument. In the original MS., however, the name
given to (he drawing is Sabnca (the abbreviated form of

Samliut.a), ami the drawing itself is closely allny! to thru of

the cithara found in contempt.Tnry mr.imscripts. In an
Knj;lish tenth or eleventh century MS. (Brit. Mus.(

) also

giving more or less imaginary delineations of ancient
instruments, we Tim 3

- a vcrv similar illustration
: in this case,

however, it is called a Choi us," and the author has appended
the following note :

•' Here is the shape of the said chorus

:

it has four strings. The chorus is made of wood." The
Sambuke again. So we dismiss as apocryphal the ninth
century Sackbut.6

Tuba Ductilis.

There is, however, another name given to the Sackbut
by mediarva! writers of quite a late date, which seems to

carry the use of the instrument back to the golden age of
Rome herself; and, as the identity of the "tuba ductilis" is

supports.! l:y n rrmarkable !e!;emi, anil h .supposed quotation

from the work of a Latin writer of the second century a.d.,

.it will be necessary to inquire into its claims to so remote an
antiquity. The legend, which has been constantly repeated

and almost as constantly varied, is practically as follows :
—

"In the year 173S, at Pompeii (or Herculaneum), a Roman
Trombone was discovered—the tube of bronze, the upper
part and mouthpiece of gold. Another or others were
found at the same time, and the King of Naples presented a

specimen to King George III., who was present at the

1 Public Library, Boulogne-sur-Mer, MS. No. 20, Psalter glossalum.
a Essai sur les instruments de musique air moyen age, i8S6.
' Le moyen age, 1B51.

' Prefixed to his Catrdnrrue t:f the Musical Instalments in the njutti
Kensington Museum. 1B74. The tupy i s in<-,j!:ec: anil misleading.

Descriptiuncs el Dclincalwnes instiemcnlarem, Tiberius, c. vi.

" Since the above was written, I find that Buhle (Die musikalischcn
Instrumente in den niiniaturen de5 trillion Mitlelahers : Leipzig, 1903)
arrives at the same conclusion, describing it in his note (p. 16) be an
absolve Pbantasie-ebilde." ana, r,o far li: the butory ct the Sjcklun is

eoeeerned, meP.lev. See al.v:, hh noie. p. 4 B. And M. V. Mahill™, in

liN mo-e.jiraph " T.f! T.embaee '

( F<: u-.eLI(-i, :.,ae.j, lakes the snn-.e

viev.- describing it at ur.c cmav proferment enrac-in,;.- r:,';.i."

M, i-'rlu Cnsam, keeper cf Ike V. nili.j'ne Lib^n \:h<> Wn-jW- i;ii,',.nl me
.he MS., <iei.rrit.ed it :r- - oS -.lie ctruurv."
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The Sueldittt. in Etviiiitioa and Hhtorv. 5

digging." On this me may remark that if this Roman
Trombone was found in 1738 and King George III. was
present, he would not have taken much interest in these
archaeological rosea relies, as lit was born that verv year.

Moreover, if -.lie date 17.58 is correct, the excavations were
made at Htrculaneum, and in the eight large volumes
published in iyjy if ;.v tee Meapolitai: Government, entitled

"Anlichita di fircolami," we fmJ no mention of this truly

remark a hi c discovery. At any rale the anlitpie was supplier!

to have reached the King, for in the Encvclnpa.dia
Londinensis (1795-1810), i.u. Music, we read :

—" The ancient

instrument called the Sackbut was discovered among the

ruins of Herculaneum or Fompeii. The lower part is made
of bronze, the upper part and mouthpiece of solid gold. The
Kinij of Naples made a present of it to His present Majesty,
and from this antique the instruments now called Trombones
have been fashioned. In quality of tone it has noi been
equalled by any of modern make."

Fifty years ago the late Mr. William Chappell stated that

this relic was at Windsor in the possession of Her late

Majesty, 1 but all search for it has hitherto proved in vain;
and Mr. Guy Laking, Keeper of the King's Armour, under
whose in-line-dime care such an antique would be placed,

assures me that there is no such instrument in existence in

the Koyal collections in Knjdand. It is not in the British

Mu5ci.ii:-., but it is possible that the gift was placed by
Kin.i; Georire 111. in one of hi 3 col i eel ions at Hanover, and, iT

so, it rniLjbt lie discovered in the old Royal Palace or in the

Museum of Art, which is rich in pre-Christian antiquities.

Presuming, however, that something was found to form a
basis to the oft-repeated story, I do not believe that it was a
Sackimt t;r Tioiubonc in tin; present-: lay application of the

word. !t is asserted that it was not the only specimen
discovered ; if so, examples would doubtless be ir, existence

in the National Museum at Naples, but the specimens there

are of the Buccina class (large circular horns), and I think

we may safely say that the instrument presented to the Kii'.fr,

was of a similar kind, described more Italiano as a Tromha
grande or Trombone.
But there is vel anothei appeal to antiquity. To A pule in s,"

a writer of the second century a.ij., is attributed the
following passage (rpnited hv Meisenne, and re.-q notcti in

Grove's Dictionary of Music, s.v. Trombone), in which the

author describes musicians " with the right hand drawing
out or pulling back the tubes of the Trumpet, whereby
musical sounds were given forth."

1 Grove's Diet, of Music (1st Edition), j.i. Trombone.
* Apulcius, Metamorphoses, Lib. [[.



6 The Snckbut, its Evolution and History.

I have carefully examined the actual passage. The writer,

speaking of the rites of Isis and Serapis, _ thus proceeds :—

dedicated to mightv Surplus, who on the pipe i
c.akin'.us)

stretched crosswise towards the tar (obliquum ad aurem
|>orrectum i will] ttu: ri^lit hand kept repealing the peculiar

strain of the temple and the deity.'
1

Nov.- Portunatus Scactbi
(Saerorum klacoscbrismaton Myrothecium, Rome, 1629), in

speaking of the music which accompanied the religious rites

of the ancients, takes this passage, reads "Tnhicin.es" for

" Tihidnes." ami stall's that 11
st retched towards the car"

represents the shape of the Trombone, and " with the right

hand kept repealing the strain implies the use of the hand
on the slide. It need hardly be said that this is a wholly
gratuitous assumption ; the simple rendering of the original

shows us that in these paiticular rites the transverse teed

pipe (plagiaulos, calamus obliquus) was used, and that the

rid it hand could manage ;
for we are told by classical n ntc.rs

that on the Phrygian Pipe, much used in ligypt, there were
but three holes stopped by the lingers of the right hand.
The supposed quotation from Apuleius is aic'dy the gloii

of a seventi.'Ci'.th century commentator. In fact, the phrase
"tuba ductilis " does not necessarily imply a Trumpet
which could be drawn out by the hand. The words, which
apparently hist occur in the Vulgate [fourth century ,\.u.),

are a translation of the Septuagint eakmy!, tXcmj (Salpinx
elate), which means a Trumpet madi: of metal iir,r..->i ant

the hammer, as distinct from Trumpets of wood, horn, or

cast metal. 1 The phrase occurs again in I he rendering of

Exod. 37, 19:— Fecit et candelabrum ductile de auro
inum.dssim;> ("Made a candlestick of pure gold of bcalcn

work "i. and 1 am not aware that it has ever ocen suggested
thai the golden candlestick of the Tabcrnade was fitted with
inoviii!.' slide;,, 0: that the Cherubim, which we arc told were
made " ex auto ductili," were in any way collapsible.

I do not think we should he right it', asserting thai the

Romans were ignorant of the means of lengthening a musical

tube by means of an outer slide, for we know that the pitch
and scale of their Tibiae were altered by such means, and the
pipes of the Hydraulus probably possessed some such a

'Psalm g.8, v. 6. Pliny, in his Nat. History, speaks of aes ductile,

''hammered melal." In a French Psallrr if.vdfth cen'.iry) we read
'Chiinmc/ a noire Sei.:;].rar e:i Larpe el ea if>:\ de p^ilriie: en rstr.-cs

j:;. j'ai (:,'(! e- • en ra!:- d.: ;---tL'.--- :!;' ci.rn." :'.!.:he is the Flench rer.(ie::ii:>

of Tuba, brine; ee:'iv!'d p rob.-. be.' irem 'die ]ichv::v; lJh,itio:/crnth.
" yie-nriHe '

jiieiiii, 'i,f b«iterden-l.d l«m;1il:st," asi:' Ihe French
render: n.: oi f-M>d. -17. r-,- "LI lisr line [--.a 11 add ibn- mer.rirdle :1c or ui:L

net." In a twelfth century translation of Psalm 98, 6. we read " bouiignes

Dicjltlz&d t>/ Google



tuning apparatus.' in fact f am prepared any day lo I'm J
that the KomaiiB used flic slide on their straight Trumpets,
for the Chinese have such a slide, though they make but
little use of it except for portability

; but, until some more
weighty ami circumstantial evidence is forthcoming, the
prir-.cipic of tin.- SackLuit and Tfomhoue must remain outside:

the Roman period, a conclusion which is confirmed by two
such authorities as Professor Gevaert and M. Victor
Mahillon.

From Businb to Posaune.

We pass to the twelfth and tliiileenltt i-jilm ii ^ 1 1! cjnr era -

centuries of romance and chivalry; when Europe was brought
into ciosa-r i-oi'Mct v.-ith tin- iiast through her crusading
spirit, and men, awakened hv the contact, wen; stretching
out the hami to till- dawn ns' tinli ghu-nmrnt and progress.

Here we find, figured in manuscript and celebrated in

poetry, a new instrument with an old name— the Busine,* a

lone;, straight metal Trumpet, with a narrow, almost
cylindrical, bore (Plate III., fig, I), and claiming no relation-

ship txctpt if. name to the old Koman Buccina. This lone

Trumpet, together with the nacquaires, or kettledrums, was
iiv.roditced with many other novelties from the Saracens,

each other, so that when placed ^together a straight tube is

trumpet, and on this section (which is longer than the c

together), the tube tapers from the bell 10 about half its di

inc. uncs cylindrical, as also are the other sections. O

easily be covered by two fingers of onehand and a finger of the other ; the
t-.iifl ill 111 i r- setti;;r, is iiiiishe.,1 , if:" bv an ornameraal k'l^lj. '["n, .mj-Ii fall,-,!

.1 " Tie-mba." it appears more pmiable :ht ir.siriiment was played with a
double i>«d, .eai. it '.lie .oiiiul w-hiI.1 be -,e:v ileeri v.r.eu ;'ne 1i:ie<-r-

Imles -,-.e'<: elo.ed. Tin: :b naiesliine. sizes Ihe' four 'seetli.n, sb.e.i ilial

the Knniaas were -.veil ace'uaintetl v, i:!i t!ic , ,i'ii f rr. f of r.lid-n-' lubes.

Mi Neville Rolfs, Ilrilisli Consul a: \a
;
:le5. has i.;o.-i Via !ly lev^sliee.

ji.t- with 1: tails am', a p!mt„e.iapli r>f :i form of Koman Trumpet depicted
in :i irc;ee at l'oiiificii. uncovered in i:.,,j. and Ij i^L: he considers .-.tic. .is

1 *- regards the latter point, 1 do not think it assists

hov.s that [be i,i,i:a:i:: liar] a form,:!' "J'r;impe[

Ihe modern military Trumpet-a
fl:5l..T.-er}- a-, intwesliii:; as ii is novel See I'lale I tie. : . Will: lies

comrinie a ifomari b.i:;k- in ;errn cotta (,rebah!y a vrdive otrerillKi

found at Carpcntras^uii , int., i . u, t , I i 1, I seum. It

The won: a;i]iea::i i:i many f, .nils : P.: eel i.e. I m, ill:-. :e: \ ine. b.esine,
Will!-, aii.-.e. bujune, ]:.-.-iric, ;n:;--;i:e. In Spain :he stvaisrhi lrr.nip,-: was
called Atialil, a c-jrripLioa oi the Araii Xelor. whence the Icibau ivilaii. a
M:ai|:'il trumpet v.itli a cy[in,lri,::il tubi-. Si:i:ie i-i ihe In. sines inus! Iiaee

been at least si* feet long.



8 The Sackbut, Us Evolution and History.

whoso numerous trumpets and horns are frequently mentioned
by contemporary historians. 1 But whereas the shorf Trompe
already used by the armies of Europe was restricted to a
military purpose, the Busine was admitted into civil life, and
we find it associated with the shawms, flutes, arid stringed
instruments. From the Busine, the Sackbut was evolved by
two distinct steps :—

11. l!y the fatdiuji of the tube.

b. By tin; application of the f.li<lc.

The folding of the tube, which requires careful workmanship,
and has revolutionized the whole family of brass instrument,
was, as has already been shown, known to the Romans in

or after the year 1300,- however, the folded form appears
again, in Northern Italy, where a great revival of art and
industry had begun." Yet we may have to attribute this

re-discovery of an old form to an Oriental source, for Italy

was the great emporium of Eastern trade and commerce
through the port of Venice, and a folded Trumpet (Tuturi)
has existed for many centuries in India.' At any rate, in

Kurope, except in the solitary instance of the Fompeian
fresco, there is no illustration or design of such a form until

the fourteenth century. Gradually, however, during that

llistoirc des Croisades, Pari I., Vol. I.; also Kastner,
:

.c Mnsiq.i'; Mi!it:iirf; p. yd. In I lie I'rentdi Metrical
hirh until ;ic..l fourteen til ! r. 1 1 1 r: e?

-i .

' C. -.i -:. surra- inois

i as well 'lie Ijusiats, de-.-iibcd ai, " liuisin-f d'ar-in."

icians attached to the service .if Philip. C.iuti- of

. was Raoulin de Saint-Verm, •• me nostril ds cor
Mil 11.11 lion.-, .j'nyin;; 1 1 ;. I !![.< 1.^ ail'

1

.
,

I Oil 11- i,ia';il:ii;e:>).

1 1' Instrumentation. Vol. I . p. 1;

arnance of about this date "Cora crocus" (crooked

impel miliars of Pari- ;a:nuiu:st whom is named Ro-.cr

1 'Ailnl'iis: were incorporated bv koval ordinaac- with the coppersmiths
and bra/icr; (,7lia L-:lt t iv. ni:r:.)

.
aud l.vu vc.ars ailcrv.a.ds those ot Nolieu

r.dl.nv,,;! their es ample r.~t,b, be.tr. Vol. 1
. p. rbiMim.i

(Cubinetto Armcmco, hdirion 17711. I). ;;). chums tlio ue'.i- invention for

Tuscany. Herman (1510) says :
" A trompcttu is straight but a clarion is

wiiunde in and out with a hope." There were trumpets and clarions In

the KnVifh army at Criicy ii i-i<').

4 Rambo-son I.es Harmonies du son, 1M7S, p. ;oo. Day, Mnsi~.nl

Ir.si i iini 1:11 [. of Smith India, i-i-i. p. 1 = .:. [.-.horde (E-sai sur la Manque,
iyS:j]. an illustration ol a folded Trumpet in use in Egypt. The name
bair-i: fiven (0 i: is the snm- as thru "ol il'.c Araiiian Oboe /..iiv.r. or
Xuurna, ami it i:i .iith-nll to sny whether the siiape of the trumpet is in

sn-. way ancient. !v, snidi Trumpet is finur-ie or dfsrrilied in earlier

wo'riis. The .•enerallv accepted statement that the foldini; of lllc tube
»!» invenle.i by live Fieildi trumpeter, Maarm i.-. i.|.jS) is. of course.

Mi
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century the folded model appears mure anil more frequently

in the paintings and cartings of tin; great artists of ilic day
until, in the masterpieces of Fra Angelico, 1 Lucca della

Rohbia J and Taddeo Cnvem,™ we see the process which
shaped our present Trumpet and Trombone.
At first the tube was simply folded twice in one plane - a

zigzag form, weak in construction, but far more portable

than the long Busine (Plate III., fig. a).' Then the third

length was turned over on the first length, a piece of wood
being inserted between the tubes to keep them apart but rigid

when thuy were bound toother will) canvas sitrappi:)^. Ti::s

primitive form continued in use for the Trumpet till almost
the end of the seventeenth century. On the other hand, for

the Sackbut or Trombone form of (lie itisvrumi-iu, the tube was
not turned over, but supported at first by a piece of wood and
then by strips of metal placed between the lengths of tubing,

tile ear lies: Sacldmts lescmliliii^ the Trumpet shape fven mote
closely than at present. These metal strips or "stays " were
still detachable at the end of the seventeenth century. That
this folding of the tube emanated from or through Italy is

confirmed by the fact that in Germany and Spain, even in ilie

sixteenth century, the Trumpet in the shape now commonly
known was called the Italian trumpet.' This improvement
was soon Followed by the second step —the application of the
slide; for in the fourteenth century not only do wc find the words
" sacalmctie " and " saqucjiute," hut at its eiose a:i illustration

of the instrument itself. This occurs on an ivory chessboard
of Burgundian workmanship now in the National Museum at

Florirn::e : amongst the scenes represented is a dance, and
the music is supplied liy piayers on Shawms and c

or Trombone (Plate I., fig. 2)." in a Romance, t

' Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

- National Museum, Florence.
:l Tiorso Bible, see Lcichttruritr. Pac: i:: 1 . I >. Itit<-rnat. Mn-i* f;.:s !-llsc-:i; 1 ft.

year VII., p. >;.. A:: titulv m.latl^ of tae Tr„mp<:t it, an V.r,^,,h

work K Miai ill a:, illustration i:i a n^trir.a! Li:u t;i S. EJra'.i-il. ..-u,:ii

f.:v l-.;-„y VI
,

(flri! Tvt. r-;i-u A s1rlk::i l: il],i. ; ,-attoa ,,i many
5Lrni-.:lit Htsiv.es 15 r\\r.r. found in a l.ati- Apoci.vpsd -f the earlv lor,;;,:? nth

century (Brit. Museum).
4 This form is figured by Virdune, (Music a Gctutscht. ijn], who calls

it tin- Tli.ii-rhnii: In c bi:low, p. ill, :ui'.] n -.i-.-y early F.nylish example
- ^e chcir nlr.ll carvint.':;in

"'

Is Feltt <- i"

tnpet where tbey overlap are" closely j

*fll, given

Pierre, Lea facteuis d'
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io Thi: Stultbttt, its Evolution and History.

same century the instrument is mentioned as forming part of
an orchestra which played during a great feast given in
Lombard;-. ] think, therefore, it is to Northern Italy or
Southern France we must look for the invention and
application of the slide.'

The new instrument soon made its appearance in Germany,
but the old name was retained in the word Buzaun or
Posaune. At the Great Council of Constance (1414) we are
told that as a preliminary to the investiture of Frederick of
Naiijiriherg as Klretor of I !randcrdiiii-gh . .ill the "

I 'osaiiaen
"

and all the " Pfciffen " paraded through the streets of the
city." The evolution oi tin; I'otanao from ibe Busme throws
a very interesting light on the old German tradition which
places the slide Trombi'uc 111 the hands of the Archangel of

tile Judgment Day
; the Trumpet, however, placed bv

medieval writers and artists in the hands of the angels, was
nut the Posaune with a slide but its predecessor, the straight

Busine, which, like the Buccina of old, was employed for the
calling of assemblies.

There is, for instance, in the Accademia delle Belle Arte,

at Florence, an interesting scene painted oil an old panel,
representing the marriage festivities of Boccaccio Adimari
and Liza Rieasoli, in the earlier part of the fifteenth century,
at which an orchestra of three Shawm players and one
Trombonist is performing (Plate II.).

a In the Netherlands,

ii-.nail ;.v :nan-.y- .
I its ili.l.:, an.i i! a ill tie ,,

,

:;-.- 1 v,-.] ;,i ihi: IW.ine of I 4 ta,

(Plate Hi.. C K i).tuiiv< ;a5i:i'r,iiit !iryl:r..!ri i M] rnh,:. \v.r.xa] \r.-< ±r: i- : ;t; ( .rt

.ieclisns, m diicinn: sli-rie coua- hi; f,-,rni,:c. We find, too, in many of the
later illustration* il-i: Li.e insti inneiH h held ikmmianls during
fisfurmn^r!, Mid. tile ni;lit or Io:: har.d is placed an -he upper pnrt
ol lia: tube, tile otaur Krasas the a-.: mil it:a jmr ill, -.in in a it, ivlinli

»a;a..'eMs ilic niuveuiuai lit a slide Pere Pi-nanni, im-',i,tt [ell:- 1:^ in l\is

Gabinetlo Armonico (17M) that in his day a straight Trumpet with a
-ai'u ita> in i;ih: aai iiii^ ill,: .\.:i:nlry aeiiple Irak— ,i siiiip'.f in-jim-ieal

which lie dignifies with I lie name of
;
T;,i:u'!;a dritlii ^]i..-//iUi'. " cf. rsaidii

,:' ken-; II <:< Lorraine. Arsenal Library. Paris. Illustrated in Mise
retrospectif. Paris, igoo.

a V.d„ Hardt, Magna Concilia. Vol. V.. p. 183.

" Trorahone players of German or Low Country extraction were at the
conn of the l)ui.e <

:' Milnn in i.ii.j (Van tier ilrsetcii, I.es musicians
licd.irl.iniiai:!. p.



The Sachbut, its Evolution and History. II

Hans Mcmhng, 1 and at Uginc, Tllippino Lippi- depict its

form, whilst Israel vau Meckcn allow;- us in his engiavine; ;

how little tlie artist had acquainted himself with the elemen-
tary details of the instrument. We are now, however, out of
tin- mists of piululiililv, and fate to (ar:e with (he name? and
woikniausbip of celebrate..; makers ami performers, for

towards the end of the fifteenth century, Hans Neuschel, of
NtiPfrnlscr;;, stands forth as not only '.he sriost eminent maker
ami player of his time, bnl as one: whose genius had vastly

improved the instrument both in its shape and in the quality

of IIP tubing. 1 As maker by appointment lo the Ki :;p:T!>r

Maximilian [., he had :he privilege oi engraving nn bis work
the Imperial crown, a privilege which was continued to his

successors, Hans and J or;; Xc-uschel
,
after bis death in 1533.

We have a perfect spec nr. er. of the Neuschel h audi work
in the Trombone from my own collection illustrated on
Plate III., fig. 3, and which, so far as can be ascertained, is

the oldest specimen of the instrument in existence. The
inscription engraved around the bed is as follows:—" macht
jokg neuschel zuNURNB. MOLVu.,'' with the Imperial crown.
There are also some business letters of Jorg XeiESchel s siill

extant, which give us some very interesting details of his

work." Duke Albrecht of Prussia had applied to i\cus.clicl

for certain instruments- twelve Getman Trumpets ar.d un Ive

Italian Trumpets, and a Tenor Trombone. Neuschel quotes
his secretary a price: for the twelve German Trumpets
(ttraisht Trumpets; three florins each (about present
vaiue): for the twelve Italian ;fbloed': Tnim pets,"" six florins

each i /'.:); for the trombone (ireiiieine busoue) nine or ten

S5n ff
'° PVI

r

i'

lu

!n

i°e
"°'i ?

™u j'™'k " f*
more trouble and labour."" The Duke asks him i will

Niiteti.liPr,; Tm,:. Ran.i ,11 :':ie ln-iiihin- iln' i,istee::!li lentllry. The
br.^il compr:::t: : ; two player; on Shwms, two Tr;-:ivhi)nists nml :> Coniftio
plover. Thi: Hie and bina; rilayei:, .1-'-'- i:i llie i i;iekei 'ii:l.i. but are n''l

pi-1-f..i ml in; The print i;i. L j Triimbwu-l, who o.-i noie-i ilie wil nr ii. .;i::-iir.

i:i ni'. ultimo- mmi ir. yfliei.-e robes nml ;<:rv proiinhly rc::nicn:s Haiti
Neuschd hi

—

carriage iiij li."

.0 fir M.i-ai;LiC:.t:hiduc, Jitflin, Jatir. IX. p. 149//'.

: cKiraordin.irv charge.; " of Trinity C'olese. Can-

1595-96 is the following:—" Item for a Sackbutl ;
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mouthpieces for a M it to I Posaune (an alto or tenor instru-

ment) and a pair of crooks for a Bass Posaune. These
letters are dated during the years 1540-42. In 1545 Neuschel
writes to aticther customer, sayini; that he will make five-

large I'osanncn and " a Mittel-Busone (which will serve also

as a disci nt to the I lass)" j'or eighty- nine Jdmuish iknins (V"6"),

whereas for such a sei the Kini! of England, the King of

Poland, and other great personage.'; always gave him some
100 thaler {£120). With the death of Hans and Jorg
Neuschel, the family ceased to he makers, and the business

passed into the hands of Anton Schnitzer, one of whose
instruments, dated 1579, and bearing the Imperial crown,
is preserved with parts of others in the Civic Museum
at Verona, being the next oldest Trombone in existence. 1

At the close of the fifteenth and during the sixteenth

century, the popularity of the Sackbut is shown everywhere.
In 1495 a motet for five voices by Obrecht was performed
at Venice, accompanied by two trombotii ; and Diirer's

magnificent series of engravings representing " The Triumph
of the Emperor Maximilian," issued in 1512, reproduce some
of the many combinations in which it was used, for in the
procession we observe a " Flanders band " consisting of five

Shawms and live Trombones, the players being mounted on
horseback: the boys and men of the Imperial Chapel Choir
are accompanied by Zinlitm (Cornets) and Trombones :

elsewhere the instrument is joined with Shawms and Krum-
horns, while at one point in the procession they form a band
of their own. Tin: fact is there was much more liberty allowed
in the use of the Trombone than in that of the Trumpet : the

latter was restricted to royal and military purposes, the former

was in the hands of the Thurmer or Tower men who
acted as Town-musicians and accompanists at festivals and
pageants." At the wedding of the Duke of Tuscany with
Klcauor of Toledo in 1519, t'io bru;o wan met at the gates o:

Florence by a choir of twenty-four singers, accompanied by
four Cornetti and four Trombones, and, in a ballet which
followed, four Trombones supported a five-part choir. Onan

one of whose Trombones, bearing^tlie imperial crown, 13 in the Paul tie

Wit rulU:itkj;i. ;la-i-(l ir'ijrj. .\ Tr.irifei l>y Anton SclinilMr. i L n t I
i=ij:j,

is in the Coosorvatoire Museum at Paris.
: Knjipey. ni-t. .if Military Music, p. i.j. Vitdutig wrir.is Thumerhorn

tor Tlr.irfFierhorn.
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The Sackbat, its Evolution and History. 13

elaborate tapestry representing a German Court ball about
the year 15(10, are shown not only the KonccrtroeiBter

with his conducting stick, but an orchestra of six ladies and
four men—one of the ladies playing the trombone 1

;
and, if

further proof were needed of its popularity, the sixteenth-

ctdnLury compositions of Krager (Psalmodia Sacra, 1585) and
Gabrieli (Symphonic Sacrae, 1597), bear ample testimony
to the great appreciation of the instrument. It is to be
regretted that the musical treatises of the period do not
atlempt to explain the instrument. Virdung (1511), Agricola

(1529 and 1545), and Luscinius (1536), though they give an
illustration—identical in each treatise— dismiss the subject in

a few words. Agricola says that the melody was obtained
simply by "blowing and drawing" (durchs blasen und
Ziehen), and then honestly adds, " but I cannot say much on
this point, as I have not as yet mastered the reason of it."

Zarlino, in his Sopplimenti Musicali (Venice, 1588), is the

first writer to give any straightforward account of the
instrument. It must lie remembered thai, like main' other

arts and crafts of these centuries, the method of playing

the sackbut was a close secret confided only to pupils of the

fraternity.

The Sackbut in England and Scotland.

The introduction of the Sackbut into our own country took
place in the fifteenth century. No notice of it appears in the
first half of that century, and the musical establishment of
Edward IV. consisted only of Trumpets, Shawms, and
"smalle pypes," but in the accounts of Henry VII.' we
have the following entry :

—

1495. May 3.

Item. To nine Trumpets for their wag5 .-.£18 o o
To foure Shakbusshes for their wag' ... £700
To three String myosin-]' for tln:irwjg s

.{"5 0 u

The form " Shakbusshe," which also occurs in the Lord
C.hanibeilain's Records of 1503, suggests that the ir.s',n:::ienl

was brought in through the alliance and commerce with
Spain which the English King so studiously cultivated," and

- J.avoix. L'histoire lie I'ii-.s'.rua'.eaCLiL.n. Vol. 1.. ?. :Si.

' Brit. Mus. Ad. MSS. 7009, and printed in lixcerpta Histories.

» In the inventory of the instrument:; bL-onz.:;^ to (Jucon isat^la of

Spain, t. l$ov, appear rile follnv. ipi[. : Oi.v. fi;u-;i':v.:tii(! " of silver, v.itli

tin: ivlins and muuaiiiies j.:ldc:l, :n throe pier.:,'s A:mtl:.::- s.aea:a:c:ic

f.'ta:ulc" of silver ivlucii lias [wo pieces, with ll:e or:i:n::c:r.s aa:L crooks
pitied, aad on the latter [}'\u>:>;] '.no li:;le clia

:

.ns, 0111: In i:;n:h crunk >ivo|.
Kmall chains .st'cia to have been used to bind the troo'ri-; nioru lirrnly

to the laslrnalent (ijv I'racinrk:-.. Tbea:ran] lastramenlnrurn
: H'dml,

Organografia).
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14 The Sackbut, its Evolution and History.

not from France or the Netherlands, where the form of the word
was Saqueboure. It is not until almost the end of the reign

that the spelling Sagbuj or Sacbuf appears. King Henry's
Saekluil players were at first of foreign extraction, and early

in the sixteenth century we fii'.d the names of two eminent
performers. Hans Xagheie and Ham Ilroen, both apparency
emanating from the Low Countries. In 1501 they paid a

visit to the Court of Charles of Austria, to whom at that

time their Country belonged, and with the following result :

» 1501. To Hans Nagle and Hans Broen, players of the

S;i- pii-1 niti- of the King of Kngland
,
£"37 10s., in that they

recently have played before His said Highness for his

pli.-asur.-.."
: In 1503 Hans Naslle appears again among

"the Sakb11ssh.es and Shamoyes" of the English king.-

Henry' VIII., for whom Jorg Neuschel made Sackbut;-,

maintained ten players, the three principal receiving each
(pet quarter), but he left no specimen of the instrument in

his private collection.1

At his death tin: players were reduced to four, who in

r547 were the following: Mark Anthony Petala, Nicholas
jbndu-. ,,::t;mav Svitia, and Anihonv Maria. The number
was subsequently raised to six, of whom five received

^24 6s. 8d. per annum each, and one £36 10s. t lnecn Mary
and (Jiiee:: Lli/^bcth maintained ;ht. same number. 1

Jj'rigJish

players were now to the fore, and we meet with such familiar

names as John PcacocX-c. Robert Maic, Nicholas Andrew,
Nicholas Cot tman, Robert Howlett, Ralph Green, John
Lancer and Others. John Howes, Gatherer of Legacies for

Christ's Hospital, in -'A famyliar and friendly Discourse "

(15S71 savs, ''I alsi.i l }i

i

t

j

k it convenient that the chiidieu

should learne to singe and play nppon all sorts of

instruments, as to sounde the trtimpett, the cornett, the

recorder or llute, to plav uppon si\n^!mi!s, s;i;sinies ami
all other instruments that are to be plaietl nppon either

1 Van der Straeten, Musique dea Pays Bas, Vol. VII., 172.

" Lord Chamberlain's Records, edited by the Rev. H. Cart.
J In the Privy Purse Expenses of Henry VIII. arc the following entries :

1531. Ap. 24. Paied in Rawarde to John liolanger one of the
Sngbuttes, lis

Nov. S. fan.'! It. lliii h.i [olm and Pol or Maria Shakbutles
at ther departing into thor toiltreys, xx li.

L'aiotl to an trthir n: the Salinities at his IvNu

Nov. .- i'.-il.; i
!n Anvnv ilit- Sa;:

:

nii fur Ins i-rj-i,". jj'iijij r:,

Southampton vjt the now S^buttu^. liii 5, iiii d.

' In the valuation of the offices in Church and Mate hetd under the

Sajjlnilte f., v. lit-iii.r' -j h.'Li i
/".'.,

i -. I.v the vi'.ii- and en.- other at

£20. Brit. Mus,, I-ansd. MS'S. T71. f, 248. The names of the Kni.liii:

performer are talten from the Lord Chamberlain's Records.
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The Sackbui, its Evolution and History.

with winde or finger." So famous in fact did the English
school of Sackbut playing bccomo thai in 160.: Charles III.

Duke of Lorraine, sent his cornetto-player, Jean Presse, to

linyland lo look for various kinds of in-lru;i lents to accom-
pany his music, and amongst those seemed wi-re two " joucurs

de sacquebottes anglois," by name Jean Rabi.sen (Robiuion)
and Robert Pasquier (Parker), and two cornet players

—

Jean Adsun (Addison) and Guillaume Burt. 1

As rejJaiiU the use of -lie S.'icklnit in I'Vaneo, the rallies!

notice of its approval hv royalty '.vlv.eb I have been a hit; to

discover is in a payment made December 31, I5r8, to
" Christophc 1'laisar.cc. sacrjueboutc et jouettr de haulxhois

du. roi." s We know that Francis I. was very anxious to

eclipse (he pomp and pageantry of his neighbour Henry
and it may be that in his desire to rival the " 10 sagbutts "

of the English Court he was the first to introduce the

instrument into the royal establishment of France. For in

that country the use of the instrument apparently has differed

from that of other countries, in that it was confined wholly
as an accompaniment to the dance and popular fetes. In

1588 Arbenn (Ordiesograjihie)-' informs us that (he proper
accompaniment lo the. Pa vane ir. the Grand Bal was not the

simple flute and drum, but " haulbois " and " saquebouttes,"

and as such they appear in toe Grand Ecuric nf the French
Kin^s in the seventeenth century. Bat in Hne.ianc and in

othci countries the sackbut was used in religious worship
and in supporting the chorales, a practice which is maintained
to the present day.'

From many sources it is evident thai Sacktints hail taken a

definite place in the English Church Music of the sixteenth

century, for instance, in Vie statutes of ;be Cathedral Church
of Canterbury {temp. Henry VIII.) we find the following

oroviso :

—" We decree t hercloic a od oola:':i tlial 1 in tv be in

perpetuity in the said Church .... duo Sambuciarii
(vtilijjo tiacklnittccrsj et duo Cornntarii (vnltro Corncttcci:-!.

In i(>!vj the Chapter replied to certain visit atonal questions

from the Archbishop, "there are four places vacant in the

Chare:: which were supplied fortnerh bv two sackbtilts and

1 Jacquot, La Musique en Lorraine, p. 6t. Illustrations of the Funeral
,,l Cnarh- III. in It..'i "L^ll hy J;lc;i:u[ slio:v ±f. s.iL-i,: ,lli„ v ,::::-uw
nilt: It'.,, ti.'t: s.-uicn (» ,.; Hit left -iidiiL^r. -..v.n-H:::--, <;.;; 'lie rii;]K.

e Musiouu, 1893. p. jl,„.

rivv Purse Esprnsss of Henry VIII. it, iha fullowin^' entry: "1532.
UK- 17- Paied 10 the frenchc queue Sacbuttes in Revrarde by the King's

' At! itlii, tllT.ll::si..,:l;L]lllic, p.

' Kastner (Les Dansea dca Morta, p. 113). says that in 1840 at StuttRardt
was iht! cusEUTii each da> f. Jr .; miisi<-i;iiVi [ l-v. cii .1:1 tilt- ;tai:v1i nun :..

n the; Cotv.rat.-j iZSr.kel and aim i,t.h:'
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two comets."' The earliest allusion which I can find in

limglisk literature to the Sackbu: is hi Ihivts' " Passetymc
of Pleasure (1506), where amongst the instruments which
attend Dame Musick are *' Sakbuttes."

The instrument was inlrodiiced into Scotland by James IV.,

who in 1501 had married Margaret, the daughter of

Henry VII. It first appears in the Treasurer's accounts
under the following entry :—

1505, July it. To the draucht Trumpet gif he marye not

for one year . . . 30 shilling:; : and again on November 6:

To the Draucht Trumpet to fee him a hors to Dumferline,

9 sh. 1507, August 1 : To the draucht Trumpet his

quarter-fee, ^4 7s. 6d. 1.508, February 26: To the Draucht
Trumpet that had ane sair lip, 27 sh. According to

Sir John Daly ell,
4 the most celebrated player at tile Scottish

Court was one Julian Drurnmond, who held the "oftichmi
tuhae ductilis " to James IV. and James V. his son.

Drurnmond having been slain at Pinkie in 1547, the office and
perquisites were confirmed for life to his grandson, Julius.

Thomas Coryat, the traveller, whose memory will ever be
llianktuky honor.red for kemi: the fust to introduce the table

fork from Italy into England, and so to supersede the use of

the fingersj gives us in his Crudities" the following

appreciative note or. the music of the sackluits which lie

heard ar Venice in 160H durmg the feast ;:f S. Roche. " Tin;;

feast consisted principally of musieke which was both vocal
and instrumental—so good, so delectable, so rare, so

admirable, so super-excellent, that it did even ravish and
stupefic all those strangers that never heard the like. But
how others were affected with it I know not ; lor mine own
part I can say this, that i was for the time even rapt up with

S. Paul unto the third heaven. Sometimes there were
sixteen or twenty men together having their master or
moderator to keep them in order : sometimes sixteen played
together upon their instruments—ten sagbuts, four cornets,

and two viol de gambaes of an extraordinary jjrea tnesse :

sometimes tenne, six sagbuts and four cornets. These
musicians hail ht-simved ap!.;i them by thai company of

S. Roche an hundred ducats, which is £1% 6s. 8d. starling."

The Seventeenth Century.

The seventeenth century brings us several important and
interesting treatises oa the Sackbut.

Ceroi-.e, in his FA MeJupeo, written in Spanish, hat published

at Naples in 1(113, tells us that the ordinary instrument, which

1 Kindly commumcnee] liy thfi Rei . C. F. Wooilruft", Caniertmrj

.

J Dal yell, " Mn-iivdi Mttmuirs u;' S^ilaiid, Jfi^fj," p. 177.
3 Coryat's Crudities, p. 250.
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we now call the Tenor Trombone, had a scale of twenty
notes, from Bass D to Treble A, but that the compass
depended upoi; I ho ability ol die player and the crooks used.

Pracionus. in his Oic.t ri'"\sii".'qihia iii>:>!, eor.tini'.s this. :or he

savs that practised placets were aide to extend the compass
to Treble C, D, or E ; in fact, one Erhardus Borussus was
able to reach the G above the Treble stave, and the A below
the Piass stave, compass of ahnosi lu:;r octaves. The same
writer also describes a nil in his Apju'iirilM

i (£2,)) figures the

various sizes of ll:e insii umeid then 11: use. They ioaipri si il
:

1. The A It-Posaune, with a normal compass from BB on
the Bass stave to D or E on the Treble.'

2. The Ordinary Posaune, from E below the Bass stave to

G or A on the Treble.

3. The Quart I'osditiu, an octavo below the Ak-Posaunc,
though also made a tone lower.

4. The Octave Posaune, an octave below the Ordinary or

Tenor Posaune.

Tin; Octavo Posaune was made h> two forms, the older way
bcing oy an enlni geicen c of rhe bore and by ;nii I i ; i on :i I

(njiiii;;

inserted between the siide section and the bell ; the more
recent way, invented bv Hans Schreiber in 1614, was by a
proportionate enlargement of the whole instrument, the slide

being siren "diccec by ar. additional stay and the lower
positions reached by means of a handle attachment as in lhe

ordinary Bass instrument. It is somewhat curious that he
does not mention the double- slide Trombone, for, as we
have seen, jorg Neuschcl was asked to construct such an
instriuileiil in i>|J, and in lhe valuable collection formerly
belonging to Herr Paul de Wit, but now at Cologne, there is

a perfect specimen of the double-slide Trombone made by
Jobst Schnitzer of Nuremberg (probably the successor of

Anton Schnitzer and : he N cuschcls, is he places the Imperial
crown on his work). It is dated 1612, and thus the supposed
invention of the French maker Halary was anticipated by
more than two centuries.'

Meisenne, both in his Latin Treatise (Harmomcoi tun

Libci XII.), and his French work (Harmonie Universelle,

1636) carefully describes the Saekbut, which he calls Tuba
tract Mis, mentioning the seven pasilio:-s and giving [he

diatonic scale for the first octave. He does not distinguish

between the various sizes of the instrument ; in fact, he tells

1 Praetorius says that although the Alt-Posaune can be used for lhe
cisi-reu. .1:: lur leru' .a-,:]],ary 1' Icri'ir; l^.s.uiiii.1 is ':;l'U'T.

1 About 1B17 Gottfried Weber also introduced a Bass Trombone with
double slide, and I'rofessor Case hns kindly inir.oncd mi [hal in .7 ^
Rows, ol Liverpool, brought out a Contra Bass Posaune wilh a similar
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us that it was customary to attach to the ordinary trombone
a special crook called Tor til (in England known as the

Wn alh, and in Germany an Krumbiigel) whereby the pitch

of the instrument was lowered a fourth, so that it might form
a bass to the hautbois. 1 In his French work he alludes to

an effect which must have seemed most peculiar in days
when valve instruments were unknown. His words, in a free

tisLjHtion, are as follows: "But the greatest dittkully

coasts in knowing how 10 make the BOUDds by drawing out

the inner tubes and lowering the outer slide, for the

have drawn

proportions of oilier in strnnxuis v.iiiei: descend [he lower the

longer they are."

The practical explanation of his words is this : Position i

gives A3 and also Position 6 (when the instrument is 2 feet

longer) gives the same note ; or again, Position i gives D,
Position 3 {21 inches longer) gives D, and Position 7 (3 feci

S inches longer) gives D. For example, I take the so-called

Bjj Tenor instrument.
But the master continues :—" It is however quite easy lo

explain how the sounds ate produced by jura, is ol she various

lengthenings of this Sackbut, if you have heard what 1 said

on the intervals which the Trumpet makes by the different

wind which is given Ehem." in fact the notes of the harmonic
series overlay) in the higher register of the Trombone, and the
resalt is that whereas in Position 2 Aft is the 3rd harmonic
on A, in Position 6 it is the 4th harmonic on F.

In Position 1 D is the 4th harmonic on By.
3D 5th » G.

7 D * 6th - E.

To the trombone player this choice of positions is invaluable.

We have unfortunate! v no Lr.gJish treatise 011 the instru

ment in the seventeenth century. Lord Bacon, in his Syiva
Sylvaruui, just mentions it, for he writes: "All instruments

that either returns as trmr.pet.s or flexions as corners, or

an- Juswil up and pat f:o:ii as sackhuls, have a purling sound ;

but the recorder or flute, that have none of these inequalities,

give a clear sound." In Campion's niaske, performed at

Whitehall on Twelfth Night, 1607, in honour of the marriage
of Sir James Hay, there were two groups of musicians, one
with ''nine violls and three lutes," the other consisting of

bass and mean lutes, a bandora, a harpsichord, two treble

1 (; is cvitlesK ;;mt in a. .in;: mi (lie )v >:.itij::i~ of ilk; slide, reus: n;r.:S:>.nilv

1m.v>- beJMi s'lainwli::; i
1-1 :

"!n- 1 .
Ui: [ l";n:l ilia: it: the ins eel sn

[;iv.:-i,::: a is jus: ^ossif: k-
,

.villi tin: an: of thu lip. to nif toe ineiah

position; the rest would be only a inaiier f memory simian n> the

difference between the sinpfiii!" of tin- vinlin ami viola.
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violls and a "double sackbote," probably an instrument a
fourth lower than That in ordinary use and sounding double C.

Drayton, in his Polyolbion, 1613, speaks of the " Sagbut
deepe," whilst Shakespeare mentions the instrument but
once, and that in connection with the "shouting Romans "

(Coiiolanus, Act \'.y l:i Lhe seventeenth century MS. notes
of John Aubrey, now in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, there is

the following interesting iefei i-nce 10 the us? of the Sacklmt :

"Sir John Dan vers was a great lover oi Mrcick and especially

of J. Coparario's (jit) h'ansies, which were for a sagbot, a violin

ar.il fLii organ, equivalent to ii vc parts. These were performed
by Christopher Gibbons his organist 1 since Doctor)

that was sagbuteer (and his Butler) to King Charles I„ and
Humphrey Madge (his valet de chambre) violinist. The
house is vaulted all underneath v

of the musique and these mus
faneies so often and being regulated by Kit Gibbons, they
made the best harmony that ever I heard.' 1

The Discant Trombone.

It was not until the closing years of the seventeenth
century that the family o( SackbutS was rendered complete by
the addition of a true discant or treble instrument, a fourth

above Praetorius' Alt-Posaune, which had hitherto been used
for the highest part, and an octave above the Tenor
instrument (Plate III., fig. +). The makers of these little

Trombones, such as Sierr.er, Schwabc and Schmied, in

Germany, and Ahlgren, in Sweden, were working a little

of it in German literature*), and during the eighteenth
century. In England the earliest music written for this

instrument is the March and Canzona for the funeral

of Queen Mary, on March 5, r6g5, by Henry Purcell.

The March lias been shown to he an adaptation from
music written by t'urceli for " The Libertine," a play
produced in 1676, and this could be rendered with the Alto
Truir.'iione for the upper pan. But the Canzona, a new
composition in 1695, demands the true discant instrument,
on which the A? above the Treble Stave can be easily

' Cf. also Ruben Burton. Anatomy of Melancholy (Kin). Edition itton,

id'fSaCes^lSs/oiKWI"'™ a! end of pa£jr.'™
65

'
*" "*? ""^ a'a"

- Quoted by Randall Davie;, Smn 01" CmW;: 01(1 Church, p. j

id communicated hy Mr. Arthur Hill.

KuhiiLui, Du: Miisikali-iClii- (J-.;:u:V:*.']r>.ji, p tj
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obtained. The name Flat Trumpets, given to the four

instruments required for the performance of this interesting

and affecting music, is unusual. 1 Dr. Crammings has
suggested that music written in the minor key, as this is, was
Generally known as I'ha; music

; ~o tli.it I would venture to

add ".hat the Saekhul;; or Trombones (known at that: dav us

"Trumpets harmonious ") were also called Flat Trumpets
because they alone, of all brass instruments, could Rive in

their ordinary scale Lhe flat third of the minot key, the

stopping of the Hum bv the hand being tlien unknown, and
the use of the valves undreamt of. J. Sebastian Bach, with

" 't.'fouiha da lirarsi," important parts in h is Church ( 'a at a : as

,

writing for it not like a Trumpet or a transposing instrument,

but as a Trombone in its actual pitch, ("duck, in his opera
" Orfeo," terms it the Soprano Trombone, and Altenburg
i
ileroiscr.-niesikniische Trumpeter und Paukerkunst, iyg-,:

describes the Zu;.r-Troiupcte [Slide Trumpet), " which usually

the Church and Town musicians use ir. Bounding their sacred
chorales," as " very like a little Alt-Posaune."

For some unexplained reason the eighteenth century

witnessed a marked decline in sackbut playing: it was so in

France and Italy, and it was so in England. The Court
musicians still practised the instrument, and sackbuts were
played at the Coronations of George I. and George i I., but as

a popular instrument it almost disappcaree, yielding to the

peculiar charms of rho Serpent and the Horn.
Dr. Burrsev relates that great difficult v v.-.'.s foimd in

obtaining players for the Handel Celebrations in 1784. " In
order to render the band as powerful and complete as possible

Trumpet was sought ; but so many years had elapsed since it

had been used in this kingdom that neither lhe instrument

nor a performer upon it could easily be found. It was
however discovered after much useless enquiry not ouly here

but by letter on the continent, that in His .Majesty's private

Military Hand there were six musicians who played the three

several species of sacbut—tenor, base and double base.
1

'
1 I

may add that these were probably the players introduced by
the Duke of York about this time for the new Band of the

Coldstream Guards.

der Internal. Mus. Ctsctlschafl. year IV., p. zzs.

. Accour.: of M.jicjl Poriiirciinccs ill WcElnlhiitcr Abbiy,
iuction, p. 7. 1785.
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Early in the nineteenth century the Sackbut appeared again,
but now no longer under its ok! Kti-rlis:: name : as an appanage
of tilt Italian Opeia il iv;ls called the Trombone. A strange
form also appeared with the grotesque head of a dragon in

place of the usual bell, and this was called the " Bucin,"
taking us back to Buzine and fiuccina once more.
On this revival of the Trombone a writer in the

Encyclopedia Londinensis (i8rg) makes some pertinent
remarks: "Trombones and Double Drums are now so
frequently used in the opera, oratorios, &C, that they are
become a nuisance to lovers of pure harmony and refined

tones; for, in fact, the vibrations of these instruments
produce noise, not musical sounds, though in certain peculiar
situations they have a noble and grand effect."

And since that day the association of the Trombone with
military music lias tended to maku players force their notes
unduly, while the addition of valves (first added in 1S18) has
still further enlisted tin; services of the instrument among
" the soldiers in the par:-:."

1 How Mersenae would shudder

at the ordinary Trombone playing of the present day! Of
the instrument of his time he says, " It should be blown by a

skilful musician so that it may not imitate the sounds of the
Trumpet, but rather assimilate itself to the sweetness of the
human voice, lest it should emit a warlike rather than a
peaceful sound." It was with this object in view that the

old mouthpieces were made with a long conical taper inside

(Plate III., letter A), more like that of the Orchestral Horn,
whereas now they are made either with a short cone or
simply cup-shaped like that of the Trumpet.
Would it not be possible to revive in this twentieth century

the true Sackbut playing for which England was so famous
in the sixteenth century? To have the complete quartet of

instruments—discant, alto, tenor, and bass in F, not G—or

(lithe Discant Trombone is consul. :n;ii loo small), tin- alto,

tenor, bass, and contrabass ? To aim at the full, round,
quiet rolling tone which can only be equalled by the open
Diapason of the Organ ?

1 quote once more from a passage; punned by its writer in

antl yet one which might well be impressed 01: our

young composers of to-day :—" The Trombone when
judiciously employed is most efficacious in producing great

and sublime effects : but by the followers of the ultra-modern

1 A Trombone in which slide and valve were combiaed was produced
bv Mtf-ssri Hc»M>n snmc vtars iiafo. The one valve lowers th,- phcli of

the in:-,trur.;c[i: j. miiioi liiird. ;o that ±:- mere exlci-.dcc pcsilion.i -f the

a fed. An inslrument with [he bell over the shoulder, in a
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school its power is exceedingly abused .... It is

employed by tlie composer to combat that drowsiness wliich

his dlillness provokes and to direct the attention of the many
from that insipidity which no brazen clangour can conceal
from the few."

By the kind permission of Messrs. Boosey and Mr. D. J.
Blaikley, 1 am able to give the following comparative
measurements and details between Neuschel's Sackbut of

15.57 and a high grade B flat Tenor Trombone of 1907
Plate III., fig. 5)— the pitch being practically identical

b'f =479-3 or a'=4sa-4).
Sackbut, 1557. Trombone, 1007.

Total length of mode! ... 42^ inches 43A inches.

Bore of inner sliding tube ... £ inch diam. T
'

3 in. diam.

Width of slide between the tubes 3^ inches 2j inches.

Stays Flat and detachable. Round and fixed.

In the later instrument the inner sliding ; 11 lies arc furnished
with " stocking's," small ferrules of hard metal cm which the

outer tubes slide instead of being in contact throughout their

whole length. Whilst this invention of tiic last century
renders the action easier, it emphasizes the difference in

diameter between the outer and inner tubes with a
corresponding effect upon the intonation of certain notes.

Mr. Blaikley informs me that Messrs. Biiosey still occasionally

construct trombones on the older system. Other additional

improvements 'in the. modern instrument elic the tuning siide

placed at the upper bend, and the water-key attached to the

lower extremity of the slide.

The following is a comparison between some mouthpieces
used at different periods:—

century.
In. Id.

Depth of cup or cone |£ rT
7
,

Width of cup at rim 1 t-fc

Width of rim ... ^ X
=
T

Early and middle
19th century. Jotli century.

t i* «' '

i i i A t
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—We are all greatly indebted to Mr. Galpin
(or lining what he always does, and giving us a clear,

exhaustive and highly pleasant description of hi;: subject.

\\'<i are aiso indebted to the performer, Mr. Martin, who has
shown rr.c in g:"i:at propinquity to my back what energetic
movements trombone p lay in!.' requires, i have no a:iti<] uaiian
trawlnlt'c oft.be trombone, but T think ii id quite evidi-nt on
the broad basis of experience that the slide did not arise in

the East, but in the West. In the first place, all the brass-

instrument tube-work in the East is conical. Secondly,
they do not want a scale there, brass mstrnni ills being used
there exclusively for making a flare or noise. It was only in

the West, when harmony began, and voices had s;iiuel iir.es

to be accompanied in the open air without organ, that the
need of trombones with a scale arose. They first flourished

fnr thi>. purpose principally ir Italy. They fell from their

estate when sttii'fis came in,

Mr. Git.m-.KT WhBi..—Thenr is no pisltftracon. 1 under-
stand, tot the use of the term sackbut :n the I- nfilisii Bible

;

but (he uu :<iJut tioii of the wo:d in eaiJy versions shown that

it must have been known ir. K:.;;land in IhesedaiS
Mr. GaLVIN. T;.e point was whether it was a lcR:tni! te

! 1. 1 :<-! .!:,];. ':r.-. w- rd >.>• \\ - ; •: . y. I \\>\»-• •• V. , le'-"s

Hiblc. the original being simply rendered by "saoibuke."
In ialcr times, however, translators seem to have tried to
reeonstruei Nebuchadnezzar's hind on the lines of those of

thc'i own day: so that while the symphonta {the bagpipe)

became a li.ilcimer, and tornet and llute r< plared the
" iriimpc and pypt " of the earlier veisiori. sambuca was
represented by saekhut.' an interpretation of the Latin
word which had already Income popnlat,

lit. Soi.TnonTi'. 1 have taken the trouble to t u i r: up some
old authors on the subject of the saekbut. Shaker.pe.ire

speaks el it in a passage where the various instruments arc

called "to make the sun dance," a curious expression,
evidently intended to convey the idea of universal liveliness.

In Burton's "Anatomy of Melancholy'' he says that "be
that plays the sackbut by pull n alters the

: h' iv : hou p. ipula i the ins; rinui usl have been that [he

reference should be intelligible. Michael Drayton, in a
remarkable passage in his '' I'oiyolbioii ," speaks of "the
sackbut deep." With regard to the instrument of which
our Lecturer has only a picture, it is curious that the consul
should describe it as at " half-cock." I suppose that, as in
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the case of guns, instruments are placed at half-cock so that

they should not go od. How thankful we should be that the

instrument has no! been sent here for Mr. Galpin to try!

Mr. Ui.aiki.kv,- I do not think [ have anything to add to

what has been said on the trombone, but one special point

occurred to me when Mr. Galpin referred to old drawings -

though this has no particular connection with the trombone.
One may very easily be misled by them. For instance, the
old cornel a lioniiiiin, with a cup mouth -piece, is in appearance
very much like a shawm- an instrument in which the- recti is

protected by cuveriisi.' piece which in profile looks almost
exactly like the mouthpiece of a brass instrument. One may
easily lie led astray by references to old vase paintings and
tin: like when one wants to find out what an instrumenl really

was. liven our modern artists raiely draw an instrument

artist icailv so as to
f
.;ivc fine an idea of 1 lie manner of handlin;;

it. ft may be allowed that if an artist draws a man at the

pianoforte, he generally puts him in a possible position, but

when lie represent- a player on a wind i imminent , lie usually

puts him holding or fingering it in quite an impossible

(A vote of thanks was then passed to Mr. Galpin and
Mr Martin.)

Mr. Galpin.—-I am very much obliged to you for your kind
attention, and also for the thanks given to the performer and
myself. For the loan of this very up-to-date trombone I am
greatly indebted to Messrs. Boosey and Mr. D. J. Blaikley,
especially as it lias enabled me to eonmate its eonsti action

and tone with the instrument of 350 years ago. Of the

passage in Burton's " Anatomy of Melancholy " f was already
aware, but, as I had not had time to locate the passage in the

oiiidtuii work, I am unable to say whether the simile is

applied by the author to the man afflicted with religious

meSanr.holy or wish love melancholy, ur with the melancholy
caused by indigestion. [ quire agree with Mr. Ulaikley

that drawings are .sometimes misleading, i trust I have
exercised care in the selection of the drawings shown
to-night. I do not think that the posture of the sackbut
player in the Florentine Marriage Scene is impossible

:

in fact the little man seems very fairly seated for his work,
and it will also be noticed that the Instrument is not of

the same model as shown in the sixteenth century and
twentieth century tromliones before us. The instrument is

more compact, and the bell extends beyond the lower bend of
(he closed slide : in fart this model, which is representative of

the earliest forms of die sack but, is much mote like that of the

trumpet and the primitive folded Busines. Some have
attributed the im ruductirm of the later ea rn to Mans Ncusclicl

(f, 1500), but 11 is depicted in paintings before his day. As
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regards the cornet, I do not think it could easily be confused
with tiio shau'iu, because the lattei instrument has a wide
bell which was never applied to the medieval cornet. But
it is only too true that many trusts take very little trouble

about the proper representation of musical subjects. I well

remember as a boy being taken by my father to the Royal
Academy, and to my horror I saw a picture of a lady playing
the violin with the bow on the wrong side of the bridge.
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In the Chair.

SPANISH MUSIC.

By Rev. Henry Cart de Lafontaink.

The Gaceta Musical de Madrid published, thirty years ago,
in its number of March 18, a quotation from M. Adrian
de la Fage, in which he says: "How numerous are the

difficulties and how obscure is the history of music, and how
many points remain yet to be cleared Up ! . . . A proof
-of this is the almost complete ignorance which we are in

concerning the ancient school of Spanish music before
Palestrina.'

Riano, in his interesting book on " Early Spanish Music,"
comments on this as follows :

" These words of the French
critic are applicable to the present day, for modern authors
who have written on the subject barely allude to musical
annotation or compositions by Spanish authors. This causes
a sad break in the history of musical art ; it is justified in a
measure by the silence of the Spaniards themselves, who
have hitherto shown little interest in collecting materials
for a complete history of Spanish music from the

As a prelude to any discussion of this tortuous question,

the Spanish school of music, I think we ought to try for a
moment and comprehend what Spain and the Spaniards
really mean. We must always remember that Spain is

to a large extent a country apart; both from its physical
configuration and its warlike history it has not had the
civilised advantages which so many other nations have
for long enjoyed. You can go to Spain to-day and in some
parts be at once transported back to a medievalism
which is in these times an almost unique possession of the

Iberian peninsula. And then the Spanish character is and
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always has been reserved to a degree, proud even to

haughtiness, well content with Its own things and desiring

no traffic with outsiders. Many people seem to imagine that

Spaniards are always executing wild national dances or

strumming on the guitar and singing love-ditties to their

mistress's eye-brow, but I fancy they would be surprised at

the actual sedatec-ess and steady monotony of many Spanish
towns. Spain wants to be freed from existing burdens before

she can rise up and take her proud and proper place amongst
the nations of the world ; above all it is necessary that she
should iiHvu. if such a thing were possible, a stable and secure
form of government. The mention of government reminds
me of an amusing story told by Mrs. Elliot in her "Diary

God cailed in assembly the patron saints of the various
countries, and asked them what gifts would most benefit

their lands and peoples, and then granted to all their desire.

Hut finally "lc Bon Dieu " said, " Where is that lazy Spaniard
St. James ? What v. fellow he is, always putting everything
off to manana!" (to-morrow). Santiago then clatters in with
i-.uioh noise of horse- hoofs, and, prostrating himself, demands
for Spain wit and beauty, which •• le Bon Dieu,'' being
in the best of moods, promises. St. James, turning to leave,

thinks suddenly of another request, that Spain may have the
best j'ovei-mtient, to which request, when proffered, came
the answer, " Now this is too much ! To all the other saints

I have only granted one wish ; you have already two. To
punish you, I declare that Spain shall never have any
government at all I

"

I think one may say without hesitation that Spain has a

great heritage in her national music, and the richness and
variety of this section of her tone-colour is unknown to,

because unsuspected by, most of the peoples of Em ope.

There is no knowing how old may he the soiigs sunt' and the

dances danced in the various provinces of Spain ; there is no
doubt that some go back to a remote antiquity, and it is

characteristic of the people that the music: to them has not

been written down, but transmitted thro:.gh generations by
wandering minstrel or blind bcfrgar. I have used the phrase
II the various provinces of Spain," and 1 would beg you to

remember that these provinces are each in themselves as

separated by racial characteristics and traditions as the

whole land is itself separated from the rest of Europe. And
this strange remoteness in the various types of the race is

now in force, and is still demonstrated by the fact that the

ruling monarch is described as the king or queen, not
" of Spain," but "of the Spains." This dividedness is further

emphasized by the (.nasi •supremacy of the provinces of

Old and New Castile. " Castellano a las derechas " means a
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Spaniard to the backbone, and
speak Castilian, is the a
Spanish language.
Now to come to our subject, the first name that looms

forth very large in the beginning o£ the Middle Ages is that

of San Isidoro, Archbishop of .Seville, who is claimed f.s

being a theoretic;!! musician because in the third lunik of

his great work, "Originum sive etymologium " (which was
in twenty books), he make? mention of hannonv as composed
of consonances, and diapiioav as composed of dissonunccs,

grouping them under the genetic u-rm " polyphony."
You must no. he surprised in such a country as Spain

to find music in these early days almost entirely in the hamls
of the priests and monks, and whether it be as executants,
theorists, or composers, you will generally notice (hat if not

already priests, they make themselves so later in life, and
one is fairly astonished at the number of bishops and
archbishops who encage in the heavenly science. Immediately
after San Isidoro. we find his successor, San Lcandro,
engaging with San Braulio, Bishop of Tarragona, in com-
posing mo/arabic hymns, whilst San lldefonso, of Toledo,
the celebrated sair.t to whom the Virgin presented j chasuble,
j circumstance pietorially dear to artists—this good man
is composing masses which bear his name.

In writing of this epoch, Fuertes, in his in ten-sting " History
of Spanish Music," mentions [hat the Irish, knowing that

music was being cultivated in Spain, asked for Spanish
musicians to come and teach them an art which they
considered as one of the principal adornments of a proper
education. Pope Vitaliamis eventually sent over a Greek,
Theodore, and an African, Adrian, and it is said they wore
much struck with the music and dancing, the food, the
clothing, and the military exercises of the Irish.

Alphonso X., nicknamed the Wise, King of Castile and
Leon, created at Salamanca the first public professorship

that in Europe had ever been dedicated to musical instruction.

This was the prince who in truly Spanish manner maintained
that if God had, at the time of the Creation, called on him
for advice, this world would have been in all respects
be; Let ordered. His father, Ferdinand III., was the founder

of the "Fetes" of " Gay Saber" (Gai Savoir), assemblages
of artists summoned as to a Court of Love.

It was in Alphonso's time that William Adbemar wandered
about, under his patronage, with a troop of artists, being
himself a notable troubadour, from one castle to another,
composing and singing love-songs, and reciting wittily satirical

poems. Alphonso had a regular entourage of troubadours,
jesters, and lute players. But he could be serious on
occasion, as is proved hv his ru;;sieal compositions contained
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in the collection " Canti^as o Loores de Nuestra Senora."

'

In many of these lie incorporated the then prevalent songs
of the people. The " Cantigas " consist of 401 poems
written on devotional subjects in Gallee;o dialed. 5 There
arc unkind persons i\ ho sav t : i;

:-t lliev are simply a con 1 pilnL ton

of songs of the 13th century, written by different coniiio^ers,

but even should this be true, there is no doubt that it was
done under the inspiration and with the patronage of this

enlightened monarch.
Another Spanish prince, Don Sancho, who ascended the

throne towards the end of the 13th century, gave food and
clothing to fifteen drummers, seven trumpeters, and a large

number of players of the tainboret, the ayabeba, the anafil,

and the rota, as well as to the organ-players and the other
musicians and singers.

Save the tamboret, which will easily be recognised by its

likeness lo " tambour." those instruments are not easy to

identify, and Dr. Pedroll.iu his "Technical Dictionary," simply

Suva that uyabeba is mentioned by the celebrated arch-pnest
of Hita, Juan Ruiz, in his famous poem, in which he passes

in review all the musical instruments in use in his day. The
particular passage in which such mention occurs is far too

long to be here quoted, hut it is certainly of a most peculiar

interest. Fuertes identifies the anafil with the trombone,

and the rota he makes out to be a species of 11 vielle." Here
I might mention, glancing retrospectively at the able lecture

we heard last month from Mr. Galpin, that because of the

use by these bands of minstrels of the instrument called

by the Italians " trombon," and generally by the Spaniards
" sacabuches " or " trombon," it is believed that the said

instrument, which I suppose is the suckbut, had its Origin

in Spain. Tht; " Cburnrulieb.s " or " Ohinmias " wurc used

from the most ancient times in Portugal, Galicia, Castile and
Catalonia, by the minstrels. This instrument is certainly

of Spanish origin, and seems to be a species of roughly
contrived oboe. There are four varieties, and when played
together, they are called collectively " copla," but are

severally distinguished by the namta of " tuple," "alto,"
" tenor," and " bajo." It is said that the " chirimia " is still

used in the province of Valencia, and also largely by the

lower classes in Mexico. Fuertes says, " We had the

pleasure to hear these instruments at Toledo Cathedral m
1837 at the Vespers of S. Peter." In the sacred dramas of

Crjderon, of whom I shall Speak later, we find constantly

the direction " let the chirimias sound and the actor enter,

accompanied by" so-and-so,

1 Chants or praises of our Lady.
: (kihcii.^GrLlkiaii. r,r j'ortug-jL-si.'.
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In the 14-th century we are not allowed to forget the

Arabian occupation and its consequent influence on the arts

and sciences, for we find a certain Mohammed Ben Ahmed
Ben Haber, writing a sort of handbook on the principles of

secular music, and in the next century, Alschabi, a fellow

-

(-..mnlry man, puts forth a work," Opusdelicito instrumentorum
usu." 1 The manuscript of Mohammed's handbook exists, or

is said to exist, at the Escurial, that paiace-tnnib, a veritable

death-trap to the tourist or student, erected by the fanatical

Philip the Second, our Mary's husband, in the neighbourhood
of Madrid.
The golden age of Spanish music mav be said to begin with

Ramis de Pareja, who was born in 1440. He taught music
at Salamanca in Spain and, later, at Bologna in Italy, and
his Bolognese lessons have been summarised by him in his

work, " De Musica Tractatus, sive Musica Fractica." 5

So far as secular music is at present concerned, the most
ancient document of the Spanish school is the composition
for four voices, "Versos fechos en loor del Condestable." 5

This high and mighty personage, the Constable, was
Miguel Lucas de Iranzo. This romance is found in his

Chronicle, which, besides relating his political and military

exploits, also sets down the magnificent festivals held by him
in honour of music and poetry. The composer is quite a

mystery, so far as name is concerned, though some have
mentioned a certain Juan de Oli, or Olid, and others a
Diego Gamez. The date, according to the original manuscript,
would place this work in the year 1466.

About this time Cardinal Ximenes re-established or
re-ordered the Isidorian or mozarabic chant in the Cathedral
of Toledo. At the irruption of the Netherland folk in the
days of Philippe 1c Beau, the husband of Jeanne la Folle,

there were in Spain music schools with a regular system
of instruction in every cathedral. The royal chapel of

Isabella la Catolica (she was the mother of " La Foile ") was
very complete in its musical appointments ; the list of
singers containing the following names, Pedio de Palacio,

Diego de Segovia, Francisco de Morales, Pero Ruiz Velasco,
Pedro de Siruela, Diego de Casamienos, Alonso de Varna,

and Juan de Santillana. It is said that this queen, in the

midst of the arduous affairs of State, and in (he iiilurv&Js

between enforced journeys, had always at her command a
tronp of poets am] uuisidiius who comforted and consoled
her in her chapel with motetts and "plegarias," and in the

royal apartments with " canciones " and " villancicos."

1 A work on the proper use of instruments.

• A Treatise on Music, or Music made Practical.

1 Verses made in praise of the Constable.
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aria " is a eumposi [ io:i

COliL^pilIKlh to the i

reghJera." " Cancion

N,

selected from amongst the many to be found in a book
dedicated to their consideration :

" Los pa stores daban saltos

Y bailaban de contente,

Al par que los angelttos

Tocaban los instrumentos."'

The "Ars Musicorum " of Guillaume de Podio was the
firs', book on music printed in Spain, and Valencia claims
the honour.

It was now that the more celebrated composers began to

emerge Irom shadowy doom. Periaiosa, "Cantor" in the

chapel of Pope Leo X. and " maitre de chapelle " to Ferdinand
the Catholic, wrote motetts and " cantareillos," or court-songs,

in thi: style of ll'.e madrigal. Eslava says that of the many
works he composed there have been preserved only ten motetts,
which are to be found in Toledo, but Iiiarbieri is certain

that ho has seen a manuscript copy of a Mass by Penalosa.

Juan del Encina, the true founder of the secular theatre in

Spain, was a priest, and one much skilled in the art of music.

Like most Spanish co:n posers of his lime iie made his wa y to

the Pope's Chapel, and after lea villi,' Rome a priory in Leon
was Riven him, and on Ins death he was buried in the
cathedra; a; Salamanca. His dramatic compositions attract

naturally the most attention. They are generally in the

nature of eclogues, based on the Virgilian model. They are
all in some form of the old Spanish verse

;
in all there is

sinnin,;
;
and in one there is a dance.

The 1 6th century was marked in Spain by a recru-

descence of theoretical works on music, a stream we
can only spare one moment to sip at, and our refreshment
comes :i, the form of a quotation, curious 1 think, from a

certain work written by a Father Bermudo, and called
" L-Arte Trifaria." It was roughly thus : There are three

sorts of instruments in music. The first are called natural;

these are men, whose song is called musical harmony. The

1 The shepherds jumped about and danced with joy, whilst the little

!.n.:„-\:, ;;l.iyt:i: tl;cir iif.lt 11 rlir-1113.
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second are artificial, and are played by the sense of touch,
such as the harp, the vihuela (or ancient guitar) and their

like
; the music of these is called artificial or rhythmic. The

third are pneumatic—to wit, the flute, the doucaine, and the

organ." The "doucaine" or " dulzania " seems to be a
species of oboe, fur its other name, and a more modern one,
is " Tenor de oboe."
Escobedo and Galvez were both in the Papal Chapel at

Rome, and from one of the motetts composed by the latter,

Palestrina is said to have drawn some ideas for one of his

masses. Amongst so many who left their own country to

perfect their musical studies, f think there ought to be
mention made of Tapia, who, when at Naples, founded the

Conservatoire " della Madonna di I.oreto," an institution

which served as a model for future tr.'iiniii^ schools in music.
This you may think not uncommon, but it is not everyone
who would go, as he did, from door to door to solicit

subscriptions for tile carrying out of this work.
We now come to a very familiar name, and as it is so

familiar, ! shall li« correspondingly brief in speaking of him.
T):<: mirks of Cri stoioro Morales -^.v him in iiigli favour al

Rome, where he was one of the singers in the Papal Chapel
during the pontificate of Paul III. When Morales' first

work was pubjshed, Paiesllana had attained the age of twelve
years. Fetts gives a long list of his works, and Eslava says
then: c:\ir-t at Toledo eiylil masses, sixteen M acaiif-.cats. ami
Villi teen motet ts. written by him. Better known in Italy and
Germany than here, his works, though essentially^ severe in

even now, I helieve, sung in^^Pww'^arfomt^wnat'has
been thought to he one of the best examples of his style, the
motett, " Lamentabatur Jacob.'*

see ns eariy to iiavi: assertiai iisell', tor .at the aj_'e <>j cigliu en

he was made Maestro de Capilla at Jaen. A French writer
speaking of lids man, alter dosrrmin:; lus talent and beautlriil

ebaractcr, s,\ys :
" We are sometimes inclined to believe that

oae must go to the Spaniard!! lo find the most authentic
expression of Christian sentiment in music." Guerrero
beaeikec rnneli by the teaching of Morales. His collection

of '
i illanescas " are notable auiou^st his secular cum posit ions.

I explained what a " villancico " is; a *' viilanesca " is

only a variant on the other term, signifying a difference in

of the Passion, one for St. Matthew's account, one for

St. John';,; a mass for four voices, Simile est rognuui
cotlormc "

; his Magnificats he dedicated to Philip II.
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There is some sort of lingering tradition lh.it be was for a

time at Yuste with the great emperor Charles V. in his

ekiustrai lift1 there, hut the. tradition, lucks iiackbonc : if only iL

could be proved, it would he a fact of no small interest. The
crii peror was a great patron of music, and besides his royal

chapel at Madrid, lie kept similar chapels, with bodies of

singers attached thereto, at Vienna, Brussels, tin; Hague,
and Naples.

Cabezon was in the service both of the emperor and of his

sou I'hilip. He was a real organist arid haresii bord plaver ;

indeed, so famous was he in his day that Pedrell names him
" the Spanish Bach,'

1

while Fuertes says he was just ; v hailed

as the Orpheus of his time. Unfortunately nearly all his

works have disappeared, as lian: sImi two works e.u the

organ, which contained some compositions by himself and

Now appears another world-illustrious name, and about
which iittic. I suppose, ran he said that is not already known.
It is disputed whether Tomas Luis tie Victoria was a pupil of

Escobedo or Morales, but 1 notice that Fuertes, to settle

tin.- matter, makes him a pupil of both these musicians. He
was master of the music at the German College in Rome, ami
afterwards "maestro di capella " at the church of Saint
Apoliuare in the same city, and on his return to Spain he
found a place ready for him in the Royal Chapel. He was
the first composer to set to music hymns fur the whole of

the Church's year, and this work lie dedicated (o Pope
Gregory XIII. Whilst it has been slyly hinted that he drew
largely on the musical knowledge, as displayed in his

wonderful eon 1 pi is il ions, of I'aleslrina., Spaniards deolarc

that he was the equal of that master, and indeed in many
cases overstepped the fame of his Italian competitor. His
long resiiiei.ee abroad had the necessary result. ;ls in the

case of Morales, of making his works hettei known and mote
appreciated in Germany and Italy than in Spain. He is. for

his epoch, the most thoroughly characteristic of all the great

apauir.li composers, and bis individual si vie was net affected,

as 111 so many eases, by the traditions of the Italian school.

His praises are sung in an ultra-fervid manner by a French-
man, and as the criticism opens up new possibilities for those
engaecti in such work, I cannot forbear from quoting it.

" Une might almost say that on his musical palette he has
entirely at his disposition, in some sort, the gloomy colour

ef Xurbara:-., the realistic and it; ufparent tones ol Vclaso'icz.

the ideal shades of Juan de Juanes and Murillo. Mis
mysticism is that of Santa Theresa and San j nan dc la Cruz."
An ilaiian critic, not to be outdone by tins bathes, speaks of

Victoria's "Iberian cloak" and of the "Moorish blood
which courses through his veins."
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It must, however, be Said in all seriousness that tin- nirms
of such composers as Morales. Guerrero, Cahezon. and Victoria,

a smaller way are alt worthy of attention and study

—

prove most conclusively from the known worth of the
individuals who bear then: that Spam during her period nf

musical magnihienre, which won/! seem to have attained its

height in the 16th century, can claim to take a place,

anil an honourable place, with other nations at this time, if

indeed she does not lead the way. I have pointed out
that Spanish church music was at this time known through
these composers both in Germany and Italy

; I should also

have indicated dial it filtered through to Fra nee, for wu are

told dial at Rouen the masses of Morales and the motetts of

(iai'nmi weie freipieii t iv peril ir'i ird

.

A writer in the Quarterly Musical Review in 1821 remarks
that " the. Spaniards have been placed mneh lower amongst
the musical European nations of the roth century than
they deserve, by those whoimagine that Morales was their most
distinguished musician, and thai Sahnas was tile onlv theorist

of the age. In fact, little is known of the state of music in

the interior of the kingdom, but to judge by the musicians,

singers as well as composers, that were sent to the pontifical

chapel, it may be supposed that so powerful and rich a

nation preserved many for its own service, and did not educate
them all for this new speeu- id <\p:atatii>u. I'ar from having
neglected music, [lie Spaniards mi; only appeal always to

have had a tasti- for the art. but to have included it a mfingst

the sciences taught at their universities."

The mention of Salinas prompts me to Say one or two
words about that remariirddc man, who, though he lost the
precious gift of sight, pursued his classical and musical studies

with so much abilitv dint hi: was in due time appointed
professor of music at the University of Salamanca, where he
had been a student. Besides being a remarkable organist,

lie published a collection of his lecitnes, in seven hooks. uin Vi
the title " Di! Musica." I frequently hear it said, " Oh, the

Spaniards, they an- a gond- .r-not h i
1 ig, la/y people! " and yet

here We have an example of biave and noble perseverance in

;he face of aln-ost indo'mt able difficulties, for it seems certain

that in addition to bis bodily a Iflic.tion, Salinas was not horn,

with a silver spoon in his mouth.
Before leaving this scclion of our subject. I suppose, sumo

mention will be expected of Cerone, but as he is an Italian

and not a Spaniard he does not properly belong to our subject.

I notice that he was alluded to by Sir Gore Ouseley in an
admirable lecture given to this Association and published in

the Transactions of 1878-9. Sir Gore Ouseley on two
occasions took as his subject Italian and Spanish musicians
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in the palmy days of their success, but he especially confined
himself to those who wrote on the theory and construction of

music. I can tell you I have been very cartful about treading

«n the tors ot so illustrious and lc.irr.ed a musiiiar., am: only
in very few cases have I avowed :ny remarks to overlap
what lie has so ali!y stated. As regards C<-:oi:e, 1 it;, is

-
, say.

as Sir Gore vaid. that 1 do no: tee! ardently imtifllfd :ci read
hi; 1.160 pages o: anion; musical disquisition. Sir Gore. I

am i;laci to si c, points out that hu was nut so urig:ual as
would a: first see- likely, h.n ^et out under his own name a

nusi of facts that had been not together by a lellow cou- try-

man. who duel before he could publish the rev.ilt ol his

research. Yet I am always filled with envy when I take out

my friend Mr. Matthew's copy of the " Melopeo," so regally
Iiikuh), ;iru] mm 1 1 ; 1 i 1 : 1 -i

: Milt iii jiiirjiuiiuo, anil ponder wi'ili

delight its musical oddities. 1 believe there are very few
copies now existing; this one was printed at Naples in

MDCXIII. It is characteristic of the man and his age that

in the very forefront of [he work there are a series of short

prayers or collects- to he used by raiders be lb re studying the

contents of this ponderous tome. There are likewise: two
dedications-, cue to "the most holy child, Jesus, and his

mother, Mary the Virgin, the empress of heaven, and most
eflkacioas advocate ot" signers"; and the other to "the
Majesty of the Kin- Don Philippe III., kin- of the Spams/'
In the fifty-third chapter of the first book in the " Melopeo "

professors of music in Italy than in Spain!' and discovers that

1 think this a fitting moment to express my obligation to

Mr. Matthew for so kindly allowing me the run of his

spiem::d musical library, an amateur oihcclioa hare to beat,

presided ovcrbya man to whom musical students owe a deep
debt of gratitude.

We must not forget that this 16th century saw the birth,

country. I refer to Cervantes, who was born in 15+7, and
l.opc. di: Vega, who saw the light in <=,(>?.. Cal::cto" shone
as i

'rightly as those other two. but as ';:<: became an inhabitant

of this world in 1600, you will see that he belongs to the
1 -:h century. The advent of this triad gave a .errcat imrcdsc

to the dramatic form of music, which had previously
existed in Spain, though in a somewhat vague, hesitating

manner, but this wealth of literature for the stage gave rise

to the want of a corresponding series of musical compositions,
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and Spanish musical history shows that these were forth-

coming lioth for religious and sectiiat plays. 1 suspect that

the masterpiece of Cervantes is familiar to all, but if

not be matter of

opera " Preciosa "

permission of Sefinr rtroos i nave neen aDie to iook over a
very interesting pamphlet thai was written, on the occasion of
the tercentenary of the publication of " Don Ouivotu." hv :i

clever and learned musician. Sieihor Cccilto" de Rod a, a

member of the Spanish Academy and the Fuller Maitland of

Spain. He takes as his subject the musical references in the
work itself, and shows with much brilliancy of writing their

actual relation to the known usages and customs of Cervantes'
day. I lieg leave to direct your attention for a moment to
this document, quite a " piece justificative," as the i'rrm-h

would say. After showing how Cervantes divides the

instruments mentioned into four classes, viz., pastoral,

military, popular, and aristocratic, and after detailing their

manner and use, our author comes to speak of harps,
vihuelas, " laudes," and guitars, of which, he says, " more
complete notice can he given." " The harp was, as to-day,

t;;c aristocratic instrument most favoured by women, and it

would appear to be regarded in tin- ' Quixote ' as tin: feminine
in-tniiiietit ' j:a: excellence.' Tin.' baqj hgtue.s amongst the
favourite instruments of our composers of the :6th century,
and il is minutely descril icri in the ' Declaration lie

uisdmneuios musicos ' r,f Fray Juan liermudo, primed in

'S55-" "The 4 vihuela,' the prototype of the actual guitar,

was much in favour in Spain in the loth century," and during
that epoch a perfect crowd of composers illustrated the
capabilities of the instrument by writing for it pavanes,
Hazards, and other dances, and accompaniments for various

kinds of solids. The guitar ousted IVoin public favour thi;

"vihuela," but it is remarkable that from the year ts86 till

full a c;::Lnv later no jmhl i

»

-

-
=. T ion eonce.n i i up; either ot thesi;

instruments appeared in Spain, thus causing, as says our
author, " an immense hiatus in our musical art." I might go

instrument, and the different tatiou of tne Spanish from those

guitars known in other countries, but as you wdl perceive,

iune tioes not allow mo to do so. I must content myself with

remarking that the " laud " here mentioned is identified with

the "liuto italiano " or " luth " of the French nation.

Lope de Vega, whose " unique renown is based upon
the fact that he created a national theatre, that he did

for Spain what Shakespeare did for F.ngland, became,
after many adventures, a priest, as also did Calderon,
whose full name was in grandiloquent Spanish, Pedro
Calderon tie la Harca Henao de la Barrcda y Riafio.
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I Jot! i Vega and Cnlden.i', wrote, amongst a boil of othe:

things, autos." The wotd auto " was at first appliec

to any and every play ; then the meaning became narrower.

in te ispursed with songs, and hy an opera a production which
is set entirely to music—we cannot then say that Calderon
was the first to create the genre of the zarzucla, unless we
abide by this definition, for in 1629 was produced '* La
Sclva Sin Amor,'' by de Vega, only in this case there was
si:igin« throughout the play. Therefore, though we may say

thru [.ope de Vega introduced what was really opera, yet it

HMst lie admitted that even Lv-fore Calderon's '.hue there

were plays associated with music, though they had not quite

Calderon's time music was cultivated with great assiduity

who had no knowledge of music as also of dancing. One
tor.Fq::r'r.L: of this enthusiasm for music was tin: formation

of bands of comedians, of whom the greater part were
sufficiently acquainted with singing, with dancing, and with
the playing- of some instrument, such as the vihuela, the
harp, the guitar, or the bandurrja. In these companies
there was always one called ' mnsico,' who was generally

(he composer, master, or director of the musical part of the

show, and on him and his leadership tile rest depended.'
1

" At this time were to be found in the Royal apartments and
the Rovai chapel at Madrid I hi.: most famous musicians of

Spain, ami not only of Spain, but also of Portugal. Flanders,

Italy, and even England, especially instrumentalists." " As
to its form, the music in the 17th century exhibited a certain
tendency to preserve a more or less religious character in

the serious form of drama, whilst on the other hand, in the
native jovousness of the cntrcrucscs '' ami sung dances, the

spirit of the popular songs asserted itself, and the airs beard
in other countries were quizzically treated, even to the point
of ridicule." A motett or madrigal known as being of the
" tono humano," was so named to distinguish it from a

religious song or motett, which was classed as " tono divino."

Of the instruments used in Calderon's time, a list is given
which includes " organos, claviorganos, cbivicimbalos, arpas,

1 The entremeses " were very short pieces containing music and
dancing, which Sll»ii up Un-ihv " ciitr'.icir? ".

. "a sort of crnlclic-i that
were j;ivec to Die heavy (auiedio's to keep lliem [rem falling."
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laudes, torbas, vihuelas de mano, 1 guitarras, bandurrias,
rabeles, vihuelas cie arco, violines, pifanos, flantas, chirimias,
orlos, cornetas-mutas, dulzainas, bajoncillos, bajones.
trompetaa y sacabuches," besides instruments of percussion.
No wondct thai Caklcron quaintly describes the elfect of

ill;, orchestra as an amazing motit -ifuS of sound! Uefore
quilting this part of our subject, it may be interesting to note
tin: names of those who wrote music for the plays of these
times. The most prominent were Hidalgo, Peyro, Mitjuel
Kertet, Juai. i[r. N el vas, Se: laslian de N'avas, and Geroniuio
de la Torre.

We must now turn our eyes to Spain of to-day and its

musical aspect. We here make a rapid descent, but the

situation is not so discouraging as many seem to think. It

must be remembered that Spain, that extraordinary and
fascinating land, is rousing herself, is awakeninc: from a little

slumber, and though, like Rip Van Winkle, she hnds mail}

things changed, especially in surrounding nations, yet, in spite

of the forms of her mean tains; being still the same, :;he begins
to perceive the truth of the maxim "autres temps, autres

mceurs." And, from what I am told, a school of musicians

with other great artists of to-day. 1 shall not trouble you
with a long list of names, but there are some that really i>iu<M

in hi; mentioned. I am not going to speak about the Spaui.-.li

artists here present, as it would be an invidious task, and not
pleasing to them. 1 only here tender to them and their

English confreres—I am sure in the name of you all—

a

cordial welcome and a most hearty appreciation ot thoir

kind support, even before we have tasted of their quality.

Lienor Arbos now conducts every year in the Royal Opera
House at Madrid, a series of concert;; ol first- class music, and
1 think we should feel proud in the fact that Miss May
Harrison appealed .it these concerts last veal and was bngely
appreeia'.ed by what is really a critical audience. For a

Spanish audience is not the feeble, iisnu iiiiaie bod-,- usually to

be found in an English theatre nr imdq-i (-room ; on '.he

contrary, fhey have more than the courage of their opinions,

and express approval or dislike in the most startling and
forcible manner. Under the Bourbon rule; mush;, a; so many
other arts, became demoralized in Spain, anil Italian opera

invaded the stage, and has remained ever since, except of

course that at most of the Spanish theatres not given up to

opera you have the zarzucla, which is really much like our
present musical plays, though sometimes possessing far more

' "Vihuela" i s more or less a generic term: but " Vihuela de
rnar.o " '.voutd here to menu a guitar: " vihu.'lii are: i.

' kiml
ol violin. K.ihd. n form oi Easier:: " rabab." Orlos." a surt u(
" lisisits." Tl:e " haifMUtiil!) " a:ir!

' bajuii "
:

1 1 ] :
: i :

j
; M llit lii^'uen i LI v.
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merit, botli from a ivusieal anil iiterarv point (jf view, and
engaging I'"-* attention of notable Spanish musicians.

As to opera, [he idea is that it must be in Italian, as

giving the necessary tone to that form of entertainment;

it would be considered vulgar if in Spanish ; the proper

province for the conveyance to the spectator of Spanish
life and music is the " /arxuela." I have heard that there is

a sail lack of musical criticism in Spain, I mean criticism of

any worth, the onlv critic of genuine ability being the

Senor de Koda, whom I have already mentioned. I do feel

myself, and I should like to express it most strongly, that it

is matter fur regret that concerning a nation so remarkable,

so historical, so brave, with such splendid traditions in the

past, and such high hopes for the future, we know so little

either musically or in any other way. So far as national

song is concerned, Senor Arbos foil) conlirms what 1 have

already said—that there is no nation that has so rich, so

varied, and so characteristic a collection, whilst as to the

dances of the country, who that has ever been in Spain can
forget thci: haunting rhythm, their vocabulary of motion,

their alluring iangucrousnoss. their fascinating enthralment
of the senses! The gipsy dances are the oldest and most
characteristic ; ever\ thing that is cipsy is in Spain classed

under the heading of " Flamenco"—why or wherefore the

use of this term no one seems to know. One more item under
this head, and that one Full of suggestion, as you will perceive,

when 1 tell you that the songs the nurses to-day sing to

their little ones as they croon over them are based on the old

Gregorian tones, and these in turn with peculiar rhythmic

Amongst Spanish composers of to-day, the names of

Chapi and Breton are well known, ard need I remind you
that Spain has in ;l.i.'sc latter vears produced thai remarkable
man Manuel Garcia, and Ins s:> gifted daughter Madame
Malibran ; and Spain has sent to us with his wealth of

artistic talei.: Sener Sarasate. Am; how many art' behind

these, all working hard to rehabilitate the Spanish school of

music In its old splendour! Constdcr what a gift from a

unlive any nation is that splendid collection put together

by Migtiil Hilarion Hslava In the " Lira Sacro- Hispafia," a

scries of extracts from the religious works of Spanish
musician;; from the iCth to the I yt i , eenturv, with biographical
sketches of the composers ! And hew absorbing is tin: stcry

of the growth ami gradual devciopaient of the Spanish
school by that distinguished son of this southern land,

Mariano Soriano I'uertes, who in Ids " History " has laid a

good foumlai i.-ai wheri-on others may build. I trust that I have
Faintly indicated that music is by no means in a moribund
condition in the Peninsula

; melody is in the veins of every
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Spaniard, music is in his Wood, and whether it expresses
ilself in smig or dano:, i h i r national heirlooms, or whether il

betake ilself to higher flights, this divine gift will never
decay in a nation which has the memory of so great a past.

1 think now I have said enough and snore than enough ; I

much regret that I have only covered half the ground that

I had originally surveyed
; I can only add that if at some

future time the Association will allow me to give another
lecture, I will certainly endeavour to make good my
deficiencies. It only remains now for me to speak a few w::rds

about the music we are to listen to, a feature which will, I

hope, pro ve to be ot far more abiding interest than this too

imperfect discourse.

The first item in our programme is a quartet by Arriaga, a
work which has never before been heard in this country.

Senor Arbos sent expressly to iiilhao for details concerning
the life of this musician, and has kindly placed these details

in my hands. Jean Chrysostome de Arriaga was born at

Bilbao in 1808. Hi; showed an extraordinary procociiy in

music, and, whilst almost a child, wrote an opera. At the

age of thirteen he was sent to Paris to the Conservatoire,
when- he studied under iiadlot [or the violin and under Pet is for

harmony and counterpoint. His remarkable progress ran he

best exemplified by his writing a fugue for eight voices on
the words in the Credo, " Et vitam venturi," which Cherubim
declared to be a veritable " cheWceuvre." Himself a

virtuoso on the violin, Arriaga produced in 1024 three
quartet!; which have excite; 1

, immense admiration, T cse he
dedicated to his father, and you will hear the first of them
to-day. Then followed an overture, a symphony, a Mass,
and some French cantatas and romances. But the end came
too soon; at the age of twenty Arriaga passed to the realm
of eternal music, and was quickly forgotten.

Reicha. Catel, Bcueldieti, Bertonfand Cherubim considered

that, had he lived, he would have become one of the most
distinguished professor;"- of the t .'onsen 1 alone, and they regard

his early death as a heavy loss to musical art. Manuel Garcia
was so struck with tin: possibilities of Airiaga's opc-ta, ' Los
esclaves felious," that he ni templed, 1 am afraid ur.si;r;:essi':;ilv,

to (jet it representeil in Paris. It has. however, been played
with much success in Bilbao. M. Alana, the founder of the
fust society of chamber music at Bilbao, was the first to

present to the public some years ago the quartets of Arriaga.

I am glad to know that in his native town of Bilbao a
monument is now being erected to his memory. At the
beginning of this year a festival was held in Bilbao, when
most of his works were performed. To-day we honour this
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young genius by giving him a heating, already too long
lickiyitl, 1:1 this counliv. The quartet lo be played is written

on the classic mode), somewhat in the style of Mozart. It has
four movements: Allegro, Adugio cent espressioiie, Mituitflo

Allegro, ami Adagio Alkgrttto. The composer dots not

betray his nali"militv cxeeiiL in the Tno of the Minuet. The
i-.Wi-iitaiits aie Sei'ior Ai-iios, Seiior Hnhio, and Messrs. Fraul;

Bridge and Thomas Morris.

The next item is the performance of three trios, written by
Srhor Arbos, the first entitled " Bolero," the second
" Habanera,'' and the third " Se!;uidillas pilanas." These are

based on dance measures, and coming from a Spaniard of

such ability, we shall be able to appreciate the genuine
article. In these trios Sci'ior Arbos will have the assistance

of Senor Rnbio and Sefior Sobrino. After that, more of the
eeiuinc article, lor Senor Arbos will, with Sehor Rubio, play
some real unadulterated Spanish dances, the •' Se^iiidillas

iiiantliei^as,'' the Habanera,'' perhaps known Id you through
" Carmen," and the Aragonese " Jota."
One word, in con lusion, as to the names of these dances.

Th'- Holer:: is a roii: ;ia r;st ivily modem dance, and may lie

said to have found its way to Spain from Italy. The
" Seguidillas gitanas" are gipsy dances, belonging more
especially to the south, whilst the " sej;m:iil las manclicks

"'

are the dances of th: people who inhabit La Mancha. the

region of Don Quixote. The " Seguidilla " has the same
rhythmic.-Ll movement ami time- measure as the bolero, but is,

you will notice, much more animated and stirring, almost
inducing you lo jump up am; foot it yourself.

The "Habanera" is like a Creole dance and comes from
Cuba, where it was evidently originally taken by those

Spaniards who settled in the island.

The "Jota," as ( have said, belongs to the province of Aragon
as also to Navarre, and is found as well in Spanish America.
It is really a waltz movement, and is usually accompanied
with the guitar, the " bandi rria " (an instrument similar to

tin; in.ilarl, the " pandereta " (or small drum), the castanets,

and the ;nangie.
I can only thank you for the patience with which you have

listened to these remarks.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—I am sure we must all agree to thank
Mr. Cart most heartily for this very instructive l-cture, and
also those kind players who have given us these illustrations.

I think that Ariaga quartet :mist hi: regarded as evidence of

wonderfully advanced ideas on the part of the composer. To
think of a mailer writing such ;in extraordinary quartet
during the life of Beethoven ! I think we must ki-t-p

Mr. Cart to his kind promise of reading lo us again, ami 1

hope we shall then hear something more about that ;;ii>sy

music and that extraordinary national music of Spain, which
is so surprising to everyone who goes there.

(Votes of thanks were (hen passed to Mr. Cart and those
artists, Sefior Arbos, Scnor Rubio, Seiior Sobrino, Mr. Bridge
and Mr. Morris, who had given the illustrations.)
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CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL BACH.

Bv Emily R. Daymond, Mus. D. Oxon. (Exam:).

The striking example of heredity shown in the evolution and
development of the Uacc family is no doubt familiar to you
all, so that a very brief mention of it will be sufficient. For
f;c:)c rations, from tin; time of Veit Unci: abou; I f, 5 5 . they had
been musician a, so well known that at one time cown musicians

in Erfurt were called " Bachs," whether they included any
of the family or not. This steady development of their art

culminated in the person of John Sebastian Hacli, bom 16S5,

and if is one of the curious facts in musical history that after

his death it ceased in so short a time. True, his sons were
all musical, and two or three of them made some considerable

mark; but with the exception of the eldest, Wilhelm
Friedcmann, it was in a totally different line from that in

which their father's genius had moved, though it is easy to
trace the i. 11 iIndia: which his work had 01: their composition::.

.

Carl Philipp Emanuel, third son of John Sebastian Bach,
was born at Weimar in 1714.. He was not at first intended
for a musical career, but, like several other musicians, for

that of the law. With this end in view, he was sent to the
Universities of Leipsic and Frankfurt oil the Oder. All that

we hear of him musically while at Leipsic is that he
v.iis employed for a year to tune the harpsichord in the
Thomaskirche; but ins musical gifts found a wider field at

Frankfurt, for he <-oniiifisi:d .1 jjooil <ii:n! tor U:t- A ..
r.iif.inv

.

and also directed the music there and elsewhere while still

working at his University course. Shortly, however, he
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determined to throw in his lot with music, and in 1738 lie

went to Berlin, where he was kindly received by Prince
Frederick of Prussia, ami in 17.50, on the Prince's accession

to tile throne, was taken into his actual service, where,
Burney tells us, "he had the honour to accompany his

Majesu upon the bai psichoid i:i the first flute piece Ui;il he
played lifter he was King." Unfortunately, however, Bach
did not find cvi-ryt liisig quite to his liking, for Frederick the
Great was a warm admirer of Quanta, tlie (lute player, and
matters do not seem always to have been quite smooth ;

for

Hach, in his hook on clavier playing, speaks quite spitefully

of the folly of keeping to one style of rendering certain

ornaments and refusing to believe that anyone else's opinion

can be right—" Progress is impossible when onlv uue style is

accepted and, as it were, adored,"—an evident hit at the
Kirg's partiality for Qv.;<nw., who not long lie- fore had written
a similar hook with rather different conclusions. While a

Berlin, Bach published a considerable amount of music,
including many clavier sonatas, three concertos for harpsi-

chord, and two trios for two violins and a has.- in which he
endeavours to portray a dialogue between two persons, '' but,"

says Burney, "the opinions of the disputants remained as

obscure and unintelligible as the warbling of larks and
linnets."

Bach stayed thirty years in Berlin, for though be frequently

wished to leave, some obstacle was always put in his way.
However, in 1767, he was offered the post of Music Director
at Hamburg, vacant by the death of Telemann, and after

many entreaties was allowed to accept it, and lived at

Hamburg till his death in 1788.

An account of his surroundings and mode of life at

Hamburg, given by Dr. Burney, the musical historian, when
he visited Bach in i?7?. brings him so vividly before us that

I must quote a few sentences from it. Burney was
presented to the great man by a mutual friend—Mr. Ebcling.
"Hamburg," he says, "is not at present possessed of any
musical piofessor of great eminence c:\cept Mr, Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach, but he is a legion I When I was presented
to him, ' You are come,' said he, ' fifty years too late.'

"

Bach seems to have inherited some of the genial humour
nf his forefathers; "he told me," says Burney, "there
would be some poor music of his performed in S. Catherine's

Church the next day, which he advised me not to hear."
One wonders why he mentioned it at all 1 Burney's opinion,
however, does not coincide with this. " Some very (rood

music," he says, "very ill performed to a congregation
wholly inattentive." Speaking of the low level of musical

taste in 11 am burg. Bach voice-; a sentiment which would
have scandalized his father :

" Adieu music, now," he says,
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" these are good people for society ; . . . . after I was
fifty years old 1 gave the thing up and said ' let us ca!

and drink, for to-morrow we die.' and I am now reconciled

to my situation ; except, indued, when 1 meet with men
of taste and discernment who deserve better music than
we can give them here—then I blush for myself and my good
Hamburgers." One can imagine the courtly Imvrs and smik'S

'.villi which the last sentence would be spoken and received 1

Later, Bnrney spent a whole day with Bach, and was
introduced to "Mrs. Bach, his eldest son who prac'.isirs

law, and his daughters," together with " a few rational and
Well-bred persons, his friends." (The younger son took up
painting for a career, hut none of Bach's family stem to have
followed music.)

Then follows an account of his clavier playing. There
can be no do'.'.ht he was an oxtraordin avd\ line player. Spills

calls him one of the greatest, if not the greatest, clavichord
player of his age . he played hot.", harpsichord and clavier,

but the pianoforte (Spitta tells us) he said was •' only fit for

rondos." To return to Buroey :
—"Mr. Bach," he says,

sal down to his Silbermann clavichord, mi which he played

three or four of his choicest and most difficult compositions,
throwing off, as if they were nothing, thinga thai would have
set other men up. ... In the pathetic and slow movements
he absolutely contrived to produce from his instrument a cry
of sorrow and complaint. . . ." While playing, "he grew
SO animated and possessed that ... he appeared like one
inspired. His eye:; were fixed, his under lip fell, and drops
o:' effervescence distilled from bis countenance, lie said if

he should be set to work frequently in this manner he should

grow young again " After this, we are not surprised to
hear that " Mr. Bach is of a cheerful and lively disposition."

That he possessed all the skill and knowledge necessary

to make a fine player is shown by his book " Versuch Abet
die Wahre Art das Clavier zu Spielen," published in 1753.

In it he treats of fingering, the right and wrong way of

playing " Manieren " (or grace-notes), the use of rubato, of
iiehnm;, in short, of every subject necessary to the fliiisiic-:.:

performer. His method of fingering is based on that of his

father, which had worked a perfect revolution ia Lin: idea:: of
musicians

;
Emanuel Bach does not adhere to it throughout

—his own style of composition did not need quite the same
rules—but in the very important point of the use of the

thumb and little finger, he does not differ from his father's

method.
I will now take his compositions, touching upon each

department, and trying very briefly to give you some idea

of the particular point of each before giving you the
illustration.
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The majority of Bach's works are for clavier alone—2fo
pieces, of which, Mr. Hadow tells us, more than 90 are

sonatas; the rest are rondos, fugues, fantasias, and tone-

pictures, fn the sonatas, Bach devote? his energies 10

making clear the form which he bequeaths to Haydn and
Mozart and, eventually, to Beethoven— for he looks both
whys, illis desreudaiiL (if genera Lions of m-.isioians, ami hence
arises his unique importance. He looks back over the old

ground and he sees that his father has reached the culmi-
natiiiL; point in his own way of work, and that, much as he
admires ami venerates him. Wis point ot view is not our: which
he, the son, can altogether prchtaMy take. Chorale work, he
admits, is tin: iiriest possible hei.-im-.i-ig in 'raimeg tor a your;
Kf.idiT:;, :ml mere 00 11 11 :or point 1 1 : dullest. U was a matte*."

of no importance, he says, that Burney had found no con-
trapuntists in Italy: " After counter point is well known, many
other more essential things are wanting, to constitute a good
composer." Canons are " despicable nieces of pctiantrv."

and no one worth considering will make them.
He cannot help luriim' pe: u ie.de:.! with th.- spirit of change,

abroad in the world—and rightly so ; the time is ripe for the
development of harmonic form, the clearing of the parts.

Of John Sebastian Bach, Burney says: "that venerable
lmis.eian -.bought it so m-ressary to eto-.vd into hot ii hn nds
ail he con!'! grasp, that he insist liievitahl v have sacrificed

both rhythm and expression." Differ as we must from this

opinion, the practice described, is, we must own, the very
o'jpositu e:l E 11:. a: tie! Bach's. Still, different us is his point

of view, he yet retains a good deal of his father's earnestness
of purpose. 11

I compose to live," says John Chiistiaa Baeh,
"my brother (I'-'iuanuel) lives to compose." He inherits

Sebastian Bach's emotional, mystical nature; he is in full

sympathy with it, but he will try to make it speak 1 '-.rough

another language—the language of harmonic form. The age
of great, massive, oe.oral works— [he "Messiah,'' the U minor
Mass — has passed for the present ; the time has come when

make further strides, 11 must he by mca:is of a more pure!;'

h." 11 mini c expression. All this he sees clearly : let us see how

For one thing, he insists on the balance of keys, and, to a

less extent, of subjei ts
;

the huge majority of his clavier

sonata first movements— developed, undoubtedly, from the

for;;! exhibited in some of Sebastian Bach's Preludes in the
" Forty-eight," and in his suite movements—are in more or less

definite, binary form. The first section, in the tonic, is followed

by a second section in some balancing key, generally the
dominant ; the free section follows, usnaiiv rather vague 111

e'i-.,-rar:ter, ns ttuit d< mauds a more mature experience to
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render it successful, and it is followed by the return of the

first section and second section, both, now, in the tonic.

Sometimes a Cnd<t finishes i\:c whole. This form, or some
variant of it, is almost always present. True, the subject

themes are seldom of great interest, except in the slow
movements, but that must come later. Except in the slow
movements, again, there is an almost entire lack of anything
contrapuntal, the main point being clear key tlisli ilnLiion and
incisive rhythm.
The slow movements are the most musical of all, and

abound in beautiful themes, treated with genuine feding lor

effect. The last movements are slight in texture and of
slender interest, but the binary form persists in the main
throughout, and lie doc? not use rondos in this place, probably
because he has written so many as separate movements.
The form that he adopts for his ramies is that introduced by
Couperin, but enlarged and widened to an amazing extent.

We have a foretaste of this treatment in Sebastian Bach's
Rondo in the C minor partita, but Emanuel Bach carries it

even farther. Instead of the previous somewhat monotonous

every possible variety of key and treatment. The episodes,

too, are as varied as the appearances of the first subject, and
be occasionally adopts the modern method of repealing the

first contrasting section lowanls the end in a different key.

In some respects his rondos are the most modem of all his

v.'o:'iis ; the. themes are prophetic, not of Haydn even, Suit of

Beethoven and Schubert. It seems Hardly credible that a

Bach only one generation removed from the great contra-

puntist could have written such a melodv as that which
begins the Rondo in E fiat. His fantasias also mean
very decidedly what they say. They are of different

types; in one can be traced the influence of the semi-
improvisations of his father's and brother's toccatas, in the

we' reer jollity" and "light"hearted

gaiety rival those of Haydn ; in a Fantasia in C, the vivacious

h-lle theme is transformed into a changing slow movemeiir,
and again, at the end, is converted into a hustling fugato
which reminds one of the last movement of Beethoven's
Sonata in F. At the end there is a sudden break, and
then occur two bars of beautiful rhapsodical matter which
bring a sudden thoMght of Brahms in his C major
Claviers: Lick, and totally change the feeling of the close,

showing us that the man who pre-figures Haydn is also

Bach. One very interesting feature of his music is his

original employment of modulation between the different

sections, which will appear again in the symphonies. It
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d, his gaiety
and it is witli

! people look

ments—a solid Allegro movement, like, and jet unlike, his

father's work i.>[ the s;.mr soi L, a slow mo-, en i en I ins'.iiiri ii;;

heauty and Irautjiidhiy, and a (j.iit-jf vivacious In si mm emeul
ill which the keys are more clearly defined than in the first

:iiov[.iii!:i]'., which is largely reminiscent of the orthodox
gigue, though treated on a larger scale.

To pass to hi? choral imrk. Xeither he nor Bnrney
considered this department of his work so important as his

instrumental work, and 1 admit that, takmp/ each ti ic/in/c,

hey a:"e quite riejit. Nevertheless, anion:; his choral compo-
sitions are found somo fine wm ks, notablv one which seems
to me one of the gems, if not the gem, of all his compositions,

namely the oratorio "The Israelites in the Desert." Written
in 1775, it expresses the thoughts and ideas of the mature
musician. In its outward aspect it is leagues away from the

style of his father, and at once one is struck with the unstiit-

ability of the new and untried harmonic style to the expression

of jubilant feelings, under which the precise movement of

the voices in simple chords seems threadbare after the

wonderful effects of contrapuntal music; but, in inward
spirit, the tirst chorus, the recitatives, and some of the solos

exhibit a wonderful likeness to tl:e dcvo;ior.al and expressive
pails of Sebastian Bach's Work, ajid an extraordinary sense
of the effective use of chromatic p:o;;ressions that is even in

a Jv-.i:oe of ns'.\ thine of the kind thai !:-. jn:h:oveti.

The oralotio contains h:j".v one incident the smilin;: of

the rock by Moses—but there is nothing less than genius in

the way in which the character of Moses is depicted, and in

simple beauty of outline it is hard to surpass the song of the
n the desert. There is a curious similarity

in scheme lav.ween tins oratorio and the " Elijah," though it

is on such a different scale ; in the sentiment of the first chorus,
the nidged boldness of the principal figure, and the rushing
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passages for the violins in the chorus of thanksgiving after

the smiting of the rock.

Besides this, Kmanuel Hach wrote twenty-two settings of

tilt: Passion, a Magnificat, a goed doal of i.Uuiich music, some
setti ngs of ! iellert's poems, a setting of klopstock's " Hymn
of Creation," a simple lr.it effective work with a beautiful

opening movement, and a "Resurrection and Ascension of

Christ," written in 1787, the year before his death.

In this last he shows, at the same time, a greater freedom
in the use of the voice parts and a still more rooted feeling

for chromatic progressions. Though most of the work is

frankly harmonic, there is a fugue at the end to the words
" Alles was Odem hat," but it is not very impressive.

A better example is the " Amen " chorus at the end of

tin; Magnificat, which is worked as an effective double
fugue, but it is evidently not a very congenial form to him,
and he sc-etns to have assi in Mated the harmonic style with

absolute ease, and to have found it the fit vehicle for his gnu us.

Throughout these compositions the orchestra has a fair

amount o! independent work. The orchestra he uses is large,

and varies at different times three trumpets, two horns, two
flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, drums, and the strings; in

accompanying solos he uses only a few of these and adds
the bassoon, to which he often assigns a good deal of

elaborate solo work.
Tile last department of Bach's activity to he mentioned is

the very important branch of symphony. He was the direct

precursor of Haydn in his treatment of this form, and the

first to attempt to infuse any individuality into the passages
he writes for his instruments. He writes for a far smaller
orchestra than in his oratorios, and though he includes a
li;-:SS!iri!i, hi- grut< orally Makes ii double the violoncellos, nest to

which he writes it in the score. The horns, too, have largely

dominant and tonic, work to do. Hut the flutes and oboes
have. genuine passages to plav, and lie evidently appreciates
tltt possible elfec:s of changes of tone-colour, for he often

scheu.c of key distribution is quite obvious and modern,
and the quaint deviee of modulating beLween tin; movements

t with decidedly more effect than in the clavier

[ feel strongly that I oughl to apelo.ii/e fcr having heated
my subject in what has been a very inadequate way;
I should have given more detailed accounts of the form and
treatment of the various movements, but lack of time
forbade this, and I was anxious to show you by practical
examples tfi.Lt in limanuel Bach we have a ]>TSiiualitv very

little known, very little appreciated, but of a very real
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importance to the history of the Art, and of a musical interest

quite apart from his historical worth. If what I have said

should lead anyone to make his further acquaintance, or to

edit a collection of his works, I shall feel amply repaid.

The following illustrations were given:

Group op Works for Clavier.

First Movement from Sonata in F minor.

Slow Movement from the Sonata in F.

Rondo in E flat major.

Three-part Fugue in F.

Fantasia in C major.

Mr. James Friskin.

Selection from "The Israelites in the Desert."

Opening Chorus (Israelites).

" Our tongues cleave to our parched mouths."

Sii"[)[ii! Chor::s (Israeli:^ to Moses).

"Thou art the source of all our woe."

Bass Recitative and Solo (Moses).
" Ungrateful folk."
" Lord, see Thy people in deep abasement."

Soprano Solo (Israelitish woman).
" In the glowing rays of midday."

Opening Chorus from " Resurrection and Ascension,"
" Lord, Thou wilt not leave His soul in hell."

Miss Fvans. Mr. Stobbs.

Miss Everest. Mr. Chignell.

Second and Last Movements frosi Svhphonv in F major.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chaikhan.— I have been called on. to take the chair on
many occasions, not perhaps in this place, but elsewhere;
but I have never taken it with so much pleasure as this

afternoon. I am sure my first duty is to move a vote of

thanks to Miss Daymoml for ibis :uosl i [litre sling paper,

and also a vole of thanks to her kind illustrators for the very
efficient way in which they have brought before us the works
of the else almost forgotten C. P. E. Bach. He has been
put before us in a new light. We can never again look upon
him as a dry formalist, hut as a great melodist and a master
of expression. Those who have listened to the last example
have heard somethir,;; of tin: forcefulness and playfulness of

expression that has perhaps been shown by none other but

Haydn. We have seen, too, something of that harmonic
basis on which his work is so clearly founded. I am sure wc
shall all look forward most keenly to rending Mis;; Daymond's
paper when it appears in the Proceedings of the Association.

Dr. Southgate.— I have great pleasure in seconding the

motion. I am prettv curtain thai what wo I... :: heard has
been a revelation to many of us who knew of C. P. E. Bach
chiefly from what we have read of him in books. Miss
Dayniond has not only told us much of his history, hut has
given us tlio opportunity of hoarmi; soim-lhini; of his music,

and I am sure we are all very much indebted to her for this.

(The votes of thanks were then passed.)
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W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq,, Mus.D., F.S.A.,

Vice-President,

In the Chair.

THE ANTIENT CONCERTS, 1776-1848.

By James E. Matthew.

Although domestic music appears to have flourished in

England durinp, the Madrigalum Period, i.e., from 158S to
165s, as winies;; v.-ei, -known and oftcn-t; noted passages from
Motley's " Plaine and Easie Introduction,'' 1597, and
Peacham's " Compieat Gentleman," 1620 (a work, by-the-bye,

just reprinted by the University of Oxford), any idea of a
pi:l>i;<: pi-i Cm ma::c.- (iiips mil appear to have su^esled hself.

The inoiessnma] musician of that day was either a men'ber
of a Cathedral choir or was attached to some family of
dis;ir,..:lu.iTi. as, <;;r i;isia t: <:,. Chnslopiier Simpson to that ol

Sir John Bolles,
^
The pursuit of music as a relaxation was

leisure. The political Irotihlcs effectually put a stop to such
pursuits, with the result ti:;it sevcra; wcll-kr.oivr musicians,

among them Captain Cook and Wm. Lawes, found
their occupation yone, ai-.d from a feeling of loyally actually

took up arms in the Royalist cause, in which the latter

lost his life.
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chamber organ that one Phillips played upon, and some
shopkeepers and foremen came weekly to .sing in eolis-oit,

ami to hear and enjoy ale and lobaccu, and after some nine

the audience got strong." We thus see that music had
already desot-mled from ils high estate, ami that lire smoking
concert is 1n.1t entirely a modern invention. North goes on :

" The next essay was of the elder Banister, who had a good
theatrical! vein, and in composition had a lively style

peculiar to himself. He procured a large room in White: friar';,

neer the Tcmpic back gate, and iv.aiie a large raised box for

the musitians. whose modest) required curtained, '['lie r;:oni

was rounded with seats and small tables, alehons fashion.

One shilling was the price, and call for what you pleased
;

there was very good umslck, for .Banister found means to

procure the besl bands in lowne, and some voices to come
and perfonne there, and there wanted no variety of humour,
for Banister himself (inter alia) did wonders upon a flageolet

to a thro' Base."
North then proceeds to describe the Gentlemen's Meeting,

"whom 1 shall not name, for some of them as I hear are

still living, that used to meet often for consort after Baptist's

manner, and performing exceeding well with Bass violins

(a cours instrument as it was then, which they used to hire]

their friends and acquaintance were admitted and bv degrees,

as the fame of their meeting spread, so many auditors

came that their room was crowded, and to prevent that

inconvenience, they took a room in a tavern in Fleet Street,

and the taverner pretended to make formall seats, and to

take money, and then the Society disbanded. But the

taverner finding the sweets of vinting wine and taking

money, liiied masters 10 play, and made a peounliry consort

of it, to which for the reputation of the niusick. numbers of

people of good fashion and quality repaired."
" The masters of music;; liuding lha: money was to be got

this way, determined to take the business into theii owne
hands; and it proceeded so far that in York Buildings, a

fabrick was reared and furnished on puipose foi pulmck
niusick. Ami there was nothing of musn k valued m '.1 .ivne hut.

was to be heard there. It was called tile Musicfc- Meeting, and
all the quallity and heau mom] repaired lo it." York I luiidings

were in Villicrs Street in the Strand. The Society appears
to have lasted but for a short time, owing to the jealousy of

the performers and the opposition of the piayimuscs, which
started what Xorll: calis " semi operas." " The chief of these

were Circe (by Dr. Charles Davenant, SirW. Davenant's elder

son, musick by Banister), the Fayery Ouoeu, Dioclesian, and
King Arthur," the two latter to Purcc-ll's music.
Thus far the Hon. Roger North. It would seem that for

a time the opera got the ascendancy. The meetings of
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Thomas Britton, the musical small-coal man, founded in

1678, came to an end in 1710, and must have been confined
to very smalt audiences. In the latter year, the " Academy
of Ancient Mustek," under distinguished patronage, \v;is

formed at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, in the Strand. It

was founded "by a number of gentlemen, performers on
diiieRT.t instruments, in coujunetion with some of the most
eminent masters of the time." From a pamphlet published
in 1770, attributed by the late Dr. Rimbault to Sir John
Hawkins, we learn that "under the direction of the late

Dr. IVpi^rh, with die assistance of Mr. Galium!, Dr. M auntie

Greene, Mr. liernard Gates, and the gentlemen and boys of

St. Paul's Cathedral and the Chapel Royal, the Academy
continued in a very nourishing sta'.e till about the year 172b.

when Dr. Greene thought proper to leave it and set up an
Academy at the Devil Tavern, Temple Bar, which
subsisted but a few years." The Society "continued to
flourish till the year 1734., when Mr. Gates retired, and drew
off with him the children of the Chapel Royal." An
attempt was made to train a number of hoys, hut in spite of

the eonu^enaiieeof the Abbe Steffani, Mr. Handel and Signor
GLeminiani, at the death of Dr. Pepusch, in 1752, the

undertaking appears to have languished. The pamphlet of

Hawkins was an attempt to revive public interest in the
Society. It winds up with the word?. " Kslo oorpctua," hut
the fond hope was not tnlhlled, as it came to an end in 1789.

Many concerts were, of course, given by oilkn nt

professors, iirincipally 111 1 licklord's Rooms, many of which
are recorded by Mrs. Harrison in her excellent article on
these Uooins in the new edition of Grove 5 Dictionary, and
in The Musical Times of September and October of 1906,

but it was not until the foundation of the "Concert of

Antient .Music" in 177G that a Society of definite Eiim, al

which the programmes should be entirely in professional

hands, was formed.

An outline of the history of the Society will be found in

the late Rev. Charles Mackcson's article in Grove's
Dictionary, based on a short account by John Parry the

elder, prefixed to the word-book of 1847. The founders
were a committee of gentlemen Lords Sandwich, Exeter,

Dudley and Ward, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Sir R. Jebb, and
Messrs. Morrice and Pelham. The Society throughout its

position which, in our more democratic days, seems almost
comical. To go with your money in your hand was no
passport

;
your social position had to be as carefully vouched

for as for a ball at Almack's. No uniinary person could be

allowed to be present at such refined musical banquets.

This was in accordance with the habits and feelings of the
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time, which now serve to amuse us; but apart from these
ancient prejudices it must be admitted that, in its earlier and
palriiv days, the Societv did much to maintain at it;; concerts

a iii^ii standard hot ji of selection and performance.

With these claims on the student of musical history and
process, I must admit that I have always felt much interest

in the Society. When, therefore, a kind friend of mine
reputed that lit- had found a long series of word-books of the

An tient Concerts on a harrow in Slim edilch, In- (he Standard
Theatre, at threepence apiece, I at once, regardless of

expense, begged him to secure them for me. A further series

I was fortunate enough to pick up in a more unlikely place.

It formed part of the vcrv fine library of M, Martin, a

professor of .Marseilles, which was removed to Paris

for the purposes of sale. It was fairly complete, but
Mr. Liepmaimssolm, of Berlin, who attended the sale .

allowed

me to take those i wanted on equitable terms. I was quite

satisfied with his treatment—but they cost more than
thieepenci- each.

I This left a f<rw blanks only, which I have
since had the good luck to fill up.

The series extends from 1785 to 1848, sixty-four volumes
in all. The Society was established in 1776, but I believe no
earlier books of the words were issued. A manuscript
volume of the earlier programmes exists in the old Sacred
Harmonic (now Royal College of Music) Library. They are

octavo volume;, bound, wit:; some attempt at ur.iforniit y. in

red roan, but I have come across odd copies in quarto, so I

suppose- iar;;e paper copies were issued to subscribers willing

to pay an advanced price.

I was thus in possession of materials for a history of the

Society as far as manifested in its public work, but I was
soon afterwards fortunate enough to secure a large quantity
of materials at the sale of the effects of the late Mr. Lonsdale,
oe Bond Street, who lor many years Uansac.te:'. much nt the

business 0: the. Society in its relations with the professors

engaged, and of payments to tradesmen, &c.— in fact, he was
sub-treasurer. In this capacity be inherited many documents
from Birchall, who was his predecessor in the office, as lie.

was in the welb known Jior.i! Street business. These consisted

of a long series of leecipts fur salaiies for principals, band
ai d ciioius, annua! statement;: of cxpemiii 111 e fioiu to

iH.;S, iradesuicn's bills, ivgnb-.t ions for performers, specimens
of the tickets, and a mass of correspondence. I may tviention

that the series of receipts for salaries is not complete, many,
no doubt (and of course the most interesting), having been
given away as autographs. There were, in addition, copies

of the banking account at Child's from 1807 to 1813, when
Mr. Kersall (possibly a member of that firm) was treasurer.

He retired from the office in rtti3, handing over the balance
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to Mr. Hammersley, wilh whose firm the Society continued
to keep its accounts until its extinction in 1S48.

These materials shed an interesting light 0:1 the inner
wordings of the institution, on social habits differing; widely
from those of our day, and on the extravagant expenditure
which concert giving then entailed .it ieast, ;o sr.tisfy the
standard of excellence aimed at hy the noole managers. The
earliest place of meeting was the New Rooms, Tottenham
Street, v.'liicli must have been rather outside tile fashionu'. ile

radius. The building steed en the site afterwards (iet"i]>ie-ii hy
the Prince of Wales's Theatre, which became a centre of

attraction under the management of the Bancrofts, and has
now in its turn given place to the Scala Theatre. In 1795
tii;; Society moved to til:: New Rooms, Kind's lla-alrc,

1 1 ay-market, and in 1804 to what were then called the Festino
Rooms, a title which was seon changed to that of tile Ha never
Square Rooms, by which name they have been familial to

many of us. This building became the home of the Society

till its dissolution. The Directors took a lease of the

building from the daughters of Sir John Gallini, a teacher

of dancing, its original proprietor. The rent was ;£ 1,000

per annum, subsequently iowoted to j£"?."u. Pait 0: lies n nt

was recovered by L-(tiugs for concerts and othei pni p< .ses,

not always proiiiably, as I fmii a memoraud inn ordering that

in fntme'all letlings must be paid for in advance.
The first detailed account of the expenditure in my hands

is for the year 1S13. From that date the statements are

complete. The number of concerls for the season, till the

I,-".! e.i period of die Society's history, was t '.velve . The accounts

t.:e very interesting. Taking the yeat J S
1 3 . the expenditure

was £4,441 4s. ud., i.e., an average of /'ito per concert. Of
this sum. the payments to principal singers was A. 345 11s.

The chorus amounted io C^-ri K>:? '- I'tit this included

occasional extra payments for tahin;> solo paits. Poisons
qualified to sing in choirs w.it so scarce in Lonihin lhat live

ladies were brought up ft 0:11 1 ,a ntasiiire, and wore maintained
in London (baring the whole season at a further expense of

/"128. The chorus in all numbered sixty; the sopranos
consisted of eight ladies, while the Chapel Royal, St. Paul's,

and the Abbey each contributed four boys, at a charge of

£"6 6s. each for the season. The altos were exclusively

male. The cost of the band, consisting, with the organ, of

iiltv per termers, amounted to 2s.—that is something
under Aoe for each eon cert. There wei e sixteen violins, and
no invidious distinction, up to the end of the Sooietv's

history, was made between first and second violins. Of
these, Francois Cramer, as leader, received 100 guineas for

the season, and Moralt, who no doubt was, in fact, principal

second violin, twenty-four guineas. A guinea a concert seems
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to have been the regular fee For the rank and file. Principals
had two guineas, but Lindley, as principal 'ccilo, received
forty guineas for the season. His inseparable companion,
Dragonetti, does not appear in the list till 1816, and then for

oat night only, when he received 5s. ; but this was for

Liking part with Cramer and Lindley in a trio, described as

1 Handel and MaiLiui. a pei forma nee which was repeated
in L I irt following season, lie became a regular member of

the band in 1817, when his salary was sixty guineas. The
terms of members of the hand included one extra night, when
tin: ' Messiah " was performed for the benefit of the lioyal

Society of Musicians. And since the cessation of the Antient
Concerts, tins performance has been continued to the present
day, with the exception that lor the last tew years same
other oratorio has iiccn substituted.

It will thus be seen that the total expenditure for

professional assistance at the twelve concerts was £z,jj6,
leaving upwards of ^1,500 for other expenses, i.e., about
£i-z$ per concert. Advertising, which in these days forms
so large an item in concert-giving, was not so freely
indulged in; newspapers were few; sandwich-men, if

they existed, would, I am sure, have been repugnant to

my Lords, and indeed, in a Society constituted on such
lines, advertising was unnecessary except possibly in

the interests of the principal singers. The charge for

constables and doorkeepers was very large. Lighting was a
serious matter. The"e was 110 gas ; the bill of Barclay, in

the Hiiyniaiket, a firm still existing, for wax candles (after

allowing for the unburnl ends returned], was £ 151 4s. for the

season. Printing, executed by Mr. Mallett, of Wardour
Street, anolhei firm still existing and mainly occupied in

concert work, amounted to ^212, while a Mr. Martin was
paid £10 13s. for ordinary candles for use at rehearsals.

It was considered necessary in those days to provide
refreshments, which was done at a cost of too guineas. Bills

of tradesmen had to be met, and the whole business arrange-
ments were carried on with a magn

i ac.cr r disregard of

economy, as became the body of noblemen am! gentlemen
who managed affaiis. in the lis! of expenditure there is no
charge foi lent of the rooms

;
possi hlv tiiis was in part repaid

in lettings for other concerts, but one would suppose that
something should have been debi'.cd to the cuiicer. account.
It is also puzzling 'dial, while in 1S13 a sum of ^115 5S. 8d.
is charged lor King's taxes and £35 15s. till, for parochial

rates, no similar payments occur in subsequent statements.
One charge is not without interest— an annual one of between
i'70 and /"So to .Mrs. Field, housekeeper, rising indeed, in

later years, to over £go. Mrs. Field was. as far as I can
trace, paid no salary

; she was probably the wife of Mr. Field,
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music poller, am] no 11011M Iticy occupied pleasant lodgings

with " a respectable address in the building. Mrs. Field's

hill is entirely for oitt-of-pocket expenses iircwood, charcoal,

chimney sweeps, &C. Soap, house flannel, and dusters came
to £8 18s., blacklead and emery to £6 14s. Doubtless
Mrs, Field kept the establishment in apple-pie order, for she
was assisted in her labours by a whole army of charwomen ;

on the approach of the season there was a regular spring
cleaning! For three wetks i" sucression there is a charge of

£2 12s. per week, and for fourteen subsequent weeks of

£\ i8s., which in those days, I should suppose, would have
paid for nineteen charwomen. Her bill for the season
induded a supply of v.'ir.e (or the principal sinf;t;rs, generally

about £4 ios., wiiich, compared with other charges, seems
moderate.
As I have said, the expenditure for 1813 amounted to

£4,441 4s. gd., and as the receipts came to £5,g66 23., there

wiis a balance to credit of £1.524 175. 3d. In that year one
of the *' ladies from Lancashire " was Miss Deborah Travis,

whose voice greatly impressed the Directors. It was thought
to be so promising that they determined to undertake her

musical and general education. For a musician, in most
casss an organist, Lo take an articled pupil is not altogether

unknown even in our own days, but this was not the course

adopted by the Directors. While prosecuting her studies,

the Directors were anxious to secure her services, and with
this aim she was actually bound apprentice to one of their

number—to the Duke of Cambridge, probably the first and
the last time that a Royal Duke stood in that relation. The
bill of costs for this transaction, although made out to

Miss Travis, was presumably paid by the Society, as it is

among the other receipts. It is as follows —
Miss Travis of Shaw to H. Barlow. Dr.

1813, Attending and taking Instructions to £ s. d.

Sept. prepare Draft of I ndenture of Appren-
ticeship from you to His Royal
Highness Prince Aib'.phus Frederick,

Duke of Cambridge, K.G., one of the
Directors of the Antient Concerts in

London ... ... ... ... 068
Preparing Draft accordingly and Copy

for perusal ... ... ... ... o 16 o
Ingrossing two parts on Stamps ... 1 1 o

Paid for Paper and Duty Ill 4
Attending the Execution and to read
over same in presence of two Justices

of the Peace 050
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Having embarked om this enterprise, the Directors were
determined not to starve the cause. During the season of

1814. in addition to ^"30 93. paid to Miss Travis fui si t l; iii u: at

performances, the following items paid on her behalf occur
in the statement of expenses:—

£ d.

Miss Harwood's Bill 15
26

6 9
Mr. Greatorcx, Teaching 5
Mr. Kirkman, for a Grand Pianoforte 63
Bill for Music 6 7 6
Mr. Greatorcx. for Teaching, to Midsummer 49 7
Miss Harwood's Bill for Education 91

Total ... ^281 17 3

Miss Dorothy Travis was evidently an expensive luxury.

Miss Harwood 110 doubt, kept a very superior finishing

establishment for your,;; iadies, w here probably Miss Tra\is

was a parlour boarder. Of course, Miss Travis did not

leouue a v.i-vj j)i;i:iiif:>i (e every year, bal in 1X15 her total

expenses (excluding £30 9s. paid as before for actual

sen-ices) amounted .to 5s. cod. The last payment to

M.ss Harwood appeals to have been made up :.o Christmas.

5- 5 ? - This iael inles sundry items of cash advance!:,

and £1 1 'is. (>il. Liiai-.tua makers hill, which docs noi seen; an

extravagant item for a young lady called on to make public

appearances before the elite of society. Miss Travis had
probably outgrown the icsouiccs of that establishment, and
in [816 she was for the first time allowed to appear as a

principal, which she i.iid at the opening concert of tin: season

in an air from Handel's ' Alcina," " Di, cor mio, quanto
t' amai," not coming forward again till the fifth concert, in a

duet with Mrs. Vaugban, from " Alexander Balus." After

this, her appearances were more regular. On leaving Miss

1 larv.ooil's tool, sin: li)::k 11c her resilience in ;b<: Liaise of

Mr. Greamrex, where she was able to profit more readily

from his lessons, of wi:;th she appears to have had three a

week, at a charged ios. cel.. v.'hi.c boarc. and lodging were, at

the rate of £60 a year. During this period, she took lessons

in willing y 111 S Italian from Mr. john I)al(on, whose receipt

for two luoiiilis' lessons, £6 6s., is in tlic living |in;inn:J::;i

of the period. Down to 1820, Miss Travis continued to take

lessons from Greatorex, but in less number. As is well

known, the kindness of the Directors was justified, for she

became an excellent and esteemed singer, especially in

oratorio, and in 1826 she became the second wife of
William Knyvett, for many years the principal alto at the

leading contorts and festivals, and from 1832 to 1840 the
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conductor of the Antient Concerts. He died in 1H56; 'lis

widow survived til] 1876.

The best principal singers were always engaged, those
resident ::i this co.inrry rccciyin g rcecm-r engage litems, while

foreign singers of celebrity were brought forward when
visiting this country. In [785, the first year of 'die printed

books of tin; words, Madame Mara .imi] Tend 1 icci :
l

j pe: Jt red.

In 1786 came Mrs. Billington, while Miss Storace was
regularly engaged from 1787 to 1754. We first find

Madame lianti, that singer by nature about whom Lord
Mounl Ed^cnmlle waxed ho t-'.n: |in;nl , Jn.rti r;oi to lfiol,

Mrs. Billington from 1802 to 1810, Catalan! from 181 1 to

1813, Mrs. liianchi Lacy from 1812 to 1H14. In the latter

year came out Miss Stephens—the famous Kitty Stephens

—

afterwards- Coimtcss of Essex, and the aunt of a much-
respecti d member of this Society, the hue Mr. C li. Stephens.

The Directors were most loyal u> their performers, and
M:;.. Stephens appeared regidarly in the programmes id: = he

Jeriot), Pat
Oder Dcvri.

living), Ade

of the throat.

If the iiiit singers wen; not quite so wed known to fame
as the ladies, they were a well-chosen body. Tenducci and
Paccliirrott: (the latter a ninth - respected habitue of
Dr. Buruey's social evenings) were the only members of

a race of singf-is no lov.ger existing. Harrison, Heilamv,
Sale, Knyvett, were all held in estimation in their day.
11a 1 lie mar. a p pea I S lor I lie III -t lime as a Solo singer ill I ,'i I

,

leaving to be principal bass at the Vocal Concerts, but
returning in 1703, and from thai time continuing n gu. a ru-

tin illdieakli forced Ins retirement. In 1825 we find

H. Phillips, who for many years was the leading bass in
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oratorio. In 1828 our great tenor, Braham, first appeared in

B selection from "Jephtha," and no doubt moved all hearts

with tli!' recitative "Deeper and deeper still" and the air
*' Waft her. angels,'' in which he was mirivalied, although it

is inconceivable that he can have excelled his great successor
of our own times. In 1830 we find Pon/elli and I.ablache,

Rubini in 1833, Tamhuthd in rSj,j, Ivanoff in iSjG, Staudisl
in 1S43, Pischek in :fi.]5, Mario and Roncom in 1S42. Roger
and Gardoni in 1847. Of other noticeable appearances, we
remark Balfe in 1836 and M'. Parry, jnn. (our well-known
and beloved John Parry), in 1^33, who did not sing " Wanted
a governess" (no composili; :! of icss than twenty years'

standing was allowed !) hut l'ergolcsi's " Lord, have mercy
upon me." A few vears afterwards he joined Phillips in the

duet " The Lord is a Man of war !

"

If the general expenses of the Concerts appear to be
extravagant, the terms paid to singers of celebrity were much
mote moderate than those of the present day, and this is

more noticeable in the case of foreign singers. The earliest

statement of expenditure is dated 1813—probably the time
when Birchail became the medium through whom the

expenses of the Society passed. In that year the sum
devoted to principal singers was much larger than any
subsequent year. It amounted to £1,3.15 1 f'"' 1

" *1 JO twelve
concerts—about £ I T 3 per concert. This was accounted for

for which she received the large sum of /"172 10s. for her
services. I c does not appear hov, this figure was arrived at,

but it approaches £60 per night an enormous sum for those

days. No one in the subsequent history of the Society
received anything approaching it. In the same year
Mrs. Vaughan and Mis. lhanohi Lacy each were paid {mo,

£10 10s. per concert ; Dartleman ^"200 for the season.
In tin: following year payments h: principals had diojmed to

£'J17 5s.—something under £79 per concert. Miss Stephens
appears (or the first time in my lists in 1814, singing on ten
evenings at

,£15 13s., and these were her terms for the two
following seasons, hut in 181S they were raised to £21, and
in 1820 to £25, which is the highest sum she appears to have
received. Mrs, Salmon made her first appearance in iSi 5 at

£10 10s. a night. In r8i7 this was raised to £15 15s., and
in iS>ij jo £.1-1, as no doubt she -ml Mis.: Stephens claimed
to be on an equal footing. Of foreign singers, both
Madame I'odor and Madame Camporese took £21, and subse-

quently £25, Miss Dorothy T-avis.the fieicie'.v's /vWfeiV,
was entrusted with solos for Ihe first time in 1828, receiving

76 12s. 6d., which is no definite sum per night, but in the
[lowing year she was allowed £i> (is. per night. It must be

remembered, however, that she received collateral advantages
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in the way of lodging and lessons, but to the end of her
time she never had high terms—although as Mrs. Knyvett
she a singer of olebi i(y— 1 itrhig 1: on Lc:i led wilh i'm a

night, }>: hali ] in reco^n ition <>l the Society h:!il done for

her. Men singers seem never to have commanded such high
Lufir.s

; i'-'ijj for the season in 1H20 to l.Sarlleman stems to

be the largest payment. Hraham was by no means a regular

assistan;
; he received ffij (or three nighls ill riteS, and

£15 15s. a night for twelve nights in r83 a. It is when we
come to foreign operatic stars that we arc struck with the

modesty of their demands in comparison with those of

prim a- donnas of the present day. Pasta was content v.'ith

£y.i a night ; the bewitching Malibran san(.r faur nightstor £100:
Grisi fur,£21 a night

; Aiboni tot £15 15s.; £21 was paid

to that invaluable suppui : oi the Society, Madame Caraduri-
Allau; while male singeis of ihe stamp of Mario, Gardoni,
Roneoni, l-alilache, Tambnr i ni, received £12 iks., Dotijiclli

and Rnbini alone taking £21. Returning to linglish singers.

Miss Riviere appeared in 1831 for a modest £5, but in the

following year, when she became .Mis. 1 Si shop, her terms ro sc

to £1) as. In 1833 Clara Novello appeared once for £5 5s.,

and in 1834. sang " utility " at eight concerts for £11, For
some years her name disappears, but in 1.^40 she- commanded
fifteen guineas, a fee much more in proportion with her

merits. Among other well-known names appear those of

.Miss Hitch, Mis. Alfred Shaw, Miss 1 )oibv. M adamc Anna
Thillon (English in all but name), and Adelaide Kemble, who,
giving bur services on one occasion, itceivtrd twenty-live

guineas for a single evening. But I must not weary you
with further details, although not altogether without interest.

We have now to consider the other side of the account

—

the amounts received for subscriptions. The original

subscription for members was £8 8s., which covered twelve
concerts. The tickets were strictly non-transferable, and this

absurd regulation was only relaxed comparatively late in

the Society's history. The Directors had the privilege ol

paving twenty-four guineas, though why they should have
done so when the office entailed such trouble and
responsibility is incomprehensible. Possibly they were
allowed to introduce a number of friends into the Directors'

box. This was subsequently reduced to eighteen guineas in

proportion to that of other subscribers, hat Royalty continued

to be charged twenty-four guineas. This was probably
justified by the fact that a royal visit involved a certain
retinue for whom accommodation had to be found. Up to

1705, as already stated, the concerts were given at the
Tottenham Rooms. During this time, the list of subscribers

in four years only exceeded 400—probably the room would
not hold a larger number. On moving to the King's Theatre,
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the numbers continuously increased, rising to 6E4 in

1803. In 1804 the Society moved to Hanover Square, and
from this time to must lie considered the palmy days of

[lie institution. The largest number of subscribers was in

1825, when it rose to 742. After this it gradually declined,

dropping from fi[S in iNj.cj in 317 in the following year, to

4 1] in 183 1, never again reaching 400, till the Society expired

pointed 01:; that in the later years a iarge. number of single

tickets were taken.

Regular balancc-siiccts arc, nr. fortunately, not available.

The number of subscribers in arrears was something
phenomenal. Royalty showed no greater alacrity in paying
up than did commoners. The Duke of Sussex was at one
time thirteen vears behindhand, the aneais ami muting lo

£302 8s. His brother, the Duke of York, in 1825. owed for

having been said to have been erected by gratefu! creditors

who ccitkl not get their money ! Ini.S^tlic total arrears

amounted to £"1,654 l6s - • Circulars were issued to the

offenders, but the result was small. The amount thus owing
was carried on year after year, but at uncertain intervals the

list was cleared, apparently by the direction of the

Archbishop of York,' who, for thirty years, in addition to

the cares of his diocese (which in Laose Jays do not seem to

have weighed so hea\ ily cm dignitaries of the Church as in

onr own times ! }, itrand time to devote /eahni-Jy to the a:ta::s

of the Society. In 1830, a sum of £"646 16s. was thus
written off. From the year 1840 keener met hods of business
prevailed, and the amount outstanding was reduced to more
reasonable figures.

In 1833 the position of the Society had become alarming.

The receipts amounted to £3,306 9s., the expenses to

£"3,452 19s. 3d. It was quite time, therefore, that some
reform sbouid be affected. It took the shape of an
announcement that subscribers should have the privilege uf

introducing their friends to a single conceit, by tickets, price

one guinea each . . . and as the number of such tickets will

be limited, the priority of application will determine to whom
such : ickets will be given." This air of conferring a favour

is very delightful, but the result was not very encouraging
;

it was therefore determined to 1 educe, in liie following season,

the number of concerts to eight, and to reduce " the
subscription to six guineas for subscribers retaining the

privilege of attending rehearsals ; Five guineas for those who
do not. That the transfer of tickets between Father and Son,
and between Brothers, also between Mother and Daughters

1 Vernon Harcouit.
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and between Sisters, be allowed." These modifications show
som (j spark (if good sense, biil arc still suffieicmly pre-

posterous. Who damaged if good music was listened to

by a mat] instead of a woman 3 1'iobablv the ii-gukiLious

were constantly evaded, for the door-keeper could not

possibly I'd) at ;. glance the relationship of the late comers,

who invariably stream in as a concert is beginning. These
reckless alterations, however, proved inadequate to revive

the drooping fortunes of the Society. The receipts gradually

dwindled i.iii they became insufficient to pay expenses. a:id 111

March, ltUg, a circular was sent to the subscribers to inform
them " that tlie number of suhscrip:icns for the present year

for which application has been made being ir. sufficient for the

maintenance of the Concerts on the accustomed scale of
efficiency, the Performances will be discontinued this

Scns;jri" and mi the Antient Concerts came to an end, as

other musical efforts have before anil since.

The reasons for this result are not far to seek. In the

later twenty years of the Society's existence social hahits

went throindi a great change. Tae whole eoimtry was in a

state ot ferment over the question of Reform, and the midriie

classes were claiming a much larger share in public life.

The difficulties with which outsiders were met who wished
to share in the pleasures of the Concerts were wholly Out of
harmony with toe spirit 'if the age. Yi oieovcr, there was a
great want of catholicity i;i the- arrangement of the

programmes. They were largely devoted to the works of
one con 1 poser- - Handel whose genius none will underrate

;

but since his death other men of genius had arisen. It was
a rule of the Society that no work should be performed until

twenty years after its composition. It thus happened that

the name of Mozart did not appear in the programme till

1826. As the great master died in 1791, there appears to

have been no great alacrity to move with the times. In ifizd

the"Jupiter" and E flat Symphonies and other works were
performed. Haydn hrst appeared in 1 with the " Surprise

"

Symphony, and in the following year Beethoven with the
"Prometheus'* Overture, several times repealed in after

years. His Second Symphony was given in 1042, the
" Egniont " Overture in 184.J. That must have roused
them I But as the latest of these works dated as far hack as
1810, it was not the rule of the Society which delayed their

production. In later years the choice of composers was
widened, out the tendency was to cling to old favourite,

selections both from Handel and other composers, no
complete oratorio being ever given, a single part of an
oratorio, filling half the programme, being considered enough
for the sustained attention of the audience. Here, perhaps,
I may mention one custom which has now quite died out,

c 3
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although I remember old professors in my youth who stuck

to the habit- -the parts of thy Concerts were invariably calhrd

the 1st and the 2nd Acts, and this was the practice till

the end.
With thes? drawbacks, can i; ivrmijered at that tin:

popularity of (ho Horicty waned, especially with the

attractions of other undertakings covering much the same
ground. The most formidable of these— the Sacred
Harmonic Society- war. just coiniiij; into note, a body of

amateurs most humble in its origin, but which, under able

nia'taKutncrit, was fast becoming a musical power. BcRiiminjr
most modestly in a dissenting chapel in Gale Street,

Lincoln's Inn, owing to difficulties with the authorities of

that building it removed to the small Kxeter Hall in 1834,
and 'in the jii.-:' jn-cied success nf a charity conceit in the

large hall of that building, continued to occupy that room
til! it wit,-, no longer available. The concerts were organized
on a scale with which the older body could not compete, even
with the help of the lathes bom 1 ,an cash ire, and if, under
the conductor of that day — Mr. Surman—the performances

frequently excellent, while the chorus produced a volume of

tone which WiiS really mae.11if.ccut, as was borne testimony to

by Mendelssohn and other great musicians who visited our
shores. In 1848, the last year of the Antient Concerts,
Mr. Costa been; ue conductor of the younger Society, with a

startling improvement in the excellence of the performances.

No form of introduction was necessary. Anyone was at

liberty to subscribe or to buy a ticket by simple application

at the office of the Society, or at the music shops, for three

shillings—one-seventh the price for which you could be
allowed, if properly vouched for, to buy a ticket for the older

Society. An average attendance of 2,000 per concert enabled
numbers to succeed where exclusiveness failed. The
surroundings were naturally less magnificent. No refresh-

ments were served ; no guards in bearskins and fixed

bayonets were stationed at the doors, at an expense of 16s,,

with free tickets for "the Field Officer in waiting, Brigade
of Foot Guards, and the Adjutant of the Battalion furnishing

the Duties," who probably were immensely bored, and would
have preferred passing the evening at their club or at

Crockford's.

The general management of the Antient Concerts was
vested in the Directors, a small body of about half-a-dozen
noblemen and gentlemen; among their principal duties was
to tal;c charge of one evening in turn, for which tiiey drew up
the programme, probably taking counsel with the conductor,
but naturally this arrangement led to narrowness in choice,

each Director wishing to include his favourite pieces, or being
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willing to listen :o the persuasion of his lady friends. As I

have already said, the Archbishop of York was for many
years a most active Director, the Duke of Wellington was for a
liiv.c in ollice, as wt-ll as Lord I iurgliersb, afterwards Earl nf

Wtis(moi-|a:id, who was really a com iw-.n of some ir.cni, and
instrumental in founding the Royal Academy of Music. In

later years, I'rmi.f Albert performed the duties, arid at one
of the Concerts, in if47, under his direction, Mendelssohn
appeared as organist, receiving no fee for his services.

Another of the duties of the Director for the evening was
to entertain his fellow-Directors and the conductor to dinner
previous to the concert. When one considers the convivial
habits of those da\s. It is to the credit of these gentlemen
that they remained in condition to perform the duties of the
evening.

The first conductor was Joah Bates. He filled the office

till his death in 1799, and was succeeded by Mr. Greatorex.

He died in 1831, when W. Knyvett, the alto singer, who
had married Miss Deborah Travis, was appointed, and
continued in office till 1839. At the next season it was
arranged that each Director should choose his own conductor,
and thus, during that year, Sir G. Smart, Messrs. Bishop,
Lucas, and Turla officiated, hut the plan naturally old not work
well; consequently. Sir H, Bishop was appointed conductor
in 1S43. It should be pointed out that the conductor's duties

these days. Till 1841 he occupied the organ stcol, a position

mo.M unfavourable f<-. nuiking his hiiltier.ee fell. Tin.: leader

I

i

1 Mr 1

(about whom I find no information) was first holder of the

office. His successor was "William Cramer, who, at his death
in 1804, was succeeded by his son, Francois Cramer. It is

on record that on his appointment by George III., the

Kin.; sent a message to him: "Tell young Cramer to keep
his eye on me, and watch my hand, with which I will give
him the true time of the various compositions." Francois
Cramer retired in 1 K44 , and was followed by J. D. Loder, by
T. Cooke in 1846, and in the last season by the late Henry
Blagrove. In Parry's account of the Society, to which
reference has already been made, it is pointed out that the

assistant-librarian and copvist, Mr. Hcdgley. bad belonged to

the establishment for fifty-three years. His accounts for

music copying and hire of music were a serious item in tiie

yearly expenditure, in addition to which he received eighteen

guineas for laying out the books in the orchestra and turning

over at the organ.
It is to be regretted that the papers in my possession

contain no proper balance-sheet. The finance of the Society
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was arranged in the following manner : There was a
treasurer, who was a member of the Society. In 1807,
pe^sibh earlier, Mr. John Keysall Idled the oliice, and there

are copies of the banking account with Messrs. Childs from
that time to 1813 inclusive. In that year the office of

treasurer was imulod over to Mr, H. I lammurslcy. a msmacr
of the banking firm of Hammc.rsiev * Co.. of Pail Mall,

together with the balance at Childs
1
of £258 4s. 3d., and

Kxcbujuer bills for £1,500. From that date the banking
account was kept with Ilammerslcys. Hirchall, and
afterwards Lonsdale, acted as sub-treasurers, paying in

moneys received fo: subsci i;>tioi:s, aud drawing the amounts
jv,:;u;ed for tradesmen's bills and salaries to performers.
The practice appears to h;> ; c been to have a " treasury " day
appointed soon after the conclusion of U:<: season, taking

proper receipts, the stamps on which (lit; Society paid, which
according to niy recollection was not the usual practice.

On taking a lease of the Hanover Square Rooms. :.- i>oj,

the- Directors found themselves landed in a peck of troubles.

Many repairs and decorations were necessary to adapt the

rooms for the Concerts? For this purpose they called in

one of the most eminent and fashionable architects of

the day, Mr. lames Wyatt, who had made a great
reputation by the design of the Pantheon and of many
noblemen's seats. The Directors appear to have given him
carte blanche. When the work waft complete, the architect

sent in to the treasurer, Mr. Keysall, a list of the bills

incurred. These amounted to the staggering sum of

£<:!, 744 1S3. Sib. exclusive of the salary of the clerk of the

works, £65 zs., which had been omitted. This amount
comprised £5,332 17s. tod. for structural repairs and
alterations, and i" .1,3(1-8 4s, 7d. for ornamental work and
furniture. Of this, £2,795 4s. ijd. (admirable accuracy 1}

was for carpenter's work done bv Samuel Wyatt, :he ornlher

of the architect ; while lid ward Wyatt, carver and gilder, and
Matthew C. Wyatt, painter, who may fairly he assumed also

to he members of the family, are down for £1,204 9 s ' '^W-
and £.559 9s. respectively. Some sums had been advanced
to the tradesmen from time to time, in the usual way,
on the architect's certificates, but how much t have
no means of telling. In the letter enclosing the list

of these bills, Mr. Wyatt "has to request, on behalf of the

artificers employed, a further advance of money, which I am
sure will, at this time, prove very acceptable to them."
M r. Keysall lost no time in sending a reply on the same day
in the following terms :

—

" Sir,—I received your account of the enormous estimate
of the Rooms which, I am sure, if the Directors are of my
opinion, they will never consent to pay. I have their orders
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to pay you /500 more in addition to what you already had,
and if von e::pcc: any more you must apply to them for it."

It must be admitted that this was a little curt 1 Mr. Wyatt
was evidently greatly nettled. He took Mr, Keysall's advice
and addressed a long letter to Lord Chesterfield, one of the
Directors, cornplahiin;.: of Mr. Keysall's letter as being " very
extraordinary am! personally eiigei: ! lei nai dike towards !lie."

He explains that the sum of £500 offered, in addition to the
/"l.joo already recei : ed, was wholly inadequate, espeeially

as :he amount he had already advanced from his own funds
,'.mom: tile, people empioved was much more than the sum of
{jf:Ti. The orii.Hnai estimate v, as exceeded :rom :he fact [hat

the work had to be done against time a:ul tlx 7iu;ul>er of hoi: it,

that it had to he carried on by candle-light. He points out

that up to that time he had not examined the artificers' hills,

the amount of v,hieb jniedil he somewhat, hut no: largely,

reduced, and that the people employed will very soon be
greatly distressed if they should not receive a considerable
propoi tion of the znoney due to them. This is not altogether

comprehensible. It is inconceivable that the Directors
should make, sue!: a proposition as lo discharge bills

amounting La about £10.000 with a payment of oeerikh of

tlie amount. The Director? appear "0 have put tlx matter

in the hands of their solicitors, '.Messrs. Strong. i;r.ill, iY

Strong, with the result that Mr. Wyatt, in April, 1805,

proposes to refer the matter to some disinterested petsem ;

consequently all tlx documents were handed over to Mr.,
afierwanis Sir |ohn, Soane, the designer of that remarkable
piece of architecture known as Sii John Soaue's Museum, on
the north side of Lincoln's Inn Fields. It is worthy of notice

(hat Mr. Soane was a connection el the Wyatl family, having
111a: 1 ieil r, niece of Mr. George Wyatt, described as a wealthy
builder in the City. This circumstance, however, does not
seem to have biased his judgment, Tlx papers appear -

to

have been handed to Mr. Soane before Mav 2nd, 1805, hut in

September of that year Messrs. Still <!t Strong report that

it stdl will be some considerable time before he would be in

a position to report on them. In the meantime he and
Mr, Wyatt had a seiious difference on a poinl of professional

etiquette, which induced Mr. Soane to wish to throw the
case up. Messrs. Still report that they have, with great

difficulty, induced him (o proceed with ihe mailer, pointing

out the disappoint merit it would be were he now to relinquish

it. I am sorry to say that I have nothing to show the result

of this negotiation—whether Soane persisted in his determi-
nation, or whether he ultimately gave his award—but there is

a letter from Samuel Wyatt, whose carpenter's hill amounted
to £2,795, dated as late as May 6, in 1806, insisting on the

fairness o: his charges, and riegghir; for f 1 ,ooo on account,
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that hi- had not participated in his share of the /.' 1,500 already

paid by the Directors, nor in the funds advanced Hy liis

brother. But I notice that in the banking account for 1807
there is a payment of jf 1,000 on account of a loan of /"+,ooo

from the treasurer, Mr. Keysa.ll, which was probably borrowed
to s^t over this trouble, and that it was extinguished in 1812

by a final payment of the balance, £300.
In the year 1822, Mr. T. Greatorex, jun., makes his

appearance, with a salary of £50. This was as secretary.

He seems to have got into a scrape with the Directors over

thing very like a srrrcl rein 1111 ission !rom Messrs. Hair I ay lV. Co.,

the was chandlers, which they ahowed him (as, indeed, to li's

predecessor) on the score that the prices of wax and oil had
fallen. There is rather a sad letter from his father, the

conductor, admitting " that the whole system is very had.
nur caa I defend any pari of it. Une thing I know- my son

has it not in his power to repay the sum he has taken tip,

and I fear that I shall be obliged (o discharge the obligation."

Probably it was owing to this circumstance that the

secretaryship was transferred to his brother, who retained

the position (ill [he dissolution of the Society. Mr. W. A.
Greatorex was 1 solicitor, and in that capacity he was called

on in March, 1 SijS, to prosecute at Marlborough Street Police
Court a person giving the name of John Jones lor " intruding

himself at the Antient Concerts. Although, as his bill of

costs states, Mr. Greatorex was "engaged a very considerable
time in collecting cvirbmce respecting the prisoner's behaviour
and supposed object 13s. ,)d. " it does not appear whether
this was pure love of music which he wished to indulge

without obtaining a proper introduction, but the result was
lh;it ;if-.t-i two :, : rii. mils p:xu Mi. John [ones was committed
(for how long is not stated) as a rogue and a vagabond.
Among the d on 1 meats preserved are a niunhei of letters,

mostly of no L'lcri interest except as autographs. They
refer to subscriptions, choice of seats, &c, and include
notes from the Duke of Wellington, the Duke of Cambridge,
Lord Burghers:!, and other names well known in these davs.

Lord Burghersh (ami afterwards as Lord Westmorland), from
his position of Ambassador at Berlin and from his familiarity

Willi music and musicians, was verv useful in obtaining both,

musical woi ks and performers for thts Society. But there is a

certain old- wot kl flavour about many of them, showing how
customs have changed. For instance, many are on gilt-

edged paper, a thing quite unknown in these days.
On the other hand, the imprinted address of the writer

at the heading of notepaper, so universal in these days,
was then quite unknown. Lord Westmorland's letters to
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Mr. Lonsdale begin in somewhat haughty fashion

:

" Mr. Lonsdale, I have not heard of you for some time," or

"Mr. Lonsdale, I am sending two parcels," whereas the

Duke of Wellington invariuhlv " presents liis compliments to

Mr. Lonsdale," &c. I remember that it used to be said that

the Duke had his notepaper lithographed in facsimile :

" F.-M. the Duke of Wellington presents his compliments to,"

in order to avoid the trouble of writing this invariable

commencement. I need hardly say that there is a fair

number of letters from performers requesting an advance on
account of salary. Double-bass players always send their

instruments about with fear and trembling in dread of the
accident which always arrives sooner or later. Poor
Mr. Diagonetii suffered in this way. He sends in a bill for

16s. (is. per journey) for sending his double-bass to Hanover
Square, with a memorandum to the effect that " the porter

employed by the Directors having broken Mr. D.'s instrument
by conveying it in a van, which cost 30s. repairing, is the

reason he employed the above person.''

Among the correspondence is an interesting little series of

letters with regard to the engagement of Miss Paton in 1S30.

It begins with a most business-like letter from her as to

terms, on which the Directors desired some reduction. It is

well known that in 1824 Miss Paton was married to Lord
William Lennox, a son of the Duke of Richmond. The
marriage was not a happy one, and in June, 1830, they
separated. Early in July, Lord William Lennox wrote the

following letter to Mr. W. A. Greatorex :

—

" My Dear Sir,

" I addressed your Father a Letter a week since, and
not having received any Reply, I fear he is unwell. Can you
inform me to whom 1 am to apply for Payment of the terms

due to Lady W. Lennox for the Antient Concerts ?

" Yours ever and truly,

" Wm. Pitt Lennox "

The delay in sending a reply was probably net owing to any
illness of Mr. Greatorex, but to the difficulty the Directors

felt as lo whom they should pay. The Married Women's
Propel ty Act was not, in those days, thought of. The
Archbishop of York, always to the fore in the Society's

business, had the happy thought of ^ettm" a gratuiious legal

opinion from one of the subscribers. It was as follows :—

" My Dear Lord,
" It is often said that the opinion of a lawyer is worth

nothing without a fee, and, a fortiori, the opinion of an
ex-lawyer is still worse. But, as far as my opinion is good
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for anything, 1 believe lha: von may safely pav Lord Wiuam
the salary due to his wife. If an action were to be brought
it must be brought in his name.

" Yours faithfully,

" W. COURTKNAY.
"'July 16, 1830."

On this advice, the Directors appear to have acted, as, on

July 20, Lunl William Lennox favs: his receipt for /"2'Jjj.

There arrives a sad time in the history of all choral

sock-ties when it becomes evident that the voices of many
of the elder members show signs of wear. The conductor
is placed in a position of great difficulty. It is always
a::L<cig tho hum ikiigcnt a t ' endntits ;it rehearsal, rm.t among
(hose who may in; more, relied upon to take up the points
that this declares itself! But the quality of tone suffers,

and the authorities are at their wits' end between tbu de-ire

not to give offence and the wish to be quit of the old stagers.

E ii 1 .snr.ashiro larynxes will not last forever ! I find a letter

dated January 12, 1832 (gd, postage), from William Knyvctt
lo Lonsdale on the subject, ! ! had beer, deddeii 10 discharge

some of iiie female infers, and Knvveti ir.struct:i Lonsdale
lo undertake this unpleasant duty. He goes onto say: " In
a letter from the- Archbishop of York, a fev\ dnvs since, 1

find that il is tlie determination of the Direoiors in have omv
effective chorus singers, and for the same reason that the

old female Birds have been discharged, so it nuisi follow

that the male Birds, for such as are not strong and effective

in voice, cannot expect to be retained." He goes on to say,

that he knows the " Directors would sooner make some little

consideration lo those discharged than to retain them and
suffer the same weakened and reduced effects to follow

another season."
Strict rules were in existence as to attendance at

rehearsals and sending deputies, with a system of fines,

which appear to have been rigidly enforced. A book was
kept for performers to sign at rehearsals. This I much regret

that I have mislaid, but there are two entries which I

remember
;
the first in a boyish hand, with a specially bad

pen, is "The Abey Boys," the next entry, "Mr. l-lawes's

Young Gentlemen"! Silence was to be maintained in the

orchestra; no flourishing, and tuning only when the

conductor gave the A on the organ.
Ihi;- I n:::st bring thus;- somewhat disconnected remarks to

an cud. Review:::;; the course of the Society's history, it

must be admitted that rhe programmes showed an undoubted
want of catholicity, in great measure due to their amateur
selection. As a critic in the " Harmonicon " very justly

says in the first volume of that interesting magazine
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(1823), "It cannot be expected that so high and dignified

a character as the Archbishop of York should descend
to the examination of old scores," and no doubt the twenty
years.' rule was a cramping influence—although J cannot help

thinking that there have been moments in Jul own experience

when we should have welcoim.d such a lav/. Tim great

Enghsb Madrigahan School was but indifferent!)' repiesen ted,

but it must be remembered that the numbet available wss
at that time small. The Miisical Antiquarian Soci^.v was
not founded till 1840, and the labours of Oliphant and
Edward Taylor, the Gresham Professor, were of about
the same date. The works of Handel had taken a

firm hold oi' English taste, so that it was natural that they

should form the backbone of the programmes. Many of

his opera a;:".;, now forgotten, were performed, which might
with advantage find a place in the Selection Day of the

Handel Festivals, and then iooe ef the eldeis ameng us

would hail an opportunity of hearing a selection of the woiks
of Pureed, Marcello, Pergelesi, and otheis who fall within the

scheme of no society of the present day, and are little more
than names to the present generation.
The Society had outlived its time. A writer in the

" Quarterly Musical Review," in a fine burst of eloquence,

expresses himself in these words : "We regard the Kind's

Concerts as the ark wherein is preserved, amidst the deluge

of heterogeneous music which threatens to flow in upon us
from all corners of the earth, the principles that are etiieiiy

valuable, and out of which, if at all, the regeneration of e-ood

taste is to be expected." Though, with the wider outlook

which an acquaintance with the subsequent development of

the art enables us to take, we may not find ourselves in

accordance with the views here expressed, we must at least

acknowledge that for a long period the Concerts of Antient

Music exercised an influence of the highest value, and that

they deserve our grateful recollection.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—We shall be very ungrateful if we do not

return our thanks to Mr. Matthew for having prepared this

paper, which must have given him a great deal of trouble and
could only he written by one v.-ho had access to many authentic

documents. It so happens that I have some 500 or 600
receipts of these concerts which I also obtained from
Mr. Lonsdale, and which I value very highly, because thov

contain the autographs of many distinguished performers of

past times. It is worthy of note that in the earliest times

when Mr. Bannister commenced his concerts, which were the

first public concerts of any character in London, advertising

was not regarded as unnecessary. The Antient Concerts did

not advertise, but Mr. Bannister did. 1 hold in my hand a

copy of the I,tiiirfir,i (in:;iii,\ of December 30, 1672, containing

the following :

These are to give notice that at Mr. Jvkn Bamiittrs House
inosu called '.111: ilnsiek iV.'rsi'f) over against the (icarsi Tm-irr. in

'.Vh.il,- JVvf.s. t):;s [iri'v:it Mour'iiv, will be imisicli T-erfonm;:! by
ci.'i;lle:u [titters, bc^inninc. precisely it four of the cluck in the

afternoon, and every afternoon for the future, precisely al the

That is an extremely interesting thing. That early advertise'

nieiil 1 treasure, because il so happens that (his tavern was
in existence close to where my present Music School is

situated. On looking over these records of the Antient
Concerts I find several receipts for coals. They had their

co." Is iron: :lie wharf thai stood just where niv School is now
built. The firm was Earaud & Co., of which the principal

was a distinguished musical amateur. 1 somewhat regret

that we have not in these days patrons quite so liberal as
they were in the early days of the Antient Concerts. It would
be a very fine thing for us if there were one Society, only one,
where there was a i:o;.-;i Jura blu amount of money that could
be expanded for the promotion of the best music. Now it

seems impossible lo make any concert pay that does not Cater

for the popular taste, and I am not sure that that always
tends to the progress of art. The works of the great masters
arc thrived, not because we do not appreciate them, but
simply hecausi- the public will only come to hear the latest

thing, no matter whether it be good, bad, or indifferent, so

here an account of Mr. Lonsdale s in his own handwriting for

the year 18:6, and in that year I see his account came to

£5.b
:

i'J 16s.— a magnificent amount of money, which would
enable any orchestral society to do very great things. We
must remember that this was an orchestral society, in which
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madrigals would find no appropriate place. Such a society

could surely do much to show [lie public what had been done
in the past, which is equally good with what is being done in

the present. There are one or two very notable facts in

connection with the Antient Concerts. Mr. Thomas Greatorex
seems to have lived by the Antient Concerts, he and his

family. He took ^300 for sitting at the organ at the twelve
concerts ; and though, we can imagine he was a very efficient

performer, he had a band also. And yet be was obliged to

have a man to turn over the leaves for liiiy.. which cost £g
for the twelve concerts. Mr. Hcadley was paid £g for

turning over the leaves year after year. llr. Greatorex, in

addition to drawing his salary of £300 and taking, I think,

,{,'2.14. for tile attendance of the Abbey Boys, also r-jteived

money for teaching those "Lancashire witches"—one of
them is constantly labelled in the Society's receipts " the
Lancashire witch "—ami lie got several ineiiibfcrs of his own
family put in for various offices connected with the Society

;

so I think he did pretty well. Then, how interesting it is to

notice thai Kilty Stephens wen! oil receiving f°f every
season after the terms were once raised. There is also

another curious fact that, although the people who attended
the concerts were crime dc la crime, they were obliged to

secure the presence of the celebrated Bow Street runner
Mr. Townsend. He was paid £21 every season for attending

to look after the pickpockets, and he had several assistants

who were paid very handsomely also. Then we heard of the

enormous sum that was paid for lighting the rooms. But we
must not forget that that ^138 12s. paid for wax-lights was
not all ; there were also very large bills for lamps. The
rooms, of course, were very fine, and it is interesting to

remember the Society possessed some very valuable portraits
ol musicians, which were bequeathed to it under certain

conditions
;
these conditions were so arranged that eventually

those portraits come to the Royal Society of Musicians, in

whose premises they now are. I can only hope that some
day my relics of the Antient Concerts may be united with
those of Mr. Matthew—they should never have been
separated. Mr. Matthew mentioned the Sacred Harmonic
Society as coming to replace the Antient Concerts. I possess
the Sacred Harmonic Society's records from the earliest time,

so that they form a very valuable record of the progress of
Music in London during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. The Antient Concerts did an immense amount
of good in their time, ;-.nd 1 am glad lliM they treated people
liberally. 1 have even found records of their paying
annuities to certain old people. We cannot do that
nowadays. I know that, in the societies with which I am
now connected, in many cases wc have to put our hands
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into our pockets to cover the expenses. I only wish the

spirit of the times would induce royalty anil nobility to

take more interest in music. I think it is a kind of patronage
that would not degrade the art, and ii'ould be very much to

the credit of the nobility, and I regret there are so few
OX^LllipieS tlf jl.

Dr. South gatti. We must ail echo Dr. Cummings's regret

that the aristocracy and those members of the upper ten

who devote their time to bridge and horse-:acing— I do not
think lie mentioned pige-on-shootint:—and oilier excitements

do not achieve. samething like wha; their forefathers did for

music. It is unite astonishing when you hear of the large

sums which weir subs< rib.ai by those people so many years

MO—they mean, of course, much more than the same sums
given at the present day. How very much larger than
what is given for music nowadays! One knows that the
Philharmonic Society •sometimes can hardly get through its

season without help from the guarantors. 1; is impossible

to hoar music better performed than it is at these concerts
;

and the directors take enormous trouble to find all that is

good in music both old and new ; and yet with such assistance

as that the Society practically cannot pay its way. If you
look down the list of smaranturs ."fid. indeed, include the list

of subscribers, I do not think you will find the name of a
single peer or person with a title, except Lady Stainer,
Sir Frederick Bridge and Sir Hubert Parry— I 'remember
that Lord Chief Justice Coleridge used (o tie a subscriber,

his greallv to In; deploied ill;.: the a r: si or. racy d:> not came
forward and help music as their loiefathers did in old times.

I think we must all see that the Society of Anticnl Concerts
gradually got out of harmony with the times. Each director

chose his own programme, no doubt with some assistance

from the conductor. But that terrible rule that they were to

do nothing unless it was at least twenty years old was
introducing an element of decay. It is quite clear that if

you have to wait twenty years before you can hear a new,
line piece of music, many would bo whore the novelty

will no longer be of ;,nv interest. That does not happen
now ; but 1 cannot help thinking that the exclusion of the
popular elenn-nl in ir.u>it was one cause of the Society's

dissoiation. It was really a collodion of fashionable persons
v.ho hud, or pretended to have, an interest in music. As
Dr. Cnimnmgs has said, they certainly did something for

music, but I am afraid there were the elements of eventual

dissolution in their constitution. However, if those who
represent the noble patrons of the Society in the present

day would only do something like what their forbears did,

possibly English music might stand in a better position than
it occupies at the present time.
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(A vole of thanks to the lecturer was then passed.)
Mr. Matthew.— J thank you very much for the way in

which jo.: 1 1 a v 1 ; received :uv paper. Willi ii.;;ard to your
remark, Sir, that it was an orchestral society, that uiniouhlcdJy
was the case; still, it occasionally gave madrigals scc.h as
" In going to my lonely bed," and one or two others of the

better known examples. As a link between the Society and
the present day, I may mention that I sent a copy of the
programme to a fady who sang at the Anticnt Concerts in

the year 1842. I am afraid the weather was too bad for her
to come. I refer to Miss Macirone. And you yourself, Sir,

have, I believe, a sort of link with the Society. In the year

1813 Master Hobbs appeared at the Concerts, and I think

some years afterwards you married a daughter of

Master Hobbs.
The Chairman.—That is so. I may also mention that I

have a complete collection of the books of words from the

commencement to the end of the Society.

Dr. Maclean.— I propose a vote of thanks to the Chairman.

We are in special luck this afternoon. We often have
generalizations, and they are not without value. But to-day

we have a lecture from- a gentleman who ransacks records,

and gives us first-hand information supported by details

therefrom. Then Dr. Cummings has contributed equally

valuable :uatiei fiom the stores of his experience. Kej;anling

the magnificent close borough of which we have had the story,

I really do not think that we can blame those who sit in high

places that they do no: act tlie. same nowadays. Democracy
lias swept over everything, whether we like it or not ; and it

is the people, not social leaders, who must now support music.

Society still plays its part in respect of opera. As a matter

of fact, wealth does not now rest with the aristocracy, and
many peers are as poor as we are.
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THOMAS LEA SOUTHGATE, Esq., D.C.L.,

THE EMOTIONAL APPEAL IN INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC.

By T. H. Yorkh Trotter, M.A., Mus.D. Oxon.

The statement that music is the most emotional of the Arts
will not be denied by any one. While the other arts awaken
ideas, which in their turn act on the feelings, music acts
inversely. It affects, in the first instance, the emotions,
creatine; dispositions wliic.li wc translate by [lit: va;;uc terms
joy, sadness, tenderness, serenity, tranquillity, &c. (cf. Ribot,

The position of music 1:1 this respect has been recognized
in past ages, even when the art was in such a rudimentary
condition that its emotional effect must have been much less

than at the present time, and philosophers have laid stress

on the importance of a proper education in music, in the

belief that right conduct is dependent, not on the intellect,

but on the emotions. " Music," says Aristotle, " produces in

us curt: 1
. in conditions; of character. This is; proved liy various;

instances, and especially by the musical compositions of

Olympus, for it is admitted that they make our souls

enthusiastic, ami enthusiasm is an emotional condition of [he

character of the sold." ''Melodies contain in themselves
reproductions of moral ipialities. This is a fact beyond
dispute, as there is an initial dist icelion between the natures
oi different harmonics, so thai we arc variously affected by

the sound of them, and do not experience the same mood

Vice-President,

In the Chair.
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when we listen to all, but in listening to some, e.g., tlic

Mixo I.ydian. as it is called, experience a mood of compara-
tive melancholy and restraint ; in listening to others, e.g.,

the lax harmonies, a more tender mental mood ;
and, again,

an intermediate and sedate mood in listening especially to a
third— for such is, as it seems, the effect of the Dorian
harmony alone—while we are excited to enthusiasm by the

Phrygian .... In fact, there seems to be a sort of

n.'ialioosiiip between the soul on the one hand and harmonies
and rhythm on the other .... It is evident, then, that

mesic possesses the power of affecting in a certain way the

character of the soul." (Politics V., VI., VII.) Even in

China, some 3,000 years before our era, the same opinions
prevailed, for there was a Minister of Music, whoso importance
was continually insisted on by ;lie s.-gos of that country.

As to the effect of music in 0111 own times, quotations

might be inddhdtc'.v multiplied
;

lliu power and inthience of

the art cannot be disputed.

In order to understand the true nature of the influence of

music on the mind it will be neccssars 1

. as briefly as possible,

to enter into some explanation of our states of consciousness,
for many misconceptions exist 011 this subject, leading to

Illusions which have seriously hampered the study of

musical ujsthetics. The first element is sensation, through
which we gain acquaintance with objects, while perception

apparently a very simple matter, is in reality more complex
than it appeals 10 be. We do not receive simple sensations,

except perhaps- in early childhood, but each sensation
contains many elements which are often difficult to analyse
satisfactorily. These sensations may act on our feelings,

producing what we call emotions.
An emotion is a tendency to feci, just as an instinct is a

tendency ro act. characteristics]!}', when in the presence of a
certain object in the environ men: Uf. James, -'Psychology.''

P- 373)- Now the emotions have their bodily impression
;

indeed, in the opinion of one of the leading psychologists of

the dav, the bodi.y changes follow directly the perception of

the exciting faet and um ietluigs of [he same changes as thnv

for our presenTvpurpose.' WhaHs importan the fact that

an eii:olion is [be tendency to feel ihaiacici isliealiy. A very

slight analysis of tlie niiinl will show thai these chai acLci ishe

feelings are made up of a number of elements. Our
emotional nature is most complex. There are, certainly,

what maybe called rudimentary emotions, which appear at

an early stage in our existence, and which can be easily

recognised and labelled. But even these emotions are, in an
adult, of a complex character, and they only form an
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iuldiitesimal part our uni: isioi'.al system. There is no
limit to the numbitr of possible emotions which may exist

and the emotions of different individuals vary indefinitely,

(c/. James, " Principles of Psychology," Vol. It., 454.) Not
only so, but our cmoTiona! nature is over changing

;
it is

filled v.-ith different elements, inhere:!: in our nature and
enlarged by the experience 0! our li;ves. As Mr. Herbert
Spencer expresses it,

complex aggregates of elements that ""^never h"?™Tlffce

and which aland in relations that ai :e never twice alike"
j" Kssavs," Book I., p. 336). And vi e must recognize the

fact that there is a p
\Vehavri!mo!:]P ami hose whichdebase and
those which ; the one kind'd irectly connected with
sensation, the other more remote fron
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Ce "tiMof the word "emotii)nal " tends to hit

Lture. Weconsta ntly use the word with
reference to the low::r order of our enlotions, or to a want of

self-control. And y et the emotional response is one of the

most important elements in the constitution of what we call

temperament. Intellectual and volitional attributes are also

included, but the emotional factor is, perhaps, the most
significant. The man who most influences the world is he
who combines in himself a strong emotional nature with
the power of clear, intellectual thought. Moreover, our
intellectual and enrol 1011a I natures ael co olosi'lv together

tii.it it is sometimes difficult to ascertain which is ice motive
power of our actions. If we were able to analyse correctly

herished beliefs, rclig'io 1 their origin

not in our intellect, as we imagine, but in our emotions.

Unconsciously, the wish becomes father to the tboueht, and
we imagine that the results ate purely intellectual. And even,

when the intellect leads the way, it is the emotional element
that gives strength and permanency to out beliefs and actions.

Again, it is almost, if not quite, impossible to express in

language what our feelings really are. Words are merely
symbols, and as such are useful to convey the woi kings of

llii; inlelleil, bul we have- 110 adequate means in language of
expressing the subtle and complex tlov; of tin- feelings.

It is to this vast and vague emotional field that music
makes its chief appeal. Its bearing upon our intellectual

faculties, though by no means unimportant, must be omitted
as having no reference to the subject of this paper.
The two elements of music, as we have it, are rhythm and

tone. Now the earliest mode of expressing our feelings is in

rhythmic movement. Primitive man found an untie; for ids
emotions in the dance, which was not to him so much a
pleasure as a necessity for his activities. This is naturally
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the case, for the emotions crave bodily expression, and
rhythmic movement is the form of expression most suitable

for the outlet of feeling. In process of time music came to

be used as an accompaniment to the dance, so that we find in

early times an inseparable connection between the two. And
rhythmic movement still continues to be the basis of music
that chiefly appeals to the emotions. We are familiar with

the emotional effect of such music as that of the Hungarians,
anions whom the feeling for rhythm is very pronou need , and
even in what is called classical music, we are conscious of

the same power. To name only two movements out of many,
the last movement of Schubert's Symphony in C and the
second movement r>: J'cetbovcn s ninth Symphony, will show
the tremendous effect of strong rhythms.
The other element of music is tone. The sensuous delight

given to us by even simple musical tones is one that is

inherent in our natures. It cannot be gainsaid, and it is an
important factor in estimating the effect of music. It is part
of the higher aisthetic sense—the sense of beauty. It has
been objected that this sense of beauty is of little account,
since it varies in different ages and among different people.

What one person admires, another cannot appreciate—there
is no such thing as absolute beauty—only a varying fancy.

The answer to such objections is easy. Tin; sense of beamy "is

linger! willi emotion and is like our other higher senses, the
result of a long process of evolution. Naturally, therefore,

it varies in different ages of mankind. But it is none
the less a very important factor in our life. It exists in its

higher tortus only in the most cultured natures ; it is one of

the things that differentiates mankind from the lower
animals. It would be just as reasonable to call our moral
~euse of no avail as to overlook our sense of beauty. Both
alike have been evolved in long centuries; both vary in

different ages and in different people. Indeed, in considering
our moral sense, we find that what one nation looks upon as

criminal, another nation, equally cultured, equally civilized,

will regard with approval. We can claim finality (of none
of our senses. If such a claim could be made; if, for instance,

we could show thai it was not possible to gel beyond the

sense oi beauty we now enjoy, the. result would be fatal to

the growth of the higher sensibilities of mankind.
The first effect of music on our natures is therefore the

sensuous dejght in tone, added to the feelings engendered by
rhythm. These feelings can ":>c experienced even by persons

woo have no knowledge of the art, or whose natural musical

;,';-iliiies are incapable of any lii^li development. To others,

whose faculties have beer, highly cultivated, and wdio have
natural instincts and pi cpossessions Lo llie art, the appeal is

very great. For it will readily be noticed how the essential
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qualities of our emotional nature are met and satisfied by

number ; they cover a wide field, they are often vague,
incapable of articulate expression, and they are ever-

changing. But there are infinite modes of expression in

music, vague and indefinite, calling up sometimes images of
the past, sometimes affecting us by sheer beauty, sometimes
l>y effects of climax or of contrast. And a great work of art

h ever-chnn^'ini;, exhibiLiiin (be principle of variety in unity
and so satisfying our craving for change, while it yet remains
a unified work. And, just as there is a higher and a lower
order of emotions, so we recognise a higher and lower order
of composition, not necessarily because of any technical
differences, but because the mode of expression is different.

We rightly condemn a composition or the interpretation of a
work as sentimental, meaning thereby either that the
expression is insincere, than which no fault can be greater,

or that the appeal is to our lower emotional nature. We
even classify composers from this point of view, rightly

estimating that the sensuous beauty of such a composer as

Spohr is not to be compared with the higher value of the
works of other men, such as Beethoven or Brahms.

Music, as Mr. Herbert Spencer well says, may appeal to

crude and coarse feelings or to refined and noble ones, and in

SO far as it does the latter it awakens the higher nature and
works an effect, though but a transitory effect, of a beneficial

kind {" Facts and Comments," p. 34). And just as our
emotional and intellectual natures arc closely combined, so
we find running through music, which is in its character

primarily formal, an emotional element which must not be
overlooked. We all have felt the effect of this element in

the work of that profound genius, John Sebastian Bach, even
in such compositions as the forty-eight Preludes and Fugues,
which exhibit such immense technical excellencies.

Music, tbe:i, possesses bs pit-er.iiiieiii tiegree the power of
affecting our emotional nature. Some modern writers appear
to think that it can expr.-ss WW emotion. This idea shows a

curious misconception of our states of consciousness. The
music that only expresses one emotion is either an
impossibility, or, if it were possible, it would be a monstrosity.

The fact is, that music does not so much produce emotions
as an emotional state, and an emotional state is made up of

an indefinite number of elements. In this respect Aristotle,

in the passage previously quoted, seems to have gained a
conception of the truth : " rnira ynp iroiFi rdj fax^t
tiOowriacFT-isut " (these make the soul enthusiastic), he says, and,

(enthusiasm is an emotional condition character of

the soul). The effect will, therefore, be not so much to create
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a definite feeling which can be labelled and more or less

analysed, as an indefinite mood of which we are conscious
but which is difficult, if not impossible, to label, and which is

incapable of analysis.
" The profoundest essence of our thoughts," wrote Richard

\V:-.;;ni'f, "is unconvf-viilile in diiL-ct rati" as tlit-y i;ain in

depth and compass and thns withdraw beyond (lie bounds of

speech—of speech, which does not belong to our own real

selves, but is given us second-hand to help our converse with
an outer world that, at bottom, can only understand us
clearly when we place ourselves entirely on the level of life's

vulgar needs. The more our thoughts depart from that level,

the more laborious becomes the effort to express them, until

at last, the philosopher, at risk of being not understood at all,

uses lanrjini^c merely in its inverse sense. Now, music is

indisputably the fittest medium for the thought that cannot
be conveyed by speech, and one well might call the inmost
essence of all vision, Music."

This is a brief statement from the point of view of the
psychologist uf the appeal of music to our emotional nature.

It will now be necessary to consider the subject more in

detail, regarding the position of instrumental music in its

development up to the present time.

We may i|i\'lde iust mi nerval music into hvo 1 :sai'.rhi:s.

The first, absolute music—that is, music which proceeds
directly from tin; mind of the composer and is not dependent
on any external stimulus; the second, programme music,
which owes its origin to some external object or some other

art work acting on the mind of the composer and which
cannot be understood without the knowledge of the basis on
which it rests. There is a decided difference between the

two genera as seen in their extremes, but this difference tends
more and more to disappear as the two methods approach
each other, so that at times it is difficult to say to which kind
some music must be apportioned.

For a proper appreciation of tbe emotional effect of

absolute and programme music, it is necessary to consider
them both from the point of view of the composer and the
listener, so as to arrive at some idea first of what originates

tlie music, and secondly, how it enters the consciousness of

those that hear it. Here it is necessary to eliminate from our
infinity all music written, not from a purely artistic point of

view, but from some other motive, such as to improve the

technical dexterity of a performer, or to serve as a means for

showing off either the proficiency of the player or the

capacity of the instrument. Such music has its uses, but
these uses are not pertinent to the subject of this paper.

Only music written with high artistic aim, as the sincere

expression of the composer's feelings, can be considered.
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The history of instrumental music lias shown a steady
and continuous progress towards more passionate emotional
expression. In the earSy days of the art, when the means at

tin.: composer's disposal were limited, his power ol expression
naturally was small, and not to be compared with that which
low prevails. If he wrote for the orchestra he had in mass
of instruments;, giving t.ndicss varieties of tone-colour, at his

command ! if his tastes led him to compose music for a keyed
instrument, with the exception of the organ he could find

nothing that was capable of [ud, loud tones or ercat chances
of force and colour. What, then, were the emotional effects

he sought to convey ? In the first place came his sense of
beauty. Now, this sense of beauty in a composer's mind is

partlv innate, inherited from a ionu; series of ancestors—
partly cultivated and improved liy his own education. It

guides him in s(i nol ively in his wink, eboosm;; {\n-. mo-.t

.'.ppi opriate tonn, rnomdin:; his sense of balance and
proportion, and enabling him to produce what we call a

finished work of art. The result of this developed sense of

beauty, acting on die mind of a creative artist, is to give us
works of high artistic aim. And in nearly all compositions
of this class there are subtle emotional effects introduced,

which, perhaps unconsciously, represent the emotional state

of mind of the composer. In the earlier stages of 'lustrum ei-.-.al

music these effects are likely to pass unnoticed owing to the

difficulty, if not the impossibility, of analysing them and
labelling Ihem as beloiigiu;' to the more common and wed-
bnown states of consciousness. A great deal of what is

called "chamber music" comes into this class. In such
music, owing to the nature of the instruments employed, Lhe

more passionate emotional appeal is absent, and the effects

are gained by less obvious and more subtle means.
How, then, does music of this kind effect the mind? of the

hearers? In the first place it is obvious that the artistic

r-ense mxiEit be. highly developed to understand the works
performed. A man whose sense of beauty is still in a
rudimentary stage can no more appreciate a work of art than
a man who is colour-blind can take delight in the most
beautiful varieties of colour. But, given a highly-developed

artistic sense, the delight in such works will be great. There
is a delight even in the sensation of tone, there is a delight

in perfect form and accurate balance, in the interweaving of

different melodies, in rhythmic motion, in effects of contrast

and climax. Add to these the subtle nnot ion;i
! effeel nearly

always contained, ant! we can understand how such works
are to many minds an endless source ol" the highcsi pleasure.

It is sometimes objected (hat such works, inasmuch as

their effect is to give " pleasure," fail to attain to the high
standard that should he desired ; that art has a high moral
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frivolity, but the delight

> the emotions which a crand
landsca'p.- excites ami suggests. We are conscious of fceiir.ga

of a deep and noble kind, but we cannot easily give t'niy.n

verbal expression. We know, however, that they exist, and
we know that the influence they have over us is elevating

and ennobling.
But there is more than this to be noticed. As the power

of expression in music got more and more highly developed,

the emotional appeal became more and more pronounced,
until in some of the works of Beethoven we find, joined to

extreme beauty of subject and form, a passionate emotion.
The appeal is unmistakable ; it cannot be ignored.

In some quarters it ir. lurid that lliis passii t:i;itt- appeal must
either be an attempt to represent some external facts or to be
the result of some strong influence brought to bear on the

work. Giv
developed a

therefore, so far from throwing light on the results, tend to

confuse the issue. Our emotional nature is not to be
materialized. Words are often wholly inadequate to express
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what we feci. The complexity and ever-changing nature of

our emotions defy verba) interpretation.
And so, in composers of genius, we may get works not only-

independent of external facts, but even in apparent
antagonism to those facts. Music of a lively, joyous nature
has often been written in circumstances of sorrow and
depression. Given a capacity for joy, and a composer can
produce this emotion in almost any circumstances. If this

were not so, it would be impossible for a composer to produce
diiierent movements in one work, expressing absolutely

How, then^can^lie listener understand such works? As
we have seen, so far as what is called the artistic side of the
work is concerned, it is necessary for the hearer to have his

sense of beauty sufficiently developed to be able to appreciate

the compost's intention. And, so far as tbe emotional side

is concerned, tt is only necessary fur the hearer to have mote
ot less the same emotional nature as the composer. Where
this is tbe case, the work will speak with tremendous force

directly to the consciousness of the listener. He will be
able, without any help of programme, to assimilate it into

his own nature. And the ro:nplex character of '.lie emoti >nal

expression, though no doubt it makes the work more difficult

of comprehension at the first hearing, will continually udd
new charms on each repetition. To the interpreters of the

work also a great variety of rending is possible. To one
the beauty of form will chiefly appeal, to another the emotion
will take the first place. As long as the interpretation is

sinr.erc, it cannot be criticised because it is no; the same as
other readings.

That these statements arc correct can also be shown from
our practical experience. The works of Beethoven have
been performed an enormous number of times, and the
influence they have had has been very great. We still fire!

the same delight in hearing them; we still are moved when
we listen to a fine interpretation. Their effect is beyond

Conversely, that they are not dependent on any programme
can be shown from the ludicrous attempts made by men of

ability to explain them by this means. In a recent work we
read that in the Symphony in A, Beethoven "sings the
praises of the dance, from the dance of the spheres when the

morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted
for joy, to the dance of happy peasants in the riotous joy of

life." Presumably this programme refers to the first and third

movements. What dance the second movement represents
is not clear. Perhaps the evening stars are singing a dirge

while the sun and moon are indulging in a slow, mournful
dance. The writer seems to imagine that this programme
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gives trie music a noble, i lineal purpose, though what ethical

purpose ran be served by singing the praises of the dance is

not apparent.
Again, a comparison of the different meanings assigned by

program mists to the same work will enable lis to arrive at

the proper value of such interpretations. For example, out;

competent authority tells us that the Scherzo of Beethoven's
third Sympboin represents- the crowd applaud nig [lie hero.

But Hyrr Wei nga; [ner says this movement shows us the
" image of those worldly folk who, alwavs occupied in their

little affairs, pass by with scorn, or neglect to see altogether

the grandeur and high projects at their very side." In the

last movement, the same authority sees "the multitudes
running from all corners of the earth, all men bringing each
their shrine to assist in the erection of a monument worthy
of the now universally recognized hero."

This is all very pretty, but then another interpreter finds

in the same movement an ideal presentation of the love of

man and woman.
Surely such contradictory interpretations show how futile

these attempts really are. Otherwise we must conclude that
I1(i-:1h»tii ivas singularly inept in his efforts to convey Ins

meaning in his music. We can have no objection to anyone
imagining for himself an interpretation on listening to such
works, but we do object to the statement that such a
programme is a necessity. Even if we w^rr: aide to a'iix

moral copybook maxims to every one of Beethoven's chief

subjects, we may venture to doubt if any good ethical result

would be obtained. The fact is, that an attempt to put into

words the i'colings contained in musical works is similar to

an attempt to bottle up sunlight. As Mr. Robert Bridges
well says: "The power of stilting emotion resides in pure
musical beauty, and is dependent on its mysterious quality

;

for one may say that its power is in proportion to its

remoteness from common direct understanding, and that just

in so far as its sounds are understood to mean something
delmitc, they '.o><: their highest emotional power" ("Purceli,

Commemoration Ode ").

Metaphysicians have often divided thinking mankind into

idealists and realists, anil an analogous division of composers
may be made. The absolute musician is little affected by
externals

;
ho derives his inspiration from within and not

from without—his work is subjective, not objective. The
programmist, on the other hand, is more a man of the world

;

he seeks to portray in music what he has seen and what he
has read ; his nature is moved by externals, and he tries to
reproduce LLe things that appeal to him from outside. In
the progress of civilization it is natural that the tendency to

programme should more and more appear. Modern life, with
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its stir and bustle, its distractions and amusements, is no!
-well fitted for quiet and contemplation. Even the wider
dissemination of culture and learning tends in the same
direction. We cannot now work out our own salvation in

the old way; we must mix with mankind and be caught up
in the whirl and agitation of life ; we are no longer idealists,

but matter-of-fact realists. And so arises in some men the
incapacity to perceive emotion without some material fact,

the desire to visualize things, inducing them to invent
programmes for music that was written in a spirit very
different from theirs, and to found their own compositions on
some external phenomenon. The association of words with
music has always given composers the chance to portray
external!-—win:; tier in tin; opera, oratorio, cantata, or in the
song, but latterly the programme has more and more invaded
the domain of pure instrumental music, and has had its effect

on form, harmony, and characterization. "Writers of absolute
music have also not disdained the use of the programme for

some of their works, so that no wide distinction can be drawn
between programinists and absolute musicians.
The extreme form, however, of programme music is based

on entirely different methods from those that underlie

absolute music. Here the composer makes it his end to

iilusnau- so:ui' story or some piece of poetry that appeals to

him, Examples of this class of composition arc Htermlale

Bennett's "I'arac^se and the I'eri
'" Overture and Straus's

" Don Quixote." These works would be unintelligible

without a knowledge of the stories they are intended to

illustrate. They are to he judged not solely for their musical
ivor^h, but having regard to their sucoes- or rum-success in

conveying the feelings they are intended to express. Of
course they give the composer's ideas of certain situations,

and so, in a sense, reproduce his own personality, but their

inspiration is not self-produced: it depends on external

factors and is more or less governed by them. There are

certain advantages to be gained by this system. In the

first place it is evident that where there is a story to bind
together the musical ideas the formal construction need not

be so strict as where there is no external help; the story

itself will, to a certain extent, provide the proper form for the

work. In absolute music, form is necessary not only to

constitute a perfect work of art, but also even that the
emotional feeling of the composer may be best conveyed to

the listener. But in programme music where there is a
continuous story to be illustrated, the formal development
may follow the lines of the story, which will thus be perfectly

intelligible to the listener. Form of some kind no doubt
there must be, but the strictness of division may be freely

infringed, Similarly, harmonic progressions that would he
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meaningless in an absolute piece of music may be justified

ir. programme music by their applicability tn the situation.

Justification for uncouth or ugly progressions can be claimed
when by their means a situation is rendered more clear or a

picture more vivid. And so, in process of time, our harmonic
means may be enlarged.

Again, the listener, provided with an explanation of what
is intruded, wiil have no difficulty in understanding the
composer's intentions. He has a statement in his hands
which ought to make everything cleat to him. Programme
music is. therefote. much more easy of comprehension than

ITVisic ate no less evident. In

itself is .1 source of am;oyar.ee to the listener. He" has

distiact his attention from the music in order to read what
is intended. He cannot give himself up wholeheartedly to his

enjoyment ; be must follow the iines <if a story which may or

may not be agreeable to him. And then the limitations of
the musical art make it in many cases impossible to convey
a. picture by purely musical means. The very vagueness of
music which, in the case of absolute music, is one of the
reasons of its tremendous emotional power, stands in the
way of the programmist. He finds it impossible to convey a
definite image, so he is sometimes forced to have recourse
to realism in the knowledge that otherwise no vivid

representation is possible. Probably this is die explanation
of certain passages in the works of Richard Strauss that
offend many critics, for it is evident that realism, however
clever it may he, is inconsistent with strong feeling. We
may think it clever, but we can never be moved by it. It

abruptly brings our minds down from the higher regions of
our consciousness to very material conditions. It is,

therefore, rightly condemned by earnest musicians, excepl in

some few cases where it has been used with great care and
reticence. In the words of one of our great modern
composers and conductors: " It is the debasing of a sublime
and noble art to a service far below its merits" (Weingartner,
Symphony Writers since Beethoven," p. 116).

With regard to the emotional appeal of such music, it will

readily be seen that the utterance dors not, as with absolute
music, directly affect the feelings of the listener, but owes its-

power largely to the nature of the subject intended to be
illustrated. The programme, therefore, should be one of
absorbing interest; the commonplace or the superficial will

be of no use. But the number of subjects fit for musical
expression is very limited. The most appropriate are those
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such as the ride of Mazeppa, or any dance or march forms in

which strong rhythmical treatment is necessary. And yet such
subjects cannot, in the nature of the case, carry us very far.

Rhythms, however strong they may be, will invariably
become monotonous if too often repeated withoi:: sufficient

variety. One strength of music consists in its variety. The
emotional nature is a quickly changing one, and demands
varied expression for its satisfaction. Hence such subjects

are only useful for short movements. To find a subject
suitable for a work written on a large scale would seem to

be a matter of great difficulty, for while variety is necessary,

there must be a certain unity and cohesion in the music to

make it a real work of art, :uv.[ stories do not readily lend
themselves to an interpretation that meets the requirements
of the canons of the art. Again, though the emotional
utterance may be more obvious, it is more than doubtful if it

will be eilher as strong or as lasting as that of absolute music.
The appeal is made not to a wide field of our consciousness,
but to certain definite sentiments and feelings, and it would
seem, from a psychological study of the mind, that the wider
appeal will also be the stronger. The vagueness of the

Utterance is no bar to its appeal. But in programme music,
if the story is not of sufficient interest, its effect will be small

:

in any case the appeal will be confined to one set of feelings,

and will not be capable of the unlimited expansion which
absolute music can obtain. And just as the effect is not so
great in programme as in absolute music, neither can it be
as lasting. The constant appeal to one set of feelings must
in time grow wearisome, however enchanting it may be at

first. We may even get tired of the tricks of a rogue, and be
apt to wish that his punishment had come sooner or that he
had been suppressed altogether before we had heard the tale

of his misfortunes. A picture, however vivid, will not bear
unlimited musical exposition. We long for variety and
freedom, and chafe in the end at the necessity which compels
us lo fix our thoughts in one channel and one only. This
explanation may account for the fact that as yet no piece of

programme music written on a large scale has obtained
unmixed acceptance.

lint, as has been noticed before, there are many kinds of

programme music, and much that has been given this title is

really indistinguishable from absolute music. Where there
is no attempt at a definite picture, but only an expression of

an emotional state, the programme may be absolutely
unnecessary. Dr. Percy Buck, in an able paper read before

this Association, mentions the case of a musician lost in

admiration of a beautiful sunset. He returns home in a
definite, though perhaps indescribable, mood, and his creative

impulse, aroused to action, leads him to produce a piece of
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music, -;1h: object iici: 1
.;; tin: irrepressil :]i desire to communicate

his mood to those who may at any time come across

his work.
Nov,- suppose this composer endeavours lo picture the

natural phenomena connected with the sunset— the evening

bell, the return home of the weary peasant, the gradual

sinking of the sun and the slow progress of darkness stealing

over (he earth—his work will be a piece of genuine protractile

music. But suppose, 0:1 the other hand, what he tries lo do
is simply to reproduce the emotional suit caused in his mind
by the beauty of the sunset, his work will not be programme
at all. A similar mood might easily be produced by quite

different causes; the fact that it was engendered by a sunset

is whoiiy ir:-d(:vn:iL To the lisler.er also the cause of the

composer's mood will matter nothing. It will not be in the

least necessary for him to picture a sunset ; the work, if it is

composed with sincerity and art, will appeal to a blind man
equally with one who sees. It is to our emotional nature

that the: appe.-l is made, am! if, as has been previously shown,
an emotional state can be produced irrespective of any
external facts, or if different stimuli can set up much the

same mood in different persons, it is obvious that an
objective interpretation is not only wholly unnecessary, lint

may even lie a hindrance to the proper appreciation of the

music. Good music will speak for itself, and every intelligent

It is, therefore, in the nature of the art that a great deal of

what is known as programme music is indistinguishable

from absolute music. Where there is no realism, where the

appeal is a purely emotional one, the result must be vague
and imlctinih::. It is true that there are certain conventions
that can be used to explain a situation without the aid of

realism. The rhythmic movements of the march or of the

dance will convey certain ideas to the mind of the hearer,

and conventions such as the breaking of the sea waves or the

quiet flow of a river have constantly been employed. But
such means cannot be earned far ; convention is fatal lo the

L'rowth of an ait which is in its nature free. Noibin» is

more wearisome than a continuous use of such means.
Pmgniiutiie music, therefore, tends to become simply an
expression of certain emotional states, and as such cannot

claim for itself any advantage over absolute music. In fact

we find, in accordance with the natural principles that have
been enunciated, there is in the hearer a tendency to discard

even the interpretation of the composer, and to listen to what
was certainly written from an objective standpoint as if it

was absolute music pure and simple. Do we always find it

necessary to think of the story of Tristan and Isolde when
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we hear the prelude to the opera of that name given on a
concert platform ? Is it quite impossible for us to appreciate
the " Meistersinger " overture without picturing to ourselves
the stately company of' musicians, cl.nivuoiis apprentices and
the ardent lovers? The fact is that, just as some natures
wish to materialize everything they hear, with others exactly
the reverse process takes place. Thcv ion:; to j*e; aivav from
the actual world of facts and to gain an ideal world of
their own imagination. To tell such persons that without
what is called a poetic basis, music can have no effect, is

not only to ignore the character of [he an but also to helrav
ignorance of the very constitution of our mind. " In answer
to the question which has been asked me," says Herr
\Yeini;;muer, !

' as to why, after writing down such thin:;;!,!;,

as I have expressed in my book, 1 ha . c hail the impertinence

to write two symphonies myself, and what intention I had in

writing them, I may say that I had no fixed intention at all.

[ simply wrot;; my hvo symphonies because the ideas

contained in them came into my head." That is to say,

that even a man who is anxious to label himself a
programmist has to acknowledge that in the case of his

greatest works the utterance is spontaneous, arising from
his own nature, and is quite independent of any external

stimulus whatever.
To sum up briefly what has been said, we must notice

that our emotional nature is avast and complex aggregate
of many factors, varying in different individuals, ever-

changing, i 11 c a pa hie of adequate veri <::\ pn.ssiou
;

ci is 11 pi isinj!

in itself bath high and low elements; that minn., from us
nature, is adapted to appeal with the greate-,: force to this

emotional natiiie . that the appeal may he either the vague
flnd indefinite appeal of absolute mis;c or the mate dehned
a;;d circumscribed appeal of programme imisir; tha: each
has its 1peci.1l iiMis, t)ut the more vague appeal is likely to

be the stronger and mote lasting one.

What direction the mus;c o( the future will take is a
matter of considerable doubt. r-W.al.ly there will he
attempts to gain vividness by an extended use of realistic

. fleets. Hut the obvious limitations o! program ir.e music
carried to its highest point will become more and more mau.;e,t
as t::iic gees on. Indeed at the present motcent there are not

wanting i:'.dicatio:is which show that thinking musicians are

beginning to see danger ahead in this direction. The tide

seems to be flowing more towards what may be called

"atmosphere" than towards realism, that is to say, the aim
of composers is tending not to produce a clear picture,

but to induce a vague feeling or mood. Debussy, whose
great skill and high artistic aims are undoubted, is the

prophet of the new school, a school which is rapidly gaining
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disciples. The curiously subtle, intangible, effects of this

composer's work are, perhaps, the most recent features of

modern music. But however effective on a small scale such
music may be, it seems doubtful if it will ever reach the highest

realms of the art. There is about it a sensuous element,
appealing rot so much to our highest nature as to the lower
s: notional ordei . Probably atmosphere " will be found in

the future to lie more suitable for the purposes of the opera
than for instrumental music. Except in short compositions,

effects of this nature are apt to become wearisome, if not

nauseating. If music is to advance and not to deteriorate

in the future, the two main essentials of the highest order of
the art must be observed. The one is perfect expression,

that is to say, the mode of presentation of the composer's
thought must lie oast in the best mould; t Fir: design must
exhibit symmetry ; the workmanship must be correct

;
there

must be nothing to jar on the hearer's sense of beauty
;
the

whole must be constituted as a work of art. The second

essentia] is that the appeal must be to the highest emotional
nature. As such it must of necessity be complex, not easy to

assimilate at first hearing, for the complexity of our emotional
nature requires an utterance that will satisfy it in the long

run. Nothing superficial or sensuous can ultimately meet
cur requirements, however fascinating i' may appear at first.

And, as far as the history of music goes, it would seem as if

these two elements have been found ontv in what is kuuwn
as absolute music. It is just because we find them both in

the works of Beethoven that that composer still appears to

us as the genius who has had the greatest effect on the
development of instrumental music. Since the days of

Beethoven the resources oi' (he art have been immensely
developed. Orchestral effects, impossible to him, have
become a commonplace ; our knowledge of the laws of

harmony has made large strides : chord and key relationships

that in his day would have appeared incomprehensible, are

now perfectly easy to understand ; we are no longer bound
by the same rules as were the old masters. The formal
exposition «: a work of art may therefore lie different from
that adopted by the great classical composers, and may
follow lines unknown to them, but in the ultimate analysis

the same principles will l;e evident, for it will readilv lie

granted that the mode oi' presentation of the composer's

idea must be as perfect as possible, otherwise the utterance

will fail in its effect. The more noble the thought, the more
it demands perfect presentation. Whatever changes in

formal design may be made, the same underlying principles

must be observed. And as regards the emotional appeal, if

we consider the vast groups and strata of feeling, the complex
aggregate of forces that go to make up our mind, the lower
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and the higher order of emotions, we must conclude that the

highest art is that which most satisfies the cravings of our

naf.irc, whin;: appeal:- not so iiiin'i lo Lilly definite feeling,

but to the widfci ::elJs of out cuUv<::ons::c;'s, and ivaicb anas

at the expression of all that is high and noble; not the

fleeting and transitory moods of a day, but the eternal

aspirations of mankind.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman—Ladies ;ind Gentlemen :

have heard with great intere st the valuable
|

Lecturer has given us. It must have beer the result of a

very considerable amount of thought on his
.

ird that music.
t of the feelings

He might almost

dnring^ttfe^rogres^of'hlsTe
the paper, whicl
:ture, and that i s « What is the

art value of Programme M11 but feel that he
has tackled his <:;flicu!t subject in a vcrv m^terly way.aml
has shown us that, so far as programme mu:
in comparison with ahsolui rank far below.
I was glad to hear him say so, because I do not belong to the

yoimg race of people who waul p:- ( grammes set before them
when they lifi.Tr a piece of music, and think Ihai unless thai is

done the music does not appeal to them properly and they
fail to understand il. Dr. Yorke Troller lias given us reasons
why we should appreciate absolute music, and for my own
part I feel those are the right and proper reasons. It invokes

beauty with which we all are or should be endowed. As he
went through his paper there were a few suggestions which
I put down, and on which I will say a few words. Of course
this is one of those papers that needs to be read very
carefully and slowly, perhaps twice over, before wo grass) i::o

full extent of its meaning. In dealing with absolute music,
our Lecturer, I think, did not mention one particular part of

it which always strikes me as n:ak:::^ a strong appeal to our
emotions, that is, military music and music of the march
type. Though I am not a soldier, or even a volunteer, I

ra::not l:olp thinking that no music can appeal so stron^y
and so passionately to our natures as the music which (shall

1 say ?) ^oarls the soldier into action. It must make a very
-trilo.rg .appeal to him. and is indeed a valuable adjunct to the
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most direct in its appeal. Dr. Yorke Trotter made 3 few
remarks at the beginning of his paper on the question of

Greek music, and quoted from some of the old Greek
philosophers pregnant words in eulogy of music and its

advantages in education ami what it did for us. It is very
din:c:;lt for ns at tin;; period of Utile to gauge the music of tlu:

ancient Greeks and assess its real value. I must confess I

once looked upon it with contempt. When one remembers

confined, ami their sparing use of harmony, and experience

what a poor effect it produces on us, such contempt, at

first sight, seems natural. But as one grows older and finds

how much more one has still to learn, one often alters earlier

crude opinions. Speaking for myself, I have now come to a

different conclusion, and think the music of the Greeks
produced a much greater ellcct than some ol us tauey

;

something more than the imaginary one eulogised by the

poets or than we usually attach ro accounts of the Art.

To a great extent their music was closely associated with
words or the dar.ee, therefore it did not come rightly

Under the cierinilion of absolute music. I did not know there

was a Chinese Minister of Music :1,00c years ago, I almost

wish we had copied tiieir method: for, though the Education
Ofiice does look alter music to some extent, it confines itself

to the Normal Schools, and leaves higher development alone.

But my impression is that the time for that indifference is

passu;;; away ; the aulboi ities ha\ e been endeavouring to levid

up music in all schools
;

they cannot possibly be ignorant of

what is going on in (he higher schools. May I say, in passing,
that there are now nearly one hundred schools, from Ktou
downwards, where they have orchestras and play symphonies
quite well. Possibly when we have a Minister of l'Tie Arts

as is found abroad, music as an adjunct to education will be

found ([uite as valuaiileand should he just as much cultivated in

the higher schools as in the lower. Please forgive my remarks
on this point, because this hardly comes within the scope o:

Dr. Yorke Trotter's paper. If, as our Lecturer has pointed

out, absolute music appeals to our sense of beauty, I think

Some persons are deiighi ed v, ith pic! lu es, pccl:\ . urate:"',
,
and

so on, and are moved by llieui ; but there are a great many who
care very little for these things. Still there is possibly a
chord or some little spot in their nature which can feel the
beauty ol absolute anisic. They would hardly appreciate a

liecthove:; symphony ; still there arc certain things (hey do
appreciate. So, though the sense of beauty is not quite

universal, still this must exist in some measure; and I do not
think the paper we have had supplies an explanation of this

condition unless we agree it is a question of education and
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appreciate Bach's fugues, which 1 hope everybody here loves

and reveres; still they (io nut appeal to all. Con ipai isotix it

i~ said, a tv always odious. Oar [ .ectnnrr :nc:i f iffflj: Spobr i:i

connection with Beethoven and Brahms. Each I think has his

own function, and his own mode; and 1 do not see why one
shun Id nut admin? tin: depth and emotion of Beethoven and the
beauty of Brahms, and yet still have a corner in his heart for the
colour and delicacy of Spohr's music. Fortunately, music is

not all written at the same level andln the same form ; and it

is ,i coi I'm on fault v.-h.h musician s to pin their far.}] loo much to

one composer. I always feci we oug;:l nut to sneer at Spobr ;

he was a great musician, ft would be interesting if our
Lecturer would tell us whether the same effect, or anything
like an analogous effect, is produced when we hear a piece of

it played in the orchestra without words ? I am thinking of

produce the same effect on the occasion of its being given as

a piece of absolute music, or is it that we associate with it

the words with which it was originally wedded, and derive

a certain amount of pleasure from the a p pre pti atones;, it had
in its original connection t Our Lecturer seemed to me to be
rather hit lir.cd aiw.'.ys. to cumieot beauty with passion. That
is open to dispute, 1 think. To take an illustration from
another art, if we look on the "Venus of Miio," with its simple
placid beauty, we can all appreciate ir, and possibly we are
never tired of looking at its charm. But what a difference

you have in the "Laocoon"! There, certainly, you have-
intense passion. We get quiet beauty in Handel's " Pastoral
Svmpbuny." In the poignant 1 It: was despised " there is

art of a very different type. Then our Lecturer pointed out
that in the case of a large work which was supposed to>

represenf the feelings of the composer at the time, it did not
necessarily i:iean ti:al a man who might he sorrowful might
nut write a joyous piece of music; consequently in a werl:

like licet hover's Fruiea Symphony '' there would he verv
differeilt tones in diffcrci'T movement s. ]iu: those moven-.ents,

must surely have been written at different times, some days
apart ; the composer must have got very jolly, if you like,

before he wrote another movement. 1 fully agree wjth ^the

give the impressions of the music, such as " Fate knocking at

the door." I n mi niIht tba; m his annotations to a symphony
of Schumann's he tells us that the slow movement reminds
him ol a ladv imprisoned m a toivcr appealing to some giant

to let her out. But it is qutte useless to attempt to interpret
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such music for others ; we must each take it as we find it.

The moment you attach a definite meaning to absolute music,

cspeeially svm phonic movements, I think you have done
much to destroy the satisfaction vou received from hearing

it. When Beethoven chooses to label a movement " On the

death of a hero," you know what he means ; then you may
judge of his success. In making that which seemed to be an
a:>iv:';;y fur ugly music, ni:r Lecturer is muelt voo good,

but sometimes the apology is made on the ground of

ehai a< lcriv.ati<>:i. M ay our ask ; Ik; question i Are nil things

that we try to characterize in music appropriate subjects for

music should never have been written. One suggestion that

Dr. Trotter made was a novelty and, I think, one of value,

lie said. If a ami poser has writ tun something which hes been
suggested to his mi in! by visual objects, say a beautiful land-

scape, would the music appeal to a blind man? Undoubtedly
it would. He may never have seen a landscape, still I

cannot Lint think that the music in L ts simple beauty ami in

its intelligible form '.von!;! appeal ',o biin p;st ;is much as it

would to us— that is an excellent and sufficient justification

for pure absolute music.

Mr. F. Gn.BF.RT Webb-Dr. Yorke Trotter's paper has
ram: most oppe.rlaueiy, lor I 'rof ssor Niecks lias recently

issued a book on programme music, against the sweeping
assertions nf which I. ):\ Trotter's paper m,-y be taiicn as a

healthy antidote. Certainly few musicians will agree with
the professor's assertion that all good music has a pro-

gramme. What is termed absolute music has o: late been
having rather a hard time of it, and so muob misunderstanding
prevails on the subject that a discussion should prove
beneficial, particularly as it is not generally recognized that

there is a debasing tendency in programme music which is

absent in absolute music. The former offers great oppor-
tunities fur realistic, eli'-els which arc ineompat ihic with the

latter, the natural tendency of absolute music being to

express an ideal chiefly of lofty character. I do not quite

agn.e will: Dr. Trotter that composers should strive for

beauty of effects. It seems to me that beauty is rather
incidental, the cocscqcer.ee of a composer having beautiful

ideas, and of having thought rationally and coherently. I do
not think" any great masterpiece has resulted simply from a
desire to write beautiful music, but that it was the outcome
of a highly imaginative and artistically balanced mind
controlling intense desire to achieve truthful and impressive
expression. At the present: time there appears to be a great
lack of sense of beauty amongst modern writers, perhaps
arising fion: musicians lulu;; no grciuiy in towns where there

is so much that is ungrateful to the eye ; but, whatever the
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cause, we seem to have lost in great measure the keen ser

of balance and appropriateness which makes for perfection

workmanship. Whatever the cause, the fact remains tlia:

ordinary li

phrases an

music of another kind produces another. That is a question

to which I have devoted a great deal of thought, but

I cantiol s;iy I have ;l>:iu- to any verv i!d::iitc conclusion
;

but, as it is not a part of the paper, I will not introduce the

subject here ; but I always like to take an opportunity of

bearing my testimony against music which requires for its

right understanding that the hearer should have a programme
before him.

Mr. Macdonald Smith—A remark was made to me the-

other day by a lady who is an occultist and possessed of

considerable psychic powers. She said that she hoped I
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would do everything I could to further the cause of music,

because she was convinced that music was essential to the
development of the soul : in fact, was really a food upon
which the soul fed. I thought I would just like to repeat

this remark, because if such a:i assertion were true, it would
seem to explain much of what wo have been arguing about.

A food of the soul must necessarily he of a spiritual nature,

and therefore any attempt to materialize it would take from
its value : in fact, when programme writers try to explain

absolute music in words, or in terms of material things, they
are —according In this view—guilty of the s.'tme sort of offence

as a man who, being asked for bread, gives his neighbour

Mr. J. Percy Baker—There always seems to be a
diiti.-ulty in lie-lining what is and what is not programme
music , anil where exact iv tins line should lie drawn between
that and abstract music. Mr. Webb alluded to Professor

Niccks's recently-published work on "Programme Music,'"

in which lie defines everything that has any expression or

emotion whatever, apart froi:: a declared storv. as programme
music. That is not the only recent instance. There was a
hook published a little while ago by Mr. Streatfeild in which
lie took very much the same line, it would almost seem as if

the advocates of programme music had so felt the difficulty

of drawing the line that they had come to the conclu-

sion that -'poor music is absolute music; we claim all the

rest as ours "
! f do not think that is quite fair to absolute

music ; and I do not think it is quite a judicial standpoint to

(A vote of thanks was then passed to the Lecturer.)

Dr. Yorke Trotter— I am very much obliged to you,
Dr. Southgatc, and to all present to-day for the kind way in

which you have received my paper. 1 was induced to write

k because 1 felt tua: there was a great want o: clear definition

on this subject. Mr. Baker has referred to the fact that

Professor Niecks and other writers are claiming all music of

an emi.li.iLia! nature as programme jiuisic, and it seemed to

me necessary to get at some idea which would enable us to

differemiale the crmus kinds of instrumental music. The
only way we can possibly rid 1'iis is to star t with a deii ni-.iori

of absolute music. 1 think we may safely say that absolute

music proceeds directly from the mind oi the composer and
is not dependent on any external stimulus. It is, in my
opinion, rubbish to say that all music of an emotional kind
must be programme music. In the nature of the case many
of the feelings conveyed by music cannot possibly be
expressed by words, and therefore there can be no programme
whatever. One question Dr. So'jthgate asked was, whether
or not, when words were taken away from a piece of
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music, it was necessary to think of the words on hearing the

music ? That, I think, depends entirely on the character of
the music. Where there is a definite attempt to give musical
expression lo the words we must think of them in conned ion

with the music. But in many compositions, such as some of

the songs in Handel's operas, the words do nut matter 3 bit
;

we can listen with satisfaction to the music without any
reference to the words. Dr. Southgate said very truly that

the movements in ii symphony arc composed at different

times. This is so, but what really happens is that the
composer lays out a scheme for his composition beforehand,
and the contrasted diameter of the movements is to be
regarded in the light of their relation to the total effect

of tile entire cycle. The composer, no doubt, in certain

eases is influenced by external circumstances, On
the other hand, he can produce emotional music of a

without any external stimulus whatever. Beethovet

for a walk with a pupil and gets into a state which he
" raptus," in which he sings to himself, absolutely uncor
of the presence of his pupil. He goes home and plays
piano the ideas that have or car red in hiai in his walk. The
inspiration for the moment in question was most distinctly

not produced by anything he saw in his walk. I did not

quite agree^rth^lr. Gilbert Webb^haV what°reaUy
S

matters
is expression. The sense of beauty I had in view was
chiefly with reference to the earlier composers, where
emotional e fleet: was r.'A so evident as in later compositions, f

was struck with what was said about music being the language
ot the soul. The idea is much the same as that expressed by
Herbert Spencer in his Essays: " just as there has silent!;

grown up a language of ideas, which, rude as it at first was,
now enables us to convey with precision the most subtle and
complicated thoughts

;
so there is stili silent 1 v grow uig up a

language of ieclua.'S
;
which, no: withstanding its present im-

perfection, we may expect will ultimately enable men vividly

and completely to hnpeess 01: each other the emotions which
they experience from moment to moment." He means to

say that he considers music lo he the language r,|' trie

emotions, and that a man can in music convey to othei s the

feelings he himself possesses, i did not go into the question
0:" /lea- music comes to convey different emotions, because it

is a very intricate one. It has bothered me a great deal. It

is almost impossible to say why we feel certain emotions on
hearing certain music. Wc are really trading on the past

experience of generations. We have stored up in us feelings
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derived from many ancestors. We cannot explain why
certain feelings arise, because it is impossible for us to know
what has gone before.

The Chairman* I have not yet bad the advantage of reading

Professor Nieeks's buck, but it seems extraordinary that he
should claim all expressive music as programme music.

There is a little difficulty as to when it is expressive. Dr.
Yorke Trotter has given us an instance of Beethoven's being
rapt and foie.ettin^ eveiy.hh:;; around, am! producing -'.u.-ir

in which he reveals what was in his mind. Can ive detenu :uc

that on such an occasion he was producing programme
music? When one has some story in mind.il seems to me
that programme music is then produced. As Mr. Thelwall
says, programmes sometimes weary us. Of course we can
alv.MVE ph.it the book and form our own ideas; I must
confess I usually do that myself. Mr. MaeuoiiaUl Smith
quoted a lady who spoke of music as the food of the soul,

Shakespeare infers it is the food of love. I agree with
Shakespeare rather more than with the lady.
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Perhaps no musical instrument has been subjected to greater
constitutional changes during I he last hundred years than
lias the English organ— in the various directions of size,

compass or key-boards, character of stops and methods of

controlling their use, and last (but not least) its system of
tuning. Changes are still being made, even to the extent
of affecting the uniform:;*, of those ' phi) ing arrangements

'

which the College of Organists endeavoured to ri gulate,
systematize ar.d .v,'(/<- more than a (piarter or a century ago.

It is open qiu:;,', ion if the organ is being developed at the
present tune upon logical ami really artis'-ic lines, as a musical
iiiS'.nuacnl deserving a supara;e ai'.J im.iivid mil exisleiice of

its Own; or whether it is daily becoming a merely servile

(and therefore a degraded) mechanical imitation of the
orchestra. It may help us to see more clearly in which
direction we are now moving if we turn our thoughts back
to the English organ of tire first decade of the nineteenth
century—when it was a comparatively small instrument, but
one with a character all its own, and in many ways admirably
adapted to fulfil the one great purpose of its existence—
the accompaniment of the human voice. In making the

retrospective survey to which I have the privilege of
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drawing your attention tliis afternoon, I have been materially

assisted from three different sources of information :—

fl) A manuscript account of English organs, by Mr. Henry
Leffler, organist of S. Katherine's Chapel, Regent's Park,

written between the years i8oo and 1B10, which contains

upwards of 300 specification 1", of organs as the writer found
them. This book has been kindly lent to trie by Mr. William
Windsor.

(j) Anntlii-r inn nnscript account of English organs, written

about the year 1850 by Mr. J. W. Billinghurst, Vestry Clerk
of S. Margaret's, Lot !:bury, This hook was given [0 me
by the writer on his death -bci: a few years ago.

(3) Many interesting conversations on organs which I have
enjoyed with Mr. F. W. Jardine, our oldest living organ-

builder.

The first thing which strikes one is the extreme smcdlness of

the lingl sh organ of a century ago as compared with the

pi/.'- of oigans then enisling 01! t: u Continent, Yon will all

remember that Dr. Burney, in his 1 German Tour ' (published

n 773 :
. constantly speaks r.'t :lic !<i ovgars. he found abroad.

There were, for example, those in :

—

The Old Kerk at Amsterdam and S. Michael's, Hamburg,
i::i' l! e,:i:ita::ii:ig sixty-four stops : the Cathedral of S. Bavon,
Haarlem, with sixty stops ; the Dominicans' Church, Antwerp,
the Frauen Kirche, Dresden, and S. Martin's Church,

In 1S07 our two largest cathedral organs were S. Faul's

and York Minster, each containing twenty-seven stops

;

Cai.ter limy can 10 neM with t went v- four
;
Durham, Lichfield,

lii.d.f-slcr n::d Salisbury could each hoasl of tweut v-tliree

;

t:-:e ealhcdr.ds <,:' Biisto!, Dublin (S. Patrick's). Hcref.Md

,

Wi lls, Winchester and Westminster Abbey were ( ach
consented with twenty-two stops; Cork had twenty-one;
Chichester, Exeter, Gloucester and Norwich had twenty
each : the rest had less than twenty. Mr. Lcfilcr makes no
mention of pedals in connection with the cathedral organs at

Bristol, Canterbury, Carlisle, Chester, Chichester, Durham,
Ely. Exeter, Gloucester, Lincoln, Norwich, Oxford,
Peterborough. Wells, Winchester and Worcester.

Like the present, the age was not then remarkable for the

number of its really distinguished cathedral organists; but it

is at least worthy of attention that the largest organs of that

(iay had the best musicians lo preside at them. At any rate,

S. Paul's could boas', of Alt wood, Vork had Caniidge, Samuel
Spoltorl h was at I achiiehl, Arthur T. Coi l'e at Salisbury, Chart!

was at Winchester and Robert Cooke at Westminster.
The only organs to be found in England outside cathedrals

and churches, were the small instruments built for theatres and
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concert-rooms. The little one-manual organ, by Jordan,
burned with the old Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, in 1808,
contained seven stops only, one of which was a trumpet.
The organ which replaced it in the new theatre in 1809 was
by Russell ; it also had seven stops, but there was no reed.
An organ by Allen, built in 1810 for the oratorio perform ances
at Covent Garden Theatre, had only one "sett of keys"
with eight stops, but one of these whs an oboe from middle:

C upwards, enclosed in a Swell box. Drury Lane Theatre
possessed an eleven, -stop organ, built in 1769 by Byfield and
Green : Its four swell stops were played upon from the single

{Great) manual ; it cost £ 1 S:>, and was burned with thi; theatre

in February, 1809. Samuel Green's organ built in 1794. for

1 lie concert-room at the Opera Hov.sc, had two kov hoards
and fifteen stops, seven of which were on the Swell, which
went down to Tenor F. Elliott's eleven stop organ, built in

1804. for the Hanover Square Concert Rooms, had three on
(lie Swell, ami boasted of as many as nineteen pedal pipes ; it

cost ^"700. The same builder erected in 181 1 a six-stop

one-manual organ for the private music-room of Mr. Fritch,

the then organist of All Saints' Church, Derby; this instru-

ment had a general Swell and was enclosed in an ' elegant
i--.nhn;;;iny ease

"

The largest organ in England at that time was in Christ
Church, Spit aliields ; it was originally built by Richard
Bridge in 1730 for the sum of £600, and container I ti-rty-foiu-

stops. Here is its specification as given by Mr. Leffler :

"Three setts of keys. Great and Choir, from (',(.', ion;;

octaves [with GG£) to D, 56 notes. Swell Fiddle G to D,
32 notes. A C Drum Pedal with 4 pipes.

" G rsii.vr (16 stops). -Open Diapason No. 1 : Open Diapason
Xo. >

; Stopoed Diapason
;
Principal No. 1 : Principal No. 2 ;

Twelfth; Fifteenth; Tierce; Larigot
;
Sesijuialtera V. ranks

;

Furniture III. ranks; Cornet V. ranks, from Middle Cfl
upwards ; Bassoon

;
Trumpet No. 1

;
Trumpet No. 2

;

Clarion.

"Swell Uf
stops).— Open DI:ip. ; son ; Stopped Diapason;

Principal ; Flute ; German Flute ; Cornet III. ranks

;

Trumpet; Hautboy; Clarion.

" Choir (9 stops).— Flute to C fa ut ; Stopped Diapason ;

Principal; Flute; Fifteenth; Mixture III. ranks; French
Horn (to Tenor D) ; Cremona ; Vox humana. A very fine

organ all through,"

A Swell of nine stops, even though it began on Fiddle G,
must have been a great luxury a century ago : lor the Swell

at S. Paul's Cathedral, although it began a fifth lower (on

Tenor C), had only six stops. But this was greatly in
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advance of maiiv other cathedral organs in the country.

Those at Chester, S. David's, Ely, Lincoln, Norwich,
Christ Church (Oxford}, Worcester, and S. Patrick's, Dublin,

had no swell at all; in spite of the fact that the swell had
been invented and lirst applied by Abraham Jordan to the

organ at S. Mae'nus, London Bridal:, nearly a century
previous, viz., in. 1712. Little wonder, then, that Burney,
writiii;.' in 1773, said that i:i Amsterdam " the organists have
jiLs: heard of such a thing as a swell in an organ, but it is

difficult to make them comprehend, by description, its

e 0:1s: r i;c Lion and eliect.'
1 Ar l'... : tlin inquired "in vain of

irun.ical people whelher they knew of any suih machine as a

swed worked l>v a pedal in any of their oigans ; no :-ni.li

contrivance had ever been heard of, and it was difficult to

ex pi a::; • ;.
:

This, too. was alter Haiiriol had asked Snowier (o

send to a friend of his in Berlin a written description of '.be

manner in which the swell was produced, and Snel/ler had
informed Bnrney that he had complied with Handel's
request.

Venetian swell ihulters were only ]ust coming into use a
century ago; Dr. Hopkins tells us that they are not to be
found amongst Green's latest work, lu.it that they are constantly

to be met with in old organs by England and Avery.
Consequently (he " nae's head " must have been very much
in evidence. This, as you know, was the " swell " invented
by Jordan, who substituted a sliding shutter like a sash-

window for the fixed front of the box which formerly

Fieri uently when a Swell was added to an older oi"an
which had previously consisted of Great and Choir only.

Swell stops. Father Schmidt's organ in S. Katherine Crce,
Lcadcnbaii Street, retailed its two " setts of keys " in this

way so recently as 1864. Sometimes the later builder who
added the Swell got as many of the previously existing Choir
pipes as he could into his Swell box. Thus, in the case of
Renatus Harris's oryan at S. Dunstan's, Stepney, we find

that in 1807 the whole of the original Choir pipes wire
located in the Swell box with the exception of the basses
of loo Stop Diapason, Principal, and Vox Humana, and ihe

entire Flute slop. A favourite device of the old builders

—

Remits Harris in particular— was to make the lower portion

of a stop (or even an entire stop] act upon two different

key-boards "by communication" as it was called. Harris
" Borrowed " some of his Choir stops from the Great at

S. Andrew's, Holborn, in 1699, and in many other organs
as well ; the younger Harris did the same at S. Dionis
Backchurch in 1722, and Bridge at S. Bartholomew the
Great, Smithfield, in 1731.
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Sir John Sutton (author of ''A short account of organs
built in England from the Reign of King Charles II. to the
present time ") was the possessor of a chamber organ of
exquisite tone built by Father Schmidt. It had two rows
of keys (Great and Choir) and six stops, three On each
manual. The Choir Organ had nn Open UiapaMin, Slopped
1 tiapasou, and a Principal, nil ninth of rah, anil of tslmm:
delicacy and beauty. The Great had a Stopped Flute:,

Piltcentb. and two-rank Mixture, nil of metal. The Choir
Slopped Diapason could tic played upon the Great by
borrowing, and there was a coupler to unite the two
manuals.

Mr. Leffler was of opinion that " one of the best Swells in

London" in the year 1800 was that added bv Byficld ("with

a keyboard of its own) to Father Schmidt's organ at
hi. Dunstan's in the East, Tower Street. This Swell began
at Fiddle G, and consisted of only five stops, viz. :—Open
Diapason; Principal; 1 1 1, rank Cornet ; Trim: pet

;
Hautboy.

In the great majority of English organs, a century ago, the

number of skips assigned fo the Swell could only h<: said lo

be about one-half the number of those assigned to the Great.
At the Church of S. Maurice, Winchester, however, during
the organistship of Dr. Chard, we find a Swell of six nop:;

added to a Gteat of Father Schmidt's, which consisted of

ssven stops. In the Chapel of S, Mary's CoUece. Winchester
(where Dr. Chard was also organist), Samuel Green added in

1 786 a Swell of five stops to an organ which already contained
a Great of five stops and a Choir of four. Green was also

the maker of the Swell which had the deepest compass in

England in the year 18 19 ; it went down to FF in the bass
and bad eight stops; it was in the organ of the Royal
Hospital at Greenwich. Green-must be credited with still

greater efforts in the direction of swell extension and develop-

ment, when we remember that at S. George's Chapel,
\V:intsi>r, in the year 1 Ho;, the entire Great 01 gan still remained
within the"general swell" with which he had enclosed it

in 1790.
On the other hand, we find from a note in Kir. Loftier

book that in 1800 the Swell at S. Margaret's, Westminster,
which began at Middle C and had a separate " sett of keys "

assigr.cu to it, was ''never tis'd
1

'! It may have been
rendered unplayable by being extremely dirty. If so, the

organ at S. Margaret's, Westminster, by no meaus stood

a':-"n ;r. its neglect. Mr. I.ettier speaks, ni Harris's organ in

S. James's, Piccadilly, a; being " worn o. it," and 01 Father

bthmidt's organ in S C)lav<-'s, So;;:hwark, as hf;ng " ijmtt

won; out.'' Mr. Uilliugl.urst slates that when lie v.sued
T';ik:cr Schmidt's organ at S- James s. Garhckhytlie. on
March loth, 1836. be found the ;iistiument alntost (it not i;mte)
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should be finally concluded." Some such remarkable
" reason " may possibly explain why tile grand organ erected

in the Abbey of Weingarteu in 175-2 had (according to the

Musical World of July 26th, 1856) not been cleaned since
its erection.

The next thing which strikes a present-day organist is the
remarkable variation which existed a century ago in the
compass of organ key hoard.?., Some instruments had " short-

octave" GG manuals for Great and Choir: others had GG
manuals with " long octaves." Some Great and Choir
key boards desneiiikd a note lower, to FF ; others as low as
CCC; whilst a iiflh class, began with the note we are so
familiar with, viz., CC. We have already seen that the
shorter Sw,-H compass of those davs varied quite as much as
its companion key-boards.1 What was the reason of all this

close attention. Up to the time of the wholesale destruction
of organs at the " Commonwealth '

i 1649- 1 6(;v;}, and iudcrd
until shortly after the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660,

the manual range generally consisted of four octaves, from
CC to C* in alt. In The Connoisseur for February, 1906
(p. 11-.)). there is a photograph of an old chamber organ now in

Great Chijshunt House, near Loudon, an instrument which is

1 Some orcatiB had thice nunMiis all of rii lit ;(.:t
:
amonir.t Ihtni »vtS. f.n 11 . s

Calhcdnl, the Gtrmn Uniterm C:u;id, aaniy, ccii S. list l-.tctlHt. Ijililcl.
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said to have been made liy one of Cardinal Wolsey's monastic
retainers ; this has a lout-octave compass from CC upwards.
Previous to the year 177a, the one-manual 'jr^uii l 11 Wigan
Parish Church, Lancashire (said to have been the work of

Father Schmidt), had thin; same CC four-octave compass. At
the beginning c-f (lit; last century Lhe i.r^uis at b. Margaret's,
Westminster, and S. James's, Piccadilly, had the same
compass, ami {.is we have aheady se::ii) the oh"; ^;-.;ai. built by
Reuatus Harris in 1600 for All Hallows', Lombard Street—
where it was still standing in its original condition in 1868

—

had nearly the same compass
;
then- being-, mnvevei, in (his

last-named organ no CC;, and the top note was D, not C.
Tin: organ played ispon hy 1 laniiel, \Y :rgati and others still

remained in the Vauxhall Gardens a century ago. It was a
one-manual with seven stops, having a compass from CC
(without CC|) to E in alt, i.e., fifty-two notes. This historic

instrument was cither of so primitive a character, or in such
had repair, as to elicit from Mr. Leftler the following
sarcastic remark :

" built about six weeks after Adam was
breeched."
With the restoration (more or less) of the choral service in

the reign of Charles II., in which the unisonous plain-song of

former :imcs was happily superseded by vocal harmony, it

was felt desirable— in the absence of both 11 pedal pipes " and
1(5- ft . stops on the manual—to have a soft manual bass going
below CC, so as to duplicate the bass voice an octave lower
than the vocal pitch. This will account for the notes GGG
and FFF being found at the bottom of most Great and Choir
oigan kev-boards a centurv ago ; 1 hi: v represented the lowest

notes of a bass voice doubled an octave below. Dr. Hopkins
observes thai: these notes w; re mere tiie|ueiitly than not playeil

by using the pull-down pedal keys of the period, u-.stead of

bcir.g manipulated by the organist's left hand ; because the

ivories 011 these lower keys were found to be quite perfect,

whilst most of the others belonging to the middle and upper
portions of the same manual were much worn by constant
use. But the addition of any notes lower than CC was found
to be an expensive luxury, owing to the extra size and length

of the pipes required for each stop. This expense bad to be
curtailed. Moreover, the "unequal temperament" which
governed the tuning of those days made playing in certain

keys absolutely intolerable by the production of " the wolf."

Powe: fully influenced as they were ;:; both of these directions,

lhe organ-builders - always an in-.enhve and ingenious race

—

devised the compromise of short octuvts, by means of which
only one extra big pipe was required for each stop, am: indeed

only one extra key to the manual.' This additional key was

1 Sti Hoplu"ai ami Rimbault, Original Edition, p, io3 , I
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placed immediately to the left of the CC key, and had pipes

sounding GG assigned to it. GG$, AA J, 15BH and CC$—
four bass notes not often required under unequal temperament
conditions—were left out, and pipes sounding AA were
assigned to the CCf key, instead of those sounding its proper
tone. The lowest manual keys stood thus under the " short-

octave " system :

—

the chromatic arrangement of the rest of the key-board being
undisturbed.
The following was quite thc_ favourite compass of those

days : Great am: Choir G(l to d ;l

in alt, short octaves. 5J pipes

to each stop. Swell Fiddle G (the lowest note of a violin),

32 pipes to each stop. The pedals, being mere " pull-downs
with no speaking pipes of their own, arc seldom (if ever)

mentioned in accounts of organs a century ago.
The compass just described was to In- mi;; with in the organs

of Norwich and Chichester Cathedrals, S. John's College,

Oxford, Doncaster Parisii Church (Bvfield), and a host of

other important churches. That the Fiddle G Swell was not
altogether confined to the performance of purely melodic
]);iss;if,res can be clearly seen by the way in which the Swell is

wiilteu for in the lies! organ music (if t lie time. A voluntary

in F by John Bennett, organist of S. Dionis liackchurch,

1 >"S 2 - r 7's 4. begins with an Adagio in four parts for the Swell,

which is quite a complicated piece of contrapuntal writing.

The following table will prove how well the builders of a

century ago contrived to cut their coat according to their

cloth, how well they cut it, and what a variety of ways and
mean:; were open to them.
The most extensive manual compass of a century ago

which 1 h ive been able to discover is that of the organ built

by Avery in 1786 for Colonel Lemon, and which now stands
in the Private Chapel of Lord St. Levan's seat at S. Michael's

Mount, Cornwall, having recently been restored by our
member, Mr. Casson. Each Great and Choir stop had

6; pipes, which gave a compass from CCC to f* (without

A E? Fjt A? n?

G C D E F G A 8
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h CCCj), as at S. Mary Redcliffe. Bristol

(
FFF to e" (no t-FFj|). as at Greenwich Hospital (Green,

I GG ftp, as at Mr. Fritch's Music Room. Derby (Elliott,

{
.3i.).

» (no GGl), as at S. Mary Alder-
(England. 1;

Wandsworth Pari
3 tod', "IonK octa.

Theatre (Jordan, :

!S •• (no GG(). aa at S. Mary-at-Hill

cs" (mil GGjj), as at S. Helen's.

'. "744)-

-a" (no GGS. BB' nor CC|), as at

1 Church (1800).
1" (no GGj),as at Covent Garden
8).
i," as at S. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside

. in the orcari. -

(no BB^), as at S. Mary Tower,
i-n ;u»: i5sfh-l.il.

es," as at Hereford Cathedral

(no I) BO), aa at S. Mary- Tower,

(no GG!), as at Whitehall Chapel

'aiixhall Gardens.

' as at Danish Chapel, Wellclose

(Elliolt, 1806).

A to da
.
" long octaves

Ipswich (Choir orga
Gto c3

,
"lone octaves

(Schmidt. 1672).

2 toe* (no CC$), as al

G todJ
, "short octave

\ to dJ
,
" short octave

Square (Schmidt).

C to d1 (no CCjt). as at All Hallows', Lombard Street
ll^r.m-; Harris, i(

'

G to c\ " shot

(Schmidt).

C to C. as at S. James's, 1'k-^a.aills- ; km;

t octaves," as at Christ Church, Oxford

the Great and Choir organs of the instruments leferrec

It will be clearly observed that "long octaves "by no means
meant ' itinipl-te octaves.'' Lorn; n;:l:tvi-s <i:ily meant thai at

least one of the four notes omitted in the short-octave system
was included in this longer compass.

The most extensive Swell compass mentioned by
Mr. Lcfflur is that of the organ in Greenwich Hospital built

by Green in 1789. It ran thus :—

48 pipes gave FF toe'.
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Other Swell manuals were thus limited

|j :r.fy.'..; -j.ivo Tenor C l"C :a ill "> lo I', as at Ann 1

.;, lilacs iritis

(Gray. 1808).

j Tenor F 1:1 i.s at Ni^'. C:.|L.:.n:. f).VU>|-.; (iilt-M-.-:! hv (Ji W-IH.
~

{ T,m-, (1 - C f. : a; S. P.uil's Catania] Ulran,;..
'

30 - Tecmr F 10 e', as at Sal injury Cat'iii'dral lUrven, 171(1).

f Fiddle G 10 f>, as at S. Martin Outu-ich (England, 1S05).
33 " j Tenor E to dJ

, as at S. bunstan. Stepney (Russell, 1807-6).

( Fid.ile G to c3 , as at S. Michael, qucnnhiiln; (Knslaaa and
34 -

] Russell. 1779).

I. Tenor F to d'. as at S. element, Fastcheap (Jordan, 17 13).

32 . Fiddle G to d 11

, as at S. Martin -in-the-Fields (Sclircider,

1727).

30 - A te ;!-, nr. al i>ar.i:;h Chanel Welle!,!™ Sjiuare ,aa;l. d :>v

Avery),

f Middle C

27 . Middle C to d* as at Rugby Church (1800).

f Middle C to c 1 '. as at Eton College Chapel (1800).
J
= " I Midali; U ;.».!', jlsjlI Li,,:-'],, CalU-.l.ai i ](,(»,).

It will be seen from the. above statistics, that the extended
basses o: the Great and Choir manuals only served to starve

the Swell organ.

We pass next to a consideration of the cvoUitior. of Lin-

English pedal -board, which is a matter of considerable
interest. Dr. Hopkins was of opinion that tlie nrst Ensjlisii

organ which had a pedal-board was that built by G. P.

tingland at S. James's, Clerkenwell, in 1790. Accoitiing to

the terms of tin: original speeifkai:o:i, it had "pedals to

play iiv the feet." Pedal-boards had been introduced into

Germany soiin; three centuries previous to this date. Avery
appears to liave added a piri.tiH-hoa o: a; Westmin^; ei Abbey
b,-ftirs 1793. In vol. IX. of the Quarterly Musical Magazine
and Review (tor (lie year 1 H 7

1
, Dr. Kdwnrd Hodges, uf

Bristol, states that :
" As usually constructed, the pedals are

a set of olnnisy pies'es or wood, measuring from an inr'li :o an
inch and a half in width, and varying in length from a few
inches to about two feet. In many instruments they arc so

siiort that the tout cannot be placed at length any one
of them. They are calk-U 1 tocpcdals ' to distinguish them
from 'German pedals.' The latter ttlToiding room for [lie

employment of both toe and heel, are therefore much more
convenient to the performer, and lead to the legitimate

(viz., the Ugata) style of organ playing." Dr. Hodges

md a half inches, and tha
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further allowance which could be made in the direction of
" working-room." Defining the " working-room " allowed to

the foot as the width of the pedal-key itself, plus that of the
space 11:1 each side of it, f SSliiiiirif; tin- y.idtlt of til"

pedal-key to be an inch, he estimated the proper distance

from centre to centre of two adprcn! natural pcdai-kcys to

be two and a half inches, but he afterwards reduced this

centre lo-ccutre measurement to two rind a quarter inches.

Mr. liillir.ghurst gives several ;>e;labkcy mcasurenif n ts which
I here place side by side with those of Dr. Hodges (1827)

and the College of Organists (1882}

Dr. Hodges' suggestions {1^27)

H. Margaret's. Lothburv. i octaves of GG
pedals (G. P. England, fSoi)

S. James's, Bcrmondsey, GG pedals (Bishop,

1829)

S. James's, Ch.pham, GG pedals (Bishop,

'830)
S. Marv U'oohmih. 2\ octaves, CCC to F

(Groves, 1K50), and \Vhiteehapel Church,
CCC to D (Hill, 1854)

College of Organists' " resolutions " (1882)...

S. James's, i3eiiuondsey , had the distinction of being the

largest GG I 'i.'ilal oig.iu ever made
;

it had three stops each of

twenty-five pipes (two octaves), viz., Double pedal piues

21J ft., Unison pedal pipes 10% ft., and Trombone iojj ft.

We have seen that there were at least two organs with a
great manual compass from CCC upwards, viz., S. Paul's
Cathedral and S. .Mary h'edchffc, Bristol. Both had
"pull-down" pedal-keys, but S. Mary's had in addition a
' spiiiig ot communication or sub octave coupler, which
gave octaves on the pedals. Mr. Leftler adds, " but it has a
had effect."

A single "clave of G(i " pull -do v. u '' pedal -keys v.-onid no pear
to have been the ordinary thing one hundred vears ago,
li::i sunn- i.sL'aris, as 1-or.c of S. Clement. Kastchenp,
S. Michael, Cornhill, and Rochester Cathedral, arc described

by Mr, Lefflcr as having pedals up to C (viz.. Tenor C),

fouticcn pcdal-bcys all told. The first step towards the

evolution i>l" an independent peda! organ was the inuodmt ion

of what was called a " drum pedal." This was a single

pee'al key which, when depressed, admitted wind to certain

p •. tuned so as to produce beats resembling trie effect of a

drum-roll. We have already seen that the largest organ ii:
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England (that at Christ Church, Spitalfiekis) had a drum
pstdal of four pipe:- t until] to C, i.i., there were two pipes
tuned to C itself, and two othets tuned (n the semitone above.
The nivalis of S. iiotol | >:

: ,
Aidgale (Harris, 1670), S. Nicholas,

Dcj.tf'.irJ (Schmidt, 161)7), aLld S. John of Wapping, had
each a drum pedal tuned to D and the semitone above.
Mr. Tenter's references to actual " pedal-pipes " are few and

last ccnt;:ry there were thirteen opc:t wooden pipes from
GGG to GG unconnected sttith the key-board. These were of
very large dimensions, and lhoi];.'h only unisons with the

Diapasons, had by reason of their scale, a tone-quality
which produced an effect of deeper pitch.

Although ofGG compass. Samuel Gii.e::"s nr^an. built tinder

the direction of Joah Bates in 1778 for S. Katberine's-by-the-
Tower, bad an octave of Open Diapason pedal pipes from
CCC, 16 ft. length; this was the organ played upon by
Mr. Leffier himself. The organ built by Elliott in 1804 for

the Hanover Square Concert Rooms bad nineteen large
pedal pipi-s from CC te, VS. Hlliut added pedals am: pedal

pipes to Hereford Cathedral organ in 1H06. On October 16,

iHi-..H, Charles Wesley re-opened the organ at S. George's,
Southwark, which then contained one Ioul: octave .if pedals
with separate pipes. We are nut intorined as to the pitch of

thc:-;e pipes, nor can ivc assume that they wetc of 16-f;. tone,

since some of the earlier pedal pipes were merely bass
i'e:itir.-..ations of a urn son r>eip;.so:i s!op which did not 1 uu
through on the manual. Thus, at Sevenoaks Parish Church,
Avery's organ in 1798 bat] one of the Great Open Diapasons
speaking to Gamut Gjf on the keys ; the lower octave of the
same, stup ii;,ri huge wooden pipes s; :eiki ng with tini jieiials.

At S. Anne's, Limehouse, in 181 1, the six lowest notes of a
new Open Diapason were treated in the same way. The
"return pedal pipes," so severely criticise. I l;y Dr. Hopkins
in his Organ Book, belong to a slightly later period than a
ceuf.iiy ago. in i.Si t Hugh Kitsscll a dried pedals and lari/c

pedal pipes to Hancock's organ in Chelmsford Parish Church.
G:-av's organ, played ii]M)n by Vincent Novello at S. Patrick's

Roman Catholic Chapel in Soho Square, had pedals from
GGG to FF 4 with eleven Double Diapason stopped pipes of
wood; this is perhaps an enthuse <>) die I'eda: i^midon,
which Mr. Jardine informs me was first called "Double
Stopped Diapason." Mr. Jardine also thinks that the scale

of the early "pedal pipes" was large to a disagreeable

extent ; the 16-ft. C pipe was sometimes more than
16 inches square. Mr. Jardine's master, j. C. litshop, v,v:s

an excellent maker of pedal pipes. His organ at S. John's,
Lambeth, opened by Wm. Horsley, Mus.B. Oxon., on
November 3, •>.;.[, Had independent pedal pipes of the largest
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dimensions, yet tliey were so admirably voiced as to be
piopcriy effective when ased as ;i bass to til'.: softest liuuma;

The first real Manual "Double" to which J can find any
reference is that in I.oosemore's organ in Exeter Cathedral.

Originally this stop consisted of fourteen pipes only : these
were of metal, and were placed in two separate " towers " of
seven pipes each. "At a distance fio:n the organ," writes

Mr. Lcffler, " this stop is very fine with the Diapasons and
Principal: it has no effect alone." To this bass Rridge
added a treble in 1740, but, says Mr. Leff.er, " the organist

[William Jackson ?] dislikes the Double Diapason in the treble,

and makes use of (he Choir for the right hand to accompany
its bass played with the left hand," Dr. Hopkins giyes the

followi lift dimensions of the largest pipe (GGG) of this

Double: circumference, 3 ft. 11 in.; diameter, I ft. 3 in.;

length of speaking part, 20^ ft. ; cubic contents, 3 hogsheads

Kns.'i;i nil's Double Diapason in t he oigii 11 a t tin; Portufpiese

Chapel. South Stiver, was of wood and a bass only 12 octaves).

On the other hand, the following Doubles did not begin with

the lowest note of the keyboard : S. Ann's. Blackfriars

(Gray, 1808) ; S. Margaret's, King's Lynn (rebuilt by
Lincoln in iSr6). Mr. Jardinc considers that the Knglish

builders of a century ago erred on the side of large-scaled

Diapasons. This was especially the case with Stopped
Diapasons, which were very often made of metal. But these

old craftsmen were particularly careful in choosing wood
for their S:opped Diapasons. Richard Bridge's organ at

5. Gcorge's-in-the-East (built in 1733) had an o/>cn Diapason

of fifty-two wooden pipes on the Choir organ, in addition to a

stopped Diapason of wood on each of the three manuals.
Although the Diihuimi was introduced by Snstzler in his

organ at King's Lynn in 1 754 (under Dr. Burney's direction),

very few Cathedral organs :u 1 (>(>o couid boast o: Mils slop,

whieh was r.o( (0 be found in the organs ol S. Paul's,

U'cstieinstei Abbey, the Chapel Royal, S. James's, and the

Temple Church, even though Mr. Leffler describes the last-

named as " liie finest organ i:i 1 .ondon."
It mnst be adn-ilteil that the Hni;iish organ;; of a century

ago had specifications of a very similar character. An article

in the Quarterly Musical Review for 1820 states that the
Stops in common use at that time were " open and stopped
diapasons, which arc the foundation of the organ ;

the principal

and flute an 8V° above the diapasons ; the 12th, 15th, tierce,

of the note to which they belong ;' the trumpet, a reed stop

of the pitch of the diapasons, the clarion an 8™ above the

diapasons, both used in the full organ ; the bassoon,
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hautboy, and vox humana, imitative stops of the pitch of the

diapasons, and the great cornet, consisting of five ranks of
pipes, viz., Stopped Diapason, Principal, 12th, rsth, and
tierce, used only as a solo stop."
The flute stops o: a century ago were not very varied in

character. Mr. Jardiiii: describes them as being mostly
<;/vi; flutes. We find, however, the Nason -- a s!"pj -.'<! wooden
flute of 4-ft. pitch—in Father Schmidt's ui

:
;;ii] which he

built for the Banqueting Room, Whitehall, in 1660, as well
as a metal "Block Flute" of a-ft. pitch, the pipes of

which were several scales larger than those of the Open
Diapason. Uoth the Nason and the Block Flute were to be
found in the Great organs at S. 1'aels Cathedral and Trinity

College. Camliiidgc ; and there was a Nason in Avery's 1S04
organs at S. Margaret's, Westinitisler, and King's College,

Cambridge, and a Block Flute in Hugh Russell's 1808 organ
at S. Dunstan's, Stepney. The earliest example of a Flageolet
stop was that in the Echo of Thomas Schwarbrook's 1716
organ at S. Chad's, Shrewsbury.
The mixture slops now claim our attention, and the three

kinds just mentioned may be thus briefly defined :
—

Sesquia.tera was the name originally given to a II.-rank
mixture composed of 12th and Tierce. The interval of a 6th
between these Iwu ranks gave the name to the stop. In
Kngland the name was usually given to a III. -rank mixture
stop beginning in the bass with 17th, 19th and 22nd above
tin; unison, 1.1., a !{ chord. The mixture generally consisted
01 pipes of .smaller dimensions than those of the Scsnuialtera,

beginning with the 26th or compound 5th of the unison. The
furniture consisted of higher ranks still ; but the ranks broke
in every octave on account of its longest pipes being so short
and small.

Mr, Leffler occasionally complains of what he calls a "noisy
chorus." i.e., tile ensemble effect of so many nature ranks
sounding together. Renatus Harris was rather fond of a
" noisy chorus." When my organ a: S. Clement's. East cheap,
was rebuilt in 1S89, my old master, Dr. Hopkins, advised me
to make a clean sweep of aii the ranks except three, with ihe
result that the full organ is now bearable. Mr. Leffler

particularly objected to Harris's VI. ranks at S. Giles's,
Cripplegale, and Byfield's X. ranks at S. Botolph's, Bishops-
gate. At S. Paul's, Bedford, he remarked that the Tierce and
Sc sc. 'ii altera m:a- oi :d;> large a scale, and spoiled the oiimii in

consequence. in some Scstiuialtera Stops he found the
number of ranks oceanic less towards the top of the keyboard;
thus Harris's 111. -rank ^esquialtera at Christ Church. Newgate
Street, became II. ranks after Treble D, whilst the 1 1 1.-rank
furniture in the same organ became II. ranks after Middle C.
Hancock's IV.-rank Sesquialtera at S. George-the-Martyr,
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Queen's Square, became a Ill.-rank after Gamut G, but this

was *' a very bad organ all through." There were two
Sesipiiakita ^.(ops. each tif i,-,, rank only, on the Gi eat (K;;a:i

at S. Nicholas's Church, Newcastle-on-Tyne (now the
Cathedral), the one running to Middle C as a Langot, and
from th. v.i-.f- becoming ;t 15th, the other running to Midi he C
as a 22nd and from lh;:i:a- breaking hi-o a Tierce. " Such a
division," writes Mr. Lefller, "could only have been made
with a view of making a grciil show of stop-handles.'

1

The Ill.-rank Sesquialtera on Mr, Leffier's own orgati

at S. Katherine-sby-the-Tower (Green, 1778} is fully

described :—
From GG to Middle C : 17th, 19th and ;2nd, or the

From B to the top; 12th, 15th and 17th, or the
2nd Inversion of a Triad.

But he found fault with Green's II.-rank mixture, which was
thus laid out :

—

From GG to Tenor Ft 22nd and 24th, i.e., a 3rd.

„ Fiddle G to Treble C, 17th and 22nd, U., a 6th.

„ Treble Cf to the top, 15th and 17th, i.e., a 3rd.

He thought the mixture would have been better thus:—

From GG to Tenor C, HI. ranks, 22nd, 26th, and 29th,
:'.[., a Triai.) without ;t y.d.

From Tenor C to Middle C, II. ranks, 22nd and 26th,

i.e., a fifth,

From Middle C to C above, II. ranks, 12th and 15th,

From Treble C to the top, II. ranks, 8" and 15th,

i.e., an octave.

I have been much interested in comparing this suggestion

of Mr. Leffler's with an improvement in mixture composition
which was carried out about fifty year- later by Mr. Walker,
in his organ buill for Prestbury Church. Mace icsii eld, in 1

A writer in the Musical World for April 14th of that year
says: "The Great organ Sesquialtera is of IV. ranks; the

largest rank being a 15th, and in this order it proceeds to the C
on tile third tmhli; space ; horn tbi^ point il breaks giadu.ilJy

.

until at I lie h' above [he four ranks stand th-.is : Opel: diapason,

pnaoipai, 12th and 15th. liy (his an augment , the weakest
portion of a Great manual is reinforced by pipes of greater

gravity and Minority than usually inhabit its mixture work

—

brilliancy meanwhile being secured by the acute pitch of the

notes themselves."

Ft

Inversion of a Tri:

Middle Cf to B a
Uninverted Triad.

(5th, 17th and 19th,
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The Comet has already been described as a solo slop. But
this was art abuse

; tin-! original intention of ihe Cornet was
to strengthen the treble of the Full organ. Its range was
usually from Middle C or Cf to the top of the keyboard, but
it Mrs sometimes continued downwards as a Ses'iuialtera, as

in the old CC organ by G. P. England's father at All Hallows',
London Wall. A V.-rank Cornet comprised Stopped Diapason
(sometimes Open Diapason), 8 ft.; Principal. 4 ft.; 12th,

2; ft. ;
15th, 2 ft. ; and Tierce ijj fr. In a JV.-rank Cornet

the 8-1";. pipes were omtLted, and in a III. tank Cornet both

8 and 4-ft. pipes were left out. The Cornet Stop was quite

a complete little organ on its own account ; and to render its

turn? more prominent, its ranks of pipes were sometimes
mounted upon a soundboard of their own in a rather elevated
position in the interior of the organ. The stop was then
called a Mounted (Jar aft. The Cornel pipes wen- of enormous
scale, and were voiced with a fluty tone character: they
extended throughout their compass without " breaking " like

these of an ordinary " compound stoo." l'.y the kindness of

Mr. Alfred Kirldnrtd ! am able lo let you hear the tonc-rpiality

of a single^Cornet rail] 11 1 t the quality

character of tone something like that of a modern orchestral

oboe this may throw a little light upon a remark made by
John Marsh—a well-known writer of Cornet voluntaries who
in the preface to his collection of such pieces advises the

restriction of the Cornet to solos in the minor key. Many
organs had CorneL stops on both Great ami Swell manuals.
The Swell Cornet (which went the whole range of its key-
board) was usually of III. ranks only. Swells like those of

S. Sepulchre's, Holhorn ([799), and K. Geoige'poin -the- East

(I akigr. 1

/3 i 1
. -

-
1 1 : 1

1
ol uhii-h 1 'S ssi ,1a 1 V.-rank Cornel, did

not have a separate Principal, that being the lowest rank of

the Cornet. So recently as 1855 there was a Cornet stop on
the Swell at S. Andrew's Undershaft. For some reason or
another the Swell Comet was the lirst to disappear. In 1800
the Swell Cornet at Christ Church, Newgate Street " drew,
but did not speak." In 1802 the Swell Cornet at S. George's,
Hanover Square, was reduced to a Principal; the three
remaining rrinks having been taken out by the desire of the
organist, Mr. C. Knyvett. But in each of these organs the
V.-rank Cornet on the Great was sr. fitred to remain. In T.811,

however, we find that IV.-ranks of the Great organ Cornet
were stopped up at Gravesend Parish Church during the

organistship of Mr. Killick. "The Stopped Diapason is the

only rank that speaks," writes Mr. Lelilei .

" ant.5 the 15II1 is

the only rank that speaks in the Swell Cornet; the 12th and
Tierce are stopped up." The glory of the Cornet was
departing !
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There is a popular fallacy that before the time of Henry
Wiliis (if not .ifterwanh) all reed slops by other builders

had (or have) that peculiar quality of (one usually associated

with the fry i us; of s; usages. U is ;1 letcjorc somewhat
reassuring- to he told bv Mr. Leliler that iii 1799 the reeds
in the organ at S. Sepulchre's, Snow Hill, were •• extremely
good" : and that Byfieid's Trumpet on the Great at Magdalen
College. Oxford. was "remarkably line." A writer in the

Miiiijui $tii-:ihn-(i for October 15. 1K62, describes the Greit
reeds in Byfieid's organ at Doncaster Parish Church
(destroyed by fire in the "fifties") as "glorious reeds
which blazed forth in beauty and brightness like the lising

sun in an eastern clime—every pipe worth its weigh: in

silver." There were two Trumpets and a Clarion in this

twelve-stop Great at Doncaster, and the reeds of the

Clarion were carried up to the top of its compass. My own
organ at S. Clement's, F.astcheap, had two Trumpets 0:1

the Swell, added by Jordan in 1713 to the original Great
and Choir built by Kenatus Harris in 1695.

Undoubtedly the reed-stop which was most frequently used
for sulo purposes a century ago was the Vox Humana. We
find this stop everywhere, and by no means confined to the

Swell. England's two-manual organ at S. Mildred's, Poultry,

had a Vox Humana 0:1 the Grunt, which remained ihcru unii.

the church was unnecessaril ypulled down in 1 > 7 J . Harris's

organ in Cork Calliedial had a Vox Humana remain lug <>--

the Great in 1803. England's Vox Humana, placed by him
in llie Choir organ at S. Stephen's. Wallirook , ;vm;i':!s there

to this dav in i;u: saint: i nsi in 11 sent, which i-, now (1 007} :: the

grand old Priory Church of S. Bartholomew, Smitbfield. I

found it a stop of quite a pleasant tone when 1 played on it

two years ago. Mr, Lc'ilc: has the loi.owing i.uiion;. note

concerning Jordan's Choir Vox Humana at S. Dunstan's-in-

the-West :
" This stop was taken away 111 i^aj, after haying

great celebrity in consequence of Mr. Reading having been
afflicted with palsy." Harris's organ at S. Uolclph, Ah :g:i to,

had (joe Vox Humana stops on the Choir; one of fifty-two

pipes (runtime; throughout !, tin; other of thirty -nine pipes

from Tenor Cf to the top D. Snetzler's four-stop Choir
organ at Chester Cathedral had no reed. To a certain extent,

the Choir Vox Humana uiav he said to have been siq M'l set led

!>v the Cremona or K rum-horn, which is now generally known
as Clarinet." A Cremona was co-existent with a Vox
Humana in Harris and HW'mld's Swell at S. Mary lietlehll'e,

Bristol (1726), and in both Choir and Swell of Bvfield and,

Green's organ in Wigan Parish Church, Lancashire (177.1).

1 have already spoken of the " spring of coiutu umoation
,"

or sub-octave coupler (as we should call it), which gave

octaves on the pedals at S. Mary Kedclilte, Bristol, in r 7 j6.
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Dr. Hopkins was of opinion that (bis was the first coupler
ever made in England. We may safely say that a century

first called) were rare luxuries. At S. George's, Hanover
Si j

-. Li i
!-<_

. the pedals pulled down tiio Choir organ <;eys
;

lint,

adds .Mr. Leffler, "there was a stop to make them take the

Full (or Great) organ keys in add it ion.'
: " Thf i"e is a copula ,"

if menrmncd in connection with England's rt;bn:L(l of Dallam's
organ at S. Alphego. Greenwich, in iSoj, but its functions

are not defined. When we remember that the Great and
Choir were invariably the only complete manuals, wc must
not be surprised to bear of the Choir to Great coupler before

we find any meiuior. of Swell to Great. Choir to Great
couplers existed in SneUlcr's organ in the German Lutheran
Chapel, Savoy : in Avery's organ at S. Margaret's, West-
minster. 1^114; am! in Elliott's organ at All Saints, Derby,
in 1807. The Father Schmidt origin a: 3. G ilc?-m-tbe- Fields,

which Mr. Ibllingbnrst describes in 1856 as remaining " very
much in us oiigir.id sl.ae,'' Lad II;,-): tincc couplers, Swcli to

Great, Great to Pedal, and Choir to Pedal, but I have no
ei idence id wile: 1 tiiese were added.

Organists of a hundred years ago are to lie congratulated upon
I he tact thai tin: word 1

' stop -control '"
'.'.-;] s not : hen invented :

they enjoyed the manipulation of their stops with little or

1809 J. C. Bishop invented ^Composition pedtils, which took
tbt 'place ot the ' shifting movement" invented by Ralph
Dallam and introduced by him into his one- man vial organ at

3. George s Chapel, Windsor, about the year 1661, where
there were two pedals, one of which reduced the Full organ
to the Diapasons and Principal, the other to the Diapasons
alone. The only " shifting movement "

1 have ever seen was
in an old organ built by a son in-law of G. P. England for the

Parish Church of Midsomer Norton, near Bath, where—in

his early days— the late Dr. E. G. Monk (of York) was
organist. This movement acted in very much the same
niaimei as the French " ventil system," by cutting off the

wind from certain stops.

In the Harmoiucon for 1834., a correspondent stated that

the pitch of the organ in S. Paul's Cathedral was then a
scmilono above the usual standard. Mr. Lelller makes a
note to the same effect, and adds that the organ in S. Paul's,

Bedford, was tuned three-quarters of a tone too sharp.
Writing in 1S55,

J'
Hopkins observed that the organ

pitch had within three centuries varied to the extent of two
tones; that there had been at different times three distinct

pitches, the oldest being the highest, and that in use at the
beginning of the ifjtivv century the lu\ccst. The pitch when
he wrote was about midway between the extreme high and
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low pitches of former times—being as nearly as possible
identical with thai of 1'alher Schmidt, ivhnsi: pilr:; w;:> as a

rule higher than that of Renatua Harris.

English organs of a century ago were all tuned to unequal
temperament. In a paper " A Parting of the Ways," which
I read at a meeting of musicians held at Buxton in January
lust, 1 pointed out thai the unequal svstcm of tcmpcr.imiT.t
may have been the result of transposing the Ecclesiastical
Moults to tiur melodic range of the First or Dorian Mode
D to D, that being a conveniently pitched compass for male
voices generally. At any rate, the fusion of the Dorian,
I'hngL.ii, a id "l.ydian Modes into the one common range of
D to D produces the actual chromatic formula of unequal
temperament:—

By this system of tuning, some of the 5ths and 3rds were
mailt ilea: Iv a;.<airale : so thai the easier and more trtqnetUlv

used keys (C, G, D, A, F and BP) were made to approximate
the purity of just intonation by throwing (he error ir.:o kt> s

with signatures of more than three sharps or two flats. In
his I >rg;m Haok, Dr. Hopkins points on', tiia; steps were taken

here and there to get rid of the "wolf caused by this

"e:tor." h'athei Schmidt (probably aided and advise! bv
Henry Purcell) introduced two additional keys (A? and O*)
into every octave of the organ at the Temple Church. In

1759 the organ said to have been presented by Handel to
the Foundling Hospital had two fnrth.tr additional tones in

each octave (viz,, D> and A#), and about the year 1808 a
Mr. Hawkes took out a patent for obtaining two distinct

sounds from the only remaining black key (Ft and Gi').

liqual temperament (which consists in dividing each octave
into twelve precisely equal semitones) came into use in

Germany before it was introduced into France. Two of its

earliest advocates in Knjrlaiid were Dr. Crotch and Samuel
Wesley the elder. It is therefore an extraordinary circum-
stance that a son of the latter (Or. Samuel Sebastian Wesley)
should have remained all his life an adherent of unequal
timing. He refused to admit that j. S. Bach's " well-

tempered Clavier " was an argument in favour of equal
tuning for organs, because the immortal "48" were not
composed for the organ; and that, further, Bach almost
invariably wrote his irrgan music in the keys best suited for

unequal tuning. In a letter dated June 24th, 1863, Dr. Wesley
discounts his father's advocacy for equal tuning, because
the latter had never heard it ! and excuses his own predilection
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for the •• wolfish '' key of E major in his church music on the

ground that his musical thoughts were so influenced by the
voice pans, :h,it he disregarded the organ tuning. Dr. Wesley
attributed the progress of equal tunim.' in tins country to the
influence exercised by '.be wriiinL's of Seidcl. Kimbaull and
Hopkins.
A century ago there were no mechanical appliances for

li;;!iti-iii];^ the touch. The first organ builder who appears
(" have conceived the idea of making k,-lt<j:d us,- of tlie force

of wind resistance was Joseph Booth, of Wakefield, who in

jN«7 attached small circular iicbows i which lie called
" puff-valves ") to the pull-downs of the pallets belonging to

the lowest notes of a wend Open Diapason of a (id tnanuwl at

Attcrcliffc, near Sheffield. This was followed shortly after

by Barker's invention of the pneumatic lever.

The blowing was entirely done by hand, the larger

organs having two or more blowing levers. The first

instance I can find of blowing by water power is that

mentioned in the Musical World for Aprtl 25th, 1T.57,

viz., a 11 hydro-pneumatic engine '' affixed to the organ in

East Parade Chapel, Leeds, by a Mr. Holt. Mr. Leffler

only mentions wind appliances once, ami that is in con nee Lion

with Harris and Byfield's organ at S. Mary Tower, Ipswich,

where -.here was a stop called " Spirauien ," which, when
drawn, let the wind out of the bellows. It is lo be hoped
that this " stop " was under the sole control of the organist.

Tlii' cvternal appearance el '.he. ncain 0!' a century ;i;jo

was often as similar as their internal contents. Mr. Leffler

observes that the Inllovi i rig case-desiens were identical:

Chichester Cathedra! and S. Sepiheluv's,' Snow Hih (both by
Renatus Harris); the same master-builder duplicated liis

case- design at iiiv Cathedral and S. Andrew';"., Holborn.
Renatus Harris may also be claimed as the builder of the
organ at S. Nicholas, Newcastle on-Tync (now the Cathedral),

because the instrument had a front like that of S. Sepulchre's,
Snow Hill, and a back like that of S.Andrew's, Holborn.
Ac: ry duplicated (lis cases at the pat ish churches of Ciuj den
and Sevenoaks, and also til 5^. Margaret's, Westminster,
and Christ Church, Bath. John Harris's case-design for

S. John's Chapel. Bedford Row (i 7o3)-lhe organ upon
which Mr. Wetgan used to play—was so much adtm red

;
: y

Byiield (Harris's partner and successor), as lo be reproduced
later or. in Ihe eiL:l:t! er.l h e; nti:ry a! I he parish c.h urches of

Grantham (1736) and Doncaster. Snetzler repeated a
cas(;-iLesi):n at tour diliercni places : S. Mary's, X 01 tinelia 111,

S. .Martin's, Leicester, the German Chapel Royal, Savoy,
and S. Mary's, Huntingdon. Gray duplicated a case a;

S. Anne's, Soho (1795), and at S. Paul's, Covent Garden
(1798). The only instance in which I can find an organ
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builder imitating a case-design by some one else, is that

of S. Luke's, Old Street, which Bridge in 1733 appears to
haw copied fruit: Ilairis and Iiytield's design fur S. Mary's,
Shrewsbury, in 1729.
These old case-designs were not without consi: !<?r;-.l j1<:

artistic men;; the show-pipes hem;; eifecti velv eToaoud in

"towers" and "flats," with the corbels of the towers and
ouet" portions of die case enriched with excellent carving.

Fifty years later it was the fashion of the times to give the

nuking it look like a row of unadorned stove-pipes planted
on the top of the meanest possible wainscot. From this

^insurable statu of things arc happily beginning to emerge,
(hauks mainly [0 the cultured taste of organ builders like

Messrs. Hill and Son. There is no reason why an organ should

be offensive to the eye as well as to the ear. It is a monstrous
.shame that an organ builder should he turned loose in the

aisles of a mediaeval cathedral, and be allowed to spoil the
atvhr.ec.tural 1 leaaty of p.n ancient ': aiiid in :; to ti'.e extent of

the disfigurement which the late Henry Willis inflicted upon
the north-west transept of Salisbury Cathedral with his

hideous 32-ft. metal pedal pipes, &c. That these enormously
overgrown modern organs oifend the rav by their wasteful
extravagance as much as they torture the eye, there can he
no doubt. More than sixty years ago the late Rev. Canon
Jebh, writing in 1843, said, " I must avow an utter distaste

for these enormous music-mills. Their barbarous crash is

more fit for Nebuchadnezzar's festival than for that sweet
:i::d grave t.<i\-oi):jHi;tin;,::! for which our old Cathedral organs
were fully sufficient. Modern instruments may have gained
in I'ij.'KiHi-.wt, but have eeilahilv lust ia sweetness and equality

of tone. The English Cathedral organ.it must be remembered",
is intended to be 't -i .ic:mnf-titi'ieiit if ,t clnir, and is ::ot a
veluc li: tor V oluntaries and Coucer.OS, as ahro-.d. where its

rhiir.il use is gericta^y sabordn.ate " Witi. this opiinyn o( a
kutr.i'd lid cultured ec-„ lesta'.tic who was well skilleil and
versed in music. 1 luutliide .1 paper which. although mainly
arc;; i ohigic.il. may yet. 1 venture to hope, have some
j>rari:-al tieariug upoti present day errors and difficulties by
ir v;ting criticism of a prospective as well as of a retrospective

character.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman—We are all greatly indebted to Dr. Pearce
for (lie great amount of industry he has displayed in

1 air [ n ;» L r 1 thoe \u iportaiil facts together. It is difficult to

deal with the points raised on a single hearing; the full

consideration of them must be left till we can have the
advantage of seeing the lecture in print, which I hope will soon
he possible. I ins! derply interested in the lecture localise

some of it take? me back to my early life. This illustration

of the organ that used to he in Cheshunt evidently shows
that the case has been considerably altered ; when I

knew it rixty years ago the ugly upper part did not ej;ist.

Then with regard to the nag's head swell, 1 well remember
when 1 was a hoy being sent to play at a chapel in Long
Acre. The organ h;id formerly stood in the Chapel Royal,
St. James's. I found the swell pedal was very large and very
heavy to put down, and, as I was only a child, 1 am sorry to

?ay that in the middle of a very interesting part of the service

my foot slipped and down tame the shutter, and 1 thought
the roof of the chapel had fallen in. Then I remember the
toe-pedals ; I have played on them more than once, and very
comical they were. The use of pedals in this country is a
very Modern tiling indeed. A large number of organists of

my young days knew very little about them. There was
a story that Sir fieoige Smart, who was on the. Music

Jury at the Exhibition of 1851, when asked to try one
of the organs that was furnished with pedals, replied,
" My dear sir, I never played on a gridiron in my
life." And I believe he never did. The drum pedal I

never saw, but it is certainly interesting. Possibly it

account; '.ti: "- practice followed hv organists in my lime tor

the close of apiece; they used to hold down two adjacent
pedal", ;ay G and F sharp, simultaneously. I wonder
whether that was a survival of the drum pedal. In 1842,
when 1 went to the Temple as a choir-boy, the organ had
been removed from the centre, under the arch, to the side,

r.o |i«-l.al. This is sltocgly ie'piessed on my u lemory by a

pi act ice of tin- or!;;i n.st <>i the I '.me, who was not Dr. I iopkins,

but Mr. Warne, a blind man. At that time we sat upstairs,

not downstairs as the choir does now ; and I remember seeing
Inm htt hi- I,.;.- jirid iio!d ohvu a h lv-i no'.': wi;:i t h'- L ncc-! >c,nc.

I remember the introduction of the first pedal stop into

the T;:iupli:. 'Ilia: ~:un was s,i i!-i;nicac<.nis m ,s> eflccl that

it used to shake the spectacles on the noses of the Benchers,
and therefore they thought it was a magnificent stop—but wc
poor singers did not. I have often wondered how our
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forefathers con hi have home so much mixture im: sesqui altera

.

I wonder it did not drive them out of the churches. But
then I think of some of the sounds we stand nowadays ; and
I can only suppose that each generation is tempered to the
particular wind that blows. I believe there is still a mounted
cornet in the chapel at Dulwich College. 1 have seen it

ma:ty yeais ago, and I hope it is there now. I am abvavs
very sorry when these things are destroyed. I am very u'ia.i

that the organ at Mount St. Michael's has passed into the

hands of Mr. Casson, who has sufficient reverence not to alter

it. Some of the cruellest things which our repairers ever did

was when they cut the organs off from VAX. to CC ami from

GG and FF to CC. If they had left them alone, there was.

already a magnificent Pedal organ. But they cut off the
whole of the-e notes, and then they presented the organist

with a pedal keyboard with a single stop in its place. This
stop was called Bourdon ; and it was indeed a bourdon.
I have enjoyed this paper immensely, and now invite you to
add anything in the way of criticism or information that may
occur to you. But I have first to thank Dr. Pearce very
hear'ily ; we could not have had anything more interesting or

more admirable.
Dr. Pearcb— I have a few old Father Smith pipe?, which

1 shall be pleased for you to hear -also o:ic: old teed pipe.

Mr. Casson — I prepared a few words with regard to old

organs in order to show that the modern in several most
important respects falls short of the excellence of the old one.

In whatever terms of ridicule you may speak of the old

English organ there are matters in which it can give pomes
to the modern organ. In nothing is the incapacity of the

modern builder more conspicuously shown than in the
wasteful way in which he has treated his Pedal organ and
the mechanism for control] i lit: it and its couplers. A propedy-
equipped CC organ is of course superior to any long-manual
organ. But in England it never is properly equipped,
especially in regard to the pedal basses, includim; those for the

swell. The old English organ had true basses for its manual
stops, at whatever cost, as has also the German organ: hut

it is only from the muddle which followed the alteration from
the long manual that the modern English builder has evolved
his stupid and brutal machine. As regards the cornet, there

were no doubt such stops as have Inert shown to us; but 1

Nayland, in such form as closely to resemble in lone the

modern orchestral oboe. Another thim; I wor.id remark 0:1 is

the emasculation of the organ by the omission of proper
mutation and chorus work. It is a modern craze totally at

variance with the teaching of Hopkins, Best, and other

artists. The mutation stops impart a certain roundness and
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fulness to the general organ tone by filling up some of the
bare octave sounds of the foundation stops by the mixture
therewith of certain intermediate harmonic sounds of fixed

and determinate pitches. They have also the further effect

<if binding together the extreme sounds of the compound stops,

and the unison and double stops ; and ol blending the whole
together into one hi"cat mass of musical sound.

Mr. Wedgwood—First of all I should like to express my
great appreciation of Dr. Pearce's lecture. It is a perfect

it has proved, I am sure, to evt-r\ body here present. With
regard to the manual bass and the question of "long
manuals," 1 cannot think it is a good thing that the bass
should ht: itrawn I"io:li a simila; | n.ili Lv of tone to the manual
stop in use. Supposing we an; pla\ ing on a gandia , 1 do not

think the right quality of tone for the bass is a violone or
contra-gamba ; a stop of flute tone, such as a bourdon, makes
the manual tone sound much better by contrast. Dr. Pearce's

remarks on the cornet were of interest. I have had the
pleasure of hearing Silbermann's cornets at Dresden and
Scassliurg, and [hey certainly made aii the difference to the

ensemble effect of those instruments. They welded the tone
together into one glowing mass. There is a queer old organ
at Mayence Cathedra:, with several stops enclosed in what is

one of the very few surviving instances of the old echo-box,
unprovided wit h any facilities for opening it to let the tone

out more strongly. As to the pneumatic lever, which has so
.[;„'] sfon nee oi:;aii-lmildiug, 1 have a certain amount of

e valence liial Barker's invention was anticipated by Hamilton,
of Edinburgh. At any rale, Barker's lever was submitted to

Dr. Camidge, of York, and I have it on the evidence of
l>r. t'nuiidge's sen, Mr. Thomas Simpson Camidge, who is

still living, that it proved a gigantic failure, for which reason

it was not adopted at Yolk. About the same time I familloi)

arrived at the idea independently, and employed his lever in

ar. Edinburgh organ with such excellent results that it

remained in use till a few years ago. With regard to

1 Jr. Pearce's quotation of somebody's glowing description

of early English reed- tone, we must recoiled that the standard
o( appreciation oi reed-tone was not then unite the same as

it is now. This is evident from the way in which oboes
were used in Handel's works. Changes do take place in our
power of appreciation in different ages. We have it on
record that the sixth or seventh century organ sent from the
East to Ai.vla-Chapelle so impressed one good lady that she
forthwith e\piied from the effects of hearing its beauty and
soilness ol tone. I do not know that it would strike many
of us in the same way nowadays ! Personally, I think that

the old reeds are very gimcrack, and cannot believe, from
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their very mode of construction, that they were ever

anything else.

The Chairman—We must bear in mind the difference

between comets. Here it was used as a solo slop.

Mr. Wedgwood—Bat I think it was also used as an
accompaniment.

Mr. Casson—What Mr. Wedgwood stated about the
pedal bass is distinctly in opposition to Dr. Hopkins. He
says " In Germany also the CCC, or ;6-ft. range, is viewed
as the most correct one for the organ stops, even more
generally su [Iillii in linglaud, but nt.it fui the o:gan hi-.ihiih.'s.

Tin: prd'.ii is jasvlv tiijnsMuL"t.(l as t he only proper place for

the bass. This is conclusively shown in German specifica-

tions, when: niav frequently be seen disposed to a ' principal

8 ft
1 on the manual a 'principal bass if> ft.' on the p.-dal

;

to the ' octave 4 ft.' on the manual an 1 octave bass 8 ft.' on
the pedal; to the 'note 4 ft.' on the manual a 'note buss

8 ft.' on the pedal; to a 'quint 5^ ft.' on the manual a
' qumt.cn bass 105 ft.' on the pedal ; and so on."

Mr. H. H. Statham— I have a recollection of an old organ
with a. mounted cornet, and of playing on it a concerto of

Handel's period —I cannot remember whether it was actually

Handel's or not—with a number of solos marked " cornet,"
and I had the pleasure of playing that as it was intended to

sound, with accompaniment on the lower keyboard. It

was interesting historically, but not musically. Another
thing I have been reminded of is the first organ on which I

evct accompanied the Church Service, which was one with
an EEE compass. It was at St. George's. Overton, near
Liverpool, put up under the direction of Dr. Camidge, I

was told Dr. Cai;:idge was not very brilliant oil the pedals,

but very brilliant with the left hand. On the Swell there

stop of the present day. The builders were Bewsher &
Fleetwood, a linn of some reparation in their day. When
I was at school one of my school fellows boasted of a

chamber organ by England. It was an organ of six stops,
three oil each manual, and the whole encased in an outside

swell— a rising glazed shutter. Some remark? were made on
the very few couplers 00 old organs. Was not that an
escape from temptation? Is there not too much use of

couplers now ? Surely the manuals were math: lor contrast

of tone. Then with regard to the cases of old organs, many
of them were very fine, atnl if model n builders re prated theai,

I do not think it is to be regretted, in regard to the size

of cathedral organs, it seems to have been suggested that

the organ is retpiLrcd clnc::ly to accoaipany the voices, hut
surely there is something to be said for the " out-voluntary "

after the service. The want of what used to be called the



lie organ of Gigglcswick School Chapel ;

the Great oryan with the cs::al combination up to the 15th

(including an harmonic flute), and then a trumpet, and
nothing else. I think the tone of that must be exceedingly

hard and commonplace in comparison with the old organ.

Thu mixture may he si'.own theoretically to be illogical, but

the effect proves that it is the right tiling, if there is not too

much of it. It produces in the full organ that special organ
to::e which nothing will adequately replace, and I think the

tendency to do without it is a serious mistake.

Mr. Munro Davison—When I was a boy I played at

Christ Church. Spit allields, where there was a very interest ini;

specimen of an orpin with pedals, from low D to the top D.
There was a diapason right down to the bottom, the rest

stopped at bass.G.
Mr. Conrath—Besides the so called nag's head swell,

some old organs had a gridiron swell, consisting of two
frames sliding or.c behind the other, similar to the sliding

ventilators used in railway carriages. 1 believe that the old

organ at St. Magnus, London Bridge, was fitted in this

manner. In some old G organs, built by the late Mr. J. C.

Bishop, CCC pedals were provided, and he introduced two
couplers, via., CC to pedals and GG to pedals, thus utilizing

the lower notes on the manuals. An example existed at

St. Mark's Church, North Audley Street, Grosvenor Square,
where the late Dr. Pole used to play, and he presented a

mixture stop to this oogan consisting of 3 ranks (u.th, 15th

and 2znd), which fact is recorded ou a brass plate on the

jamh aisd near the sto;i kisoh. 1 think it is a great pily that

more of the beautiful o.d organ cases wen? not retained when
the instruments have been rebuilt; the charming carved
iLialioyanv case in r;tii century style from St. Mildred's.

Poultry, was erected in a modern church at Tottenham with
which it was very much out of harmony, and was eventually
sold to an antieuc dealer in Wardour Street and converted
into a chimney piece; also the old case (undoubted Iv the

work of Grinling Gibbons), said to have been originally in

1 hopefsome of these old keyboards willb^preservedln^glass
cases as curiosities, either 111 the vestries of (heir respective-

churches or in the local museums. The very fine old case at

St, Stephen's, Walbrook, still remains, but with new front

pipes, and this example could well be followed, because
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although old metal pipes btcoi^.c sc- soft that new oner- must
be supplied, the old woodwork could still be utilized with
advantage.
The Chairman— I remember the organist of Exeter College

telling us that the reason why they had black keys instead

of white was that the cathedral was 110; heated, and that

the black keys felt warmer than white. That was certainly

in accordance with a physical fact.

Dr. Southgate— I should like to point out that the black
naturals are not so uncommon even now. I remember
seeing them in the cathedral at Freiburg ; if I recollect

rifjhtly tin: stops in '.his nt-gaii arc not pulled out but made
to sink: on one side. As to some of the old stops being so

offensive to us, the question of tone is one of education. I

do not think we could now bear the oboes of Handel's
orchestra, but people were then used to these coarse reeds,

and 1 suppose they did not mind the moulded eoniLt stops.

I have a book of voluntaries made for the Chapel Royal
about 150 years ago, and there are several pieces with
this stop direction writ.tiin specially distinctly over them. I

was rather surprised to hear Mr. Wedgwood talk about the

balance of tone for the lower part of the music. 1 under-
stand him to mean that the bnss i urjuirod a di Hci enl quality

the old carving, 1 suppose there must be an end of all these

things. I would rather see them made into cabinets than
burned. 1 remember dear old I Jr. Lot -.'hurst, ol Canterbury,
showini; uie sunn: horn the ancient ori;aii case that lie lnul got

made into picture frames. There is a useful adaptation on
a humbler scale in Sir Frederick Bridge's house. He has
had the baluster rails of PurceU's old house cut in two and
used for the doors of his music cabinet.

Dr. Pkarce.— I am sure ! thank you for the kind attention

yon have given me. 1 must apologize for the length of the
paper, but 11 was impossi! >ie to cimquoss it into less time.

It inic::-su'L: in-.: 1 mi ormo 1 j sly to write it, and I am sine fi om
the kind and patient way you have listened that it must have
interested you.

Dr. Southgate.— It may be of interest to you to hear that
Miss Willmott, who is here this afternoon, has an organ of
three stops in playable condition.

After the meeting Dr. Pearce showed the specimens lie

had brought to illustrate the lectures.

of tone from that of the rest of the p
cxtraordiiiai y. It w:mld lie like bavin;;

of the 'cello in a quartet of Mozart and o

Tl very

is to
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JAMES E. MATTHEW, Esq.,

In the Chair.

FRENCH OPERA BEFORE 1750.

By John E. Borland, Mus.D. Oxok.

Frknch opera before 1750 is interesting, apart from its

intrinsic musical value. It affords an example, not

uncommon in the history of music, of specialisation carried

lo a remarkable degree: an example of the establishment uf

a convention which, because it served admirably the purpose
it was intended in fulfil, maintained au im!iruke:i tradit;o:i

for more than a century, ar.ii was .ihVrred by changes of

detail only. With few exceptions, also, the composers were
entirely devoted to its (aiise ar.ii made little reputation

outside its sphere. The exceptions, strangely enough, were
men who also achieved something of a rept.'..i: i->:s in

;
":. ;r v h

rr.asic. None of them hid any lasting fame in realms
of secular absolute music, the exceptions to this Statement
being Mann Marais. who is remembered rather for his solo

music for viols than for his operas, and Kameau, whose
works for the claverin ar.rl researches 1:1 acoustics would by
themselves have wan luni a niche in the temple of fa.ne. Of
tin; who:e group of con:posers, rmly two. l.ully and Hameau,
have any existence in the minds of the average music.il man
of to day, and even their pertinacities are hut shadowy.
The development of Fier.ch opera iv.is q;u:e distinct from

its history in other countries. To this result two causes
contributed : one- was the iove of the French nation for the

spectacular, the other was that opera in France was an affair

for the King and the Court, not for the people. Royal and
courtly tastes were studied in every detail, and although
this led to a rigid conventionalism, it also conduced to (he

form of art might have lost if its patrons had been of a lower
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^oc'.i. grade. T;-e roy.il family ami the aristocracy were
moreover not (inly patrons. bi;t active participants in faiv.v

ol ilie spectacles.

Long before France obtained the idea of scno^s opera
from It.ily. she hail possessed .1 native form of entertainment

in which iia:icinn. sini;ing and gesture were utilised, "amply,
the •• M.i^.h.i.'c*." " Divertissements llan^e(*V eir Ballet's-

Divertissements." One c.f the pattest ol which there is

exact record was the Halet Cnrr.iqie de la Roy nr."

c'.<i:;pusi-<1 |iy Ij.iltaoar de. Be*,nii>veulx. \'ak: de Oiarnbre
is Kirg Herry 111., in r.onojr "of tin: mortage of the

One de Joyeuse in isfit. The complete text, with pictorial

ilhntrat:om, and n.asie ol the soriis ami dances. was
published by the privileged printers. Robert iiallatd and
hir. p.irtaer^', a-d the rare, volume forms a valuable early

rrrord of a .;nique class of enter tainmer.t. Similar pn>din.tions

took place in connection with various festivities rlnwr. t»

aho.it 15.1 year* later . and these, with the musical anr.

Jrarriatie elements growing steadily in importance, dictated
to some extent the form wbrh 'French opeta. propetiy

so-called, was. destined to assume,
'I he final impulse, however, eame from Italy, where the

"Dranuna per Miisu.a" had established itself hfty years
before anything which ronld rival it was produced in France
In the first half of the seventeenth century, Frenchmen seem
to have been as diffident of (heir own powers, and of the

possibilities of their own language for operatic purposes, as

English musicians have seemed to be down to quite recent

times. It was thought impossible to acclimatise in France
any form of serious music-drama on account of a supposed
incompatibility between the French tongue and the art of

music. In 1645, Cardinal Mazarin, wishing to entertain the

Queen, Anne of Austria, brought to Paris a troupe of

Italian performers who gave a representation of Strozzi's

"La Finta Pazza," with music by Francesco Sacrati, and
" les machines " designed and managed by Giacomo
Torelli. This was not an opera in the full sense of the word,
for there was much spoken dialogue as well as singing and
dancing. The staging was magniiicent, smiery and costumes
were in great variety, and among other features a con-

temporary chronicler mentions that "a ballet executed by
monkeys and bears finished the first act. At the end of the

second there was a dance of ostriches which stooped down to

drink at the fountain. The spectacle finished with a dance
of four Indians offering pLirroor.cts to the hero.''

1 This
piece, though so varied and so slight in texture, yet contained
more music and a more continuous plot than its hearers had

D'Origny ! Amalcs du ThC-dtre-Ilalitn.
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been accustomed to, and one at least showed little enthusiasm
for the new venture, namely Madame de Motteville, who
wrote in her memoirs: "Those who understand esteem
highly the Italians; for my part 1 find that the length of the

spectacle diminishes greatly the pleasure, and that lines

simply declaimed represent conversation more easily, and
touch the soul more than singing delights the ear." In

another passage Madame de Motteville wrote : "On Shrove
Tuesday (1646) the (Jtieen had one of her Comedies in Music
performed We were not above twenty or thirty

persons in the place, and we thought we should die of cold

and boredom." In the same year a tragedy entitled
" Acltebar, Roi du Moynl " was supplied uith music by the

Abbe Mailly. The scenes, in musical recitative, were
ac com pa men l.iy several instruments, and il vvus said to be
" ;t great success,'' ;d[lioui;h " it had not then been eiscinercd

how to put our language into vocal recitative, as has been
done since." In 1 (-4 7 , .mother Indian troupe performed
•' Orfeo cd biuridice," tiliretto by the Abbe Francesco Biui,

music by Luigi Rossi. Parisian opinion was no more
favourable than it had been towards the lighter production,
" Lii Fmta Pazza," and a rhymed skit of lite period runs :

" Ce beau, inais mallieureu\ Orphee,

eived with enthusiasm the

Italian lines, and the result was •• Andromede," «
by d'Assoucy. The music however took qnite

place in importance. According to C rneille hirr

be remembered that French drama pure and si

fa native of Lyons, where he was born about :62s), held <
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official past under the Duke of Orleans which led to his

making the acquaint ;.i:icc of Cardinal Mazarin and of

Robert Cambert the musician. Perrin was a poor poet,

but an astute man who made up for lack of art by
adaptability. He was convinced of the possibility of using

the French language for music-drama, and in conjunction

with Robert Cambert he produced at Issy in 1659
" La Pastorale," and afterwards repeated it before the King
at Vincennes. The work was singularly successful and was
followed by others on similar lines, culminating in '* Pomone "

(1671). Only fragments of "Pomone' have survived, and
very few copies exist ot IVrrin'* introduction to the libretto.

This is a document of sufficient interest to justify the

quotation of a few passages from it. After describing what
is signified by the term " opera " he wrote

:

" Those who have never seen such pieces are scarce to

be persuaded that they can succeed. They compare them
with Greek and Latin masterpieces of antiquity, or rather

with what they have seen represented cf these subjects in the

theatres of Italy. They cannot conceive that the passions

and the emotions of the soul can be treated as naturally and
as powerfully by means of singing as by the spoken word

;

and even if thin were so they cannot imagine how a piece for

the theatre can be satisfactory without plot, or how a plot

which consists of serious reasoning, and which naturally fits

the spcakin" voice, enn be appmpi ialeiv declaimed in singing,

which has for its domain the finer emotions of the mind and
the expression of pathos. Even those who have seen the

operas of Italy in our theatres arc of similar sentiment, and
believe that these performances would have no better success

in our own language."
Perrin went on to say that the problem was indeed ;.

difficult or.c. but by no means impossible ai solution.
" The composer requires a marvellous genius, a perfect

knowledge of the language and of French poetry and music,

a.] id an adroitness no-, i o:nmoii> to embody neatly all the plot

and all the serious discussion in the piece, particularly in a

space of time so short as that of our French spectacles. The
thing is difficult, nevertheless I dare to say that it is possible,

since you will see that it is accomplished in this piece, which

piece could contain in 2,000 ; in which moreover i am assured

thai t;:e most critical will have diil:ri;:;y m Ihidinc any faults

against cither the music or the lyrics.
11

i confess nevertheless that tiic brevity to which one is

compelled in order to please the national taste prevents the

development of the action so completely as in spoken comedy,
or even in the Italian pieces with their icu.u'th of six or seven

hours in performance ; but it must also be allowed that
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expression by iniiiiij ol music has rniite another force than
that of spoken words, since the music can often touch more
powerfully the heart in two phrase than can the others in

fifty; and that words sung with change of tone, inflections,

accents, ornaments, the softening and raising of the voice,

express more vividly, more agreeably, and with more variety

the transports of the soul than can the monotone of the
spoken word.
"If we add to tills the beauty of harmony, which softens

the heart and prepares it for expression, the advantage of

sometimes of making them say the same words simultaneously
with contrary meanings; of the rondeaus, the repeats, the

interchange of phrase, and a thousand oilier devices in words
and n-.usir --it will no! be diriiiull to give it the preference in

all points, and to exact the confession from the most obstinate

that these kinds of spectacles comprise all great and honest

pleasures, that they uplift the whole man, that they charm
the eyes with the sight of magnificent costumes, of superb
scenery, of admirable mechanic devices, and of agreeable
ballets ; the ear by the excellence of the song, the accompani-
ment and the symphonies; the mind by beautiful designs,

and the heart by depicting the passions in the most vivid and
tone":. lug manner, which uplifts and transports it

" But how make these things agree with experience to the

contrary, say the second critics, and if these pieces are so

cbaiming why have they displeased so much when t'nev Lave
been given on our stage in the Italian language ? To that 1

b«n fu/lVf fault^and of these two tWng^e°«)uld 'correct
them: but the third admits of no reply—they were in a

foreign language, and while they were able to touch the eyes
and ears by the heaciy of the spectacle and of the music—
the mind and the heart, the most noble parts of man, were
left untouched "

Perrin next dealt with a third class of critics whom he
called " the most dangerous and the most reasonable "

; these
are they who doubt whether the French language accommo-
dates itself to music as well as do Greek, Latin and Italian.

This doubt he com ha tied vigorously, with fic:|nent ill ast rai i: :.;is

which are too long for quotation. His argument was that the

French language must he duidt w:;h by those who u uccrsta nd

consists mainfy of a summing up of the musical forces
P
of the

French capital, and eulogies upon the skilfulness of its

musicians, the culture of its patrons, the grace of its dancers.
Perrin added

:

" 1 have now satisfied the incredulous ones, and shewn that

not only can these musical pieces be as good and better than
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spoken plays but even that we can in our operas equal and
surpass the Italians in every point."

ROUKKT CAMHLKT.'who was associated wish Perrin in

this work, was bom in Paris about 1628. He was a pupil of

Charnhonniercs the famous claeecinist, and commenced his

career as an organist, but having become chief of the (Ineen's

musicians and head of the King's violinists, he had
op;ionnn::v of becoming acquainted with the light music of

the Court in the Mascarades. In association with Perrin,

Camber! [_'tadiiai!y acquired further experience in dramatic
composition, a:ul these two were umioiibledlv the creators of

French Opera, though to the public the name of Lully bulks
much more largely in the musical history of the seventeenth
century. Opera, it seems, is a natural forcing house for

intrigue, and French Opera began its career in the midst of

quarrels ami cheating* as disgraceful as any that have ever
disfigured the annals .it music. After all their work. Perrin
and Cambert were juggled out of their just reward. Cambert
complained bitterly that as long as the work was experimental
and only partially successful no otic ejavc them a. helping hand,
nor was templed on the other hand to envy them of the
results. But ' Pomone " was a great success, and JEAN
BAPTISTS LULLY (1633-87), who had previously laughed
at the idea of opera in French, and had used his influence
in Court circles to put every hindrance in the way of

[heir success. 1
' nfortunaLely, quarrels took place about

the same time between Cambert and Perrin and those
associated with them in the umteKakmg, and the cunning
Lully took advantage of the situation to secure the patent
rights of ope:vi for himself. The story of the Academic
Koyade dc. la Musique is too long to ;ell here in detail, but
any who are interested can find the whole facts set forth in
Nuitter and Thoinan's " Les Origines de l'Opera Francais "

arid in Fongin's " Les Yrais Crcatcurs lie l'Opera Kra.nea.is."

Feni:! died 1:1 great poverty in 1G76. The fate of Cambert
has always been somewhat of a mystery. He came to
England and worked here for a time, possibly in the Service
of Charles II., and some of his operas were produced
fieri- and are said by I'ougin to have form yd the modeis upon
whirh I 'nrcei: wnrkeil. Cambert is supposed to have died in

London about 1677; some say he was murdered at the
instigation of Lully and his associates, but the story lacks
confirmation. Even, however, if the charge is untrue, the
fact of its i.ieinc made is sullicieut indication of the strained
relations between them, and of the estimate of Lully's
character which was formed by his contemporaries. The
charge of murder against Lully, 'whether true or false, formed
the basis of the extraordinary little brochure published at
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Cologne in 1688, the year after Lully's death, entitled
" Lettre de Clement Marot, A Monsieur touchatit

ce qui s'est passe a l'arrivee de Jean Baptiste de Lulli, aux
Champs Elisees." In this satire the author imagines the
scene in the Klvsiai: liekls when I.nlij arrive! there to take
his place among the spirits of die illustrious departed. His
entry was not without opposition, and nniiinjsl die crowd of

his opponents there were naturally PerH:i and Cambort.
Perrin made a strong appeal against the reception of Lully,
and demanded even hi:" severe punishment as a thief of the
labours and the reputation, of others. He described how he
himself was the real creator of French Opera, but that the

cupidity of Lully had deprived him of his reward, and this

"Corsair," abusing the credit which his official posl gave
him, had had [he cunning to ;ie:snade tin; King that he
himself was tin; only man in the kingdom capable of sustaining

the dignity of the art, and had thereby obtained the
exclusive privilege whirh had cut the throats of so many
people.

" ' Yes. yes, cut the throat,' cried terribly a furious shadow
who. piisbins atidc tin: crowd, wsn rn o^r.izi d at 0:10; lor the
poor Caiiihitt, Still (jiiite disfigured with the woumis by
which In: had been assassinated in Kngland. ' you v*:e*,

tuadame.' continued he in the same tone, 'to what the

tyranny of Luliy hat rer!';ced tin;. 1, ; ,p|i.i:.-e v..-. h I

received from the public for the beauty ol my com posit, ens

tveited his iuiji-,;uat. 01. ;.< w;shed to become pOsse-sr:d of

the lanils whrh I had discovered, ard to reduce me to the
cruel necessity of going to seek for bread anil for glory in a

foreign couit, where envy found means to complete, by killing

me, the crime which had been commenced in exiling me from
my cou'iiiv. Put by whatever band the blows were giveu
which took my life, I impute them only to Lully, whom I

consider my veritable assassin and against whom I demand
justice. And it is not for myself alone, madams, that I

implore your equity ; 1; is iu the name of all those who were
distinguished in his time by some rare talent in music, whom
he has not ceased to persecute in all sorts of ways.'"

This satire has never been taken too literally ; but,

allowing for exaggeration due to tl'.e bitterness of feeling

which was c mimon against Lully, it is in the main a correct

summary of the position. Lully undoubtedly by unjustifiable

means ousted Camberl from his hard-won place, and posterity

has not been able to do justice to the earlier composer on

sufficient evidence in contemporary records that the best

feature in Lully's work, namely, his management of the
recitative, was not only anticipated but also equalled or

even surpassed by Cambert. Saint-Evremond, for example.
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was no particular lover of opera, for he described il as a

2 work of poetry and music, in which the poet and
1, equally impeded the one by the other, give

tlieinsi-lvrs much trouhle 111 making a bad thing," Saiut-
hvrumond said, nevei theirs 1

.

' ("amlwn lias had this

advantage in his operas, that the ordinary recitative does
not weary, through being composed with more tare than the
airs themselves, and varied \v.:h the greatest art in the
world." Anl again "Camberl has a very fine genius,
sufficient for a hundred different kind-, cjf music, and all well
husbanded, with a just economvof voices and instruments.
There is no recitative bet it: concaved nor hrtter varied tiian

his.'' A conte:u[)orary journal also. I.r Menure Gol(i"l,

announcing the death of Perrui, and speaking of the great
success of l.ully. s.iyv N v-::j:i'.->i, since the time of the
operas of Camber! one has seen no recitative in France
which has appeared new."

While measuring our justice to Cambei't, however, it is

necessary to avoid going too far in the disparagement of
Lully, who was undoubtedly an able man, and a capable
musician with a keen sense of dramatic fitness. There is

moreover, a courtliness and dignity in his music, if not an
actual nobility, which commands respect, and a measure of
admiration is also surely due even to the less desirable
aspects of his character. Cleverness, even in a rogue, still

has its attraction, ami I.nllv certain]) possessed this in a
marked degree or he could not have risen from his humble
iii-guirimgs to the position lie held during the hist sixteen

years of i:is life. Ills biography is loo accessible to require
noting at length here, and two facts suffice to prove his

unbounded worldly success. He came from Italy as a poor
boy, ;lih1 he died one of the wealthiest and probably :he best
ha:nd of men 111 France. There is something even attractive

about the caol impudence to which he owed so much of his
' ' * relations with the King are well

inecdote, which tells how a messenger
came to mm neiore me be^iunnii; of a performance to say
that His Majesty had arrived and was waiting. Lully's.

answer was; "ills Majesty is master here, and he is

perfectly free to wait as long as he likes."

Enough of the composer, let us turn to his works. These
are cast in such a uniform mould that description is easy.
The form of Lully's overtures is well known. They begin
with a stalely ni-vnmeiit in chords, usually with a dotted
rhythm. This is followed by a quicker movement of the
Canzona type, but the imitative writing is of a curiously
deceptive character. He keeps his string parts very busy,
and the effect to a nasnal listened is that of fugal work ; but
closer examination shows that it is far from strict, and is as
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much a deception of the car as painted scenery is of the eye

;

but it serves its purpose, and Lully was too clever a man to

waste good work merely to cover the noise of conversation
and late arrivals. Another slow movement follows the quick
one and ushers in the Prologue, in which mythological and
other characters discuss in lively manner, with choruses and
dances interspersed, anything but the subject of the opera
which is to follow. Then the Overture is played again, ns

entr'acte—another example of economy of resources The
overture was probably not heard the first time, so it will do
to play again. Then follows the first act of the piece proper.
The libretto is completely set to music, and one of Lully's

merits is the way he seizes on important points and makes
them stand out from less important surroundings. The
supreme merit of all French Opera, from Cambert to

Rameau, is the continuity of the music. Whereas the Italians

early forsook the dramatic ideals of Monteverde, and made
their operas mere occasions for tin; display of solo voice, to

whom were allotted strings of arias complete in themselves,
and neither hearing any definite relationship to each other
nor serving in any ratior.nl way towards the development of

the plot, the dramatic instinct of the French people saved
the national opera from that spcci.il form of degenoacv.
Waves of Italian influence affected French Opera from time
to time, and Lully himself was an Italian ; but he became a
naturalised Frenchman, and his operas onfy contain the
Italian style of aria at times in order to burlesque it and raise

a laugh, (it will lie remembered that more than a century
later Gluck bad to Gallicize his operas in order lo secure their

acceptance in Paris.) It is difficult to draw the line in the
works of Lully and his successors between recitative proper
and developed aria. Lully graded his music with such nicety,

and with such accurate fitting of the French language, that

in continuous scenes in which the vocal parts are ostensibly

all in recitative style, he varies that style by impcrc.epti hie

degrees, from the simplest monotone to completely articulated

and balanced phrases, according to the importance of the

words for the time being. The frequent "full-close" of the
Italian recitative is happily avoided, and the pair of tonic-

dominant chords so affected by the Scarlatti-Handel School
is rarely heard. Of definite airs, apart from dance times,
there are few, but such as there are show him to have
had a fine ear for melodic outline and balance, and an instinct

for working up to a climax. The familiar " Bois Epais " in

the opera " Amatlis " (tO^j.) is a good specimen of Lully in

his most serious and dignified mood. The Funeral scene in
" Alceste " furnishes examples of a medium style, neither dry-

recitative nor complete aria. There is in this scene also a
short but most impressive " Pompe Funebre " for orchestra
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alone, full of fine discords similar lo those; familiar to us in

the works of Purcell. Another side of Lully's versatile

genius is shown in the " Air de Caron " in the same opera,
where Charon, the ferryman of the Styx, is made a buffo
character, who hackles with :iie disembodied spirits over the

fares for carrying them across the river, and is especially

rude to one poor creature who has no money. This is a
combination oi Aria and Recitative, and the cynical ternaries

of the old curmudgeon are well contrasted with the pathetic
appeals of the '• Ombres."

LulJy and his followers employed the chorus in two ways.
In the Prologues and in some of the lighter scenes they
sing dances such as the Gavotte and .Minuet, sometimes
accompanied by the orchestra and sometimes in alternate

verses with it. The other employment is in a truer dramatic
manner, where the chorus is the "crowd," and takes a share
in the action, as in the Sacrificial Scene in ''Cadmus et

I krrmi'.me " (i6/.j.;. Here the chorus, singing antiphonally

with the 'Grand Sacrificateirr," rises to a fine declamatory
pitch, but tin- voire* are never treated c onlrapuntall) , Suhd
masses of trine hf.ng entirely relied on lor effect. It should

he noted also that the voice* are commonly in fojr patts, the
present French c.istom oi wntir.p w. Ihree or six pad:,

(?r>p;a:iii. ttitut a:«i bass) bemg mute modern.
lksicies the danre* 1:1 which the chorus takes part, these

operas are t'uii of other dut.ce movements, deluding the:

Pdssjcaiile, Bourrfce. Minuet, (...ivr.tte. l.oure. Canaries.
l'assep:e.i. Kirjaudor:, la I'c.'.a^.i. Saruhanrie, several kiud*
of HranJe; special dame* for vaimrs, for savages, for soldiers,

and so forth : Gif,<rie, and Chaeonne. All these dances, wit!)

the exception of the last-named, are very short, consisting

usually of two divisions, and obviously they were to be
repented as many times as occasion required. The Chaeor.ne
nearly always occurs ipute iate in the opera, and was looked

upon as a piece de resistance to be saved for a final if fleet.

The Chaconnes of Lully and his imitators followed closely

and especially alternations from major to tonic minor and
vice versa. The Chaeonne persisted as a feature of French
opera down to a late date, and it will be remembered that

ever. Gir.cl; had to give way to the importunities of the

famour. dancer Ytstris ami alicw a Chaeonne to be interpolated

in a Greek tragedy.

As to the details of the staging of these operas, nothing

can now be ascertained with exactness. The reports of
contemporaries must be received with caution, because such
expressions as " magnificent ' or " astounding " possess only
a relative value. The pictures, also, in the engraved scores,



PLATE IV.

Mdliehe's "Le Ballet de lx 1'kikcesse d'Elide." Music bv Lully.
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may or may not lit; reliable ; much 111 them may In* dun so the

ar.iV.s
1

ideas of whai might be rather than what was; but
where the "spectacle " was the chief thing, it is not assuming
too much to co 11 cl. 1 Hi.: that tin; prod in turns ruaLy were on a

scale of dignity which would by 110 means appear despicable

to-day. There is an engraving of a fine scene in " Le liallct

de la Princesse d'Elide" (1664}, which was performed in the
park at Versailles before the King and Court. According to

this picture, a handsome staye-
1
font had been erected in a:-,

avenue at a point when: a beautiful vista, with the palace at

the end, was revealed at the raising of the curtain. The
orchestra, consisting of about forty players, was screened,
sla;;eldj>h, fiom the audience, which included the loyal party

in the Centre, with an open space before them, flanked by a

brilliant company on either side. After Moliere's death in

1673, Lully was fortunate in having the use of his tbeat re in

tlie l'alais-Koy,"U, which was f.iily stocked with needful

accessories, and bad a spacious siage with a front open i in; of

thirty feet. Here it was that Lully's most notable works saw
the light. His predecessors had not been so lucky : Perrin
was obliged to hire a tennis-court in the Rue de Vaugirard

;

and after the split with his associates, one of them, Sonideac,

hired another " jeu-de-paume " for the continuance of the

operas. Notwithstanding the costiy alterations winch were
made, these places cannot have been particularly admiral lie

as opera-houses, but no doubt audiences were not very
exacting, and often accepted the will for the deed when a
specially dihic.ill problem 111 stage-macbieery was solved as

well as circumstances would allow. The setting of Jupiter's

vengeance on Phaeton, or the rescue of Andromeda by
Perseus, for example, could have been no easy tasks for the

stage - mail a;; er and machinist, even if the pictures of these
scenes are admitted to contain fifty per cent, of artistic

imagination on the part of the engraver.

One of the most valuable records of the French Opera is

the catalogue of the Opera library compiled by Theodore du
Lujarte and published in 1K7H. M. I .ajarU: gives a complete
list of the operas in the order of their production, from
Cambert's " Pomone " (1671) to the year [876, dividing the

whole into six periods, two, and part of the third, of whirls

are under consideration to-day. The classification is a
convenient one, and M. I.ajarte has performed an invaluable
serwee by gathering information as :;; the perform, Hires, the

orchestra, the dates oi repeti;ions, the itcr.".s which were moss
successful, and other particulars not accessible elsewhere.
Between 1671, when Cambert disappeared, and 1687, when
Lully died, the latter absolutely monopolised the stage, but
with his death came some chance for other men. First

appeared PASCAL COLASSE (1636-1700), a pupil of Lully,
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who is said to have filled up many of his scores, and who
now added four acts and a prologue to a single act which
Lull)' left on the subject of " AehLle i:i I'oiyxer.e." Cotasse
wrote a prelude ol his own, and had Lully's overture played
only once, before the first act. This work, like many under
similar circumstances, had little success. No better fate was
in store for an opera- ballet by two of Lully's sons, " Ztphyre
el Llore" u'.^M. but Colassc bad a great success with his

tragedy, "Thetis et Pelee," in the following year, and it was
re-staged at ti tt-r s down ;o 1750. Many other attempts
were made by Colasse, Louis LuIIy, Slarais, Gtrvais,

Lacoste, Desinarets and Cliarpemier, to fill Hie place of the

great LuDy, but M. f.ajarte's catalogue records but poor
success for most of !lu:m. while Lully's liesi works continued
to be produced again and again, so that he not only kept the
stage during his lifetime; but remained a senons rival to his

successors after death. The finest musician in '.his jiroup

was undoubtedly MARC- ANTOINE CHARPENTIER
(born 1634), but he despaired of rivalling the great monopolist,

and duly one opera is placed to his credit, namely " Mcdee,"
which had a single performance in 1693, and the composer
devoted himself mainly to the service of the Church. He
had been a pupil of the great Carissimi, and his Motets show
him to ::avi had serious aims. It was about ten 3'cars after

Lully's death before t::e younger composers, so long prevented
from gaining practical experience, were able to break away
from the Lullian thraldom. The year 1697 marks the

beginning of a new epoch. There was no revolution to take
place, for the Lull)- model was too firmly established to be
cast aside easily, and composers still continued on the same
main lines. But important modifications were introduced.

ANDRE CAMPRA'S " L'liuropc Galante" was the first of

a long series of operas of a new type, having the flimsiest of

plots or sometimes no plot at all, each act or " Entree " being
complete m itself. These " Spectacles Coupes " were some-
what like the lighter kind of musical comedies of the present
day. inasmuch as they could he altered to an unlimited extent

to suit changing fashions. Campra began life as a Church
musician, and for a time found it necessary to conceal his

identity under his brother's name, when he took to writing

for the stage, on account of the prejudice of the clerics

against the theatre. A popular rhyme of the day runs

:

" Quand notre arcbeveque sauta
L'auteur du nouvel opera
M. Campra decampera.

Alleluia."

However, in a short time Campra was able to become
independent of Church patronage through the enormous
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success of his operas, and more especially the famous » Fetes
Venhiennes," which made Its firs! a ppe^ranee 111 T710 and
held the stage for tieailj hfly veais, iitiinRvin >; no h-ss than
thirty performanc.-s sn late as :75c.. C.'iinpra had a real gift

of melody, especially of the light, piquant variety, and his

treatment of the orchestra was varied and skilful. He was
undoubtedly the most gifted of the composers of the
intermediate period, anil it is pleasant to add that he was so
far unspoiled by his success that lie warmly advoca-.ed tlm

cause of Rameau, who in his early days met with much
opposition on account of his innovations. When questioned
as to his opinion on Ramcau's opera ' Hippolytc,'' re replied,

"There is stuff enough in it for ten operas: this man will

eclipse us all." A good cample of Camprn's lighter vocal

style is the soprano air in " Les Fetes V£nitiennes "

—

" Aceoute/., I'-fitez-voiis." A specimen o: his u ioie sustained

style is the air " Seuls confidents de mes peines " in
" lphigcuie en Tauride" (1714). an ope:a which had been
planned and commenced liy I1KNKI DESM A R l.'.TS (1662-

1 7 V
1

) * ' ne -story of this collaboration is a romantic one.

Desmarets in his youth had been a page at the Court, and
apparently bi-loegtd to a somewhat higher social grade than
most of his colleagues. Having married a lady of position

secretly and v.uthon; per mission, he was condemned to death,

but managed to escape into ^pain, where he took service as
Maitrc-de-Chapcllc to Philip V. It was during this enforced

absence that Cai:ipra took cp his unfinished work. The items
contributed by the respective composers are carefully

distinguished hi the published score.

Andre Cardinal DESTOUCHES (1672-1749) was another
able tumposwr who owed as-,islance to Canipra, whos.fi pupil

he was. His career also was a varied one. Originally

destined fur the Church, he nevertheless accompanied
a diplomatic mission to the King of Siam, and on his return
changed his vocation a second time, for hi: entered in. \fr.y?.

the second company of the " .MousqectaLrcs du lioi," and in

this capacity toiik part in the siege of Namur. His final

change of career took place in 1712, when he became
" Surmtendant dc la musique du roi, ct inspecteur general

de l'Opera." [He held these posts from 1712 to 1721, and
also was Director of the Opera from 1728 to 1730.] His
most successful operas were " Issi "

( iog-7). (Jmphrde "

(i7ot), "CaJIithoe," and (in association with LALAMDE
(1657-1723), famous also for his Church motets) the
extraordinarily sin ei-ssf.i! hn'iiei-ihi-ti'i, " l.es Eleieeii Is i i 7; 1']

,

ten peifoimanCtS ;>f which were given so late as 17K0. At
the first production the King himself (I.ouis XV.) appeared
m the Ballet, and the Gazette :ie France kindly remarked thai

"his Majesty danced with much grace." "Les Elements"
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furnishes an example of the kind of problems offered by the
librettists of these spectacles for solution by the stage
managers anil machinists. In the Prologue: "The stagft

represents Chaos. It is a mass of clouds, of rocks, of
waters immobile and in suspense, of fires issuing from
volcanos. . .

." Later: "Fire ascends to its sphere; the

clouds are spread out ; trees covered with flowers and fruits

issue from the earth ; and .it the two wings of the stage are

discovered the Gods of the Elements, namely : Of the A ir

Juno, ,-Eolus, Sol, Aurora. Of the Fire - Vesta, Vulcan, the

Cyclops. Of the Water— Neptune, Thetis and Sirens.

Of the A'rrW/i— Cybele, Ceres, Bacchus, Pomona, Flora."

One other composer of this group demands more than a

passing word. MICHEL PIGNOLET DE MONTECLAIR
* (1666-1737) was a member of the Opera orchestra for some

years. As a boy he hud been a Cathedral chorister. Two
facts in his opera career mark him out for special mention.

One was his bold stage setting of the Biblical story of

"Jephtlia" (1733}, which was reproduced at intervals down
to \ . En '.his V.;e. usual of Ik 'a -.lion deities appear in

the prologue, but are appropriately chased from the scene by
Tiurli ami the Virtues ; an ingenious method 0: retaining (.he

conventional prologue with a certain amount of justification.

The book war, by the AbK: I'e^esjrm, to whom Kameaii was
later indebted for similar service. Notwithstanding an
attempt bv the Arch hi shop of Paris to interdict its performance,
" Jephte " had a great success. The other matter upon
wr.ieh Monteciair's fame rests was the inlroeac- ion of vhe

huge donhie-bass into the Optra orcliestra. Of this I shall

have more to say in a later paragraph.
The year 1733 was an important one for French Opera, for

it saw'tlie appearance of JEAN PHILIPPE RAMFAU'S
(1683-1761) " Hippolyte; el Aricie." M. Lajarle says that the

work ,! Provoked astonishment rather than enthusiasm among
the listeners at the first performance. The public of that
period cou!:l tn>: .Kidcrstar.d at first hearing ibe dose-pai :Keri

harmoaics of Etameuu and tlu: loitiness of his style, after the
platitiiiles which the successors of Lully and Campra had
oiicrcd. Nevertheless we hnd in the itercure dc Fiance a

clear proof of the suocesswhicb "die work had obtained ..."
"The opera of ' Hippolyte et Aricie' continues with grca;

success and appears ever more tasteful : bat we believe that

one would see here nn air with pleasure."

Campra's appreciation of "Hippolyte" has already been
quoted. The librettist, the Abbe" Pellegrin, showed his

approbation in something more solid than words. lie had
made Rameau sign a bill for 500 livres as security against the

failure of the opera, but was so delighted with the music
that he tore it up at the end of the first act.
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In general features " Hippolyte " stood indebted to the

school of I.ully. We find an overture in the usual form,
then a mythological prologue, then the repetition of the
overture, just as in Lully's works. But already there are

indications of change, especially in the orchestra, and it is

said that some bigoted mem hers of the band did their best

to make the opera fail by deliberately playing wrong notes.

The fact is that Kamcau's score not only gave them more
to do, but contained so much of new idiom that it was no
doaht troublesome to players who had been accustomed so

lor:- to conventional models. One beautiful and original

item (ruin this opera is slill frequently heard oil the concert
i)la'. form in France, and has lately been sung at a Philharmonic
concert here by Madame Marchesi. This song, " Rossignols
Amii'.iriMN," ;s arooni pattied hv solo :1ms and violin, with a

li;;;::-,-! line for harpsichord uludi dining the greater part of

the song never descends below middle G.
Rameau's first undoubted success was " Castor and

Pollux " (1737). A number of instrumental movements have
hat! 1 1 in advantage of a modern reprint, and shrv.\- the musician
to have been possessed of a fertility of resource both in

melody and in variety of scoring which is in strong contrast
to the comparative mono::".nv of the overtures and dances of

the Lully period. ' Les Fetes d'Hebe " (1739) also contains

much fine writing, and Lajarte savs v.i:h justice that " thi:;

score of Kameau's is ravishing from one end to the other.

It is truly inconceivable how it should be so little known
to artists and to the public even in the form of detached
pieces."

To Rameau belongs the credit of having endeavoured to

uiako his overtures a true forsv.ba 1 imvin.r,' of the d:am.LS whh ii

they preceded. In this he anticipated Gluck. In Rameau's
a represent in tones

a combat of Titans : in " Platie " a forest scene is depicted,

with cries of animals and voices of birds. In "Zoroasrre"
{1710) Rameau used a good deal of music which was
ori-mallv written for bis unfortunate early operr,. " Samson,"
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W'cin- and Wagner ; and after 160 years composers seem to

find the possibilities of the " programme *' in music still

unexhausted. " Zoroastre " called forth so riiudi opposition

that a casual reader of the history of the time would almost
1'.; justified in writing i: down a failure. Nevertheless the

follow ing paragraph appeared in the pages uf a contemporary
journal :

—
" A gentleman presented himself at the fifth performance

of 1 Zoroastre ' and asked for a seat in the boxes, in the
balcony, in the amphifheat re, in Tact tuiyiohtre. He was told

thai all seats were occupied. This, said he, is the strangest

thing I have ever experienced in my life. I cannot enter a

house in I'atis without hearing somcthi tig homhiy bad about
this opera; yet I have come four times already without
getting a seat. The French are the only Nation in the
world capable of such a contradiction."

Rameau was unlucky in arousing much opposition

throughout his career. In his early days he had to face the
jealousy of the followers of LuJly. When success came to
him he had to pass through the troublesome time of the
"Guerre des Bouffons." when an Italian troupe of players

divided musical Paris into hostile camps. Jean Jacques
Rousseau also deserted the national cause and wrote struugly

in favour of the Italian party. He said :—
"I believe I have shown that there is neither rhythm nor

snseeptihle of if; [hat French music is only a perpetual

harking, unbearable by ears not hardened to it : that its

harmony is brutal, without c.\p[essiou, and fil only for the

exercises of novices: that French airs are not airs at all,

French recitative is not recitative. From which I conclude,

thai the French have no music, and cannot have any: or if

ever they do have it, it will be so much the worse for them."
file value of such sweeping condemnations is cor. side x a hi y

discounled when we remember that Rousseau was musically

only a half-educated person who could see no good in any
form of art which passed his own comprehension, and who
even had the temerity to assert that no human ear could
appreciate two simultaneous melodies, iiarneau replied to

his outburst indirectly but effectively by means of a pamphlet

lived dowii^a"
P
the oppo^ition'"^

and, imlccii, lived long enough c \ en to see (lis own innovations

lose their newness. His chief failing had been in under-
estimating the value of a first-rate operatic libretto. He
thought good music was strong enough to hear the weight of

the poorest of plots told in the most wretched style, and he
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is said to ..'.m: once remarked that he Could set the Gazelle
/!,'. HiiiiiiniU to music. Luliy, a far less able musician than

Rameau, and labouring under the disadvantage of living two
generations earlier, never made this mistake, and a great

E.n exceptionally capable librettist, (.iuitia'.ilt. Rameau saw
something of his mistake in his last days,and is reported to

have said to the Abbe Arnaud :
—

41 If I were twenty years younger, I would go to Italy and
take Pergolesi for my model; abandon something of my
harmony and devote myself to attaining truth of declamation,

which should he the sole guide of musicians. ! 'ut .-Liter sixty

one cannot change; experience points plainly enough the

best course, but the mind refuses to obey."
A peculiar use of time-signatures in the French operas from

Lully to Rameau calls for passing mention. Changes from
duple to triple time, and vice versa, are frequent, and in

addition the notations! unit is often changed withutit warning.

For example, a modern reader may be forgiven for not at

once realizing that

—

Non, je na vcr-rai plus que vosdar-tos fu - ne - bres.

THE GROWTH OF THE ORCHESTRA during the

century under review demands brief notice in conclusion.

Its development in French opera was not quite on lines

parallel to those of other branches of music, and this is

another respect in which French opera before 1750 was a
thing apart.

In the Lully Period, the regular score consisted of viols

iu six parts or less, the two upper paits beii:;: written with

the G clef ur. tile lirst line; three medium p;i:-;s appealed

with C clefs on the fiist, second, and third lines respectively,

and the basses were written with the F clef on the usual
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fourth lir.tr. Tea- bass part was rie,-.Lrcd. Liud long; passas.es of

the les.-, i:npc-i"tnr.: recitative were accompanied oniy bv the

clavecin and basses. Hautboys played with the violins, am:
occasionally plavcd similar parts alone. (The hautboy, as

distinguished from its [>i edece^-oi , the Scliaimei or siiawii;,

first appealed in ("umbert's ' Pomone," 1671.) Flutes also

appealed in some of liie scores, ami bolh hautboys and times
were evidently used in considerable numbers, for we find such
directions as " all the first Utiles," or " all the second flutes."

In Lully's '• Psyche " (1674.), Act 1, Scene 2, two first flutes,

two seconds, and two bass flutes are added to the five-part

yet been conceived. The large stringed double-bass had
not yet appeared, the bass part being sustained by the
seven -striata! viol, with bassoons and harpsichord. The
bass pommer gave place to the bassoon, for the first time, in
11 Pomone."

In the Second Period the arrangement of the scores
underwent slight change. A full page from an opera by
Matho (" Arion," 1714) eives ;hc folio win!; orchestral staves :

Two violin parts, C clef first iiae ; two medium pat Is, C clefs,

second and third lines. Then follows a part for the viol-da-

K a 1 11 bit, wi it leu sometimes with the baiilone clef (F on third

line) and sometimes with the alto clef. Another stave is

labelled ' Quatrc basses de Yiollens a cinr] conies " (usual

bass clef). Another bass hue is allotted to font oilier basses

with lour strings. Another shows a separate part for

bassoons ; anil a must mlrresLmj; note occurs, indicating that
" M. (le. Montcclair. M, Theokn id ami two serpents arc to

play the bass part an octave lower." This was apparently
the first attempt at the French Opera to obtain the effect of
the modern contra-bass, which provides the sixteen-foot

fundamental tone of the orchestra. (It is now generally

stated, though not absolutely proved, that the true contra-bass
probably first appeared in M out eclair 's own opera, " Lt;s Fetes

de l*Kte," iii 1716.1
) It is noteworthy that Colasse, Lully's

pupil, who followed so closely the form of his master's

operas, shows in his scoring a good deal of the variety

winch did not become common until a lev,- years later. The
third act of " Achille et Polyxene " (1687) had a great deal of
important and independent work for tlutes. His " Thetis et

Pcliic " (1689) i'hesides many picturesque Vouchee of a lighter

nature, such as " Flutes Donees " for an entrv of Sirens* has
in the second act a '• Tempest " in which the string players
have to put forth aii their energies, anil there is this additional

' The whole matter is discussed in Voillard's " lissii stir Moaiuclair "

( i8f S>,
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note: "On entend ici une ternpete, ou 1'on se sert d'un
tambour, pour imiter le bruit des venls et des flots, en
frappant doucement quand le dessus est has, et fort quand

contains some simple but ingenious directions for obtaining
variety in repeats !>v c\ciiMi^

i
1 ij; plaeo, some isisi rusfietits

playing an octave higher, others an octave lower, and so
forth. After examining p: 1 yri : by page a very large nimibrr
of scores I came across a solitary example in this opera of

the use of the obsolete Cromorne ( K".ri -oimlioi--). This occurs

in Act 3, Scene 4. where a March in honour of Bacchus is

scored for hautboys in two parts, cromorne and strings.

After the march a stage direction says "fury seizes the

whole company."
In the Raweati Period we find something approaching

modern instrumentation. The figured hass becomes less and
less important. Flutes, hautboys, and bassoons are now
free from the monotonous duty of playing in unison with
the stj ij jfjs, or passages similar to theirs, or other uassactes

which would do"equally veil for voices. Kan:eau anticipated

many of the orchestral ettecls of Haydn himself. I have
already referred to the nightingale song in " Hippolyte."
Other varieties nf scoring in the sarin: opera include sonic

extended arpeggios across the strings to imitate the sound
of waves : a Hunting Scene in Act 4, where two horns in D
are used, sometimes with violins and hautboys, and sometimes
independently, in tin: same: opera the trcmvltinilo ot Strings,

associated with drum rolls, produces the effect of thunder.

A lively Dance for Sailors in Act 3. Scene iS. is noteworthy
for an idiom which is probably very ancient, namely, a skipping

down of an octave, with the lower note played twice. It

would he an interesting study, if one had time, to trace this

idiom in sailors' tunes of all ages and countries. It is

frequent in these French operas, and has persisted down to

Sailora' Air in " Hippolyte."

Cf. the fan.

In "Platee" (Act 2) there is a striking bit of realism,
imitating the confused sounds of a large number of birds in
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a grove. The effect is produced by violins in three parts,
with syncopated semiquavers against triplet quavers of two
flageolets :

—

" Platee."

In the same opera there is a Minuet in D. scored for strings

with double, treble, and even quadruple stopping, the effect

of which doubtless would be uxlreinelv r.^tinant. A little

later there is a movement, played entirely pizzicato, in

imitation of a lyre. A point upon which I have been able

to obtain no exact information is how the effect of mutes Was
produced in France at that time. There are many places

where they are directed to be used (" avec les sourdines"),
without a single beat allowed for mutes such as we now use

to be fixed on the bridges. Either the muting process was
quite different from the modern one, or else some players

must have been prepared with muted instruments beforehand,
and played such passages alone. In Rameau's scores there
is a growing use of expression marks, and of additional

recently : for example, in " Les Fetes de Polymnie " (1745), we
find, in connection with a diminuendo of the violins, the

direction » filez en adoucissant," followed by " doux." This
same work lias some well-developed choral-writing, and in one
scene has an effective chorus in four parts simultaneously
with three independent florid solo parts. " Pigmalion

"

(1748) gives an instance of the use of double-basses as

1 Old French Violin clsf. on the first line.
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, the true sounds being written, do\

tr

" Pigmalion " also has some dances for violin, hautboy, and
two independent piccolo parts ; also for violin, hautboy,
flageolet, bassoons, and basses. Similar scoring is found in
" Les Fetes de 1"Hymen et de I'Amour "

(1747), besides a
movement for musettes, hautboys, bassoons, and strings, and
a " Contre-danse " in the key of E, with a trumpet part going
as high as top B. (Rameau wrote for trumpets, by the way,
as non-transposers.) In "Pigmalion" there is a passage,

where the Statue comes to life, which is distinctly anticipatory

of the opening bars of Mendelssohn's " Midsummer
Night's Dream " overture. It is scored for flutes, violins
" a demi-jeu," basses, also " a demi-jeu," and bassoons.
If time permitted, numerous other interesting anticipations

of later practice could be cited, from " Zoroastre " and other
works, but for the present these must suffice.

In closing, a few words of warm acknowledgment are due
to Mr. James E. Matthew for the free access which he has
allowed to his large and valuable collection of scores and of

books on the subject. A few years ago, in making a

somewhat extended survey of the history of Musical Notation,
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I bad occasion to examine these works, amongst others, at
the British Museum, and was then struck 1>y the almost
i'.oinijifi'iicous character of the whole output of the Freudi
opera composers prior to 1750; and have lately been
somewhat surprised to find that so interesting a subject has
not hitherto been considered at the meetings of this

Association. Under the arrangements which the authorities

of the British Museum Reading Room have made
for the present summer, it would have been impossible to
renew iuvqiKLmtancu. with these scores at Bloomsbury, and
Mr. Matthew's. assistance has been not only generous and
valuable, but indispensable. Besides the scores, his fine

library contains many unique and rare old books which have;

aJso been laid under contribution.

Vocal illustrations to the paper were contributed by
Miss Oswyo Jones and Mr. Daniel Price, and included:—

" Air de Caron " (Alceste) Lully.

Funeral Scene (Alceste) Lully.

"Bois Epais" (Amadis) Lully.

"Belle Hermione" (Cadmus) Lully.

" Seul Confident " (Iphigime) Campra.

" Accourez, hatez-vous " (Files Venitiennes) Campra.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— It is our duty, as I am sure it is our
pleasure, to thank Dr. Borland for the very excellent lecture

lie has given, and also to thank Miss Oswyn Jones, and
Mr. Daniel Price for their excellent rendering of the
illustrations. 1 am afraid that the subject of the lecture we
have heard is one for instruction rather than for discussion

;

hut there are one or two things that struck me during the

lecture, and on which I should like to speak. One is

that the history of the opera in Paris is an epitome of the

history of the opera all through the civilised world ; and there

is no place whore this has been so evident as it has been in

Paris. It began, you see, almost immediately Peri's
11 Euridice" was printed. That was in 1600 ; and in 1645 an
Italian opera company was already performing in Paris—not,
indeed, in public, hut before Anne of Austria. And from that

time there lias never been an occasion, except perhaps for a
short time during the Revolution, that opera lias nut been repre-

sented in Paris, and generally it has been represented by the

most prominent productions of the time. There are certain

things about Lully that have always been a puzzle to me.
Of course his youthful liistm'y is weil known—how he was
brought from itaiy and given p.s a present to a great lady who
had no further use for him than to employ liirn as a scullery

boy. He had some skill in playing on the guitar, which is

not an instrument that has usually done much for the

development of great musicians. He had also some skii. on
the violin, which ho had taught himself, but all he learned

seems to have hem from an obscure Parisian organist ; so

it is certainly strange that he should have mastered the

business of the sta;;e so well. The same really applies to

Cambert. It is very strange that the French opera should
have shown so finished a condition as it did in its early days.

Lulls', of course. was not a Frenchman
.
ni:lioii;;li Ihev cicuiu'i-d

the last letter of his name, and the French people firmly

believed he was really French. It is very remarkable that

with the exception of Rameau, French opera is indebted

much more to foreigners than to native musicians, because
everyone knows that at the time of the Servn-l'adroiia

controversy, which was succeeded shortly after by the
Gluck- Piceinn i quarrel, it was the foreigners who were hailed

as the champions of the respective sides; so it is very
remarkable that the opera should have taker, such hold of the

Parisians as it actually did. I hope sonic gentlemen or

ladies will have something lo say arising out of the lecture.
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Rev. Spooner Lillingston.—One question I should like

to ask : i want to know exactly how the kettledrums were
used whether thev ui.:n- tuned or used as nitre instruments
of noise.

Dr. Borland.—They certainly were tuned, for different

notes are written for them, usually D and A, less commonly
C and G ; I have met no instance of any other tuning. In
till- earlier works only single strokes appear; later we find

occasional rolls written out in full, with semiquavers, demi-
.witiiqiifiveis, &c,

Kev. Spooner Ljj.ungston.— I .suppose the more varied
tuning and the regular use of the roll came in Handel's time ;

Dr. Borland.— Even after Handel, 1 think.

Dr. Maclean.— 1 think that for the sordini, where there
is no rest allowed, the men probably knocked off one at a
time to put the mutes on. I have myself seen this done in

small orchestras.

Dr. Southgate.—1 think the account Dr. Borland has
Ixen good enough to give us of the rise of French opera is

an admirably succinct notice of what really happened, and
it agrees with the opinion 1 have always held that, whereas
the Italian opera commenced with an imitation of the ancient
classical dramatic art, the opera in France arose tlirouuh their

national fondness for dancing and ballets. One might ask,

Did not our opera also come from the masques ? I think it

did. It is very interesting to compare this feeling of different

con ii! rii'S tin music of lliti SL;ige. The statement made by
a French writer that very likely Purcell was indebted to

Cambert for some of his ideas requires some amount of
proof. It is impossible to prove the assertion unless we have
the scores before us. It seems a novel view to me, and I

cannot think it possible. The artificiality of Lully, which
must be very apparent, surely arose from the fact that he
was dealing with vocal music, and gutting, as it were, out of
the country's fondness for the dance. The whole thing was
artificial, and vocal music was foi a long time regarded as a

mure adjunct to a dance. That capital song which Mr. Price
sang so finely, about Charon and the bargaining, is an echo
of a very old writer, Aristophanes. I remember seeing his
" Frogs at Oxford some years ago. The bargaining of the
corpse to be carried over lhu S-yx was c;ktri:.:d on to an
absurd extent. The undergraduate who represented the
corpse, offered vinous sums to Charon, and, if I remember
riglitiy, at last offered to fight him, and the gallant boatman
ran away. I think that, besides satirising, Euripides intended
to ridicule the idea of Charon, the river Styx and all those
failles. Probably he went as far as was safe in those days,
but the French composers could of course go much farther.

The song which Miss Oswyn Jones sang struck me all
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t:;r«uyh as showing a close resemblance to Piircell's "Full
Fathom Five.'' A passai^r ictralls llii> anil is rrpL-auril ngain

and again, and the close especially reminded one of Purcell.

1 should be glad if we could have the dates.

Dr. Borland.—The date of the song is 1714; Pur-cell's

was written long before that.

Mr, Southgate.—Then 1 cannot help thinking that the
man who wrote it must have heard Purcell's " Full Fathom
Five."

(A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer, and
also to Miss Jones and Mr. Price.)

Dr. Borland.—There are only two very small points on
which I should like to say a word. Mr. Southgate casts

doubt on the suggesLiois of Pougin. Of coarse it is not
proved, but it is rather natural for a Frenchman to try to
claim some of the honour for a fellow-countryman, It is quite

certain that Purcell got the idea of his string sonatas from
the Italians, for he himself says so. But who was his model
for a long time was not so evident. It was, at one time,

supposed to have been Corelli ; hut this seems impossible when
we consider how few of Corclli's works were published during

Purcell's life-time. It is now generally received that his cb:ef

model was Nicola Matteis, who came to England in 1672.
Similarly, if Cambert was over here when Purcell was
working, it is quite possible that Purcell may have learned
something from him. As to the foreigners having done so
much for opera in France, it is clear that French opera was
certainly much influenced by foreigners, but they were
obliged to become practically Frenchmen before they gained

a hearing. It was so with Lully, who quite lost his Italian

Style; so it was with Gluck, who had to Frenchify his works
before they were accepted in Paris.
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T. H. YORKE TROTTER, Esq., Mus.D. Oxon.,

In the Chair.

SOME THOUGHTS UPON THE POSITION OF
JOHANNES BRAHMS AMONG THE GREAT
MASTERS OF MUSIC.

By H. A. Harding, Mus.D. Oxon.

May I say at once that what I have ventured to call "my
though',;;" npon Brahms, are not intended to be dogmatic.

I do not presume to press with undue force any opinion of my
own in regard to Lhe position which Brahma does, or should,

occupy among the great masters of music. With his high
ideals of art and his lofty conceptions of ihity in re:; anl to il,

lit: is assuredly the one composer who ii resist il >1 v commands
<n:r attention a( (he present liaie, find it is v.p<i:: this lad that

I rest the hope that 1 may ask yon to spcn.l a few minutes
tins evening in considering the question Why is there still

son:,: !usit:ti:<:)' !r flues, hsn: ninrmg tilt vraitr.rd composers?

Johannes Brahms, as a man and as an artist, opens up to

us many interesting vistas of study. First of all, we know
so little about him. I suppose no genius in musical art has
evct hidden his personality and courted obscurity as he did -

not that I think we lose anything valuable by this lack of

knowledge—as to the secret thoughts of his mind, the exact

sources of his inspiration, or the petty details of his everyday
life; indeed I feel that the mystery which shrouds his

personality is most attractive in (his age of " interviewing,"

and that he is thereby set in a niche by himself among the

hierarchy of musical composers.
We. know' that he never look any pains or mad:; any i:ia>: ts

to secure recognition, notoriety, or reward ; and this at any
rate is a gain.

To the casual reader of musical history it steins rcnwkal le

that there should ever have been, and still is, so much
controversy as to Brahms' artistic position. It is now pretty
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well known thai there was little reason for much o{ the
" sound ur.il fury " which was speni ir. the conflict between
the H'it(f»f fiff i and the lirahmsitts. Time, the impartial

ariuter, iias pronounced that Warner and Brahms are giants

in qi:ilc dissimilar departments of our art. Much of ti;at

earl\ ;;hling was the result of mere personal aminos 0:1 both
sides , of the s:i<wr<i notion that it was impossible to praise

Warmer without disparaging Brahms, and vice vend. 1 am
content to admit that some ot Brahrrs' early reputation may
have tn-fii cif a somewhat adventitious character, tr so Jhi as
it was founded upon animosity to Wagner rather than upon
:;r- :i*ic and ;Vdh'.;.iit .ipp:i-< .at. ti i>l .ell. Bi.,liicr-. ',:'<c

Waguer, has had to sutler from his friends- But tins early

controversy is now of little account, though the enlbeis of

it arc not yet quite extinct- What, however, in these much
more impartial days appears extraordinary, even to educated

musicians who have never studied the matter, is that Brahms,
who was avowedly a gatherer-up of what was before him, an
asslmilator—one whose life's work was to effect the fusion of

styles which others invented, viz., to combine the classical

with the romantic—should meet with so much hostile criticism.

It might have br^n reasonably anticipated that he would hit

the musical public with both barrels, so to speak, as
Meiidd'snhn did. liven now, at first sight, before the true

import of Brahms' mission is grasped, his music docs not

appear to be calculated to excite controversy, nor to indicate

that he was a pioneer in the sense to challenge opposition ;

and yet wc are told that " he is the standard-bearer in one of

the bitterest fights ever fought in the cause of music." 1

Does not this seem to furnish us with the elements of the

conviction that he was indeed the revealer of a new style,

and that he is only paying the penalty which every great

leader of a new crusade has to pay ? Does not the very
existence of this bitter contention over Brahms' works seem
to suggest that there was something to fight about ?

It would weary you were I to repeat, to any extent, the

volumes of vituperation which have, proceeded from anti-

liralin'.sites. Tsdiai kov.>kv deneu need fSrahmo as " unsifted,

pretentious, and lacking in all creative power." Vou will

remember, lest this testimony should carry too much weight,

that creators in art arc not neci -ss^.rilv impeccable as critics ;

Chopin found the Finale of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
"vulgar.'' Others, not quite so gifted as Tschaikowsky, have
profiled :>: trace in Bruit ins' wcrkt n tendency to pomposity
and grandiloquence," a " merely negative quality.'' a '"lack of

charm, soul and personality " ; much of his music, it has been
said, is "bad, ugly, dead music"; he was a "pompous duffer,"

1 S.rtalFeilu's Modem Music and Klllltlin-
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" not J great creative :nut=it::aii "
;
finally, amrrajj other negati\ e

virtues, he had not •' the intellect of an antelope."

On the other hand, from Schumann to the new editor of

Grove's Dictionary, men who have had at once the ability

and the opportunity to appreciate Brahms have expressed
exactly opposite opinions. Not too much stress, however,
can be laid on Schumann's words, because he referred to

Bruhms' early works— pi obal >iy Opera i to 6—which were
supposed to be written under the immediate influence of

the Koniantic movement, and which many of Brahms' devotees

now dismiss as comparatively unimportant. Personally I

think this depreciation of the early opera requires to be
re-examined, as 1 snail presently try to prove, hut it is notable

that Schumann " proclaimed the advent of a genius in whom
the spirit of the age should find its consummation and
fulfilment— a master hy whose teaching the broker, phrases

should srow articulate- and the vague aspirations gather into

form and substance." 1

The latest, and to my mind most weighty, pronouncement
upon Brahms is that hy Mr. Fuller Maill.md. He says: " As
years go 'in it is more and more generally realized that lie is

not only among the great writers, but that he must be
assigned a plaee with the very greatest of them all."

To many, such idolairoits enthusiasm on one side and such
sweeping i<-onoolasFii on the other appear quite inexplicable.

Why should the modern apostle of music written mainly
upon tradr.iouai models, be ;hc cause of so much controversy
and contention ? I would ask, may not the mvstery he solved

by the fact that Brahms was in reality the pioneer of a new
style of composition? The answer to this question cannot,
of course, be conclusive, but I leave the reflection for those
who can discover nothing new in Brahms' style.

Now before I venture to express my thoughts upon the
question why Brahms is not more readily and generally
placed among the great composers, it seems n.-ressa: y ; (h

premise that there are two classes of musical people—one
consisting of more or less educated musicians

i
professional

or amateur), the other of what, in default of a better term, I

call the ordinary amateur.
The educated musician looks upon a great composer as one

whose works arc hot oniv great in themselves, but give some
new presen'.mi-nt of musical art-work cither by evolution or

regard to style ; the ordinary amateur considers a composer
great who writes what he thinks is great music, without
caring for any new development of style. In fact, the less a
composer disturbs preconceived notions, the more popular he
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seems to he that they should add to this com ic!. Ion thru

Brahms was indeed the leader, the instigator of a new
movement. I do not disguise the fact that personally I fully

recognise that Brahms wis the pioneer of a new style— that
hi; developed musical design :md combined it with a purified

romanticism, and 1 accept without surprise much of the
opposition which the advent of his music must necessarily

provoke. I venture to think that if this view of Brahms
were more fully recognized, his works would have a much
better chance of being appreciate], for besides the mere
prestige of novelty w hicit bus much to do with popular interest

in any ;.phe:"C of art, the interpreter.-, of it would try to grasp
the new elements which, for the most part, at present they arc

not aware of, or ignore. Are wc not tired of the oft-repeated

cry that audiences must be "educated up" to the Brahms
level? S.ire'y this can only be accomplished through the

executants themselves, ff they are billy conscious of what
they are interpreting, Brahms will soon come to his own. To
the acceptance of the works of any great genius there is

always an obstacle in Lhe diflicuky of adequate interpretation.

The majority of musicdovers do not possess the power of
assessing the value of music by reading scores, and it is

obvious there must be adequate interpretation before it can be
.rpp'ei.iatiid. May it not be the ease that many of those who
see little or no beauty in Brahms, and hesitate to place him
among composers of the first rank, have never heard his

music adequately performed ? The deep- impression made In-

die [oachim concerts of Brahms' chamber music proves, that

when ins compositions are rendered perfectly, with a devout
reverence for, and true conception of, his style, success
invariably follows.

We must confess that his compositions are difficult to

interpret, f do not refer so much to the technics.! difficulties

which beset them, as to the enormous intellectual and spiritual

difiicuilies winch they present to those who have not grasped
the full import of his message. Our conductors and public

pia ionoers as a rule have net had oppoi tunitios, nor indeed

the incentive, to appreciate any development of musical
design beyond that enunciated by Beethoven. They have, it

is true, exploited the Romantic school with superlative efforts,

but notwithstanding their enormous personal technical powers,
they have not, with few exceptions, as vet proved themselves
to possess thru power of expression and interpretation, that

deep insight into the possibilities of the further development
of organic design combined with the artistic spirit of

' "
n, which the exposition of Brahms' works demands.
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I can imagine that some will say, " Surely our conductors
and performers are able lo give us splendid performances of

Beethoven, Lino he surely combined these lira different s[iec:es

of style ? " Hut 1 maim inn that in Brahms we have a further

development of Beethoven's manipulation of beauty of

outline, and we must also remember that what we now call

romanticism can only he discerned in Beethoven's works
dimly ; it is the light of dawn, not of noontide ! In Brahms
we have the llio.-t difficult [ > 1 1. J t ) I

<_
[ 1 1 which has ever been

presented to us, the unmistakable combination of two
apparently antagonistic styles- ;kc classical and the romantic.

Of the latter it may be said that its popularity is at present
impounded- it lias been uara mount for rise Last sixty vears

and not only has it, turoiifjh Warner's genius, revolutionized

Opera, but it has permeated every: hin.u' musical. Moreover,
the development of the Romantic school has had all the

advantages of the increase of instrumt ntal resources, not only
in regard to the progressive skill of the players, hut also to

the improvement of the instruments. On the other hand,
the Classical school is unpopular, and further, it has, to a

any wonder that the fusion of these, styles should be. difficult

oi comprehension ? I need not enlarge upon this point, I

wjII only repeat that personally I consider the reason why
Only a comparative minority of musical people appreciate

Brahms, is because so few performers of his works realize the

nature of his message, lo die world of music.

Hitherto I have been chitd!) 1 concerned in pointing o;:t whv
Brahms' position is not more thoroughly realized by the

educated musician. Now I hope you will allow me to refer to

one or two reasons why, in my opinion, his music is not

accepted by the ordinary amateur, to whom the subtleties of

,1 the', : characteristics which constitute: main elements of

popularity at tiie piesent day. One of the greatest appeals
to popularity is personality, not of the composer, mark you I

but of the conductor and the performer. In romantic music

there is copious room for this element, and it is just the

exciting anticipation to hear how Mr. So-and So will read

the work he essays to perform, that is so attractive. Why id

it that some of our eminent pianists utterly fail when they

attempt Beethoven ? Is it not that they try to intrude that

aggressive personality which they are accustomed, and
are expected, to exhibit in playing Sc.:: lima:! 11 a::d

Chopin? So they fail with Brahms; for with him self-

abnegation is even more absolutely necessary ; the identity of

the executant must be entirely lost in the work he interprets.

So, what with the absence, on one hand, of the performer's

personality, or, oil the other, the incongruous and ludicrous
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effect of iis presence, performances of Brahms do not often

excite the enthusiasm of the ordinary amateur. Then there

is another and more important reason for this alleged want of

popularity. I.Srahms' orchestral music does not furnish os

be due mainly lo the fact that these composers have given us

the orchestra.
?
^rahms^cao "hardly ^sSd ^"have

accomplished this; he seemed oblivious or careless of the
possibilities of new beauties of orchestral colour as suck ; he
probably considered that orchestration was only one of the

departments of art, and not by any means the highest. I

cannot altogether agree with the able admirer of Brahms
who, referring *o this matter, says that orchestration " is in a

very definite sense the lowest depart men; of technique," that

it is " simply a frame to the picture "
;
to me it is the colour

of the picture; however, this does not concern us now.
B lain us' chamber music may ucvtl have bee a sin passed, his

pianoforte- music may he stamped with conspicuous individu-

al! t\
,
his symphonies may exidbit tin; wonderful possilulil it^s

of the devourment of classic I'm m wedded to romantic
expression ; in fact he may have, and I believe he has, done
more for the preservation and advancement of pure instru'

mental music than any composer i>t modern times. I le may
be one of tilt greatest song writers the world has ever
known. fi:s choral works the "German Requiem," the
bichicksalslied," the " Harzreise," the " Triumphlied "—and

hi= p;-ir ( sonu'e may raak as high, if not higher, tiian anything
ever produced in the field of choral art, but these manifesta-

tions of genius will, even when intelligently performed,

emotional contrasts. I would even go a step farther. Even
it Brahms had eared to si ini; tl:c aii :ur- 1 1 :;i k ;ng const!

: nee Is

of the orchestra, I dotibt whether his orchestral writing
would in; approved by the ordinary amateur, who is simply
clamoured of some of the worst features of programme mesa:

;

for, notwithstanding Prof. Nrecl^' ciever, and, may I say,
fascinating paradox, that Brahms was a writer of programme
music, I think most of us will continue to look upon him
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r .: 1 ,.: ,h- \ui: 1. I ! I . ..1 ,1,

distinction between 'proRr.-irnmemusic" arui ".ilisiilateinusK
"

ni -a., i.' ..it. :
. ; . . 1 .. .fiL-n n:;sli.adii 1;, nw.ng to '.he

amo:g..ity of the tmr.s [ hardij say. however,

agjmM Brahms popularly. The 0r1i111.11 y am- lei

npriled liy what lie imagines to bo .1 certain I'har:!

exhibited in the cult, fashionable especially among Univi

men, which affects the exaltation of this composer ti

disparagement of all oilier iriodern wriiers. ile donl

which " puts the interests of expression d e li 11 i tciv before the

interests of structure." If this be true, many will ask, " How
i:; it possible to recognise in lirahms the presence of roman-
ticism at a]] ? " Of course it may really lie that any further

development of the combination of styles which ho attempted
is impracticable and thai [he Lice! ho von stvle must the with

Beethoven, leaving us only the Romantic school, which is fast
" running to seed." I am aware that its latest offshoot, the

new tonal system promulgated by Debussy, Max Roger and,

to a certain extent, by Strauss, is one which in mauv 1
esp!-ots

commands (perhaps even deserves) our attention, and it is

possible that this, to mc, somewhat monotonous new school of

key tonality, is to be the nucleus of a new departure which
will he an important step 111 the evolution of our art. That
it possesses a certain am;:unt of fascination c.-iiiint be denied,

nor can we help acknowledjrh:;; that even in its infancy i; is

eschewing some of tin: more inartistic elements of the

Romantic school. But we are so entirely wedded to the

present tonality that I should not be greatly surprised if

the latest development of vagueness ami re v. iewie^,-- dm-,

not prove M he a dying -'.asp !
1 cannot fully sy:: 1 ;u thise

with the attempt to ignore the evolution of the qualities

which are necessary to any art-work, viz., beauty ol design
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Brahms showed i

works, with the result that they wil? become more and more
appreciated, and so confirm, ever more surc.y, the belief that

the principles which he adopted have iaid ihc foundation for

a new era of music, which will save our art from the injurious

effects of a too persistent pursuit of that romanticism tilt

dawn of which was so charmingly full of the brightest hopes
for the future.

It is not my intention to inflict upon yon any further

considerations cm the question why 1 think Brahms has not

yet, in the opinion of the majority, attained to the position

which lie seems to deserve. 1 will only refer to a department
of his work which, more than any other, has suffered from the
criticism even of some of his admirers: t mean his eariv

pinnoforte compositions. Some of this criticism Seems merely
to follow conventional lines. Nearly every writer on
Brahms seems to depreciate, more or less, these early

Opus numbers, i to lo. Opus II is looked upon as the
st arliue.- point of Brahms' artistic career. No doubt the
Serenade in D major does mark a transition period of his
ilfe's v.-iuii

;
fn.im that nr.wanl he was uioie luo:oiiL;hiy under

the milnt-nce of the " formal perfeel ion " of Beethoven, but
when the dearth of sterling pianoi'iute musir is considered , it

seems unfortunate that at least the I'ianoioi te Sonatas

Op. I, 2 and 5, which to my mind contain much of the
beauty of liraiur.s' sly>, should be so iittii; appreciated anil

so carelessly criticised. The fact is, these first t :
n Opera

are lumped together as being written under the influence of

the Romanticists, and dierefore they are ,; cut of bounds."
1

1

admit that thirty years a::crwards he did revise the Trio,

Op. S, and this one immature work seems ro lie the pc.L; upon
which to ban;; the are;umert that ii- none of these early

works did he announce hi:; slyio with original conception.

That some of his songs, Op. ;[, 6 and 7, arc irreproachable,

seems to have escaped notice altogether. The writer of a

very valuable paper on lirahms, read before this Association,

says that his early pianoforte works are "steeped in

Schumann "
;
that the Pianoforte Sonatas, Op. I, 2 and 5, as

far as structural technique is concerned, " show little or no
indebtedness to Beethoven," and, when compared with
Brahms" iaier style, we see "how ereat are their structural

defects."

The author of " From Grieg to Brahms" states that the
ti-.rcc Sonatas and the Ballads, Op- 10, are frequently turbid in
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n and ill-considered in form. Another esteemed author,
whose recent book on Brahms I value very highly, tells us
that his early works exhibit romantic tendencies, a leaning
towards the music of the future, and yet he goes on to say
that they are characterized by an ovte'-mat erity, a leaning

tOM'ari.i over -display of erudil ion. Excessive scholarship is not
usually associated with romantic tendencies. Of course
H:-;dinis is afterwards patted on the back by being told that
these dreadful tendencies were eventually controlled by the
chastening influence of his massive intellect. Deiteis talks

of the " giilf v.'hicli scjiarati-s Opeia 1 -10 h'uu tiic .sac; ccdin;;'

ones," and suggests that in his early works lie may be
reprimand;:!! ir.r :. lavish i-xjicmlit 11 re of thought, a certain

hcena- of imagination and a tendency to overstep the line of

beauty by his daring combinations. Then, having satisfied

convention.d demands, he proceeds to exhort us to study the

development of the first movement of Sonata, Op. I
" and

say if we lind anything lacking in originality, expression, or

beautv of form " ; he bids us look at the second movement of

this Sonata, the Scherzo of the second Sonata, &c. ; and he

harmony aii'i m richm ss uf colour, Brahms has scared , ever

again equalled these works " Again, in speaking of the early

songs, he says ''the majority of them are so clear, so truly
inspired, so pure in form, that it will be difficult to make a
distinction hrt ihtji Iheiu ai:d his latei works." R :

n:eml ier
r

this is the writer who points out to us " the gulf which
.separates Opel's :-to iicm the succeeding ones."

Please remember that all the writers I have recently quoted
are " within the fold," arc more or less admirers of lirahms,

and admit the importance of the meaning of his later style.

That nearly all of them seem to contradict themselves gives
me confidence to express mv personal opinion, that the usual
depreciation of lSrahms' early compositions is, :ir, i have said,

a mere matter of conventionality; none the less it has
undoubtedly had a harmful tendency in regard to Brahms'

learned and impartial critic (Dr. Maclean) express his opinion
that Brahms was one of the very few great composers who
announced their own idioms from their earliest works.

You will remember that Schumann was rapturous in his

appreciation of these works. It is evident that he looked
upon Brahms as the genius who should " direct the art into
new paths." Schumann said, referring to these early opus
numbers, he had never heard n ;i vtl 1 : ru: befrv like lirahms'
music. Is it not significant that Schumann himself attempted
to adapt romantic ideas to the classic form of the Sonata in

his Pianoforte Sonatas, Op. 1 1 and 22, and also in his D minor
Trio ; and may it not have been that the small success which
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rewarded his efforts led him the more readily to appreciate

Brahms' success in this direction ?

It would he useless, for mi; to attempt to prove, in the few
minutes at our disposal, thai much of (In- .- [

i I i

c
ri to which

I have referred is uncalled for. just think of refuting the
assertions that these works belong entirely to the Romantic
school ; that they arc steeped in Schumann ; that they show
mi iinie'iieiinesH to Beethoven . that they are frequently turgid

in emotion, ill-eotisiecrcd in form; that they overstep tlie

line of beauty, contain great structural defects, dtc.

!

It j.ecms to ine thai the meaning of all this is that even his

admirers contend that in these early compositions Brahms
did not announce bis particular style, viz., the association of
oic;a::ie <l<-sij;n wish the romantic element. Now I take it

that the presence of the hitter element, as conveying the sense

not therefore argue that point, but I should like to try to

to the demands of organic design. I am quite aware that

orthodox subject-matter, or indeed structural outline, in

themselves do not satisfy the exigencies of musical form;
there must be balance of keys, unily and proportion, not to

men-ion other qualities. 1 shall, however, only attcir.nt to

prove that she stiutitural defects m these Sonatas, Op. I, 2, 5,

are not " crying ones," and though Dr. Markham Lee will be
tadiy handicapped hy havini; to phay isolated movements and

whether what his devotees call profundity is rather

obscurity, and due sometimes to inability to express his

thoughts, rarher than io the profundity of she thoughts them-
selves. i.vc. 1 slunk 1: much more important that we should
try and discover whether he has " assimilated all that is best

ir. a previous liudisiou, am! has himself advanced that tradition

towards a fuller and more perfect development,' than (hat we
should try to defend him fioai all adveisc criticism. 1 ad mil

lie hah his dull moments. For mvself, much of Mozart I have
heard is dull, and much of Handel and Haydn, little of Bach,
and of Beethoven uothiu;; as ye:

; of Wagner only the
•' Philadelphia " March and the Overture to • Rienzi," which

ligitized by GuOgfe
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arc indeed monstrous deserts with one or two bars of oasis.

The question upon which I have ventured to give you my
random thoughts is whether Biai'.tus lias. In all respects

and on all points, successfully carried out his noble aims,

l-.nl wheiher, notwithstanding Ms prtsent lack of gemial
popularity, some causes of which I have tried to give, he is

indeed llie revealer of a new style which combines those
elements without which music must bexomc a decadent art.

If he is this, I would point out how desirable it is that the

pronouncement of this fact should be made with all possible

force, for upon its recognition very largely depends the

attainment of that consummation which is so much to be

desired, viz., that his works shall become more widely
known and appreciated.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—You will all agree with me in thanking
Dr. Harding for his very interesting and instructive paper.

I am sure you will all voice that unanimously, and I do not

think we need put it to the vote. At the same time we must
also thank Dr. Markham Lee for having undertaken his

task at such short notice, and for having played those
examples with so much taste. There art a few remark;-. 1

should tike- lo make on the subject. Dr. Harding said at the

beginning of his paper that there was always a contention

a bout a great man, and that is perfectly true ; and in the case

of Brahms, I think there is a special reason why there should

be mure contention aboat his reputation than in Lin; case of any
ether composer. At the time when Brahms lived there was
a great wave, of realism going over the world that found its

expression in the opera and later in piogramme uxisi;' . Now
Brahms was not a program mist in any sf-nse. He was an
idealist. The great aim of program mists is to fmd a story in

everything the composer says, anil they find this very liit'iicult

in Brahms' works rightly so. hcc-inse no story was cvur

intended. Music parted off into two streams, one, that of

realism, which has found its latest exponent in Kichard

Strauss, and the other, that of absolute music, which has found
its greatest exponent in Brahms. Then again the difficulty of

performing Brahms' works is a great obstacle in trio way of

their becoming popular. As regards Brahms' orchestral

works, he is the most difficult composer lo conduct that 1
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ever came across, because there is hardly ever any attempt at

ilii' cbare.cU-r of the music, and therefore a conductor cannot

gel those delightful effects that he is so fond of. If he tries it

on with I ir;i}]iiis lie at once L.'i ves ii ivroii|; interpretation. On
the other hand, the tendency of many conductors of Brahms'
music is to make it dull. He was a very big man. All his

subjects rire hig subjects, and it requires a man with a fine

mind to cope with work like that. So in Brahms' pianoforte

music there are great difficulties to overcome ; the bigness
ol the conception alone makes it very difficult for the ordinary
performer. He did not go in for orchestral colour, nor for the

matter of that for pianoforte colour. His great idea was the
expression of what he fell. At the same time anyone who is

not prejudiced must admit that in his works there are some
of the finest examples that can be found of such expression.

His songs, his " Requiem," and his pianoforte music are all

intensely great. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to bend
[In; bow oi Ulysses. Brahms, you must remember, came after

Beethoven, And after contemplating Beethoven's work in

Sonata and Symphony, you feel there cannot be much beyond
it. Brahms ivas certain!; somewhal heavily hand icnjij>c< t i :i

this respect. I am very glad Dr. Harding noted one point
in Brahms' form, and that is the symmetry in the whole of

the work produced by the relation of the subjects. While
other composers had made experiments in this direction,

Brahms in tide it an essential part of his system.

Mr. Langley.— I should like to make a few remarks on
this very interest inir paper. First let i:;u sav thoroughly
pleased I was to hear Dr. Harding dissociate Brahms from the

name of Schumann. Thai his name was connected with

Schumann's 1 suspect was due 10 S.buuiann having been the
first to recognize Brahms' genius; ant! at that time when
Brahms' works were not known, what is more likely than
that those who wished to exploit tin; works oi Brahms should
av ail ibviisrlv- s of Scim Miami's opinion ? But. as Dr. Harding
has shown, nothing is really farther from the truth than that
Brahr'.s was really a romanticist in the sense thai Schumann
was. Then, referring to Dr, Harding's placing of Brahms as

a romanticist, I note that he said that in the romanticism of
Hcclhoveu we were at the dawn, and in Brahms we were at

the noon.
Dr. Harding.—I never said that. It was certainly not my

intention to_ associate Brahms with the full light of present-

Mr. Langlev.—Well, in romanticism 1 am inclined lo put
Beethoven ou a sonu-nha: higher level. Dr. Harding's
definition of romanticism was, I think, the interest of the
expression raised above the interest of the structure. That
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is a very good idea. Now in Brahms' works so much of the

interest lies in the structure, e.g., metamorphosis of themes.

I think I am quite justified in such a statement, and indeed
supported in it, by the way in which Dr. Harding has brought
it out in his analysis of the pianoforte sonatas. Therefore,

Beethoven is more romantic than Brahms. Dr. Harding also

referred to certain similarities between bits of these sonatas

and previous works. I do not know whether Brahms
reproduced these things unconsciously or not, hut they are

very frequent in these works. First, I would draw attention to

the Intermezzo in Op. 5, How very strongly that smells of

Usenet's "Tristan" ami " Gnttctfiammrrunp; "
::i ruitaiu

passages toast rat led on the diords of the major r,th and minor
gih. Then in the St/term of the same sonata the opening
strain is almost identical with that ol the F-ualt of

Mendelssohn's C r.:ir.o: l':anofottc Trio. AUo the semr.it

part of the Sciierm of Up. t reminds me verv stiongly of a

passage with which I am very familial. occurring. I believe, in.

Ifecihoven or Mendelssohn ; 1 caiiuut fur the inome.it recall

the enact rcfereni ! Then Willi regard to his strm tare. i::v:<:

is another matter 1 would call attention to, viz., the question of

balance in tonality. I wonder whether it has ever struck

anyone present that the Finale of the F minor Sonata really

ends in effect i:i the dominant. The context always leaves in

my mind the impression of a close in a dominant, and that to

n-^iore tlie iial:iiii.e another pi 1 rase is wanted closing in the

key of B flat. I very much appreciate Dr. Harding's efforts

to encourage enthusiasm on behalf of Brahms' works. He
arose at a lime when his work was greatly needed, and I am
sure we ought all Lobe grateful to the man who would vena L us

to the paths of true art, when so many are being led aside by
that spurious form of music—effects in sound. All of a piece

with this false view of musical language is that tendency to a

clnoi".a:ic gouts without recognition o~ any tonic, which
Dr. Harding thought was coming. These and their kindred
devices are doubtless resorted to because the writers have
nothing genuine to say ; and therefore, to show some pre tence
of novelty, they give us merely new colouring, not any ideas.

It is like a man trying to be a second Shakespeare by invent-

ing a new language. It is quite possible that Brahms may
never be as popular as Beethoven, probably because so many
of the beauties of his works are only revealed by very close

study, and because be does not make that direct appeal that

Beethoven does.

Ur. Sou mr.ATi-. — 1 )r. I larding spoke of ihe classical form

becoming donnMit alter the death ol Beethoven. I think

he was surely nodding, as Homer doer, sometimes. Surely

he. most rev." ember the name of Mendelssohn. However
much romanticism you may find in his music, you will
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ccitainlv hito a large amount of classicism, and that of tbo
most perfect form, so far as my judgment goes. Dr. Harding
has chiefly confined his attention to Brahms' pianoforte
pieees and has not said much about his works for orchestra.

For our aciraaiiitai'-ee '.villi those we are mamly indebted to

the late Sir August Manns. When director of the
Crystal Palace orchestra he was the first to perform here
lirahms' Symphonies, and he gave them again and again. I

know myself many who thought they were turgid and involved

and over-orchestrated. But in tune they hecame converted,

and aceuircd a iiking for Brahms and his music which I am
sure they would never have had or, at any rate, not till

considerably later, had it not been for the famous Crystal

Palace Saturday Contorts. lis Brahms' orchestration there

are nine of ;iio :;e colour-contrasted effects that you get in

Ts.haikowskv, but still there are effective i\assagesa? regards,

the employment of various instruments. Let me recall to

you that very remarkable series of Variations on a Theme by
Haydn. I used to think them most delightful to listen to.

There he uses the double bassoon with extra 01 dinar v effect.

That is a lit of orchestral colouring for which I think we
should give him credit. Qui audiences are now somewhat
more educated with regard to lirahms, and I think they will

liecome still more so. With regard to the Amim/lr that was
50 beautifully played by Dr. Markham Lee, Dr. Harding, I

thought, dismissed it rather curtly from the programme
music type with the remark that s; was headed by some
verses which deal wilh moonlight. I do not think he could

have observed the second line, "Da sind jtwei Herzen in

Hebe vereint." Certainly there were two loving hearts there,

and 1 hope my friend has not yet lost his feeling for that

emotional condition of mind. 1 cannot think that Brahms
inserted those lines at the head of his music without some
purpose of elm idaliou of his music text.

Dr. Markka!! Lb i-;.— Several things Dr. Harding said

interested me ver

appreciation of Brahms; and therefore I do not feel so

uncomfortable as I might have done seeing that I have been
the unworthy exponent of his music. At the same time I do
not know that I quite agree with what has been said about the

executant rendering J'rabtr.s' works palatable. The ordinary

amateur who goes to a concert and hears certain things may
get to like them ; but I do not think he will ever get the
s;i™ appreciation for them that he would by studying them.
For my part I would give Brahms' pieces even to pupils who
had no hope of learning to play them really well. 1 believe

it is the student who will appreciale Hralcus rather

than the hearer. With regard to his orchestral music there
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are sonic very beautiful things
;

but I must say thai when I

hear his Symphonies I feel he might almost as well have
expressed his ideas by the string quartet, or possibly the

pianoforte or the organ. They do not seem to stand in

absolute need of orchestral technique for their

interpretation. They are not the sort of music that

tan only be expressed by the medium of the orchestra.
Tschaikowsliy's or Richard Strang's orchestral works can
only adequately be rendered on the orchestra, just as truly

as most of Chopin's works can only be expressed on the

pianoforte. I am sorry that all the learned gentlemen present

have had a slap at programme music. Thev do love to tease

it. But after all there is a lot of very yood stuff in programme
music that can never be expressed in the old classical forms.
What amuses me is that Dr. Trotter and Mr. Langley should

say they do so admire the symmetry of Brahms' last Sonata,
in that its structure depends so much upon the constant use
of a single idea. Why, what are all the tone-poems of
Richard Strauss but the use of the same themes over and
over again? In " Zarathustra " Strauss does this far more
than Brahms docs. 1 fail to sec the lo^ic ol my opponents'
position in decrying programme music for the very same
reason to which they give praise to Brahms. Dr. Harding,
in el very eloquent peroration, {rave us to understand iio«-

extremely individual ali Brahms' writing was ; and then he
came to the pianoforte and showed us how much Brahms
was indebted to Beethoven. This seemed to me rather

inconsistent. There are various little points in Dr. Harding's
analysis in which I do not quite agree with him. f f you will

refer to your copies of Op. 5, you will see he pointed out the
return of the fiist subject as coming 0:1 the fourth line on
page 6. To my mind it is on the second line of page 6 that
toe return comment!;:; fin the bass). There a:

1

-:; various .,['!:.
1

trifles of non-agreement, but these need not be discussed now.
It will suffice if I arid my quota of [hanks lo Dr. Hr.r'irn^

for his e.vcelletiL and helpful paper.

Dr. Southgate.—It is not so much the programme music
as the programme that we object to. The programme of
Sir Stemdale Bennett's 'Maid of Orleans" is something
verv diffnenl from the j

>;": gramme of a certain gi. n; leir.an

whom i will not name, who lias given us such things as the
imitation of a coffee-mill at work.
The Chairman.—What I object to is people sticking

programmes into what is not programme music.
Dr. Harding.—There are two questions raised by Mr.

Langley to which I must reply. First of all I never said

that "in Brahms we were at the noontide of romanticism,"
my exact words were "What we now call romanticism
can only be discerned in Beethoven's works dimly, it is the
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light of dawn, nut of noontide." I did not mean to say that

the noontide was what we find in Brahms, but what prevails

at the present day. Then, doubtless from want of clearness

on my part, Mr. Langlcy did not understand that one of

the definitions 1 gave of romantic music (the interests of

expression being put above the interests of structure) was
not my own, and that I had, in fact, tried to show that such
a definition was rather an impossible one! In reply to

Dr. Southgate, I was referring to the licniojnner.t of classical

forms since Beethoven's time compared to the development
a', romanticism. I was perhaps a little too emphatic and I

should have said " to a certain extent the development of the

but for Brahms.' 1

I certainly think it has; notwithstanding
the ckihsiciiii! found in Mendelssohn's works. As far as

I am concerned, I fail to perceive the need for Dr. Markham
Lee's spirited defence of programme music. 1 am not

or, in this connection, against Richard Strauss or any of

his school. Before I sit down I wish to thank you very
much indeed for the attention you gave to the reading of my
hLLc paper, a:td I should also like to thank Dr. Yorke Trotter

for the charming way in which he has presided over this

meeting.
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l\c> librettist el Glncl-. s (l'.)-I -«. I'r^ri'li::,,- „,e (l'ans,.

Uafsser on the liaster " Ileirmoi (U.) -H. Riemann (Leipzig).

On Gabriel Faure (F.)—J. Tiersot (Pari;).

'Ill Lniil iluinr, ]l:,.loii,T.I I 'i.riptlii Ki., A. lien:;.; '] .cip.-.lf..

T- -
i 1 1^ "I iMis Is )— IT. I-n^cr, ( M;i h ,

.

[(.rsunilitv m cj^ci-ive music (Is.) K. (,::]].:; Webb il.-n.-oii..

Part 3. December, 1905.

Past 4. January, irioG.

Si; 1 in]!- Gr.-j.! ri:i:-. C..ii.;;l- ss ,(,
1

1 .iilwi;: .
Si :;.-, Ale

Old Or^ui i^picssi.;;.;. (C.) <
i . b. ALxIv Wi.liar.-.s (.Milfc-sill.

T'.iu 1
1

1
'. I 1 lc ! 1 !i;s missciis!: n-.i (Ci.i— ii b.i.iiiani)

v
i.r:[vi.: .

Parts. Feukuarv, 1006.

The is'.-si. .arils' LklllCnt ill .Mo.-.a.l ;(..( \. lie:.:-:
I

I [i.d.
I

.

Tli- brbish Silni.-l ml Vncss Mi.— C " lie.!. an il.cn Inn)

ki..-;-'a.n:r . ib u rv !v.n:v.i-l .<i.l i'. Wasnvv
:

.n;-l.

Music Cataloguing (CI,)—XV. Altmami (iScrlin).
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EIGHTH YEAR.

[Vie:ir.a.i.

Orcan buildini,-. i:a\\ titvic.-.-L :n iii.j 'i'iiuM. Okioi
. .

Mozart Festival at Sal/lmi.; ,C. ,_r. . Spiro [Rome).
Beauty and C-lir.ess in Music lii

I L- Gibe'rt 1> cbl> (London).

Part 2. November, 1506.

Autumn Prospectus of the Society (E.)

Julius Stockhauscn, obituary (G.J-Th. Gerolti | Fran It furl).

The Incorporated Lioc:c:v of S[,~,idans (G.; Ch. Maclean (London).
Kidi. Straus-

1

* ' li;alri;iiir::-.l;Lti::n " <jf DltM;:" 1 G.i -Ed,;. Tsi,-1 i'M ,ii:idii.

Grtiir.-illi- Kaiuocii'i '(Ji:i;,r laiavvai:!." r'arl I . (K.i— Kosa Ne'tmich
(London),

lmiiish Music [K.i.

Aiidtut K-vi'tiiin < Mnirii; iinsslt ((;., .11. Alar: [Unlit}.

An ListHltitt.il (L.j W t,. ^.Nautili (LnutW).
Attnstino Steiiaui'- lorr-spoaddict [IV.- A. Linstcin .Munich).
Hoibinulits Tlie Hells

1

[[:.) ~C.ii. Mackm (Lur-don).

Handel Fes
Hadow's " Tendt

|. January, 1507.

lo" (G.)—L, Schiedermair (Marburg).

-cuts 1:1 prr^r-mtiL-.-iiii^i-; ..<: 1- HEo-enffltl (Vitam)
of Hi- <;r,Hon Tree , H.) A. 11. D. I'rcndcrgast (London).

'Mu-i.ai '--t!:Ki,:- uttla: Mi.allt A Bus" (G.j-Joh. WolftBAlbert's "Musical

Bamett's " Mountain Sylph "

Bridge's Shakespeare and Music " book (E.).

The English " Christmas Pantomime " [E.J.

a:-,s Kadis, etc. (G.)—R. E

e (G.l-Ad. Koczirz (Vienna).
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Part 7. April, 1907.

Musi:- ai.thi;.!es 1,1 ;!]( fW.rrii.1n lf.-n^i^.aiiL-rr, I. (G.I—A. Scnerir.cr {I.t-ipzi.;).

"Master Alfonso" am! Queen lilirabett! (£"..) G. ]:. 1'. Arlnridlt
(Newbury).

Handel's tour in 171. (G).-A. Einstein /Munich).
Tilt: Si-lusms " establishment Lr. Isle o( Wi;ih: |K.').

Origin ..1 ' Hound dance!, " (K.J.

Time-Signal 11 re 5 too rigid (E.).

The " Fixed-Do" and " Movcable-Do" methods (E.).

The Kaiser's Milu Part-Sons Boot (G.|— All. Heuss (Leipzig).
liiio'n's Cluiroli Cantatas ili )— i;oem.vur iVovi (London).
M usica stlieticsol'th-..- Gorman Kr uaissante, li. (G.)--A. Scliorin;< I Leipjis).

W us 1minster li.C. Cathedral (!£.).

Translation Of the Pope's Etlicl on Church Music (E.).

The Easier-Mass nnalvsorl radooic.-.llv (G.-Huvo Kiemann (Leipriir).

HaWvy and llis k-ine- de Ghynre " (! 1— Martial Tenen (Paris).

I)er!in style oi p^vins anoient music (C.i - li. l.ciclHentrUt (Berlin!.

About tluiniich k.aak IG.)-Ju!-, Woll (Ik.lin).

Beethoven-House Festival at lionn (G )— L. Scheibler (Bonn).

Some Italian organs (E.)-C. F. Abdy Williams (Lymit
ICsturv of Schumann's " .Ntus /.eitsdirift " {G '.—G. \V

h | -,-.r v:.l In [k»Tl9i-h If. |._,Mf Hnii*. I I 1.1(1,11.1

-August, 1907.

inglon).

ic and Mora!s (li )— Ch. Maclean (London).

Two m". a L: festivals in XV. and XVI. retituries (r.V -li. Ouiltard (Park).

Scordatura in liibefs violin sonatas (G.)—Max 5r
---*"

What was the Golden Tree ? IE. 1

The voice and
'

Total—512 pi

* Fully inde
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SAMMELBANDE (Quarterly Magazine).

SIXTH YEAR.

I'akt 7. (JtTiiiirH— Di:ci!MiiT-.:i, loo.:.

Two Accounts relating to the Chapel-Music of the King of France (F.)—
M. Brenet (Paris).

Ifistorv :.( (Ik; Kiin^-alKri,' HoMva|je:i,7, -.^3—v/lo (G.)-A. Mayer-
Keinacli (Kiel).

Schmeltjl's I.iedcrbnch (T.<j;.it and the Unodlibet of the ruth century ft;.)

—E. Bienenfelil [Vienna)
I .,.!:!, Marchainl. rvlh l-i.tii ury nrpr.uLs: (F.I— A. i'irro . Paris).

Alcssandro Scarlatti's Harpsichord Music (!£ } J.
S Shed lock (London).

Renda's " ii^.v^in:i>,inEij-:I " Melodramas (G )—F.. Is'.el |M.i::ii;h).

Part 2. January—March, 1903.

The Principle oi the Uydrav.lic Organ (E.) C. .Maclean (Loudon).
The [v.ltuisl 1 fiins ludunkii:iis [G.j— A. Koczirz (Vienna).

Jean Marie I .eclair tin; o-hhrr (] )-[.. de la I.aimiucie (farts).

Emanuel Aloys Fors-er (G.) K. Wcic.1 (Vienna).

Past 3. April—Jbnh, 1905.

Chun h Snaps of the old Ossero Diocese (G.)-L. Lach (Lussingrande).
The didactic poem ' Les Echecs Acnoureux," i.;th ceuiury .1;.)— H. Abert

(Halle).

j!ini/]«r.ac. a forsrMleu French m'ncn:. ct" the 17th century (F )—
H.Quittard (Paris).

Alessntul.c Scarlatti':. Harpsichord Music (L.) -J. S. SkedfocI (I.onclun).

Tlu: * in! Ce:.ilia S'V.'ir.-l. of A vision. iS:h century (F.)— ].-(,. Ti odhrjmme
(Paris).

Early American Operas (E.l— O. G. Sonncck [Washington).
Benda's Monodrama |G.|-F. Bruecltner (Leipzig).

History oi the German Suite (G.)-II. Kicmann
,;
Leipzig.

Purceli as Theorist (L V--W. Ka-clay S.|-.:ire fl.omiou).

An original reccni oi Parisian rniisie. 1-53 -1-57 (F.)—J.-G. Prod'homme
(Paris).

The "Theatrical Agents " satirical pamphlet of Simon Mayr (G )—
L. Schiedcrmair (Marburfj).

Bach at Halle in jyit (C.)-M. Seiitcri (Berlin).

Revieiv of
J.

Wolf:-., Hi»:..r, ::[ Me:i, arable Mr>tsi(i..n IJjo— i.jC-o (G )—
F. Ludwig (Potsdam).

Total—641 pages."

* Fully iDdeud.

SEVENTH YEAR.

Pabt 1. October—December, 1905.

Harp and Lyre in old Northern Europe (G.)—Ilortense Panum
(Copenhagen).

Maltster Zsvise and his School: the history of Bohemian music in

XIV. century iGd-ZdcacI; Xejedly (Prague).

The Musicians ol the Dauphine (F-i—j.-Ci. Prod'homme (Paris),



joha,:,, H:-ui^-l. .... , Jon- 1;S. (
-5 ,G.)-Wilibal<] N:,;.,..: (Darmstadt)

Y Music l^tival at Niir,:iiii,c-r;i in ;<_,.) -Tobias .Wheal (Gotland)
An unkimwii eailv nors hv Jdiaun Kccar.l <G )- Lrnsi ' EYaHcifins

(Charl.itlei^urK).

The - Ahcabar.; musical family in Tliurin.<i:i iG.i Arm Werner
(Bitlerfeld).

I jitters Ir-an Juiianii V, , .[i: l-rank rri;ardini; th.i Hamburg Upera ,G.j- -

On the hi .r.l. (ii [.il urn \.l.lf I lasso (G ) \Ia> ScifFerl (Berlin).

On tin: ' Hifturv oi' Mi::iMiral>l.' Natation (G.)— lohauucs Wulll (l(crliii)

Car. emli.: uaU: icii Lie iiarra.au/. :M r iG.)—OHO Ai.ira.ti an and ii. M von
Hombostel (Berlin).

Part i. January—March, 1906.

The Bohemian School of Mimic IB.)—Alexander C. Mackenzie (London).
On the History 111.' Sni:.i iG.I—Tobias Sorlind Kahnari.
Information from North German records on Cantors. Organists, Organ-

builders, ami Stilt. -musici.. in ,>: olden limes down 10 i.joo ,G )—
Ernsl I'raetorius (Charlottenburf;).

A lira, of Mihicisn, ia tin; XYIl.a.i.l XV! 11. centuris.
;
Hid Rebels ,'[ )—

L. de la Laurencie (Paris).

Iiii-.ruin.jaliU Mt:,:. oi the XIV.- -XYI1, centuries iliustralcd in Hciil-jlure

(G.)-Hugo I.eichlen.rilt (Berlin).

Instruments] Umsmeniattnn m ::ie XVIII. ceaturv 1—Arnold ijcacrine,

(Leipzig).

Historical Sketch <[ thr; < lee. lin e i!'..i - l
: red„i ink Xiec'ss ^diuburghj.

liow Hells an.; iinjilisk -.vliolo ii,vir a illj;
" and chimmi; I.E.! Charier.

Maclean (London).
A ScliM-1 t'estival in Halle-on-tl-.c-Snslc. lb;,, ;G.)

o„<f
'

n s i'.iiatraphy |C. ;,-Miu Schneider (Berlin),

an old Viol-Player ' (G.)-Ludmg Schir"Observations of
(Marburg).

• Malibran » (F.)—Martial Teneo (Paris).

Part 4. Julv—September, 1906.

Anriien; Greek Music iG.I—Albert Tbietfcldcr ; Ivostctk).

Tin: ri.iri-nce musical diagram iF.j— Cli. R 11
1 .

liudli- (Paris;-.

Studies en the History of 1 .-Jypliiniy in. the Middle Arcs. No. 3. Oil the
rise and firs: deyi'ilopnient ui the Latin and l-'rcncb Mm. ill, in relation

to general rnn.sin (r — Fvie.lricii r.inlv.-: s ..Strasburg, Alsace).

The Art-Song iti the XIV. -XV. centuries (G.J-Hqeo Kienana ,Lui,i;:i.,.

English Instrumentalists at llni 1 Mnish Court in ;h» lime of Shak
(E.)-VCP 1 -

an).
:! rr(i'.en;:a

The "Leonore 0.1 lain. >ur c.niiiic.n! "
< if ilnnilly and Gaveau* Apropos

the la!.: " b'i.ieli.)
'' centenary |;-.|-- [,-G. l'roa'hommc . I'sris).

What an organist of the XVII. century had to know (G.)—Tobias Sorlind

Total—643 pages."
(Kalmar).
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EIGHTH YEAR.

Fart r. October—December, 1906.

n melodies on the Phonograph (G.)—Erich M. von I

iDtributions lo lie history of the Italian Oratorio in the XVII.
Jury (G.)-Arnold Seherinf. (Leiprig).

a rccci'.r lc:>k'i:in^v (,! 1 1 r .
I

.
. 1..JO

(Rome
A c -\<;r.b\:::<r.i L.i I -r=.c::i ;-i<\;cn:\: : M .

I ;-.r::;;: l"r:u : t- -]-], ji.irl ;i;e:-.l>mvj.

l<)h;.:in K "Li, 11
-, m"^ r (;l,v.L„n-, aLlli llu: lev., 11 .,1 J -L j i < 1 1 1 , 1 1 r - - Arv.o Wcrctr

(Bitterfeld).

The :.?n:.c abs.,l-.iu: pi-. 31:.-; m-.i-Nc L-v-ILx luiriuch .Jena).

Two letters from C. Ph. Em. Bach to Alexander Reinagle (G,)—O. G.
Sonneck (Washington),

The ntii-.i.-; mil-. \c.v.::-: o: the I 'reach Kcn.iiwncc usj their hiLlovhiti

(F.)-R. Rene Brancour (Paris).

Sundry Communication;.

Part 3. April-June. iga7 .

French Manuscripts in Spain, Part I. (F.)—Pierre Aubry (i'aris).

Orlando di Lassuaiul Fra.lee (G.j.-Ad. Sandberfier (Munich).
l-'.y.-rtcK 1 1' v: the r;ei,ch ' ke-j-.ier of Ltceaoos " {'.: Mich,:] Hrenct

The l^in'ot Church Son s G Ad Thf. H B
Absolute -pitch
Toe home am. (iriai:; of [-oh phonic music; a correction (G.J—Viei -r

Lederer (PragueJ

,

inications.
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